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ABSTRACT
The thesis investigates a specific example of the interdependence between the domestic
and the public spheres of social life. Through an examination of the social construction
of 'the home' and 'the prison', the thesis examines the argument, from the feminist
challenge to the social sciences, that it is the marginaUsation of the domestic and the
arbitrary privileging of the public, that maintains the false assumption of the self
sustaining nature of public life.
The central theme of the thesis is that the contradictory intersection of 'the home' and
'the prison' is a particularly significant example of the tension between
interdependence and incompatibility, that characterises the nature of the relationship
between domestic and non domestic spheres in other areas of social life.
The corollary of this argument is that it is the people in the population 'families of
prisoners' who bear the greatest burdens of this contradiction. Moreover, one
especially important aspect of the work of 'caring' for prisoners is the invisibility of the
range of forms of exploitation and of the personal, social and economic costs that is
involved in that work.
The thesis examines the specific ways in which the population 'families of prisoners'
has been variously constituted in the several legal, economic and scientific rationalities
that construct penal life. Four major models of interdependence between 'the prison
and 'the home' are identified in the analysis of these discourses: the 'family in the
prison', the home clearly segregated from the prison, the boundaries between
'prison' and 'home' becoming more permeable when the home is constituted as the site
of 'resource and resolve' and most recently, 'the home' as the site of imprisonment
and control. It is in the work of the social scientific constructions of 'families of
prisoners' that these last two models have been most closely defined.
By drawing on the work of three approaches to social analysis, the feminist materialist
critique of social policy, the radical critique of penality and the feminist analysis of
criminology, the thesis develops nine major propositions about the impact of these
variously constructed intersections of 'the home' and 'the prison' on the actual day to
day lives of the people in the population 'families of prisoners'. It is especially in the
contradictions between these various intersections that the work of caring has to be
carried out. It is this contradictory nature of the work of caring for imprisoned men that
is associated with the condensed nature of the inequality that is experienced by the
people in the population 'families of prisoners'.
Through an examination of the penal poUcies and practices operating in N.S.W. in the
1980s andfi-ominterviews with thirty eight people who have family obligations to
imprisoned men in N.S.W., the thesis demonstrates firstly, that that obligation leads
to an extensive but hidden provision of unpaid labour. Secondly, that obligation to
care also commits the carers to major economic and physical costs. Thirdly, the
commitment to care then implicates the carers in the network of punishment and
control that operates both within the prisons and in various forms of community control
in N.S.W.
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STYLE NOTE

The style of referencing used in this thesis is an amalgation of the author/date system and
the numbered footnote form. In order to have the advantage of a relatively free flow of
information in the text, the numbered footnote form has been used. However, the
simplified form of referencing associated with the in text author/date system has been
used to avoid the inclusion of unnecessary detail on each page. The full details of each
reference are included in the bibliography.
The full name of each author is included, where possible, on the first occasion that that
author is mentioned. AU later references include only the surname. Where there is more
than one author with the same surname, the author's initial is used in the second and later
references.

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION:

Substantive area of thesis. Key terms.

propositions.

Major

Outline of chapters two to nine.

Substantive area of thesis
This thesis is an examination of the experiences of a specific group of people, mainly
women, who are drawn into the legal penal system through their family obligations to
men who have been sentenced to imprisonment.

There have been several studies of'families of prisoners'.^ However, most of these
texts or articles are prefaced with the claim that 'families of prisoners' are an underresearched group.

This paradox of the collective amnesia of official and academic

awareness of the situation of people caught up between the dual constraints of the
family and the legal/penal realms highlights the central focus of this thesis: that the
contradiction of interdependence and incompatibility that characterises the nature of the
relationship between the public and the domestic spheres in other aspects of social Ufe,
is particularly condensed in the intersection of the two spheres as it occurs in the realm
of punishment and control.

The basic theme is this: that the people, who have a family obhgation to care for
prisoners, bear the burden of a complex and contradictory set of expectations and
constraints that result from an especially significant intersection between the structures
of patriarchy and capitalism. The lives of people in the population, 'families of

"I Fifty seven texts that address the issue of 'the prisoner's family' are listed separately in the bibliography.
This literature is reviewed in chapter four.

prisoners', are experienced within a particular social space: the intersection of areas of
social symbolisation which bear great power. This power results in very specific forms
of economic exploitation, political domination and cultural oppression. One especially
important aspect of this particular intersection between the public and the domestic is the
marginality or invisibility of the forms of exploitation and domination that are
experienced by the women, men and children, who are in that social space, who take on
the responsibilities of being 'families of prisoners'.

The experiences of people with family obligations to prisoners are constructed within a
particular intersection between the public and the domestic spheres. It is that social
space that occupies the intersection between that symbolically most rational realm - the
legal penal sphere, and that symbolically most arational realm - the family. The
contradictions that are engendered by this overlap between such essentially incompatible
areas of social Ufe are resolved through specific forms of marginalisation. These then
add to the material, psychological, and poUtical costs of being a member of a family of a
prisoner.

The examination of this specific intersection between the pubUc and the domestic
domains, the penal and the family spheres, is an inquiry into the impact on the day to
day Uves of people of the way that the two spheres, the domestic and the penal have been
constructed around the social relationships of power, morahty and rationality in the
successive forms of Uberal capitalism.

The investigation of these two contradictory sites of power, morality and rationahty,
brings together questions posed in two areas of investigation of social life - the radical
critique of penality on the one hand, and the feminist materiaUst analyses of the social
construction of the work of caring. These questions are set out as specific proposition
on pages 26 to 27, while chapter two comprises a review of the two Uteratures on
domesticity and penality. However, underpinning both the major propositions, and the
3 0009 02909 5002

approaches to the analysis of 'the home and the prison', are three conceptual
assumptions. These three assumptions, which inform the basic perspective of the thesis,
have been developed from the recent theoretical debates which are addressed here through
a discussion the definitions of the key terms to be used in the thesis: 'the state', 'the
separation of the public, private and domestic spheres', and 'caring'.

Key terms:
'the state',

'the separation of the public, private and domestic spheres',
"caring',

Key term: 'the public, private and domestic spheres'
The fu-st term concems the conflations that have been evident in the feminist and the
materialist critiques of liberaUsm. More specifically the conflations that occur in those
debates that centre on the relationship between the pubHc and the private spheres, and
between pubUc and domestic life.

In the current feminist literature analysing state policies and domestic life there are two
sets of terms that are most commonly employed. On the one hand, are the texts that
address the intersections between 'the state, the family,

and the economy'.^

Alternatively, although not necessarily exclusively, the discussion is about the
relationship between the 'public/private' or the 'public/domestic' domains.^ The
boundaries between the two spheres of public and domestic Ufe are analysed as part of
the false dualism, inherited from classical liberaUsm, that legitimates, through masking
and devaluation, the exploitative nature of the domestic work of caring.^

2 Cora Baldock&Bettina Cass (1983) Jaanet Finch &Dulicie Groves (1985) Robert Moroney( 1976)
3 Gillian Pascal (1987) Elisabeth Wilson (1977) n.b. These two forms are not necessarily mutually
exclusive
^ the work that addresses this false dualism is summarised in Anne Edwards (1988) pp. 49-53.

The work of Carol Pateman, Anna Yeatman and Carol GiUigan detail the implications of
these processes of marginaUsation and masking in political theory, sociological theory
and in moral psychology.

Pateman's challenge to Uberal philosophy centres on her dissection of the poUtical
philosophy of its 'key theoretical figure' - John Locke. ^ The liberal argument for the
separation of the poUtical and the economic spheres was expressed through Locke's
argument with Sir Robert FiUner, the defender of a political authority that was based on
patriarchy.

The moral power of the state in Locke's version of Uberalism rested on the continual
achievement of the consent of the governed in contrast to patriarchal authority within
the private sphere of the family which was based on the ascribed natural authority of the
father.^

Locke, in rejecting FUmer's defense of monarchical power, centred the Uberal

argument for the separation of the poUtical and the private on this distinction between
pubUc sphere authority based on the principle of universalism, and the form of family
authority in the private sphere which was based on the 'natural' superiority of the father.
Pateman points out that Uberalism is thus inherently associated with the mutual embrace
between 'patriarchy and liberalism'. Locke in arguing that ' ... a wife's subordination
to her husband has a "Foundation in Nature" and that the husband's will prevailed in the
household as he is naturally the 'abler and the stronger.' then excludes women from the
pubUc world as their 'natural subjection' is in conflict with the liberal prerequisite for
participation in public life - freedom as '
naturally free' ^

5 Carole Pateman (1982)
6 Gordon Schocet (1975)
"7 Pateman (1982) p. xi

one cannot be both naturally subject and

Pateman argues that this patriarchal character of liberaUsm is rarely acknowledged.
The invisibiUty is a consequence of its essentially contradictory character. If
individualism and universaUsm are based on the separation of tiie domestic and the
pubUc spheres and on the denial of citizenship to women then universaUsm itself is open
to question.

Universalism appUes only to particular groups.

That universalism of classic liberalism is merely the particularism of the powerful has
been successively the basis for claims to citizenship in terms of class, religion, race and
gender.8 The primary individuals of classic liberalism, the adult male white Protestant
property owners, are no longer the only representatives of citizenship. The argument
for exclusion based on 'natural superiority' has been successfully contested within the
framework of liberalism itself. Universalism has a symboUc power that extends far
beyond the initial basis of its introduction.

However the continual contestation and extension of the boundaries of universalism
masks the related but separate epistemological and political problem with liberal theory.
The point is, Pateman argues, that the problem with liberaUsm is not so much that it is
gender bUnd as that it embodies patriarchy.^

Moreover the major contestants of

liberalism, the Marxist investigations of the class structure, often fail to recognise this
embeddedness of discrimination centred on the 'naturalness' of the separation of the
public and the domestic spheres and repUcate the same biases as UberaUsm itself.

The masking of gender discrimination in Locke's formulation of liberaUsm involves a
particular conflation in the argument for the separation of the spheres of social Ufe: the
conflation of the 'private' with the 'domestic'.

This conflation is associated with what

Pateman points out as a key confusion in liberal thought, the nature of morality. ^*^ It is

^ although this order varies with the specific nation state in which the claims have been made
9 Pateman (1982) p. xiv
10 Pateman (1985) p.5

unclear in Uberalism whether morality is associated with particularism or universalism,
affectivity or impersonality, ascription or achievement. On one hand moraUty is based
on love and altruism, the particularistic and affective values of domestic life, yet on the
other hand, morality becomes the basis for the regulation of the free 'amoral' market.
The rational legal power of the state in UberaUsm depends upon its operating upon the
impersonal universaUstic principles which are derived from the common moraUty of the
society. Domestic morality is based upon its very arationality, in the terms in which
rationality comes to be defined in liberal capitalism.

Pateman does not follow through the impUcations of this conflation of the two forms of
moraUty. However it has major import for the construction of domestic life in terms of
the separation of the sphere of the family from power in public life. 'Morality' is paired
in liberal theory with 'power' as the opposing dichotomies on a shared dimension. But
this is a false duaUty that has been particularly effective in masking the actual relationship
between the construction of domestic, civil and pubUc life in liberal capitaUsm.

If power

and morality are conceptuaUsed instead as operating on separate dimensions in the
construction of the spheres of public, private and domestic life in liberal thought, then
the intersections between the three spheres can be identified as the 'amoral power' of the
market in the private sphere controlled through the 'powerful moraUty' of the state in the
pubUc sphere which is supported by the 'powerless moraUty' of domestic life.^^

Why should the morality of the domestic sphere be characterised as powerless?

Nancy

Cott's examination of the development of the'culture of domesticity' in middle class
families in the U.S.A. in the early nineteenth century indicates the answer.

This set of

values was specificaUy characterised by the asymmetric power relations within the
family. The husband became the family's bridge between the pubUc and tiie domestic
worlds and tiie woman's retreat into the home sanctioned her specific domestically
based moral role as wife and mother. Cott here charts both a topology of spaces, the
11 this argument taken from my M.A. thesis: Aungles (1982) pp. 20 -24

retreat into tiie home and a typology of discourses, a commitment to a gender
differentiated set of values. The values underpinning romantic love between husband
and wife depended on 'disinterested love' which was equated with the woman's
economic dependence.'only by giving up all self interest did women achieve the purity of
motive that enabled them to establish moral reference points in the home'. 12

The husband however, has two statuses: as a public person and as a private person.
Jean Elshtain, drawing on her analysis of Hegel, points to the impUcations of this
gendered moral double standard, i^ Man could attempt to become, with 'the aid and
succor of women', all that women were in private - loving and responsible, at the same
time keeping his right to 'his power as a citizen - the Ufe of the social, the rights of
desire.'1"^ However, women could not become what men were, because they would
then forego their essential womanhood.

Morality then has different connotations for men and women. The segregation of the
two spheres of morality is reworked in different forms in specific historical eras. The
'progression' to the complex intersection of pubUc/private/domestic of classic liberalism
evolves out of two earUer bifurcations. Firstly, there is the association of a higher
morality with the rational thought of the political pubUc sphere in contrast to the lesser
morality of affective family relations. Elshtain shows how this bifurcation derives from
Aristotelean thought. 1^ Secondly, with MachiavelU's reworking of the concept of
politics, a further bifurcation of the two spheres compUcates the dual standard. The
pubUc world in Machiavellian terms is also the world of power. So there is a new
definition of 'the good' not simply one of higher order to the family but one that stands
in opposition to it. The effective ruler is a 'bad man' in terms of Christian moraUty.
But with MachiaveUi the rules change. Criteria based on this morality are inappropriate

12 Nancy Cott (1978) p.71
13 Elshtain (1974) p. 460
14 Elshtain p.460
15 Elshtain pp. 454 - 458

to the public sphere. Men are successful if they operate according to two opposing
standards, pubUc self-interest and private altruism. Women have access only to the
latter. 16

As Pateman points out this duaUty of power and moraUty does not hold for classic liberal
thought. The separation of the political and the economic creates the more complex
configuration between power, rationality and morality outiined on page 6.

However,

with the shift from laisser faire to welfare, corporate and to advanced corporate
capitaUsm the poUtical economic boundaries are less clearly defined and power and
moraUty are again not so easily distinguishable .

With the extension of formal political citizenship to women it could be expected that a
gendered double standard of morality would be dissolved. Elshtain argues that this is
not so.i^ Her argument is supported by the feminist critique of the level of gender
blindness in two current disciplines: in the field of moral philosophy and in the
mainstream psychology of moral development.

John Rawls, in a neo-Uberal social contract theory of justice distinguishes between three
kinds of morality. At the most primitive level of justice, a 'morality of authority' based
upon fear of retribution is developed witiiin the family, i^ From this the second level of
moraUty, a 'morality of association' is developed, still within the family but also now
in conjunction with relationships in other in small associations.

This is the phase in

which the virtues of 'a good son', 'a good wife', and so on, are acquired.i^ However
this second level of moral commitment is Umited as it is extended only to the individual's
immediate relations with others in these small groups. The third and highest stage, the
'morality of principle' is achieved when the principles of justice are valued for
16 Elshtain p.459
1"^ Elshtain p453
18 Rawls (1972) ATheorvof Jiisrire, Clarendon Press, Oxford, (p.466). cited in Deborah Keams (1989)
p. 198.
^
19 Rawls (1972) p 468. cited in Keams p. 198.

themselves and when moral attitudes are shaped not by the particularism of the small
group but by the more abstract universaUstic principles of the concept of 'right' chosen
'irrespective of contingencies'.^o

Keams feminist analysis of Rawls' theory of morality indicates the problems with this
concept of universalism.^l She points out that as the nuclear family is currentiy
constituted, Rawls' willingness to retain it as the basis of the development of moral
maturity depends upon one set of people voluntarily giving up their right to achieve full
moral autonomy and the ultimate sense of justice. Keams emphasises the contradictions
in which Rawls ensnares himself by fudging this socio-historical constraction of the
family in his thesis.

For Rawls, the sense of justice is a form of love in which one's own self interest is
subsumed in this greater commitment to the other. This highest morality of
supererogation involves the virtues of 'benevolence, a heightened sensitivity to the
feelings and wants of others, and a proper humiUty and unconcem with self ^2,

a

description, Keams argues, that seems to deUneate the especial virtues of women in the
domestic sphere. Nevertheless, the self sacrifice that is evident in women's willingness
to forego their right to participate in the higher orders of morality does not fit the
definition of tme supererogation according to Rawls, as women do not rationally and
freely choose their sacrifice. It is rather an element of their status as wife and mother,
'founded on precepts which are followed because they seem authoritative and not because
they are right and just.23

Genevieve Lloyd identifies a parallel differentation in the philosophical reflections of
Rousseau, Kant and Hegel on the higher morality of men in the public sphere and the

20
21
22
23

Rawls (1972) pp. 474-5 cited in Keams p. 199.
Keams (1989) pp. 200-203
Rawls pp. 278-279 cited in Keams (1989) p. 201.
Keams (1989) p. 202
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lower moraUty of women in the domestic sphere.2^ She isolates the way that these three
modem Westem philosophers ground the 'maleness of citizenship' in the mascuUnity of
war. In the wider world men demonstrate their superior capacity for ethical behaviour by
rationally and freely choosing to make the 'supreme sacrifice' of being prepared to kill
and to die in battle for the universal social good. This contrasts with the lesser form of
self sacrifice of women in the mundane, particularistic and arational sphere of the
family. Lloyd details the several ways in which tiiis theme of moraUty tiirough
militarism is constantly re-evoked in contemporary life especially through the principle
that women although aUowed to serve in the armed forces are not allowed to be front Une
troops. This taboo, she argues, safeguards 'the mascuUnity of war'.25
she highlights what is masked in these modem accounts of morality.

Nevertheless

The universalism

for which men are prepared to die, and in this commitment achieve the highest form of
citizenship, depends upon the particularism to which women have to continue to be
committed. However that particularism is itself constructed as a threat to the higher
'ethical self-consciousness' of men at war. Lloyd's analysis of this militaristic
constmction of domesticity has especial relevance to the feminist materiaUst analysis of "
'the home' 'and' 'the prison' ", as it is in the legal penal sphere in liberal democracies
that people within a society would seem to be at most risk of being defined as intemal
enemies.

Carol GiUigan looks at the similar mascuUnist bias in the moral psychology of Jean
Piaget, Erik Erikson and Lawrence Kohlberg the three major writers in the field.26 Her
argument is that aU tiiree build models of cognitive and moral development that
privilege aspects of personality defined as mascuUne. This privileging of the masculine
takes two forms.

Cognition and morality are charted on a hierarchical model of

development. The higher steps in each of the tiiree models coincide with qualities of
individual autonomy, the moral and intellectual ability to develop a legal sense based on
24 Lloyd (1986)
25 Lloyd (1986) p. 64
26 GiUigan (1982)
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impartiality and objectivity,

an interest in the legal elaboration of rules as fair

procedures for adjudicating conflict.

All three psychologists then argue that these

highest forms of moraUty are the quaUties achieved by boys but not by girls. In
Kohlberg's model the highest stage is the sixth, the ability to understand and be guided
by a form of justice that is characterised by impersonality and universalism. Women
however, reach only the third stage - the abiUty to be sensitive to the needs of others.

MoraUty based on detachment is described then by aU three as the highest achievement of
human intellectual and moral ability. MoraUty based on attachment is at a lower stage in
the scale of moral development. GiUigan points to the mascuUnist bias in such models.
The highest moral order involves the subordination of the ethic of responsibility for
personal relations to the ethic of individual autonomy.

The work of I. Broverman et al shows how this dual morality is manifested in the general
and routine expectations about male and female values and behaviour in everday Ufe.2^
There is a taken-for-granted set of expectations of moral behaviour that privileges
masculinity, conflates the human with the masculine and both defines the feminine,
and devalues it as socially immature. 28

These identifications of the continuing gendered basis of the humanities' and the social
sciences' interpretation of the relationship between rationality and moraUty has
significance for the inquiry into the way the state mediates and reconstmcts the
relationship between caring and dependence, but it has particular relevance to the ways in
which these processes are played out in tiie penal realm.

27 L Broverman etal. (1970)
28 I. Broverman et al. (1970) p. 5
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However, in both mainstream moral psychology and in GiUigan's reworking of its
findings there is a problem of the ahistorical nature of the three models that then masks
their class bias. ^^

A model of moraUty that privileges a commitment to individual rights secured through
universaUstic standards is notably associated with the development of the historical
concem to secure the concept of individual property,

'the individual legal subject is

essentially the bearer of commodities, the owner of economic assets producing a
revenue. '^0

Individual legal subjectivity is a consequence of the necessity to estabUsh and guarantee
the conditions of exchange at the earUest stage of capitaUst economic development, the
securing of the rights of individual bourgeoisie to be free of political or kinship
commitments in the process of accumulating capital for the business of exchange or
trade. Law as an autonomous social institution guaranteeing this economic freedom of
exchange is the development then of a specific form of govemment, the development of
the capitaUst state.

So the idea of the universalism of universalism is problematic in terms of class as weU as
gender.

The privileging of a morality based on individual rights over a morality based

on collective relationships is a social product of a particular set of poUtical economic
relations occurring in a specific historical era.

Social life in Uberalism is based on the construction fu-stiy of two reahns of morality, but
importantiy also on the constitution of those two domains as inherently unequal spheres
of social relations.

29 Ngaii«Naffine(1987) p. 119
30 Sol Picciotto (1979) p. 172
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Anna Yeatman works out tiie impUcations of the restmcturing of the institutional sites of
power, morality and rationaUty not so much in terms of the gendered personalities of
'men' and 'women' but in relation to the constraction of domestic life.^i

Through a

critique of sociological theory, she argues that feminism and sociology hold out great
promise to each other. 32 Sociology with its insistence on the social nature of domestic
Ufe should open the door to questions that go beyond the duality of the focus on the
constitution of gendered personalities and the subsequent limited concem with the
various forms of asymmetric competition between the two interest groups, men and
women.

Sociological theory, in emphasising the importance of the differentiation of

public and domestic Ufe, offers feminism the potential for an analysis of the generative
aspects of the relationship between class and gender.

There are, she argues, two main issues in sociological theory that have major relevance
for the analysis of the social constraction of domestic and pubUc life.

The sociological

concem with these two issues - the importance of 'the division of laboiu-' in modem
society and the social constraction of personaUty - means that a sociological perspective
can generate questions about the particular forms of the mutual dependence between the
two spheres without reflecting and reinforcing the processes of the marginalisation of the
domestic and the privileging of the pubUc that occur in the actual policies and practices of
social life.^^

However, paradoxically, mainstream sociological theory itself continues to marginaUse
the domestic domain whilst seeming to offer the analytic tools for opening up the area to
social analysis. Yeatman details the specific ways in which the promise is broken in the

31 Yeatman (1986) In her later article (1990) she reconsiders this argument.
32 In a later article Yeatman reconsiders this argument (1990) This further discussion is taken up in
chapter three of this thesis.
33 This criticism is especially relevant to the imbalance of interest in feminist criminology where the
discussion tends to be dominated by questions about female deviance and women prisoners.
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work of Durkheim, Cooley, Tonnies and Weber in classical sociology , by Parsons
and, finally, in post-Parsonian sociology.

Her argument is that classical sociological theorists repUcate the Uberal concem with the
relationship between the individual and society but replace 'the individual' with 'society'
as the starting point of their inquiry.

However this inversion then also masks the

importance of the domestic sphere through a process of conflation that reflects in inverted
form the liberal conflation of the domestic witii the private.

In various forms the

classical sociological theorists aU foreclose on the question of the social constraction of
domestic life and its distinctively gendered form, by assimilating the family to an
undifferentiated abstract sociality. ^

Yeatman especiaUy focuses on what she describes as the second phase of sociological
theory, on Parson's analysis of the family,

as it is in his work that the promise of

an understanding of the social constraction of domestic life is most explicitly made.
for thefirsttime we are offered .. a clearly sociological conception of the family: the family
becomes that sphere of social interaction which functions on behalf of a particular or unique
personality
With this focus the Parsonian phase promises to make the domestic domain
an object for sociological theory.35

Nevertheless, Parsons' work fails to fulfill this promise. This failure takes two forms.
Yeatman points to what other feminists have earlier emphasised: Parsons' dependence
on the 'natural' basis for the explanation of the gendered aUocation of domestic
parenting.^^

Mothers, according to the functionalist perspective, are the speciaUsts in

the family because they have the biologically ascribed tasks of child bearing and breast
feeding. In 'modem' society characterised by speciaUsation this early commitment to
caring through these biologicaUy ascribed aspects of mothering lead to the most efficient

34 Yeatman pp. 159 -165
35 Yeatman p. 166
36 Ann Oakley(1974) pp. 178-185 Veronica Beechey (1978) Susan MoUer Okin (1980) ch. 10
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form of division of labour witiiin the family with women taking responsibiUty for tiie
other routine tasks associated with child rearing in tiie early years of socialisation.3'^

However, Yeatman points too, to the way that Parsons also privileges the pubUc aspects
of the social control of the personaUty whilst emphasising the importance of the family in
the initial primary stages of personality development: 'domestic sociaUty is admitted but it
is admitted more as a condition than as an inherent feature of sociality

domestic

sociality is identified with immaturity '38 There are echoes here of Elshtain's point about
Aristotle's views of women
... who, although they do not share in public life per se, nevertheless provide the basis or
precondition upon which that public life rests. Aristotle comparesralersand subjects to flute
players and flute makers; one makes use of what the other makes.^^

Yeatman here emphasises that it not so much Wrong's famous point about the 'over
socialised conception of man' in Parsons description of personality development, as the
fact that Parsons 'renders residual precisely what it is that makes a personality a particular
personality'.'^o

The importance of the domestic work of caring that underpins the

development and the maintenance of the particular unique personalities of individuals in
modem life then is marginaUsed in Parsons' analysis of socialisation. Although he
outlines the social determination of the individual personality and the mutual dependence
of the public and domestic aspects of social life, his insistence on the primacy of the
public form of morality, the set of values or pattern variables associated with 'modem'
society - universaUsm, specificity, achievement, individuaUsm, rationaUty over a
domestic sociaUty based on particularism, diffuseness, ascription, coUectivity and
emotionality,

eventually reinforces the mascuUnist bias in classical sociology.

So

Parsons work continues what Yeatman describes as the Gordian knot tiiat has beset

3"^ Although even on this aspect of Parsons analysis, Yeatman emphasises that he is giving a joc/o/ogzca/
rather than purely biological account of gender differentiation ^. 167)
38 Yeatman p. 169
39 Elshtain p. 455
40 Yeatman (1986) p.l68
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sociological theory, its contradictory and incoherent character inherited (although in
inverted form) from the individual/society dichotomy of liberal theory.

Yeatman argues that although there is a weU estabUshed sociology of the family this does
not mean that sociology effectively accommodates the world of women. This is
because, in spite of its seeming access to the appropriate tools for the analysis,
sociology does not apply them to the three key concems :
(i) the mutual dependence between the public and the domestic spheres,
(ii) the false assumption of the self-sustaining nature of public Ufe, and the consequent
(ui) arbitrary privileging of pubUc aspects of social life and the marginaUsation of the
domestic ."^i

Yeatman points out that so far feminist theory has not remedied the invisibility of the
domestic domain mainly because its focus remains on the dualistic concem with gendered
personalities. She argues that this is a connected but essentially separate question to the
social constraction of domestic life.
the blind spot for feminists, which limits the power of their critique for social science, is their
difficulty in analytically distinguishing the gender division of labour, on the one hand, from
the differentiation of social life into public and domestic domains, on the other.'^^

This does not mean that the two are not connected.

The gendered nature of the

differentiation betweentiietwo spheres resolves the basic contradiction of the mutual
dependence yet mutual incompatibiUty between pubUc and domestic life. This
contradiction derivesfromthe conflict between the values underpinning the expressive
character of caring work, upon which the constitution of the unique personality of the
individual is based, and the instramental character of the pubUc world of competitive
individualism which makes domestic life so important in liberal capitalism and in its
successive forms. Neverthelesstiiereis a conceptual difference between tiie two issues
41 Yeatman (1986) p. 159
42 Yeatman (1986) p. 171
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of the constitution of the personality and the constitution of the domestic and pubUc
spheres.
were the social categories of women and men to be deconstituted, that is, if the gender division
of labour were to be abolished, the distinction between and mutual requirement of domestic and
public aspects of social life would remain (although) the differentiation of public and
domestic domains must operate and appear very differently. 43

Although feminism caUs into question the 'naturalness' of the gendered division of labour
that characterises the present constitution of the two spheres, Yeatman argues that this
critique is too often limited by a focus on 'men' and 'women' as the main objects of the
inquiry and the inequality of various aspects of Ufe based on this distinction. 44

The distinction that she makes between the two forms of inquiry points to the argument
made by David Garland about the specific nature of the penal realm. This is that
penality is the sphere in which the relations of the wider world are played out in a
particulary condensed form.45

The world of imprisonment is a 'domain within the

domain' of public life. It is one in which the gendered nature of social life is most
masked, the social space in which the individual is defined most specifically in terms of
rationaUty rather than affectivity. The prisoner is a legally constituted individual
specifically redefined in the narrowest terms of rational individualism in the legal sphere
of the courts and then sentenced to a life in a social space that specifically excludes the
domestic.

It is at the same time the social space that is the most masculine but where

that mascuUnity is most specificaUy denied.

The totality of social existence is lived in a

sphere in which rationality is most clearly differentiated from affectivity in the language
of Uberal pluraUsm or, in the reconceptualisation taken from socialist feminism, where
state power is most openly divested of its domestic components of loving.

43 Yeatman (1986) p. 171
44 Yeatman (1986) p. 172
45 Garland (1983) p. 21
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Anne Edwards in her review of the work of feminist analyses of the three major areas
of social control, the legal/penal, medical and social security fields, also argues that
the earUer work of radical and marxistfemirtists was essentialist in either biological or
economic terms ( a sUghtly different argument to Yeatman's above).46 Nevertheless,
she indicates that there has been in the more recent work from a sociaUst feminist
perspective, a more complex sociological perspective that incorporates a critique of the
traditional dichotomies of reason/emotion, emotion/materiaUty, culture/nature,
private/pubUc, as weU as a detailed examination of the interrelationship between the state,
the economy and the family in the reconstraction of social control in successive stages of
political economic development.4'^

These analyses, Edwards points out, do not just

'add women and stir' in an extension of Marxist categories of class48 but they do address
the problems of the false duaUsms of Uberal thought and their manifestation in the way
that social institutions are conceptuaUsed and reconstituted.49

There stiU remains however a problem of'naming' in socialist feminist literature that
has been inherited from the conflations and false dualisms in political philosophy.^o

It

was argued above that the separation between the state and the economy in liberal
capitalism involved a double segregation, the separation of poUtical power from
economic Ufe which was named as the separation of the public from the private and the
segregation of family life from the world of the market which is also named as a public private split. The economic sphere becomes private in relation to the state but pubUc in
relation to the family. What is the difference between the three spheres and how then
should they be named? It was suggested above that the most useful way of
distinguishing between the three spheres was by using the conceptual grid formed from

46 Edwards (1988) pp.48
47
48
49
50

Edwards pp. 48-63
Edwards is refering here to the 'domestic labour debate' of the 1970s
This literature is examined in greater detail in chapters two and five.
Pascal (1986) pp 25-27 and EUsabeth Wilson (1981)pp. 100-132 both use the distinction public/private
to descnbe the separation of the familyfiromthe political economic spheres
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the two separate dimensions of power-powerlessness and morality-amoraUty. This form
of distinction has particular relevance to a study of the domestic and the penal realms as
the two major sites of social control and the reproduction of the social relations of
production. There is a double dilemma of conflation - of the 'family' with the
'individual' as it occurs in liberalism, and of its inversion in sociology (and in social
poUcy informed by sociological thought); of 'family' with the 'community' - that has
particular importance for people caught between the individuaUsm of the legal penal
sphere and the fanulism of the social security/penal reform world. In both cases the
actual domestic work of caring performed by women is masked but through different
elisions.

Key term: 'the state'
This delineation of the terms, 'the public', 'the private' and 'the domestic', touches on
the ongoing debate in the sociological critique of public policies: the debate between
post-Marxism, Marxist stracturalism, and what has variously been called altemative,
institutional or humaiust Marxism, on the role of the state.

The particular ways in which this debate concems the domestic labour of women who are
partners or parents of prisoners are detailed in the review of the radical critiques of
penality and the socialist feminist analyses of caring and dependence in the next chapter.
The general points of difference between these approaches however are outUned here in
order to indicate the basis for the argument that the political and economic aspects of the
domestic work of 'caring' need to be considered as separate but interlocking factors.

The position of the post-Marxist writers on the role of the state has been summarised by
Christopher Pierson as a conflict over five aspects of orthodox Marxist view:
derivationism, essentiaUsm, tiie cohesive character of the state, the level of generality at
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which the analysis is conducted, and the practical consequences of whether the aim
should be towards 'smashing the state' or the 'withering away of the state'.51

His summary of the post Marxist school is that in their view the state does not function
unambiguously in the interests of a single class. The state is not a single actor but
represents an 'arena of straggle' intemally divided not only by actors representing
different factions of capital but by representatives of a variety of other non-class groups
within civil society. There can therefore not be any general theory of a capitaUst state
only specific historical examinations of the intersections between the polity and the
economy in the variety of public poUcies that are generated in any one of a number of
societies. The state wiU always be a necessary evil able to be subjected only to
Umitation and control but neither seized nor smashed. The necessity for the continuance
of the state lies primarily in its pluraUstic role as guardian of civil rights. These civil
rights can be extended only by maintaining a political system of conflicting,
accountable parties. The present penetration of the state into civil society that threatens
the possibilities for pluraUstic control can be effected by slow reforms achieved by
working within the numerous agencies of the state. This approach does indicate the
Umitations of the abstract orthodoxy of Marxist stracturalism: that it is overly abstract,
that there is no room for agency, that there is a tendency to over determinism.
However, it does not do justice to the altemative criticisms of stracturalism from within
Marxism. Ian Gough and Sol Picciotto52 for example argue that the constitution of civil
Ufe and the state are developed within the processes of the straggle for free markets and
for the commodification of labour.

Nevertheless there is a distancing from the position

that this initial derivation necessarily leads to an uncomplicated continuing derivation of
a coherent set of state poUcies and practices unambiguously working in the interests of
a cohesive united rating class.

51 Pierson (1984)
52 Gough (1979) and Picciotto (1979)
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Barry Hindess, one of the leading post Marxist writers, argues that Gough's materialist
analysis of the welfare state is confounded because it argues for both the functional and
the anti-functional aspects of the welfare state.53 However, the problem with
Hindess's' criticism here is that class analysis of the welfare state rests exactiy on this
dynamic between tendencies and counter tendencies, and on the tensions that result from
the conflict between classes. It is not an argument for a simple reversal of the smooth
progressivism of functional analysis, a supposition that there is a reverse law of an
uncompUcated move towards the polarisation of increased impoverishment and
centralisation of power.

Picciotto, in a class analysis of the development of the legal penal sphere, specifically
points to conflicts that occur not ortiy because state officials work on behalf of different
fractions of capital but because there are contradictory aspects of penal policies that are
intemal to the form of rational legal thought. Because this form was initially associated
with that system of values guaranteeing free trade between legally constituted individual
subjects it results in poUcies that derive from the conflict between specificity and
universalism.^'^ Paul Hirst describes this tension between specificity and universaUty as
a choice between applying universal punishments to a heterogeneous population or
individuated punishments to create universal effects. In either case 'pure' universalism'
is not achieved.^^ It is this contradiction that is intemal to the state that underpins the
variety of forms that penal policy and decision making can take. The initial derivation of
the legal penal realm of the state from the values of liberal individualism then does not
lead to a deterministic working out of tiie actual policies and practices in the domain of
punishment and control. This inherent contradiction of penaUty in liberal capitalism
leads to the continuing debates between the legal rationaUsts and the scientific rationaUsts
in the legal penal sphere and has major consequences for tiie way that tiie individuals in

53 Hindess (1985) pp. 106-109
54 Picciotto (1979) p. 174. Picciotto uses the terms 'the tension' between the 'need
for generality' and the 'need for precision'.
55 Hirst (1986) p.l43
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the population 'famiUes of prisoners' are constituted as a visible or invisible element of
punishment and control.

Hindess argues that civil Ufe is composed of membership of social groups including,
but also other than, those of class and that membership of these other groups is not
reducible to class analysis alone. These two points are sufficient then for Hindess to
demonstrate the inadequacy of class analysis.56 What this position neatly side steps is
the usefulness of the materiaUst analysis in uncovering the range of ways that non-class
relations, especiaUy patriarchal relations, are reworked within capitaUsm, and the
ways that this reconstitution of domestic Ufe serves to mask the severest contradictions of
a society centred on the values of self interest.5'7

Hindess, in this part of his criticism of class analysis, bases his argument on the
language that the non class groups bring to explicit poUtical straggles.58 This is hardly
a refutation of the importance of the materialist basis of the way that the state mediates
domestic life in class society. By constituting class straggle only in terms of its manifest
articulation by the dominated this approach underestimates the significance of the
continuing straggles of the powerful class to work through the contradictions of their
own philosophy and to impose their version of reality both on the exploited and upon the
day-to-day recording of social Ufe. An understanding of class relations may not be a
sufficient, but it is certainly a necessary, aspect of the way that the work of caring is
remodelled and exploited in the variety of public policies of the welfare state in both the
period of the expansion of welfare and the retreat from welfare in the late 1970s.^^

In summary, socialist feminist analyses of pubUc policies draw on materialist analyses of
the intersection of tiie state and the economy. Nevertheless, within these analyses there

56
57
58
59

Hindess (1987) pp. 104 -105.
E. Wilson (1977) Cass (1983) Graham (1983).
Hindess pp. 104-105.
E. Wilson (1977) Cass & Baldock (1983) Finch & Groves (1983) Pascal (1986).
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is room for an interpretation of the poUtical control of the state as a separate but
intersecting factor: poUtical domination interpenetrates but is not coterminous with,
economic exploitation. There are several bases for contradictions between state poUcies
and practices: the contradictions that reflect the different interests of different fractions of
capital and the different interpretations of the appropriate balance between the different
political principles that are derived from the centraUty of a 'free' labour market.

In

addition, there is conflict between policies and practices deposited at various successive
stages of political economic development. These variations confer a degree of elasticity
on the forms of poUtical control of 'caring work' than can be manifested in a variety of
ways in specific examples of class relations.^^

This interpretation of domestic labour as the work of 'caring' has become an especially
useful analytic tool in the current feminist materiaUst investigations of the relationship
between the famtiy and the state. From being a taken-for-granted aspect of everyday
Ufe, it has become a term that has generated major theoretical and empirical studies of
the embeddedness of masculinism in state policies, practices, and in the poUtical and
academic critiques, both orthodox and radical, of the welfare state.^i

Key term:

'caring'

There is, currently, a dual agenda in the feminist materialist perspective. Fu-stiy, there
is the programme that comprises
(i) the several analyses of the complexities of the mutual dependence of the two
spheres - the domestic and the public,
(U) the processes of masking and marginalisation that define the 'inferiority' of the
domestic world, and
(iu) the several deUneations of the consequent forms of exploitation, oppression and
domination that derive from the Uberal paradox of the mutual interdependence
and incompatibiUty of the domestic and tiie pubUc.62

60 Sheila Kamerman & Alfred Kahn (1978)
61 detailed on the following two pages and in greater detail in chapters four and five.
62 Reviewed in detail in chapters two and five
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Secondly, but intertwined with these policy analyses, are the feminist chaUenges to the
social sciences' continued conflation of 'the individual' with 'the masculine'.

This

process, of masking by conflation, serves, either explicitiy or latentiy, to legitimate
the poUcies and practices that reinforce discrimination based on the separation of the
domestic and the pubUc realms. 63

The processes of masking and marginaUsation that serve to devalue the caring work of
domestic life, are bound up with imprecisions and conflations in the language of both
the theorists and the administrators of public life. One school of feminism has been
concemed with renaming the experiences of women through challenging the words and
the forms of language in which gender is experienced.64 Their emphasis is to move to a
more diffuse expression of that experience. However, it is more important in terms of
this thesis to define more precisely the language of liberal pluralism in both political
philosophy and the social sciences. It is the language in these academic areas that has
influenced the particular biases in state legislation, policies and practices that marginaUse
and devalue the domestic work of caring. Paradoxically, the conflations are also
reflected in the conceptual terms in tiie academic discipUnes that criticise liberal pluraUsm.

Hilary Graham has shown how the analyses of the caring work of women have reflected
the false duaUsms of the way that caring itself has been constracted with the social and
spatial segregation of pubUc and domestic life, and the relations of production and
reproduction. The separation of the two worlds of home and work, and its attendant
separation of 'breadwinners' and dependants', has led to the two components of caring love and labour - being dismantied and reconstracted in the separate discipUnary domains
economics, psychology and social policy.65 Moreover the marxist and radical feminist
critiques of domesticity and gender differentiation have further reinforced tiiis duaUsm by

63 among others: Pateman (1983) Yeatman (1986) (1990) Finch & Dulcie Groves (1983)
64 Julia Kristeva (1980)
65 Graham (1983)
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tiie separate focus on either the economic exploitation of domestic labour or on the
emotional consequences of caring, and not caring, in the constitution of femininity and
niasculinity.66

Her argument is that the academic segregation reinforces and legitimates the very forms of
gendered discrimination that are being analysed. The invisibiUty, devaluation and
privatisation of domestic labour is due to both stractural and subjective factors and has
both material and emotional aspects. However, the disciplinary separation of the two
components narrows the understanding of the way that patriarchal relations are
reconstituted at the different stages of the capital relations.

One of tiie major concerns of this thesis is that there is a further conflation that underpins
the marginalisation of domestic work. The distinction made by Graham between the
ideological and the material aspects of caring work masks the third dimension of the
relations of power in the constitution of domestic life. The material basis of the
separation of the family from the public sphere is both poUtical and economic.

In this

distinction caring is about labouring loving and controlling, the constitution of the carer
and of caring work is founded on the economic, cultural and political stractures of the
social relations of capitalism.

In identifying the abstract form of the separation of tiie public, the private and the
domestic life, the configuration of power, morality and rationality, specific to liberal
capitaUsm, there are the twin dangers of reification and idealism.

The purpose of

deUneating the way that social Ufe is ideologicaUy restractured in this abstract form
however, is not to argue for an absolute trath about the relationship between 'men' and
'women' and productive and reproductive life, but to indicate the questions that should
be posed about social relationships within specific historical periods.

66 Graham (1983) p.l7
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Major propositions
Social relationships of class and gender concem questions about the shifting boundaries
between pubUc, civil and domestic Ufe, the permeabUity of these boundaries, the way
that the official versions of the separation of the different realms mask the experiences of
the people caught up in the actual contradictions and porosities of the legal penal, family
and welfare systems.

These broad questions lead to the specific propositions of this thesis.

The main propositions are:
(i) that domesticity is incorporated into the system of punishment and control in
Australia through the nexus between caring and dependence that characterises
the relationship between the state and the family in other areas of public poUcy.

(ii) that this incorporation involves a mutual interdependence yet a mutual
incompatibility between the penal and the domestic spheres

(iii) that this contradiction is resolved by the marginalisation or the formal invisibility of
this incorporation of the famtiy into the punishment system

(iv) that these two processes - the incorporation of the family into the penal realm, and
the marginaUsation of that process, place major burdens on those individual
people who have a family obligation to prisoners and to prisoners' children.

(v) that it is women rather tiian men who are most at risk of taking on the double burden
of marginalised care for prisoners.

(vi) that the domestic work of caring that is incorporated into the system of punishment
in tills invisible intersection of the domestic and legal penal realms is three
dimensional, having economic, emotional and political components: the
domestic work of caring for people drawn into the penal reahn is about
labouring, loving and controlling.
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(vii) that the nexus between caring and dependency that is characteristic of the social
relations of public, private and domestic Ufe in the wider society takes on a
particularly condensed form in the realm of penaUty.

(viU) that the incorporation of 'the famtiy' into the realm of penaUty through this nexus
of caring and dependency takes different forms in different periods of the
development of the poUtical economy

(ix) that the basic contradictions between philosophies, practices and poUcies between
the public, private and domestic spheres are made more complex and
contradictory with the shifts in philosophies, policies and practices in the
realms both of 'the family' and of 'punishment'. These shifts reflect and modify
the changing social relations of the wider society. Moreover, these changes
are not necessarily sequential but, rather, are layered onto previous sets of
policies and practices.

Outline of chapters two to nine
The thesis is arranged in the following chapters in this way: Chapter two is a review of
the critical literature on the constitution of the two spheres of domesticity and penaUty.

Chapter three describes the two research methods that are used in the thesis: the
examination of tiie discourses that constract the complex and contradictory social space in
which the home and the prison intersect, and the analysis of the impact of those
discourses on 38 people who provided the labour of caring for imprisoned men in
N.S.W. in the mid 1980s.

Chapter four reviews the specific Uteratures, policies and practices that constitute the
population 'famtiies of prisoners' and, in a critique of those literatures, outiines the
four major ways in which the famtiy is incorporated into the penal sphere. The review of
the literature on 'famtiies of prisoners' also includes a discussion of the way that the
social sciences have been incorporated into the realm of punishment either as techno-
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reformist techniques of control or as a basis for criticism of the hidden punishment of
families of prisoners.

Chapters five to nine cover the set of interviews with people who have experience of the
work of caring as families of prisoners in N.S.W.

Chapter five covers the incorporation of the domestic labour of caring in penal policy and
details the material and emotional aspects of the hidden labour of caring work that is
involved in this incorporation. The false assumption of the self-sustaining nature of the
penal realm is questioned through an examination of both the experiences of the people in
families with men inside prison and the policies stracturing their experience in the
N.S.W. prison system in the 1980s. This chapter includes the description of the specific
problems of caring work that occur from firstiy the masking of the interdependence
between the domestic and the penal spheres and secondly, the layered contradictions
within the legal-penal sphere.

Chapter six details the complex contradictions of the way in which power, moraUty and
rationality come to be constracted in the work of caring for the children of the
prisoners.

Chapter seven outUnes the several ways that people with sons or partners in prison are
caught up, through their commitment to the labour of loving, in the processes of control
and punishment.

The work of caring for prisoners involves punishment for the people

doing the work of caring but it is also incorporated in a variety of ways, into the
punishment and control of the prisoner.

Chapter eight details the three aspects of caring: labouring, loving and controUing when
tiie site of tiie control is shifted to the domestic sphere. The intense form of the
contradiction between caring and controUing when home is the prison, is outUned,
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together with an examination of current shifts in penal poUcy and practice that are likely to
further intensify the exploitation of the unpaid work of caring of famiUes of prisoners

In the conclusion in chapter rune, the argument is made that penaUty involves a
particularly condensed form of the exploitation of domestic work of caring. The
conclusion includes an epilogue in which the major propositions of the thesis provide a
perspective for reviewing the changes in penaUty and domesticity in the period between
1988 when the data for the thesis was collected and the current time of writing, 1990.
This epUogue comprises a review of the impact of the penal policies introduced in the
New Right, Liberal state administration in N.S.W., and the 'family policies' introduced
by the Labor administration through the Department of Social Security at the Federal
level of govemment.

Finally the argument is made that the exploitation and punishment of people in the
population 'families of prisoners' is likely to be a continuing and probably an
increasing aspect of social life in the contemporary stracture of the productive and
reproductive relations of corporate capitalism.
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CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE: the constitution of domesticity and
penality:

Introduction
In the previous chapter the dual separation, of the domestic from the public sphere and
the public from the private sphere, was outlined as a reconfiguration of power, morality
and rationality that developed with the new relations of productive and reproductive Ufe in
liberal capitaUsm.

The segregation of a 'natural' sphere of family life, it was argued,

developed within the tensions deriving from the specific constitution of social life of
liberal capitalism. Liberalism depended upon the mutually incompatible terms
individuaUsm and familism. This contradiction was resolved by the mystification of
domesticity through its constraction as a 'natural' site. The central proposition of the
thesis is that the consequences of this contradiction and its resolution through the
masking of the importance of domestic life in liberaUsm, have particularly heavy
symboUc and material consequences for those people, particularly women, who
comprise the population 'famiUes of prisoners'.

The specific intersections of the state, the economy and the family as they occur in the
sphere of penality do not appear in tiie current Uteratures in either the sociology of the
family, the feminist analyses of pubUc policies, nor in the mainstream or critical
approaches to punishment and control.i

The intersection of the home and the prison is

an area that falls into a kind of literal and metaphorical 'no man's land'. In chapter four
the several ways in which the intersection between the home and the prison occurs is

1 Anne Edwards (1988) text is probably the most comprehensive summary of the feminist, materialist
and orthodox literatures in this field.
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examined within the framework of questions suggested by Anna Yeatman as constituting
the central fenniitist chaUenge to sociological theory. These are the questions that focus
on: the mutual dependence of the domestic and the pubUc spheres, the false appearance
of the self sustaining nature of the pubUc domain, and the paraUel processes of the
privileging of the public aspect of social Ufe and the masking or marginalising of the
domestic life.

However prior to the investigation of the interdependence between the home and the
prison, the impact of Uberal capitalism on the constraction of family life and on the
constitution of penality, is considered in this chapter through a review of the two separate
Uteratures.

The development of liberal capitaUsm, through the mercantilist, industrial laisser faire,
corporate welfare, and advanced corporate forms of familial political economy, has
been underpinned by the 'new' or 'modem' configuration of power, morality and
rationaUty in productive and reproductive life. However, the central contradictions and
tensions that develop within each phase of capitalism result in different forms of
intersection between the sphere of production and the two major sites of reproduction,
the home and the prison.

In both literatures, on domesticity and on penality, there are a number of different
perspectives through which the changes have been plotted.

Liberal studies of the development of both domesticity and penaUty generally chart the
changes as a relatively smooth process of improvement from a pre modem social system
characterised by the diffuse interrelationship of famtiy, economy and polity to the
'modem' form of society in which there is an increased specialisation of the major
spheres and an increased rationalisation in tiie ways in which each sphere, and sub
systems within each sphere, function. The progressive character of tiiis increased
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speciaUsation of systems is manifested in the greater efficiency and humanity of modem
Ufe and of the modem form of penality.2 Although the famtiy becomes the repository
of the values that are in polar opposition to the speciaUsed rationaUty of the wider world,
its segregation contributes to the smooth functioning of that world. Thus its development
is also part of this progressive transition from pre-modem to modem Ufe.^

The critical studies of the history of social control in relation to penaUty and domesticity
contest both the progressivism and the uniUnearism of the liberal approaches. The
critical studies of penality can broadly be summarised as approaches that have a
theoretical concem with the link between relations of production and relations of
reproduction. However within this broad framework there are several altemative
approaches: 4

(i) analyses that connect specific forms of punishment directly to the state of the
labour market.5

(ii) studies that focus on the congraence between disciplinary styles of management
in the economic and penal realms in which the punishment system is seen as
generating, reinforcing or complementing the reproduction of social relations of
production through the development of paraUel although not necessarily replicate
forms of surveillance and control. 6

(tii) The third focus is on the extension of areas of survetilance and control to
realms of social life other than those operating in the the purely penal sphere. The
works of Foucault on madness, health, and sexuality are central studies in this

2 Emile Durkheim (1893 translated 1960) Parsons (1962)
3 Parsons & Bales (1955) William Goode(1964) Parsons (1966)
4 These categorisations are based on but do not re-present the reviews by David Garland (1986)
Edwards(1988) and Stephen Garton (1988)
5 G.Rusche & O. Kirchheimer (1939) Richard Quinney (1977) John Braithwaite(1980) Jankovic(1977)
6 Michel Foucault (1977) D. Melossi & M. Pavarini (1981) Michael Ignatieff (1983)
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approach.^ There are however several other major investigations of this more
diffuse way in which control is manifested.^

In these two latter sets of writings it is the increasing rationalisation of social life as it is
mediated through the sphere of punishment and control that is the central characteristic of
the analysis of the development of the penal realm.^

A materialist feminist account of social control however should insist on the
interdependence between the 'rational' and the 'arational' spheres of social life. It is
through the interdependence of penaUty and domesticity that changes in eitiier sphere
should be charted. The review of the two literatures in this chapter then outiines the
parallel constractions of the two spheres of social control as the two major sites of the
reproduction of the social relations of capitaUsm through its several phases. The
underlying themes of the chapter are :

(1) that with the increasing rationalisation of social control in the public sphere there has
been a parallel process of the constitution of the domestic sphere in terms of its
arationaUty;
(2) that these two processes are interdependent but mutually incompatible; that this
contradiction is resolved by the masking of the significance of the interdependence
between the two realms of social life.

As Anne Edwards points out, the concept of social control can incorporate both the
proscriptive and the prescriptive aspects of the ways that mechanisms of regulations of
individual and social behaviour are brought into play.i^ To some extent the famtiy is

"^ Edwards(1988)
8 among others: Jacques Donzelot (1979) Stephen Garton(1983) Stanley Cohen(1985) David Garland
(1986) The several other authors working within this perspective are cited throughout this chapter
9 The work of Steve Spitzer(1979) and Pat O'Malley (1983) in particular develop this convergence of
Marxian and Weberian analyses.
10 Anne Edwards (1988) Ch.l
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being represented as the site of control that regulates behaviour through the intemaUsation
of 'normal' or conforming behaviour and penaUty as the site through which deviant
behaviour is proscribed. However, a more detatied review of the various periods of
the history of social control as it operates through the two sites, domesticity and penality,
indicates that this is an over simplification. The famtiy is the sphere through which
sociality is inscribed but it is also an important platform of contestation and proscription.
Penality incorporates explicitly repressive mechanisms of regulation of proscribed
behaviour but the work of Foucault in particular has directed attention to the importance
of the penal sphere as an altemative site for the 'positive' prescription of values and
behaviour.il Moreover there have been a complex variety of forms of regulation that
have worked through the intersection of these two sites of social control: penal and the
domestic realms, 'repression, coercion and punishment are variable dimensions rather
than discrete attributes of a social control system. '12

Periodisation
The feminist critique of theories of social change points up the potential biases in adopting
the periodisation of non-feminist Uterature.i^ The next chapter, which focuses on the
interdependence of home and prison, indicates one major reaUgnment in the conventional
charting of the key points of transformation of social control. Nevertheless this chapter
uses a form of periodisation, adapted, with only minor variations, from the current
Uteratures of the two sites of social control.

The dual separations, ofpublic from private and public from domestic life,

that affect

both the penal and the family systems, occurred over a period of over four hundred
years. There were different implications for the constraction of family and penal life in
each stage. However, these changes were also differentiaUy experienced by people
11 Foucault (1977)
12 Edwards (1988) pl38
13 J. KeUy-Gadol (1987)
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according to whether they were members of the rating, ascending or labouring class
famtiies. The changes were a gradual and uneven process, uneven across class and
uneven in terms of the specific society and nation state in which the developments
occurred. The changes in N.S.W. did not absolutely replicate the forms taken by the
reconfiguration in England. The constitution of social Ufe in the colony was contingent
on the very particular relationship between a penal colony and its 'mother' country
which then had a major effect upon the intemal relationship between penaUty and
domestic life in the new colony, particularly in the period up to the mid nineteenth
century. These several factors make the categorisation of specific eras in the separate but
interdependent constitutions of the penal and the domestic realms an indeterminate
process. It is not possible to draw absolute time boundaries between each phase.

Anne Edwards, in a comprehensive review of the several analyses of social control,
collapses the categorisation of the development of social control into three broad periods
characterised by whether control is based on defining behaviour as deviant in terms of
sin, crime or illness. These periods coincide with feudal and pre-industrial modes of
production up to the 16th century, mercantile and early industrial capitalism to 1900 and
advanced welfare capitalism up to the present time.i4

These three eras coincide with those outUned by Cohen. 15

In the first period in his

categorisation, control is exerted firstiy through the diffuse interconnections between
the famtiy, poUty and economy. Secondly, tiie political philosophy of Uberal
capitaUsm, set up clearly defined boundaries between these three spheres of civti
society. Finally, with the expansion of the poUtical economy into corporate and
monopoly capitaUsm, control operates through a diffuse intersection of the three spheres
but in a specifically reworked form.

14 Edwards p.82
15 Cohen (1985) ch. 1
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Garland suggests that one way to chart the key points of transformation in the penal
realm is to locate them in terms of the various answers to the key question: 'when did
modem penaUty begin?' In charting the development of the various forms of the
triangulation between the poUtical economic, the penal and the domestic realms the
major transformations of the forms that this complex relationship took can be roughly
separated out in relation to the periods of change identified by Garland :

1) mercanttie capitalism - mid sixteenth to late eighteenth century
2) laisser faire industrial capitalism - late eighteenth to late nineteenth century
3) welfare capitaUsm - 1880s to 1930s
4) post world war n, consumer and corporate capitalism - 1950s to early 1970s
5) the 'retreat from welfare' - early 1970s to date

This periodisation also incorporates the stages identified by Louise TiUy and Joan Scott
in theu' description of the shifts in the forms of the family economies of labouring
famtiies from early to contemporary capitaUsm:

1) the famtiy labour economy: prior to industrialisation, from 1700 on.
2) the family wage economy: from the late 18th century to the late 19th, early 20th
century
3) the family consumer economy: to the second world war
4) the second stage of the family consumer economy: from the 1950s to date.i^

The three hundred or so year period prior to industrialisation was the phase of the
estabUshment of the social relations of primitive accumulation. Within this era a new
form of domesticity was constituted within tiie households of the bourgeoisie.

16 Tilly & Scott (1978) Garland (1985)
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From feudalism to liberal capitalism:
16th to the late 18th century.

the period of mercantilism, from the

It was the lives of women in the ascending class of the bourgeoisie which were the
most dramatically incorporated into the domestication of social control in the new
configuration of power, moraUty and rationaUty in the period of the transformation of
poUtical economic life from the 16th to the late 18th century.i*^ The distinct dichotomies
between domestic and pubUc sphere values have been common to most societies, i^
However, the most complete division of the two spheres occurred amongst the famtiies
of the upper and middle classes of the new bourgeois liberal society of Northem Etu-ope
and North America in that 200 years, i^

There were two cultural arenas in which these changes were articulated, reflected and
reinforced. Firstiy, as the discussion in chapter one indicates, in the poUtical realm
there was the impact of the writings of classical liberal theory. These were paralleled by
the development of Protestantism in the reUgious sphere which sanctioned the diffusion
of moral power from the authority of the priest in the formal hierarchy of the church to
what Melossi calls the secular priesthood of the father in the new social stracture of the
bourgeois nuclear family.20 Roberta Hamtiton's detailed examination of the changes
Protestantism made to famtiy life emphasises that, although the Protestant
restracturing of power and morality within the family, (and through tiie family to
wider society) was initially formulated as the transfer of spuitual power from the church
to the father with the 'proper wife' acting as an obedient and junior spiritual partner,
this spiritual partnership was not long lasting.

With the separation of tiie domestic and

tiie economic aspects of the famtiy, 'the marriage was left with only one spiritual partner,
the woman. That was no longer a partnership.' 21

1^ among others: Cott (1977) Roberta Hamilton (1978) Stone (1979)
18 Rosaldo (1974)
19 Cott (1977) Stone (1979)
20 Melossi (1979) p.93
21 Hamilton (1978) p. 102
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The separation out of responsibiUty in the political and economic sphere from
responsibiUty for domestic life did not affect the working class famiUes so completely
until the change from the famtiy labour econonties of early capitaUsm to the family wage
economies of industrial capitaUsm.22

Ttily and Scott's study of family Ufe in Lancashire and Lille in France indicate that in
family labour economies in the pre industrial period of early capitalism, the family was
the unit of both production and consumption, with all the members of the household,
mother, father and children involved in working together for the famtiy income.
Although there was a division of laboiu- within the household, this was based on the
form of productive activity rather than a distinction between productive and non
productive work. In this form of family economy based within the household, married
women were able to combine their domestic and productive labour, 'the organisation of
production in this period permitted them to integrate their activity, to merge wage work,
production for household consumption, and reproduction.'23

The lives of the majority of labouring classes were still experienced in the family labour
economies of the rural economy. In the urban centres the family life of craftsmen and
skiUed labourers reflected the famtiy economies of the agricultural labourers with men and
women both involved in productive work but largely within the home and with much of
the domestic labour of reproduction the shared responsibtiity of a number of the
members of the family.

Nevertheless with the enclosure movements from the 16th century onwards there was a
new and increasingly numerous class - the labourers dispossessed by the appropriation
of land in the shift towards an increasingly capitaUst form of agricultural production.24 It
22 TiUy & Scott ((1978) and Bettina Cass & Heather Radi (1981) for the charting of these three famUy
forms in Europe and Australia respectively
23 Tilly & Scott p. 59
24... although the dispossession had been occurring since the Statute of Merton legislated for the fu-st
enclosures in the 13th century.
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was this class that was most precariously linked to the economy. The 'free' labourers
whose labour was only periodically in demand were ui the most precarious economic
situation in this period. The evidence for whether, even in these famtiies, it was in the
interests of both men and women to marry to combine their economic resources is
ambiguous. Both Hamilton and Ttily & Scott draw on contemporary sources that
indicate an economic interdependence between wives and husbands among the
dispossessed peasantry, especially with the expansion of home based manufacturing of
commodities in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.25 However, in the initial
stages of the alienation of the peasantry from the land, the proletarian man's earnings
were barely sufficient to cover his own reproductive costs because wages had been fixed
in the era when wage earning was supplementary to, rather than the sole source of their
subsistence.26 Women's wages were only half those of men so, without access to
income other than their waged labour, marriage became a liability for many men. It was
for this reason that the Poor Laws included men's economic responsibility for their
farrulies. Men were forced to marry pregnant women by the parish constables,
sometimes being brought to the church in chains.27 Roberta Hamilton points up the
impUcations for the continuing relationship between women, the State and family life in a
class society:
Proletarian women of the seventeenth century shared with their successors a dominant place on the
welfare rolls, more than their fair share of deserting husbands, the dilemma of being caught
between a husband and the State haggling over who should pay child support, and the bulk of the
most menial and poorly paid jobs.2^

Ttily and Scott however point out tiiat in the pre-industrial economy, manufacturing
centred on the putting out system so a wife became an economic asset rather than a
Uabtiity. Men were likely to remarry quickly on the death of a spouse. However, they

25
26
27
28

Hamilton pp. 31 & 32
Hamilton p. 40
Hamilton p.40
Hamilton p. 93

TUly & Scott p. 51
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also point out tiiat men were reluctant to marry the older women or would marry widows
only with the proviso that the children be relinquished to the care of the parish.29

Within this class the widows, women without access even to a husband's occasional
eamings, were in the most precarious position of all.30 -j^g Q^iy exchange of labour
tiiey were able to make was in the most marginal sectors of the economy, in petty
trading that needed littie or no capital, or in the below subsistence wages of seamstress,
lacemaking or cleaning.

The families of labourers whose labour was defined as unskilled and who lacked even
the meagre capital necessary for any business other than the forms of petty trading
that merged into begging, became the focus of the new concem with social control and
the new definitions of behaviour as criminal from the 16th to the late 18th century.31

There were three distinguishing characteristics of penality in the 16th and early 17th
century societies of Northem Europe. First was the direction towards control of the
dispossessed. Second was the ambivalence about the nature of the punishment for the
new crimes of vagrancy and begging that had been created by the dispossessions. In
the same decade in England - the 1570s - two Acts were passed in an attempt to control
the dispossessed labourers: the Act enforcing the whipping and imprisonment or death
for vagabonds and the Act to set up tiie building of the Houses of Correction. 32

in

England the fu-st was estabUshed in the Bridewell Palace in London. The Brideweti then
became the name of aU similar institutions as the new penal regime expanded rapidly
throughout England. From 1576 to 1590 twenty one were created tiirough a range of
English counties.33 Control of dispossessed labour was thus attempted through forms of

29
30
31
32

TiUy & Scott p. 51
TiUy & Scott pp. 51-52
Spitzer (1979) Dobash et al. (1986) ch. 1
This version of an ambivalence in the state's approach to punishment conflicts with Rusche &
Kirhheimer (1938)
33 Dobash etal p.23
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penalty described by Foucault as significantly separate discourses. Punishment in the
Houses of Correction was directed to the reform of labour through systematic control,
by incarceration, aimed at reforming the soul through the body.

Altematively tiiere

were the public physical punishments of the body. The latter punishment was

a

major threat to the dispossessed. Well over a hundred thousand were hanged during
the Tudor regime.34 Russell Dobash, Emerson Dobash and Sue Gutteridge show how
labouring class women were subject to the risk of suffering gross theatrical forms of
torture if they threatened the 'natural' order of domination. The death of one serving girl
in the eighteenth century France, was accomplished only after she had had, whtist
sitting on the chair on which she was alleged to have killed her mistress, her hand
severed and burned, her chest, then head, cleaved, and, after she was killed by
strangulation, her head severed and exhibited on a pole twenty feet high. 35

The third characteristic was the intersection of household and state domination over
women who breached the rales of patriarchal control within the household. Husbands
could caU on the local magistrate or jailer to impose the painful public physical
punishments of branking, ducking, or bridling, aU punishments which, in addition to
tiie pain tiiey inflicted on the women, were heavily symboUc of the husbands power to
control her abtiity to speak out.36

Nevertheless, in parallel with this strand of 'pre modem' punishment were the attempts
to impose new forms of control.

From Thomas CromweU and Coomhert in the 16th

century to Cesare Beccaria and Bentham in the late 18th century, emphasis was upon the
rationality or regularisation of punishment.3''

The state became increasingly significant

both as a regulator of relations between employer and labour with the introduction of
laws on wage Umits, periods of employment, and as the regulator of property relations

34 O'Malley (1983) p.l51 citing Rusche and Kirchheimer (1939)
35 RusseU Dobash, Emerson Dobash & Sue Gutteridge (1986) p. 16.
36
Dobash etal.
-'^ uooasti
et ai. pp 19.
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37
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37 Dobash etal.
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in the creation of a range of new forms of crime and of penal laws.38 Idleness,
vagrancy, destitution, failure to support dependents, appropriation of minor items of
property, all became puitishable by incarceration in the new houses of correction which
had specific and systematic rales governing the behaviour of inmates. The major aim was
to make use of the labour of the inmates rather than lose it through the irrational and
wasteful symbolic punishment of execution and torture.39 Nevertheless women and men
could also be punished by being whipped through the streets for failure to support their
children.40

The principle of famtiial econontic responsibility was a significant aspect of penaUty in
this period of the establishment of capital labour relations. As Hamilton indicates4i the
paradox of the centraUty of familism and individualism was bound up with penal
policies and practices from the very beginning of liberal capitalism.

The control of class relations through punishment in this period, was effected on both
the workers at the margins of the political economy, the wandering poor, and on
labourers who were more embedded in the rigid stractures of social life. The state
worked with and through the hierarchical structures of power in allowing husbands,
fathers, employers and masters to have wives, children, apprentices and servants
confined.42 The control of the floating population of dispossessed male, female and
child labourers however, was not so easily managed through this system of patriarchal
community surveillance.

There was a central contradiction in the increasing polarity of

wealtii and poverty in this era of capitaUst accumulation. As the dispossessed class
grew throughout the 17th and 18tii centuries with tiie increasing alienation of land
tiirough tiie enclosure movements, it created both benefits and problems for the rating
class in the development of labour relations of early capitalism. Bentiiam, whom John
38 Dobash et al. p 27
39 Dobash et al. p.22
40 Dobash et al. p. 23
41 cited on p. 41 above
42 Dobash etal. p.23
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Annette describes as having had a 'frightening sktil as a social engineer' identified the
usefulness of poverty in the creation of wealth.43 The universaUstic character of the
labour market in class relations acted as a kind of decentralised panopticon, ensuring
that labourers were aware of the lowest limits at which they could bargain. 44 However,
the existence of increasing numbers of impoverished but 'free' labourers in the cities also
constituted a double sided poUtical threat to the Uberal bourgeoisie.
continual potential for direct political action.45

They constituted a

Moreover, less directly but equaUy

poUtical, was the threat deriving from the potential for individual criminal behaviour
especially those offences against property. The shift towards systematic punishment
and control directed towards the behaviour of the offender rather than symbolic
punishment effected on the body of the offender was therefore an uneven process of
change. Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the number of crimes,
especially of crimes involvuig property, for which the punishment was death,
increased to 200.4^ It was children and women as well as men who were at risk of
receiving tiiese extreme penalties. The famtiial poUtical economic relations of this era of
ascending capitalism meant that young single women from the labouring class were
particularly put at risk of the sentence of capital punishment.

In the urban forms of the

family labour economy in this period between feudal and industrial capitalism, suigle
children were Iticely to leave home to balance resources and for single women this
primarily meant entering an altemative patriarchal household but as domestic servants
ratiier than as daughters: 'in Ealing in 1599 almost three quarters of female chtidren
(between the ages of fifteen and nineteen) seem to be Uving away from their parents,
most often as servants.'4^

This aspect of the famiUal poUtical economic configuration of mercantiUsm then had
dreadful consequences for those at the bottom of the gender class power stracture when
43
44
45
46
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Annette (1979)
John Lea (1979) pp.79-80
Annette(1979)
Dobash et al. p29
Scott & TiUy p. 35
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til 1713 theft from a dwelUng house, a law mainly du-ected at domestic servants,
became a capital offence.48 Women who did not hang for petty thefts from households
nevertheless were at risk of gross forms of physical punishment. Dobash et al. cite the
case of a Dutch woman in the seventeenth century who, on separate occasions, was
mock-hung eight times, branded five times, and had both her ears cut off by the
hangman for steaUng minor articles of clothing.49

But why was there such an explosion of severe penalties for petty thefts in this era? Why
did the practices and laws goveming the penal sphere shift away from the late sixteenth
century concem with the control of the form of labour through systematic reform to
such a gross emphasis on property rights that children, women and men could be
executed for thefts of small items of linen and clothing? In England, in the seventeenth
century, the major potitical economic conflict was over the estabUshment of the legal
subject as property owner. The abstract principle of legal subjectivity was basic to the
secure establishment of the form of circulation, commodity exchange. The legal right
of the bourgeois was dependant on the principle of the universalism of the law that
secured the rights of the ascending class against monarchical privilege.

The seventeenth century in England was the period of an intense conflict to secure the
basic tenets of Uberalism that reshaped the configuration of the famtiial potitical economy.
In the liberal form of commodity production both products and people appear in the
process of exchange as abstractions, as objects embodying universaUstic legal/rational
characteristics free of particularistic traditional/poUtical or emotional/famitial components.
That is, in the free market men have rights of possession over the property/commodity
they exchange including their own labour as a commodity.

Piccioto pouits out that this

most basic aspect of the fetishization of social relations under liberal capitalism is this

48 Dobash etal op citp. 29
49 Dobash etal. p. 17
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separation of the economy from the poUty as 'the capitalist state emerged to establish
and guaranteed exchange as the mediation of production and consumption.'50

Thus the law comes to be defined as the abstract, urtiversalist protector of the individual
rights of the free property owner and the universalism of the law is the sole guarantor of
the legal subject as property owner. Attacks then on the property of the legal subject are
attacks on the very personhood of the legal subject and on the basic principles of
liberalism from which the political economy is constituted.

With this universaUst

signification of property, theft even of minor items attacks the central principle upon
which the free capitaUst relations of exchange are based, the right of property ownership,
and the legal subjectivity of the property owner.

The battle, in England, for the key principle underpinning liberal capitalism, of the
constitution of the legal subject as property owner, was fought in this era on two fronts:
firstiy, through the military and poUtical conflict against the Stuart defenders of
monarchical privilege.

Secondly, the security of liberaUsm was continuously defended

against 'the enemy within' in the urban and raral households and properties of the
bourgeoisie where the civti war against King Charles in the 1640s was refought against
housemaids, chambermaids footmen and labourer-poachers over the next two hundred
or so years.

Domestic servants posed another kind of tiireat, particularly towards the end of tiie
eighteenth century, with the increasing sanctification of the role of the bourgeois mother.
As love ui middle class famtiies became feminised, privatised and centtal to reproductive
relations in the newly sanctified domestic reahn, mothers took over from domestic
servants the responsibitity for the care of their children.5i

Domestic servants were

increasingly no longer members of the household incorporated into the family stracture

50 Picciotto (1979) p. 171
51 Stone (1979) Donzelot (1979) ch. 2 Cott (1977)
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tiirough theu' early ties as carers of the children, but a separate class within the
household their labour becoming increasingly specialised into either the physical work of
maintaining the house or the social duty of demonstrating the conspicuous consumption
of their employer. The separation of labour and loving in bourgeois households with
the woman as loving wife and mother meant that the servants increasingly became the
domestic labourers in - but not of - the household, threatening both the legal
subjectivity of the father by the theft of his handkerchiefs , clothing or wine52 and the
potential legal subjectivity of his chtidren by their corrapting influences on the purity
and health of this significantly new generation of rating class children, the inheritors of
property defined within the social relations of protestant liberal capitalism.53

This redefinition of domestic labour impinged on the lives of a significant number of
working class women. Daughters were more likely than sons to be the young single
chtidren who were sent out of the household to work to balance the family's resources in
the labouring and small scale craft households.54

As those young women usually went to work as live-in domestic servants, they thus
became subject to the potentially criminalising familial potitical economy of the master
servant relationship within the household of their employer.

During the seventeenth and up to the end of the eighteenth century then the central form
of punishment shifted from the reforming houses of correction to execution, public
floggings and transportation.55

The concem was more to confirm bourgeois property

rights through a range of newly created forms of criminality and a symbolic system of
external pubUc punishment centred on the body than to control labour through the
intemaUsation of quietism and orderltiiess. This however is to overstate tiie dichotomy

^2 Dobash pp. 28- 29
53
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between these two penal discourses: one centreing on the rational symbotism of ordered
labour witiiin prison waUs aimed at reforming the soul of the labourer through the body
and the other on the public display of gross extemal punishment to the body securing
the centraUty of the political principle of individual property rights. In 1617
transportation was introduced as a major form of punishment. The tiberal concem with
both thriftiness and rationality was neatly manifested in this punishment which secured
at one stroke, symbolic punishment to the offender, removal of her or his politically
threatening and sociaUy corrapting influence, useful employment of their labour,
defence of the realm in a period of fierce foreign competition, and a significant
supplement to the golden triangle of trade of labour, primary products and
manufactured goods between Europe, Africa and the Americas.56

There was however a discrepancy between the rationality of this form of punishment
within the penal realm and the irrationality ofpenal methods in the sphere of
surveiUance. The ascending classes' concem about individual crimes and political
control outside of their households with the increasing disparities between poverty and
wealth in the cities posed a problem for the Uberals. Freedom from the restrictive
practices of traditional community tife and from the poUty was basic to the principle of
rational entrepreneurship.

This meant that in the relatively disorganised tife of the

cities in the early 18tii century, tiie state was comparatively weak with Uttie
organisational control over the policing of the behaviour of the threatening classes, in
contrast to tiie estabUshed hierarchies of control over labour in tiie fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries and prior to the increasing control through the social sphere and direct
govemment policing in the 19th century.

The solution to this policing vacuum in the

city in the seventeenth century was to enforce state control ofcriminaUty through thieftakers, agents who were on both sides of the law. These were the receivers of stolen

^" Transportation as a major system of punishment then is better explained within the Rusche and
Kjrkheimers labour market thesis, rather than the Foucaultian emphasis on the symboUc
miportance of pubUc and physical punishment to the body in pre modem penality. Rusche &
Kirchheimer (1966) cited m Garton (1988)pp.311-313
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property whose place ui tiie labour stracture of property crimes placed them ui a
strategic position for the survetilance and control of the under class of the
dispossessed.5'^

In the country, poticing agents were more directiy associated with the

propertied classes as overseers, gamekeepers and local constables.58 Steven Spitzer
points out the inherent instabiUty of this form of surveiUance and control through
mercenary intermediaries. It was concemed with extemal controls over behaviour,
mediated through the self interest of agents whose own moral position (in the case of the
thief takers) of materiatism unconfined by social altraism, was close to that assumed to
be that of the people being apprehended. In the case of the thief takers the mercenary
aspects of theu- role reinforced the symbolism of greed and amorality they were
employed to control. In the case of overseers and gamekeepers their relatively expUcit
connection with the agricultural capitalists undermined the principle of the universalism
of the law.59 In neither case was there either an administrative basis for widespread
control nor a moral basis for the symbotic superiority of the ruling class. Similarly the
sentences which focused on the ghastly corporal or capital punishment of both men and
women offenders ^o were increasingly irrelevant to the exponential growth in the
problem of control brought about by the social upheaval of the transfer of the relations of
production from an agricultural village based society to an industrial urban setting.
Over the final third of the eighteenth century, the increasing levels of capital investment
in production meant that there was pressure on the state to deliver a more stable civil
population and labour force with a set of moral dispositions centreing on quietism and
ordertiness.^i

The earlier penal philosophies emphasising the reform of the offender

and promising a form of control that would bring about an intemaUsation of the mores
of a respectable citizen and a 'good worker' increasingly dominated the discourses of
control towards the end of the eighteenth century.62

57 Spitzer (1978) p. 193
58 Dobash etal p. 27
59...although the rule of law was evidenced on occasion by the odd infrequent case of the sentencing of a
landlord
^ Foucault (1977) and Dobash et al. ch. 2
61 Spitzer (1978) pp. 193-196
62 Dobash et al. p. 36
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In summary, in this period of proto-capitalism or mercanttiism there were major shifts in
the constitution of both the family and the penal sphere as social control took new forms
with the contradictions inherent in the shift to the privileging of self interest in economic
relations. However, famtiy tife for the majority of people was not as deeply affected as it
was for those people in the two classes at each end of the relationship between capital and
labour: the families of the ascending bourgeoisie and of the dispossessed labouring
class. In the former, family life came to be seen as completely separate from both the
economic and the political spheres as women took on a new responsibility for moral
labour under the superior authority of their husbands with women's moral work being
based upon a culture prescribing selflessness, withdrawal from public Ufe and
economic dependence.

For tiie great majority of famtiies, the famtiy labour economies of agricultural and urban
life meant that women's and men's worlds were not split neatly into separate productive
and reproductive spheres. The material and ideological reproduction of labour in
agricultural production and home based manufacturing did not yet require speciaUsed
agents for the domestic servicing and sociaUsation of labour. Children leamt directly
through their own routine day-to-day experiences the practicalities of working tife.
Nevertheless an increasing number of labouring famtiies experienced external social
control from the expansion of penal laws introduced to secure the property rights of
the bourgeoisie. The dispossession from land and from access to the means of
subsistence such as coUecting dead wood, harvest gleaning, fishing and trapping smaU
game increased the number of famities affected by the widening range of increasingly
punitive property laws in the 17th and 18th centuries.63 Children, women and men in
the dispossessed class were at risk of punishment by death, flogging, transportation or
imprisonment for consuming or using goods which often, in the previous relations of
production, had been withui theu- own entitiement. Imprisonment was less Iticely,
63 Dobash etal. p. 29
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towards the end of this period, to take the form of orderly, systematic control of the
soUtary useful labour of segregated prisoners. The sixteenth century houses of
correction had become places where men women and chtidren were herded together:
'The Bridewells had deteriorated to disease ridden holding places allowing all manner of
what reformers saw as contaminating influences.'64

The industrialisation of production under capitalism, the shift to factory based labour,
marking the next stage in the relationship between domesticity and penality was
accompanied by major changes to this form of imprisonment. However the requirement
for a 'good labourer' involved changes in the involvement of the state that were broader
than changes in the penal sphere alone. Increasingly throughout the nineteenth century it
was the domestic sphere of the labouring class that came to be reconstituted as an
important site of social control in the reproduction of the relations of productive tife.
Spitzer points out the contradiction in this next period of capitatist development.

At the

formal political economic level it was based on the principles of 'laisser faire' yet in this
period there was a tightening rather than a loosening of social regulation over the
everyday lives of people in this shift to industrial capitaUsm.65

It is in the work of both

the materialists and of Foucault that this increased regulation is interpreted as including
both extemal and intemal controls with the insertion of a form of disciplinary power into
the social body that involved particular modes of orgaitising space, time, activities and
environments.66

The prison, then is seen as one of the multiplicity of sites of control

in the markedly different form of power that emerged in this era.

The individuaUty of

the bourgeois property owner in the first era of capitaUsm was reinforced through the
penal realm with the increasing criminalisation of the labouring classes. In this next era
of industrial capitatism with the almost universal67 extension of the commoditisation of
labour it was the individuatisation of the labouring classes that took a central place in the

64
65
66
67

Dobash etal. p. 34
Spitzer(1979) p. 198
Stephen Marglin (1976) Foucault (1977) Spitzer (1979)
'universal' in terms of male labour in the public sphere
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reconstitution of penaUty. 68 The objectification of labour was paralleUed by an
objectification of both crime and the criminal.69 However, the individuation of labour
had a major affect on the stracture of both penaUty and domesticity in this next stage of
the famiUal political economy.

Laissez-faire and industrial capitalism:

1780s

- 1880s

The restracturing of the domestic sphere in working class tife was accomptished as a
result of several factors. It was in part formed from a practical response by the people
themselves to the exigencies of exchanging labour for wages in industrial life. Ttily
and Scott identify the emergence of the famtiy wage economy as the dominant response
of women and men in the labouring class themselves, in this stage of capitatism.70 The
enclosure movement created waged workers long before industrialisation, but it was
with industrialisation that a new form of control of labour, control within factories
emerged, physically separating productive labour from reproductive work in the
domestic sphere, with the father and children leaving the home to go out to work and
earning wages based upon their individual labour

The differentiation between the family and the individual wage was for several reasons,
still not clearly marked. Firstiy, because tiie father acted as a subcontractor, employuig
and supervising in the factory his own daughters and sons.

Patriarchal control was

uicorporated into the earliest forms of factory control up until the 1820s.7i Secondly,
the wages of the children, especially that of the daughters, were based on the convention
that they were dependent upon their fathers: their wage was based on their ascribed
status within the family.

Thti-dly, tiie tiicome of both fatiiers and chtidren were defined

as belonging to the common fund of the family.72
£0

69
70
71
72

However Garland argues that the key shift from individuaUsm to individuaUsation occurs with the next
transformation at the end of the the nineteenth century, op cit p . His argument is examined on pp
below
Barry Smart (1985) p 84
TUly & Scott ch. 4
TUly & Scott p. 113
TUly & Scott
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The division of labour between men and married women in this new famtiy stracture,
the working class famtiy, that emerged in industrial capitaUsm, was more clearly
differentiated than hi the famtiy labour economies of the putting out system in the pre
industrial era of manufacturing. In most famities for much of the time married women
remained within the domestic sphere taking on the role of manager of the household's
resources, and the bearing and rearing of children.73

However, in emergencies this

segregation of husband and wife into productive and domestic workers was not so
distinct. In economic crises wives of manual workers, although their major defining
role was as housewife and mother, did supplement the family's income For many
fanulies of manual workers in insecure employment, economic emergencies were a
frequent aspect of their tives.74 However, the new wage eaming capacities of children
meant that children were increasingly likely to stay at home until they were married so
increasing the importance of the domestic role of the married women. This contrasts with
the tendency in the urban forms of the earlier family labour economy in pre industrial
society, where single children were likely to leave home to balance resources.75

In an economy in which, increasingly, waged labour was located in the public sphere,
the dual role of performing both domestic and productive labour was made more difficult
for married women. The tension was reduced in part, for many, by bringing their
productive work into the domestic sphere, for example by doing outwork, taking in
lodgers, or taking washing and ironing.76

However this resolution created a further

major tension for women who were attempting to combine productive and domestic
labour This dual obligation undermined tiieti- bargatiiing power and the income tiiat
married women eamt in this stage was likely to be much less than that of tiieti- daughters
in factory work and significantiy lower than the male wage.

73
74
75
76

TUly and Scott pp 123-136
Katrina Alford (1985) ch.8 TiUey & Scott pp.123-136 John HoUey (1981)
see pp.46 above
Duncan BytheU. (1978). Sandra Burman (1979)
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The reconstitution of working class domestic life however was not ortiy a consequence of
the response of working class wives and husbands. The early 18th century
intermediaries of the state, the thief takers, who mediated the state control of the
labouring class were replaced in the next era of the change in systems of control of the
reproduction of the relations of labour by two new poticing agents. Firstiy, there was
an increased formalisation of policing with the development of a state controlled poUce
force and secondly there was an extension ofinformalpolicing with the development of
a new sphere of civil life, the social, that Uiticed the two dontinant sites of social control
of the individual: the state and the famtiy. The increasing rationalisation of production
meant that the labourers themselves were treated as instraments of production. The state
was increasingly drawn into providing the conditions under which 'human capital' was
suited to productive efficiency.

There was a dual concem with this personality of the

labourer. The desire to control the greater political volatility of labour separated from
community stractures of surveillance and authority and subject to the now potentiaUy
explosive circumstances of coUectivised waged work in an uneven economy and
secondly, the concem with the regulation of the industrial behaviour of the labourer
within the factory. The sixteenth century concem that labourers should intematise a
sense of ordertiness became particularly unportant with the shift to factory production
and a market economy.

In this era the discourses about how these controls were to be effected revolved around
four problems in relation to the control of labour: how to provide for the indigent
without discouraging the poor from engaguig in waged labour, how to develop a sense
of ordertiness and regularity, tiie work ethic suitable for disciplined labour in the
factory, how to develop a parallel ethic of political quietism in the face of the explicit
poUtical economic forms of exploitation and appropriation in this period and fourthly
how to create a social cUmate ui which the famtiial political economic relations of work
become acceptable not only to tiie workers but in the reflections of the rating class to

M

themselves as members of a civti society. Various sectors of the rating class joined the
debates, and intervened in the domestic and tiie penal sectors of social life in this era of
vigorous discourses of control. There were two major consequences of the impact of a
full scale market economy on the reconfiguration of power, morality and rationatity: the
uicreasing rationalisation of social control with both poticuig and responsibitity for
imprisonment being shifted from the private to the public sphere77, and secondly, what
Donzelot has characterised as the development of the social.78

The contradiction

between the centraUty of the principle of laisser faire and the concem with the
reconstitution of the individual personality of the labouring classes and control over the
political volatility of the working class as a whole was resolved by this development of a
sphere between the public and private realms.

This was the era in which religious,

scientific, phtianthropic and poUtical economic elites felt entitied through their superior
moral and intellectual qualities, legitimated by the protestant Uberal ethic relating
prosperity and property ownership to spiritual grace and political entitiement, to decide
on the resolution of the great problems (from the perspective of the bourgeoisie) of
control of labour and social life: how to make workers work, how to make workers
work methodically and how to resolve the imposition of the coercive techniques
necessary to effect these controls with the principle of laisser faire. The great problems
for the majority, the labourers alienated from the means of production, were how to
survive in a famtiial political economy which, at the same time, proscribed all means of
material survival other than waged work yet provided that waged work only unevenly
and periodically.

Melossi and Foucault, although from different perspectives, emphasise the key issue in
aU these grand discourses as tiie problem of the establishment of order.79 It is unportant
to emphasise that the disorder derived not only from the rate of change, although the

77 spitzer & Andrew Scull (1977) pp.276-277
78 Donzelot (1977) pp. 88-89
79 Melossi (1979) Foucault (1977)
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social disorder inherent in a society that shifted from a predominantiy agricultural famtiy
labour economy to an urban industrial famtiy waged economy in just fifty years was
unmense, but also in the privilegtiig of the sphere of pubtic tife in which order and
'disorder* were most delicately balanced. The problems with a purely narrow
economistic interpretation of this process is that the central principle upon which the
famiUal political economy rested in this era was the principle of the primacy of the natural
realm of economic relations, that the hidden hand of the market should be free of the
'unnatural' intervention of the polity. However the social costs to labour of the free play
of market relations was associated with social and political conditions that called for
strong political intervention. The key contradiction was in the need to enforce order in
the period of class relations that both engendered disorder but was the 'most atiergic to
rioting than any other economic system'80 ^t the same time as that same system was
legitimated by the principle of a minunal regulatory role of the polity.

State intervention in penality and domesticity coincided with the interests of the rise of
two specific powerful lobby groups. Authority in the social sphere was legitimated in
tiie first half of this period by phtianthropic reUgious rationality. Over the nineteenth
century this seemingly oxymoronic basis of the configuration of power, morality and
rationality was resolved as intervention in the social sphere was increasingly legitimated
by the appeal to authority based on scientific rationatity. In the first half of this period it
was the work of tiie religious and philanthropic groups whose authority to influence the
reconstitution of domesticity and penality rested on then- assumption of their own moral
superiority as members of the property owning and employing classes sanctioned by
the principles of Protestantism and classical liberal theory. It was women in particular
whose intervention was influential in the social sphere in this era.. The same morality
which excluded them from tiie pubtic Ufe of the political and economic spheres in the preuidustrial period of the 18tii century was the basis on which their influence ui the sphere,
between the public and the private realms - the social - was legitimated. Theu- moral
80 Polyani, 1944:1186 cited in Spitzer & Scull. (1977 )p. 277
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position in their own family life was the platform from which they launched vigorous
campaigns to effect changes amongst the working classes in both domestic and penal
spheres.

It was notable that one particular group of rating class women was especiaUy vigorous
in the moral campaigiting of the social sphere. The women in the Evangelical sects,
especially those in the Quaker movement engaged in reform movements in the spheres
of education, health, slavery, poverty, and penality.8i The Quakers were a straggling
sect in the seventeenth century but, by the beginning of this era of transformation, they
had become an established though dissenting retigion.

The principles of Quakerism

aUowed women a more direct though still lesser retigious authority than in most other
forms of Protestantism. Hamtiton's, Cott's and Pateman's analyses of the impact of
liberatism and protestantism on the separation out of power and moratity detailed the way
that the women through their association with the increasingly segregated sphere of
domesticity lost power in the shift from the familial political economy of feudalism to
mercanttiism.82 Morality in the home became associated with a specific form of denial
of self interest that distinguished domestic moratity from moral authority in the public
sphere of the polity: moral authority within the home was sanctioned because it was
timited to the home. Women's moral authority stemmed from the particularistic nature of
domestic relationships and their deliberate denial of an interest in universaUstic forms of
authority. However, the moral boundaries between universaUst and particularist
authority in Quakerism were not so rigid. This increased standing of women in
Quakerism, in relation to tiie authority of women tii the dominant forms of Protestantism,
was perhaps the reason why this particular sect of rating class women became the

81 Dobash et al p. 41 It is also worth noting that Fry was influenced by the penal reformers of North
American Quakerism. So the penal changes m N.S.W. and Tasmania in the early to mid
nineteenth centtiry can be linked to the influence of the moral vigour of the particular combination
of morality, power and rationality developing in North American industrialism in the early
nineteenth century.
82 cited earlier
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bridgehead for the establishment of this extension of rating class women's moratity into
the social sphere.

Inversely it could be that, by the first decades of the nineteenth century, particularly in
England in the period immediately following the Napoleonic Wars, the tensions of the
contradictions of the famitial poUtical economy specifying rigid boundaries between
famtiy life and political econontic life were becoming increasingly obvious.

The

estabtishment of Evangeticalism in this period was due perhaps, to the wider moral
sphere which this sect of rating class women were pemtitted and encouraged to claim as
their rightful sphere of intervention. The specific form of configuration of power
morality and rationality in this period meant that domesticity was extended into the wider
areas of civil society specifically through the emphasis on affectivity over rationality:
The Evangelical revival placed morality and the affections above intellect and opened its doors
socially to women. Religious sensibility and social pity stood much higher in the minds of women
like Hannah More than abstract, frequently arid theology. And if right conduct and moral fervour
were thought to be the preserve of women, it would only be natural for Evan^licalism, which put
such a premium on manners and morals, to find a refuge in the female breast. 3

It was through EvangelicaUsm that the conditions for the reproduction of productive tife
were specifically tied to a set of discourses connecting penatity and domesticity as
altemative points of a continuum of proscribed to prescribed relationships that was to
become the major aspect of the relations of reproduction in the following century. It is
possible to see one of the starting points of this process in the influence of American
Evangeticatism on Britain. It was in 1813 that Etisabeth Fry's phtianthropic energies
were directed by a group of visiting American reformers to the conditions of penatity in
Newgate prison.

83 Prochaska (1974 ) p.438 cited in Windschuttle p.l5
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Elizabetii Fry, was one of the most vigorous of all the Quaker women. She played a
major role in the development of penal poticy in Britain and, through her disciples who
included the wife of the govemor of the colony, the penal policies of N.S.W.84

Dobash et al. emphasise the tensions deriving from the reconstraction of penatity in this
period, the establishment of industrial capitaUsm. They identify three main themes in the
various discourses of penal transformation. The conservative reformers emphasised the
punitive, degrading, aspects of prison, the uttiitarianism of Bentham focused on the
impersonal systematisation of useful labour and the Evangelical movement which was
concemed with regularising prison life through the personal relations between reformer,
prisoner parents and their children.85

Systematic reform was the principle theme

uniting the three discourses but the dominance of one or other of these emphases on
degradation and less eligibitity, economic productivity, or reform through the personal
cooperation of the prisoner, varied witii tiie immediate impact of the state of the famitial
political economy. The fluctuations of supply and demand in the labour market
throughout the nineteenth century meant that prison populations increased during
periods of high unemployment.86

Melossi points out that, in the period 1840 to 1865, the emphasis of penatity shifted
towards the punitive or tertorising comer of the triangle of punishment, reform, and
economic productivity within the prison. 87 in this period the principle of 'less
etigibtiity' dominated tiie constitution of penality ui laisser faire capitatism. The move
away from reform to repression with tiie estabtishment of laissez fati-e indusuiatism,
Melossi and Pavarini argue, was a response to tiie expticitly class nature of the
extreme growth in pauperism and criminality with the accompanyuig extremely low

84 Elizabetii Windschutde (1982) p.l2
85 Dobash et al. p.36
86 Melossi (1979) p. 96
87 Melossi & Pavarini (1982) pp. 46-47
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Standard of living and the immense industrial reserve army. The contradiction between
the bourgeoisie and aristocracy that had been a primary influence on the development of
the penal legal realm in the period of printitive accumulation became secondary to the
contradiction between bourgeoisie and proletariat in this era of estabtished industrial
capitaUsm.

Melossi identifies this shift too as an aspect of the malaise of a prison system that is a
consequence of its own intemal contradictions:
Any prison system oscillates between the alternatives of, on the one hand, transformation into a
productive institution modelled on the factory and, on the other, of becoming a pure instrument of
terror. The former results in loss of abiUty to terrorize, the the latter renders the prison useless for
any task of resocialization of the inmates but allows it to function, as Foucault observes, to
preserve a social zone labelled as delinquent and as the carrier of a whole series of services (not
least that of scapegoat for the dominant class )88

Dobash et al. point out that this shift to repression over reform was further compUcated
by the need to absorb the prisoners previously sent to the penal colonies with the
accompanying move away from transportation in the mid century.89

In this period of the 'great confinement' approximately 1,000 per 100,000 people, or in
absolute terms nearly 200,(X)0 people, were imprisoned in Britain in one year. In
England and Wales a quarter of these were women but in Scotiand, in 1849, nearly 40%
were women.^o

Both men and women were subject to the tertorising forms of

imprisonment. However Dobash et al. argue that in the separate women's' prisons
introduced in this period the emphasis was more on the combination of humitiation and
degradation combined witii useful labour. Terror was important but as the punishment
of last resort, allotted to the most recalcitrant prisoners in a verticaUy organised
classificatory system tiiat placed prisoners on a scale from incorrigibtiity to

88 Melossi (1979) p.96
89 Dobash etal. p. 60
^ Dobash et al p.62
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reformabtiity,9i 'what all prisons had in common was a commitment to penal regimes ..
that combined punishment, degradation, cortection, reformation, education and labour'92

The intemal and inter-sphere contradictions in tiie constitution of domesticity and penality
were echoed although in very specific forms in N.S.W. throughout the nineteenth
century. However, the laisser faire period of capitaUst development was preceded by
an era closer to the domestic economic and penal relations of the mercantile capitatism
that was just coming to an end in Northem Europe.

The period of early settlement of N.S.W. 1788 - mid nineteenth century
It was largely from the dispossessed labouring class that the initial population of famities
of N.S.W. was drawn. ^3 However in the circumstance of the specific configuration of
state, family and economy that characterises the period from 1788 to the mid 19tii
century in the penal colony, there were some significant differences in the constitution of
domestic life that differentiate ti from experiences of domestic life for the majority of the
labouring class in Northem Europe in Tilly and Scott's delineation. The familial potitical
economy of industrial capitalism that marked the change to a family wage economy in
Northem Europe took on characteristics in the new penal colony of a singular blend of
Uberal rational, mercantile and neo-feudal relations of domestic potitical and econontic
power.

The key differences between the configuration of domestic economic and potitical life in
Northem Europe and N.S.W. tii the period 1780s to the mid nineteentii century were:
in the expticit nature of state control of economic conditions of exchange of labour and
captial, the fact that the reproduction of labour was based primarily tii the penal sphere

91 Dobash et al. p. 70
92 Dobash et al. p. 64
93 Portia Robinson(1988)p.l4
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til the system of transportation rather than in the domestic sphere, the imbalance of the
sexes, and the agricultural rather than the industrial basis of the political economy.

Because the establishment of the colonies of Australia resulted from govemment policies
the ideological discourses of this key period in the development of capitatism are much
more expticitly spelt out. The potitical economy of Austratia was much more clearly an
'artificial' creation of 'natural' economic and domestic relations.94

Explicit use of force by the state was the distinctive feature of political economic life in the
early settlement of the colony.95

Whilst in this period penal control was shifting in

Northem Europe towards systematic forms of control witiiin prison through the rational
orderly disposal of the labour of incarcerated offenders, penal control in N.S.W. was
based on punitive, violent punishments to the body to ensure the forced labour of the
convicts out in the community. The colony was both prison and political economy. The
labour force was predominantly based on the conscripted labour of transported convicts
which was regularly renewed by continuing fleets of transported prisoners from Britain.
The form of penality within the colony was directed to the physical coercion of
conscripted and assigned labour rather than the long term intematisation of values of a
work ethic of regularity, thrift and orderliness. Punishment was oriented to the control
of the immediate labour of the convict classes on tiie road gangs, butiding sites or on the
pastoralists' estates, not to the generation of a long term orientation to a work ethic
suitable for a permanent society of factory workers.

The poticing, sentencing and penal administration of political economic relations in
tiie sphere of production were mainly conducted through agents directiy representing the
interests of the private sphere. Initially tiie city merchants employed their own constables
and tiie large landholders controlled rural policing through theti control of the

94 Karl Marx (1887) chxxxi
95 Connell & Irving (1980) ch.2.
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magistracy in the major country centres.96

In threats to civil order this form of policing

was supplemented by the military .97 This combination of private and miUtary poticing
that suited the 'plantation capitatism' of the pastoral landholders was the point of straggle
as the balance of poUtical econontic power shifted more towards the interests of the
mercantile capitatists in the cities towards the middle decades of the nineteenth century.

Poticing in the social sphere was the moral realm of rating class women as weU as men.
As in Europe in this period the moral sphere of rating class women extended to include
the space between the private and the pubtic realms, the social sphere, in which their
domestic and class position, sanctified by religious rationatity especially Evangeticatism,
gave them the authority to act as the new intermediaries or policing agents of the state,
tiitervening in the constraction of domesticity amongst the labouring classes.98

However, the constitution of domesticity in the colony was an especiaUy contradictory
process in this era. Marriage and famtiy relations were nominally designated as a
significant form of control of social tife but the majority of the labouring class, the
convicts, were men separated from their famtiies .99 Convicts were encouraged by
potitical and religious elites to marry but the major factor encouraging convict marriages,
assignment of ticket of leave on marriage, was restricted to marriages contracted with
'free' women (and men).ioo

Convict women the most numerous group of women in the

colony were thus excluded from the group of women that convict men were encouraged
to marry through this system even though there was much vigorous discourse
encouragtiig convict women to marry and blaming them for their failure to achieve this
respectable form of domesticity, loi

96 0"Malley (1983) pp 52-53
97 O'Malley (1983) p.53
98 Windschutde (1985) p. 12
99 Robinson (1988) ch. 7
100 Daniels, Mumane&Picot(1977) p. 147 Robinson (1988)p.220 However not aU free women were
able to have theu- convict husbands assigned to them see Robinson (1988) pp.224-225
101 Alford (1984) ch.l Robinson (1988) ch.3
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It seems Iticely that domesticity was not a major concem of the rating class in this period
in spite of the plethora of moratistic discourses on the immoraUty of unmarried convict
women. The reproduction of the labour force did not primarily depend on domesticity
but on penality. Women were part of the formation of the penal society but they were
not transported or encouraged to come as 'free' settiers in large enough numbers to
constitute a balance to the mascitiiitity of the colony nor to provide a substantial domestic
basis for the reproduction of labour either in terms of a new generation or in the day-today regeneration of a domesticated labour force.

Convict women's labour other than their sexual labour was under employed. 102
Although there was loud moratising about their moral degeneracyio^ one of the major
reasons for their transportation was for the exact reason for which they were castigated,
to provide for the maintenance of heterosexuality in the colony at a cheaper cost than that
necessary to support a family system of monogamous heterosexuality.

Ambiguity about domesticity in the colony was then not surprisingly, the major
characteristic of the discourses surtounding marriage and morality. There was a
conflation of moratity with formal marriage and of de facto relationships with depravity
that enabled the controUing moralists of the colony to distinguish between 'good' and
'bad' women and to define the majority of families that were established as potential
sites of poUution.

At the same time it was the political economic conditions of the colony that reinforced the
unmarried status of convict women. Alford charts the inverse cortelation between
convict status and marriage in all tiie colonies in the first half century of settlement. i04
There was a widespread reluctance of the rural and pastoral sections of the rating class
to bear the costs of the reproduction of labour by employing men with 'encumbrances'.
102 Alford p. 160
103 Robinson(1988) pp.199-202 Alford pp.29-30
104 Alford (1984) pp.26 & 27
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105 CatiioUc w o m e n , w h o formed a significant proportion of convict women,

could

not be married according to the rites of their own faith. 106

There was major dissonance then between the articulated views of the rating class, of
the constraction of domesticity of the lower classes, and the actual experiences of the
children, men and w o m e n in the convict and working class famities in the period of early
settlement. The majority of chtidren were brought up in stable, regular famities,i07 but
these families were not formalised by a marriage contract: two out of three of the children
in N,S.W. in 1806 were illegitimate. 108 Cohabitation rather than marriage was at least in
part, the result of decisions by the rating class themselves.

Nevertheless the conflation

of marriage with morality meant that there were assumptions by the rating class that all of
these children of convict parents were exposed to the 'polluting culture' of theu- parents.
The institutions for the care of destitute chtidren were then ran on the central principle of
separating the chtidren from their parents even though both children and parents were
distressed by this enforced separation.i09 Gu-ls confined in the Female School of
Industry were allowed to see their parents only once a year.no Attempts by parents to
maintain contact with their children were defined as disraptive to good order:

... the committee (of the Female School of Industry) chided parents for 'accosting' children on
Sundays in their walk to and from Church and 'presenting them with fruit'
some children
pined for their parent until they were allowed to leave. Others took more direct action and
abscondedlll

One of tiie key features of the constitution of domesticity in the early period of settiement
that distinguished it from the constraction of family tife in tiie following era was the
social moratity that legitimated this uistitutionalisation of chtidren of convict famiUes.

105 Alford p 27
106 Robinson(1985)p.76
107 Robinson (1985)
108 Windschutde (1982 p 17)
109 Windschutde p 18
110 Daniels Mumane & Picot (1977) p.l67
111 Windschutdepl8
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EUsabeth Windschuttle sees the development of charity schools as the desire to change the
supposedly poUuting culture of the lower classes which induced
idleness, dissipation, drunkenness, debaucheries, seductions, adulteries, blasphemies,
disobedience, dissensions, tumults, robberies, murders, execution, - yea, the most dreadful
consequences to so many souls immortal for ever and ever.

in the words of the Reverend Wiltiam Cowper in a discourse on the functions of the
Female School of Industry in 1828.112

Portia Robinson argues that this reflects the rating class morality of the period rather than
the actual family life of convict men and women which was closer to the mores of time
than the upper classes conceived. ii3 Through her reading of the petitions and memorials
from convict families, as weU as a detailed examination of documents relating to the later
working life of the children of convict famtiies, she argues that convict famtiies were
just as likely to be characterised by strong attachments to famtiy life, a strong sense of
parental responsibility, that 'were at least as stable and permanent as those of the 'free
objects'114

Alford points up too, the contradictory attitudes in the literature of the period, in that
crime was blamed both on the absence and on the presence of women. It stemmed,
according to the contemporary moralists, both from the sex imbalance in the colony and
from the incitement to crime by the moraUy inferior women. ii5 Single convict women
were caught in a downward spiral created by the signification of femininity and morality.
Their initial sentence condemned them to transportation to a labour colony that provided
them with Uttie economic support.

They were not granted land and they did not have

access to the range of work available to the male convicts.i 16 The aUocation system left

112 cited in E. Windschuttle p. 27
113Robinson( 1985) ch.3
114 Robinson (1985) p. 159
115 Alford. p.22
116Alfoni ch.4 Robinson (1988) ch.9.
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tiiem open to sexual exploitation by the settlers. They could not then avoid the moral
disapprobation conferted on prostitution and on non-legal cohabitation. Marriage tii the
early settiement tended to be between free women and convict men but not between free
men and convict women. 117 Alford points out that this indicates that once women lost
the label of morality they were much less able to have it restored to them than were
men.118 Morality was so embedded a signifier of femininity that its loss, once
detached, was likely to be permanent.

Nevertheless it is important to see the impact of this particular configuration of power
morality and rationality in terms of the variation throughout the lives of the women sent
as convicts to the colony. Daniels emphasises the importance of deconstracting
categories of 'good' and 'bad' in terms of whether women were either prostitutes or
family women.ii9 Robinson's work indicates that the women, castigated and devalued in
terms of their supposedly poUuting sexuality, were the same women who provided the
stable family life with their convict spouses that was the basis of the remarkably non
criminalised ftist generation of labouring class white native bom Australian chtidren. 120

The dynamic of the impact of the familial political economy on the variations in the lives
of people is related to a second incongraity between rating class perceptions of
domesticity of labouring class people andtheactualexperiencesof day-to-day life in
those famtiies. The dual circumstances of the convict background of most of the famiUes
and the high levels of cohabitation and illegitimacy led to expectations and false
perceptions of a high crime rate in the colony in the eyes of the rating class. 121 Yet the
levels of criminality, measured by official records, in the early settlement period of
N.S.W. were lower than those in British society in the same period. 122 One specific

117 Alford ch.2
118 Alford p.66
119 Daniels (1984) p.22
120 Robinson (1985) and (1988) pp.233-241
121 Windschuttle p. 17
122 Alford p. 22 Robinson (1988) pp.153-171
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source of crime that had a greater impact in the 'mother country' than in the penal colony
was du-ectiy related to the comparably worse economic conditions of life for labouring
class famtiies in Britain. Young single women bom into the early labouring class
famities in the colony were much more likely to stay at home prior to marriage, working
in either the urban or raral fanuly labour economies of N.S.W., than were their
contemporaries in the 'mother' country. 123 For the young women , bom in the colony,
working in their family labour economies of farms, trade, or business there was no
necessity to go out to balance the resources of the famtiy as there was in British
society. 124 Robinson argues that this meant that they were unfamtiiar with poverty and
destitution and were less exposed to the risks of 'having to stray from the paths of virtue'
as had their mothers. 125

It means too that they were less likely to be caught up in the

circle of destitution and criminalisation through the sequence of seasonal factory work,
domestic service, pregnancy, prostitution and petty theft that their mothers had been
exposed to and that continued to circumscribe the Uves of their contemporaries in cities
in France and Britain. 126 In the two rare cases where young women bom in the colony
who were brought up in stable convict families, were convicted of crime, they were
assigned to their own parents. 127

Of the the young women bom in the colony to the convict and free famities of the
transported culture, it was usuaUy only those who were defined as orphans who
became domestic servants. 128 Only twelve per cent of native bom single non koori
women were in that group. 129 It was children who were separated from family life in
N.S.W. then who were likely to enter the cycle of domestic service and criminaUsation.
In 1789 a fourteen year old servant girl was sentenced to thirty lashes for 'insolence' in

123 Robinson (1985) p.l50 Tilly & Scott p. 35
124 TiUy & Scott pp. 116-117
125 Robinson(1985) p.l50
126 Tilly & Scott pp.116-117 Of the 2.7 million employed women in Britain 2 miUion were in domestic
service in the mid nineteenth century. Beddoe (1983.) p.l 12 cited in Dobash et al p.226.
Robinson(1985)p.l51
127 Robinson (1985) p. 151
128 Robinson(1985) p.l55 Alford p.l72
129 Robinson (1985) p. 155
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the household of one of the chaplains of the colony. 130 Although this girl was a convict
not a 'bom free' servant, it was her particular famtiial political economic relationship
within the household that put her at risk of puitishment. Moreover it was the particularly
penal intersection of work and domesticity that created the risk that chtidren would enter
the cycle of employment and criminalisation. In famtiies in which, due to the
assignment, death or desertion of their partner, one parent was left with the care of the
children, both fathers or mothers were forced to work with employers who made the
conditions of that work such that it was impossible for them to retain custody of a
child. 131 Not even married couples were necessartiy allowed to live together and
economically support each other if the man's labour was useful to the government or his
employer. 132 In addition it was the particularly gendered constitution of 'free' labour
that meant that it was likely to be men who deserted families rather than women as it was
they who were able to get work on the ships that took them back to Britain. That option
was not open to women who had served their time.i33

There seems then to have been a direct inversion of the intention of the rating class. The
upbringing provided by the 'polluting' convict families seems less likely to have placed
children at risk of criminality than that provided by the rating class.

This particular aspect of the constitution of domesticity however had contradictory
consequences for women for, whilst the first generation of women bom in the settiement
were more sheltered from exposure to the risk of criminality by the economic
cticumstances and the form of domesticity that developed in the early settlement of the
colony, they were also not 'free' in terms of economic independence. Women's
economic dependence on men was a major aspect of the constitution of domesticity in
this period. The political and economic poticies of the govemment formally but not

130 Robinson (1988) p.45
131 Windschutde p.l7
132 Robinson (1988) pp.220-221
133 Alford
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substantivelyi34 encouraged marriage. Both formally and substantively however, the
policies encouraged within marriage, women's economic dependence on theti
husbands. There was little demand for women's labour other than below subsistence
waged work in domestic service or their castigated sexual labour. 135 Land grants were
only in exceptional cases aUocated to women. Even propertied women were denied
access to this key form of means of production in the developing agricititural potitical
economy of the penal colony.i36 For convict and free women this meant they were
forced to depend on men for support, or after the 1820s, to take refuge in the female
factories.

The women who did achieve economic independence usually did so through theti
initially dependent productive role in the family labour economies. It was widows who
constituted the major proportion of women cited as successful in business in N.S.W. in
this period. 137

In summary, this initial period of white settlement in the colony was characterised by
forms of domesticity and penalty closer to those constituted within the famitial political
economy of mercantile capitatism from the sixteenth to the end of the eighteenth century
in Northem Europe. Children were reared within family labotir economies in which the
productive and reproductive labour of men, women and children was not clearly
separated. PenaUty was based on public, corporal or capital punishments or else on a
system of transportation within transportation.

In this specific period of the

triangulation of penatity, domesticity and productivity the dominant relationship was
between the penal and the political economic spheres.
relations was tied to penality more than to domesticity.

134 see above
135 Alford pp.76-77
136 Alford pp.75- 76
137 Alford p. 195-197
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Worktiig class family life was interpreted within the contradictory terms of corraption
and redemption. For the majority of women arriving as convicted or 'free' labour this
meant that they experienced theti femininity at various points in theti biographies as a
contradictory set of significations of sinfulness, matemal pollution, or maternal grace,
with theti-labour being defined altemately as economicaUy unproductive or valuable
depending on theti access to an acceptable form of domesticity, one centred on theti
economic dependence. The penal sphere extended into the constitution of domesticity
through the establishment of the female factories for women and charity schools for
children both of which reinforced the normality of domestic tife as a form of famtiial
economic relations characterised by chtidren's and women's economic dependence on
men. Destitution was conflated with pollution for women as either sexual partners or as
parents.

There were both continuities and discontinuities in this triangulation of domesticity,
penality and productivity in the next era of the familial political economy in N.S.W. - the
period of laissez fatie mercantile captiatism from the 1840s to tiie 1880s.

Mid-nineteenth century capitalism in N.S.W.
Although the Australian famtiial potitical economy in the mid-nineteenth century was
based on mercantile capitaUsm the social relations of production were closer to those
characterising industrial production. The constitution of domesticity and penatity was
also more in line with the paraUel relations consuxicted within laissez faire capitatism in
Northem Europe. By the 1840s through a series of contestations and negotiations
between the pastoralist and the urban bourgeoisie sections of the rating class, the
conscripted labour of convicts was largely replaced by the waged work of 'free
labourers'.

This rationatisation of the relations of production fitted laisser fatie principles of a social
order predicated on a capitalist mode of production and exchange. The 'free' market was
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reflected in the 'free' conditions of civti society. The systems of policing and
punishment shifted from the overtiy class dominated and paramititary forms of control to
the more independent and democratic form of control involving a change to a system
based on a centratised bureaucraticaUy orgartised civti potice force and a sentencing and
penal system nontinaUy founded on the formal impersonal rale of law. 0"Malley argues
that this move to a legal-rational form of control developed in relation to the problems
of civti disorder in an urban industrial form of capitalist society. 138

Imprisonment as the deprivation of liberty became the major mode of punishment.
There was a significant decline in capital punishment between 1835 and 1850.139
This transformation of penality reflected both the centraUty of 'free' labour and an
'equality' of punishment in a more systematic technical rational form of penatity, 140
'abstract labour time in capitalist production reappears in the existence of a sanction
whose unit of measurement - time- is abstractiy, universaUy and equally appUcable to all
individuals.'141

However the reproduction of the conditions of waged labour was associated too with a
shift in the importance of the relationship between domesticity and production. The
dominance of waged labour relations of production was closely paraUeled by the
energetic constitution of a universal domestication of working class life especially
through the intervention of rating class women working through the social sphere.
Shiploads of famities of convicted and emancipated men, and of single women to
create new families, were detivered to the ports of the colony over the decades 1830s to
1850s. 142 The increased abstraction and rationality of economic and potitical life was
parallelled by a major concem to increase labourers' access to the affective, personal

138 O'Malley p.56
139 0"Malleyp.l53
140 O'Malley p.152
14l0'MaUeyp.l52
142 Alford ch.5.
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relations of domestic Ufe. Civti society depended on the conjunction of absd-action and
affectivity not tiie negation of the latter by the former.

The importance of particularistic relations and the 'culture of domesticity' were spelt out
by several ideologues of domesticity and liberalism throughout the nineteenth century
from John Ruskin 143 to the novellette writers, 144 but one of the most interesting
versions of the necessary connection between abstraction and affectivity, universalism
and particularism, is in the writings, not of a protagonist of liberal capitalism, but of
Marx, in this private letter to his wife after 13 years of marriage, in which he bemoans
the demasculinisation inherent in absd-act rational labour:

I feel a man once more because I feel a great passion. The complexities in which study and modem
education involve us, the scepticism we must necessarily bring to bear on all subjective and
objective impressions are perfectly designed to make all of us small and weak and petulant and
undecided
145

Moreover, against the demascutinising tendencies of rational scepticism even sociatism
fatis,

as it is not in the abstract love of the workers that full masculine inteUectual vigour

is restored. Only the particularistic passion of the woman in the home can perform that
labour:

'

but love, not the love ..of the Proletariat, but the love of the beloved and

more particularly of you, make a man a man again ... "buried in her arms, revived by her
kisses". '146

The romantic reproduction of intellectual socialist labour however was not the concem of
the N.S.W. architects of a 'free' labour market. It was rather the reproduction of the
social relations of production,

the materiatist aspects of abstraction, that underpinned

tiie vigour with which universal domesticity was created in the mid ntiieteenth century.

143 Ann Oakley (1981) p.7.
144 Margaret Allen (1982)
145 Letter from Karl Marx to Jenny von Westphalen. 21st June 1856 (13 years after marriage) in Ernst
Fischer (1973) pp. 25-26
146 Fischer (1973)p. 26
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The specific relationship between caring, dependence and control was expticitiy spelt out
in this period of the wholesale constraction of domesticity in the colony.

Caroline

Chisholm one of the main social sphCTC architects of the potitical economic relationships
of famtiy life argued that
the rate payable for female labour should be proportional on a lower scale than that paid to men ..
high wages tempt many girls to keep single while it encourages indolent and lazy men to depend
more and more on their wives' industry than upon their own exertions, thus paitly reversing the
design of nature. 14^

Nevertheless the families of convicts were transported to the colonies with the
expectation that the convict husband would not be the sole breadwinner especiaUy in the
econontic downtum of the 1840s. The transported wives were expected to be able to
maintain themselves as servants, needlewomen, dairy maids or laundressess at the same
time as they provided the moral labour of providing a powerful influence over even the
'worst' of the convict men.i48

Summers details the several discursive practices through which in Caroline Chisholm's
telling phrase, working class women became 'God's police' as spouses and mothers of
labouring men and their families. 149 The responsibility for the reproduction of the next
generation of labour was transferted from the penal sphere to the family labour of women
in the domestic sphere.

The work of Donzelot and Foucault indicate that the labour of caring, controlling and
reproduction in urban capitalism was effected not simply through the relations of
domesticity and penalty but through the several practical and physical reorderings of
space and time through which the two spheres were reconstracted.i50

147 cited by Alford p.207
148 Daniels (1984) p.39
149 Anne Summers (1975)
150 Donzelot pp.16-17 and Foucault (1977) pp. 143-157
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sexuality, housing space, hygiene and health effected the systematic ordering of famtiy
tife and the relations between husbands and wives and parents and chtidren.

These reorderings of space were poticed through the continual imposition of 'moral
order' by rating class women in the social sphere.

In N.S.W., they also came under

the direct surveiUance of the formal police force. O'MaUey points out that the shift
towards hegemonic forms of policing in laissez faire capitalism meant that the police
force had to be seen as representing all sections of society, identified not just as law
enforcers but as agents of the 'community'. i5i

The pattem of change in policing and

surveiUance in Australia in this period foUowed the processes of rationalisation identified
by Spitzer in the earlier period in Northem Europe. 152 Initial policing in the colony was
the responsibitity of a potice force explicitiy identified with the squattocracy. By the midcentury policing was organised in a bureaucratic impersonal stracture closer to the ideal
of tiie rale of law of a capitalist state. As part of this broader hegemonic role the police
force in N.S.W., in the late 1850s, had the responsibtiity to report on the condition of
the working class . These reports reflected the earlier conflation of destitution with
moral pollution, especially in the case of young women and theti families. i53 However
there were also several reports based on the close inspections of working class homes in
terms of hygiene and of tiie relationship between domestic space and sexuatity, in
which family Ufe was defined in a pathological discourse. These concerns with
pathology were articulated in terms combining medical and moral discourses as opposed
to the more religiously based descriptions of parental pollution in the earlier rating class
condemnations of convict famtiy tife.i54

151 O'Malley. pp. 56-58
152 O'Malley pp.54- 56
153 Beverley Kingston( 1977) p.166-167
154 Detective Inspector Harrison (1859) reproduced in Kingston (1977) .167-173 and Dr. Read (1875)
reproduced in Connell and Irving p.l59 & 160
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The 1859-60 report tiito the condition of the working class in Sydney also specifically
highlights the concem with the inability of even 'respectable' working class famities to
contain their sons within the private space of the home.
The number of boys in the vagrant state is variously estimated, and it may be doubted that there are
many entirely destitute of home and kindred; but the evidence abundantiy shows that a large class
exists to whom the possession of parents is of no value in giving direction to their lives, and who
are growing up to be an encumbrance and a curse to society. In the language of one witness, they
are "floating about the streets and lanes Uke fish in a pond". 155

One particular form of State intervention in the constraction of domesticity was especiaUy
effective in nartowing the physical space in which women could operate. From the
1860s there was a major push in both Britain and Australia to police women appearing in
the public sphere in the name of hygiene and concems with the health of the mtiitary. The
Contagious Diseases Acts enabled police to apprehend any woman in the street to force
her to undergo a medical examination.

The Austratian Acts were modelled on the British

Act of 1864 but were more regulatory. Whilst the British Act was confined to garrison
towns and naval stations the Queensland Act, for example, apptied to the general civil
population. 156 The acts were vigorously debated on the grounds of the invasion of the
civil tiberties of the women, and the fact that they applied only to women not to men, but
they stayed in force over the next twenty years. 157

One of the major consequences of these Acts and of the various State commissioned
reports on the conditions of working class Ufe was to pathologise and even to potentiaUy
criminaUse the public behaviour of all working class women. Daniels emphasises
however that the Contagious Diseases Act shouldn't be seen in isolation. It was rather
one of several pieces of legislation in the last decades of the nineteenth century
criminalising aspects of working class pubtic behaviour. 158 If the criminalisation of

155 Report from the Select Committee on the Condition of the Working Classes of the Metropolis, pp. 8-10
cited in Frank Crowley (1980) p. 413
156 Daniels, Mumane & Picot p 21
157 Daniels, Mumane & Picot p.21.
158 Daniels (1984) p.75
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labouring life in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was about securing the property
rights of the bourgeois and consequently the new form of class relations of liberal
capitaUsm, the crintinaUsation of working classtifein the latter decades of the nineteenth
century were oriented to the imposition of clear boundaries between private and public
spheres and confining working class existence out of the arena of the pubtic realm. In
this, the legislation was one of the several strands in the constitution of the next form of
dominant family - the famtiy consumer economy.

Famities were also increasingly privatised or tumed in on themselves in terms of the
breaks with wider family networks. Robinson shows how the first few generations of
famtiy wage and family labour economies in N.S.W. were intemally sustained by the
extended networks of kinship that developed withtii thefirstfew generations of family
tife.159 Simtiarly Pat Grimshaw and Grahame WiUett describe the importance of
extended kin networks for the 'free' labourers in the extensive immigrations of the mid
century. 160 Families provided emergency accommodation, material support and
occupational contacts for a wide range of relatives in the expansion of the familial
political economy of Australian capitalism. The domestic labour of working class women
in labouring families provided an intricate web of infrasdiictural support for the
expanding economy as increasingly domestic labour within tiie family came to be the
responsibility of the wife and mother in this period. Family consumer economies
however, were characterised more by the intemal dynamics of the nuclear family and a
refocusing of attention to the 'pure' domestic relationships between wife and husband and
mother and child.

The disciptinary orderings of time and space were also a major feature of penality in this
periodof N.S.W. mercantile capitalism. Melossi and Pavarini point to the way that in
Europe and North Americatiiecontradictions between the formal equality of the
159 Robinson (1985)
160 Grimshaw & WUlett(1981)
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contractual aspect of the labour market and the inequatities of power between employers
and workers in the factory were reconstituted in the paraUel contradictions of
imprisonment. The inequality of subordination 'within work' that is the consequence of
the formal equality of the labour contract was reflected in the legal penal sphere in the
formal equality of the rale of law which ended in the prisoners 'enslavement' within the
prison.161 Moreover the parallels extended not only in terms of the relational aspects of
the economic and the penal spheres but also in the parallel forms of the strategic ordering
of space and time within the factory and the prison. In this period of classic capitatist
relations, Australian prisons were butit on the same principles of panopticon survetilance
and control as those in Europe and America. 162 The administrative and disciptinary
classificatory processes produced detailed knowledge about the individual prisoner and
the prisoner's activities were planned in what O'Matiey describes as a careful and refined
patterning of space and time.i63

In summary, although the family labour economy form of domesticity continued in the
several small businesses and farms that supported famtiy tife for many people
throughout the century,i64 families increasingly depended primarily on the waged labour
of men and children and the speciatised domestic labour of the wife and mother, in the
classic period of class relations in N.S.W. which lasted for the relatively short period
from the mid nineteenth century to the 1880s.

However, Australian women's domestic

labour, even in family wage economies was particularly extensive and intensive, and
tikely to involve the productive work of providing vegetables and poultry, clothes and
fumiture, in the elaborate domestic economy of an 'urban peasantry' that characterised
working class life in nineteentii century Austratian cities.165

161 Melossi and Pavarini (1981) pp.185-187
162 Grabosky(1977)
163 O'MaUey (1983) p 154
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Nevertheless destitution was a feature of waged relations of production for the people in
working class tife AusQ-alia as ti was tii Northem Europe. The stractured uncertatiity of
waged labour periodicaUy exposed famtiies to the risk of impoverishment and destitution
when wages were the principle source of income. Moreover the separation of women
and chtidren from theti own access to sources of subsistence put famities headed by
women especially at risk of impoverishment and institutionalisation through the death or
desertion of men, or through spinsterhood if women were unable to secure through
marriage their'natural'unpaid domestic employment as wife.i66

The middle years of the nineteenth century were also the period of a rapid shift in the
constitution of the legal penal sphere. The form of punishment and control as forced
laboiu- in the commuitity combined with irtegular pubtic symbolic punishments to the
body that suited the plantation capitalist of early settlement gave way to a greater
emphasis upon the hegemonic policing and punishment suited to urban capitatism - the
legal rational, centrally administered, bureaucraticaUy organised, precise control of
convicted people within the prison.

This reconfiguration of power, moratity and rationatity placed far more emphasis on the
hegemonic control of productive relations through a major restracturing of both
domesticity and penatity. Both the family and the prison became sites for the
reproduction of the conditions for productive life.

On to this classic relationship between potitical economy, family and the legal penal
realm of laissez fatie capitalism was layered the next patteming of social control and
the reconstitution of domesticity and penalty in the stage of corporate welfare capitatism.

166 Alford pp.218-219
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Welfare Capitalism of late nineteenth

and early twentieth century

Lisa Peattie and Martin Rein distinguish the three spheres of tiberatism as the economic,
the famitial and the potitical, with the former two representing the 'natural' axis and,
initiaUy, in the period from the late eighteenth to the late nineteenth century, the
intervention of the polity representing an 'unnatural' control in laissez fatie. terms. 16^

Throughout the 19tii century two specific areas of expertise developed deriving from
claims to knowledge of the laws of the natural in the economic and the familial realms.
The intervention of the state by the end of this era was legitimated by these two sets of
scientific knowledges so that by the end of the nineteenth century the state entered into a
far more interventionist mode of control. The opposition between the polity and the two
natural spheres of the social and the economic was reconstituted from a
'natural/unnatural' to a 'natural /artificial' dichotomy.

The more legitimate

characterisation of the potity as 'artificial' rather than 'unnatural' underpinned the new
era of direct state intervention through scientificaUy legitimated policy analysts and
administrators
the idea that there is a legitimate realm of die artificial becomes completed when a special class of
policy analysts is conceived, and these analysts are then located in a separate institutional
arrangement. These analysts, paradoxically, thus derive their legitimacy by conceiving themselves
as students of die laws or the natural whicn must be described, generalised, and applied in the field
of the man made initiative of 'policy'168

Foucault locates the development of the sciences of 'natural' laws of human behaviour in
the disciptinary techrtiquesof surveiUance, documentation differentiation and
observation that characterised control in the panopticon pertitentiaries.i69 The eartier
individuation of the criminal leads by the end of the nineteenth century, to a much more
detailed and prescriptive set of scientifically legitimated state interventions in the famtiy
and the individuation of the working class in general.

167 Lisa Peattie & Martin Rein (1983) p.6-8
168 Peattie & Rein p.7
169 Foucault(1977) p.29
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The increased interventions in family and economic spheres brought a major expansion
in public service employment in the 1880s. However this expansion of state intervention
coincided with and was part of the complexity of shifts in other sections of the famitial
poUtical economy. The early nineteenth century shift to a wage based famtiy economy for
working class people led to the 'revolution of rising expectations' of working class
famities and the development of the thtid stage of the fantily economy: the famtiy
consumer economy, i^o This was compounded by several factors: the experience of
the 'long boom' of the 1860-1890s when men's wages rose enabling wives and some
daughters to concentrate on domestic work and give up the arduous double shift of paid
and unpaid work,i7i the increase in responsibilities of child care with the emphasis on
the importance of childhood and the introduction of universal compulsory education.
This latter feature was both part of, and a factor in, the constitution of childhood for
working class chtidren that meant that they no longer brought income into the home but
became an economic and domestic responsibitity untti theti mid teens.

The family consumer economy, developing towards the end of the nineteenth century,
differed from the family wage economy, in terms of the increasing emphasis upon the
father's role as the major productive worker in the family, and the much clearer
segregation of working class women into their domestic role within the home, caring for
theti families.

Although by this time women had fewer children, paradoxically this

demographic change increased the mothers' domestic role, because with the dectine of
both the birth rate and the infant mortality rate, those chtidren who were bom had an
increasing amount of time and money spent on them.

In addition the move to control the size of the famtiy was not necessarily an easy
transition for working class women. Judith Allen has pointed to the costs to women of
the emphasis on smaller famtiies tii a period when birth control was not a universal

170 B Cass «fcH. Radi (1981)
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aspect of the lives of working class women. 172 She estimates the percentage of women
experiencing dangerous back yard abortions was approximately 30% in this period.

By the early decades of the twentieth century the separation out of the two realms of
productive and domestic life had become the 'normal' form of family stracture for
working class men and women. This does not mean that aU or even most working class
famiUes were able to fit this form throughout theti lives. It does mean that in both public
policies and in peoples' own conceptions of family life this famtiy stracture became
defined as the normal style of family relations. 173

This was not only a consequence of the voluntary withdrawal of working class women
into the domestic sphere. There were both proscriptive and prescriptive forms of control
over working class women which reinforced the constitution of domesticity in the form
of the classic nuclear family. Those working class homes which did not provide a clean
and regular family life were in danger of losing their chtidren to the state. 174 The
development of the range of experts in the laws of the natural relations of social life
meant that the voluntary withdrawal was continually reinforced by processes of
'normalisation' which defined woman's domestic work as her ability to make the home
so attractive that it would result in husband and children being drawn away from the
public to the domestic 'haven'.175

The 'normality' of the famtiy was reinforced by a network of survetilance and control
as the famtiy became the central focus of the gaze of a range of 'new professionals' in
healtfi, medicine and welfare.

172 Allen (1990) pp. 96-105
173 In a set of interviews with sixty women, 30 from Adelaide and 30 from die lUawara, married between
1905 and 1929 , all interpreted their position as married women, as a committment to full time
unpaid work within the domestic sphere. (Aungles 1980 1983)
174 Margaret Barbalet (1983)
175 Donzelot pp. 82-95
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around the turn of the century ..the states legislated to penalise people who committed infanticide;
who failed to provide adequate food, clothing, nursing or medical care to children under the age of
14 in their care; who wilfully neglected or ill treated such children; who failed to have such children
vaccinated against infectious diseases.176

The tension, between the cultural prescriptions and the sd-uctural lintitations on the
separation of productive and domestic tife, in a society centred on the insecurity of 'free'
waged labour in a potitical economy characterised by the booms and depressions of
capital labour relations, created major costs for working class family life. For several
women the exigencies of life in the 1920s and 1930s meant that they were not able to
depend on their husbands as'breadwinners'. 177

These costs however,

were

experienced differently by husbands and wives. For women it meant an extension of
their labour as the 'normal' family consumer economy reverted to a family wage
economy with women bringing income into the home in the form of wages or food eamt
on the very margins of the economy, and with the material aspect of theti domestic
labour extended to the production of a much broader range of home made goods.
Nevertheless one of the major characteristics of this extension of the material aspects of
domestic labour was the parallel extension of the emotional dimension of caring labour.
W o m e n were at great pains to support the men's image of themselves as the primary
breadwinner even over periods extending to years when it was women's domestic labour
tiiat provided the major material support for the family.i78

The work of botii Donzelot and Kereen Reigeri79 demonstrates the dual nature of the
process committing working class famities to a division of labour that replicated the form
of family life adopted by the middle classes three hundred years eartier. On one hand it
was a form that was regulated extemaUy both through the informal agencies of the social
sector and the scientificaUy 'neutral' formal agencies of tiie state.

l'^6 Matthews (1984) p.176
l'^7 Aungles (1982) &(1984)
178 Aungles (1982) chs. 5-7
179 Reiger (1985)
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tiie women in the famtiies did not act as 'mindless idiots' passively accepting a false
ideology handed down to them from above.
if today's family were simply an agent for transmitting bourgeois power, and consequentiy entirely
under the control of the "bourgeois' state, why woula individuals, and particularly those who are
not members of the ruling classes, invest so much in family life? To assert that this is the result of
an ideological impregnation comes dovm to saying, in less delicate language, that these individuals
are imbecilesl80

Both Donzelot's and Reiger's work indicates that women actively worked with doctors,
nurses and 'psy' experts in the constraction of a family increasingly tumed in on itself,
excluding servants from domestic relations in the case of the rating class, excluding
lodgers, wives' mothers, and aU but the immediate two generation family from the
home life of working class families in order to secure the exclusion of working class
men and children from the public tife of the streets and the pubs.

Moreover the exigencies of working class life meant that the 'family wage' decision by
Higgins in 1912 was an achievement for those working class famities which conformed
to the 'normal' pattern of breadwinning husband and economically dependant wife and
children. This decision however was economically punitive for families which did not
conform to this pattern. Households in which working class women had to support
themselves or where they bore the economic responsibility for their dependents,
whether the dependents were chtidren, aged parents, invatid or unemployed husbands,
were all penalised for their, usuaUy involuntary, deviance from the normal. Moreover
within the 'normal' famities the famtiy wage did nothing to guarantee that the resources
would be distributed evenly within the household.i8i Indeed the constitution of the
husband as the sole breadwinner could then be interpreted, by both police and
husbands, as condoning the father/husbands greater economic and political power

180 Donzelot p. 52
181 Laura Oren (1974) Jan Pahl(1980)
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within the household with aU the risks of domestic violencei82 and within household
impoverishmenti83 that that inequality brings with it.

The appeal to the scientific basis of women's economic dependence was also evident in
the several ways that women were expticitiy excluded from wage and salary eaming.
With the expansion of occupations in the public sector with the development of state
provision of education, welfare communication and health services from the 1880s there
was a strong campaign to prohibit the employment of women in the newly extensive
public bureaucracies and the language in which these campaigns were set was the
language of pseudo science about the 'natural' distinction between the biological,
domestic role of women and the cultural, public sphere of male life.i84 In those famtiies
where women's productive labour was still important, the continuing famtiy labour
econonties of farms and smaU businesses, the wife's productive contribution to the
economy was effectively masked by the negation of that work with the disappearance of
unpaid labour as a Census category in the 1890s. 185

Single women's paid work anticipated theti later married dependency, providing
employers with below subsistence labour in factories and offices in the period between
the 1880s and the second world war. 186 Even when there was a shortage of labour, in
the 1910s economic boom, employers were able to use the values about women's
economic dependence on their fantities to pressure the govemment to bring out whole
famtiies to South Australia and to N.S.W. so that they could conttiiue to employ the
daughters at below subsistence wages.i87

182 Lois Bryson et al. (1989) pp.103-124
183 Laura Oren (1974) Jan Pahl(1980)
184 Duncan Clark McLachlan in the First Report of die Public Service Board cited in Kadierine Taperell,
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Although Donzelot's and Reiger's studies of the constraction of the domestic sphere
indicate that women were agents in the constraction of their economic dependence on men
within the domestic sphere, the constraction of gender relations in the pubtic sphere was
not an uncontested development. Women vigorously, although unsuccessfully,
opposed, through Public Service Association campaigns, theti segregation and
exclusion from economic independence. 188

It was through the multipticity of knowledge experts in the reconstitution of domestic
relations that the control of the state expanded into social life in this era. This
development was parallelled by the changes occurring in the legal penal sphere.

Garland characterises this transformation as a positivist shift in penality that involved a
move away from the centraUty of the principle of the individual to the idea of a constituted
personality. It was the move 'from a philosophy of freedom to a psychology of human
behaviour and its determinants.'i 89

Both domesticity and penality then were reconstracted by this move towards a
commitment that the social sciences, the sciences of human nature, could be effective in
tiie constitution and the reconstitution of tiie human personatity.

0"Malley's description of this shift in relation to penal poticies and practices points to the
differences between the forms of legitimation in the two eras.i90 In entrepreneurial
capitalism in the competitive laissez fatie era tiie stractures of punishment and control
were based on tiie principles of conflict over disputable facts decided on by juridical
autiiority. The penal realm reflected tiie oppositional relationships of the market place,
witii tiie competition between capital and labour presided over by the State. With the
shift to corporate capitalism control was based on consensus rather than the more
188 Deacon (1982.b)
189 Garland (1985) p.91
190 O'Malley ch.9
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destabtiising conflict basis of market relationships. The moral authority of legal
rationatity was replaced or rather substantially reinforced by the authority of scientific
rationatity in both the economic and the penal spheres tii a more organic relationship
between actors in the two realms with an emphasis on neutrality and factiitation rather
than on the more distant juridicial means of solvtiig disputes. Indeed there is a direct link
between the economic and the legal spheres as in Austratia the shift towards the more
interventionist and corporatist procedures in the sentencing stracture of the legal realm
were initiated in the industrial courts in the econontic and social upheavals of the
1890S.191

O'MaUey traces the shift to scientific authority not only in the sentencing procedures but
also in the policies and practices of punishment and policing. 192

This was the era of the drastic reshaping of the penal realm. Garton outitiies the
developments in N.S.W. which parallelled the changes in punishment and control
delineated by Garland, Donzelot and Rothman in Europe. 193 He summarises the key
aspects of the changes in the penal realm as: the decline of the prison in terms of numbers
of people imprisoned, the increase in different forms of punishment with the increase in
fines and probation, the removal from prison of people other than 'hardened crimtiials',
the growth of other areas of penality, the multiplicity of sites of regulation, the shift in
the legitimations for regulation from rational-legal to a more positivisitic scientific
knowledge and, finally, the shift from a repressive regulatory system to one that
incorporated both repressive and coercive or voluntary elements.

Raymond Evans describes the situation in Queensland tii the period prior to tiie 1880s
when all people pauperised by tiieir margtiiality to the wage relationship between captial
and labour were, in the opinion of both capital and labour, tii the same category.
191 O'Malley p. 125
192 O'Malley ch. 4
193 Garton (1988) pp. 319-323
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Lunatics, vagrants, beggars, thiefs, were aU pariahs, "to caU a man a pauper was
tantamount to caUing him a pariah - a sinful fatiure .. mateship was confined to those
who could reciprocate.'194 and all of these social outcasts were treated in a common
fashion. 195

Garland one of the major analysts of this period of change in penality argues that it was
predominantiy, too, a shift from a system of control based on a verticaUy organised
form of classification within one major site, the prison, to one in which the
differentiation between those under control was ordered along a horizontal axis in
several sites. In his influential work on the importance of this era for the constraction of
'modem' penatity. Punishment and Welfare, he points out that there is now a socialpenal complex in which there is a general mechanism of promotion and demotion. The
three sectors in this complex are those directed towards 'normalising' 'cortective' and
finally to 'segregative' procedures. 196 So domesticity becomes connected to penality
along this Une of possible transfers. In this era there is a decline in the numbers of
people in prison in Austratiai97 but, paradoxicaUy, in this remodelUng of the functions
of confinement, prison as a last resort enters into the lives of a much wider section of the
general population. Famtiy relationships in the home, especially mother-child
relationships, became the starting point of a network of control and survetilance that,
through a system of filtering agencies, ends at the 'coercive state-ran terminus'. 198

Garton details the major changes from the 1880s, when the imprisonment rate in N.S.W.
was 1,400 per hundred thousand, to the 1930s when the rate was down to approximately
50 per hundred thousand. The numbers of people under some form of social regulation
however, increased in this period. 199 The changes in penatity were many sided.

194 Evans (1976) p. 88
195 Evans pp.87-79
196 Garland (1986) pp.234
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Imprisonment became more systematic. By the 1930s only 'genuine criminals' were in
gaol. All other categories: women, children, the inebriate, the 'lunatics', the vagrant,
petty and first time offenders, were in the control of a multipticity of other regulatory
institutions. Prison became exclusively the site of control of adult, sane, males.

This process of masculinisation of crime and imprisonment took place over a remarkably
short period. In the 1870s the male:female ratio of imprisonment was roughly 3:1 and by
the 1920s it was 40:1.200

Garton does not make the theoretical point here that one of the key processes, in this
increasing differentiation of deviance, is that prisons came to be the space in which only
those, whose criminality could be defined in terms of their rational choice of crintinal
behaviour, were confined. The experts in the hidden laws of the arational came to
dominate the regulation and control of the other categories of social behaviour that had to
be controlled: psychiatry, probation and social workers, chtid care experts but
predominantly medical expertise became the new legitimating force underpinning
penatity.

Regulation increasingly incorporated the voluntary action of either the person under
survetilance, especially in the case of women mental patients, but also the voluntary
appeals from neighbours or family. People sought out treatment for themselves or theti
famities or actively sought the intervention of the state.20i

Several of the studies of

control hightight the importance of the development of 'confession' from the repressive
to the coercive techniques for incorporating tiie wtil of tiie controUed into their own
oppression.202 Of the three themes of liberal reform of penaUty through regularisation
of control at the end of the eighteenth century, it was the Evangelical platform that most

200 Braithwaite.(1980) pp.202-204
201 Garton (1988) p.234
202 Foucault(1977) Donzelot (1977) Dobash etal (1986)
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clearly emphasised the co-operation between the prisoner and the controUer.203 with the
shift away from competitive towards consensus relations in both the economic and the
penal spheres, this inheritance from the Evangetical penal architects became a keystone
of the new stractures of penal control.

There is a key difference here between Garton and Matthews. Garton attributes the
voluntary aspect of regulation to the shift to a more therapeutic culture.204 Matthews'
analysis indicates a much more complex pattem involved in this alliance between expert
regulators and cUent deviants. She points up the difference between peoples'
expectations of the forms of help they would get from the regulators and their eventual
embroihnent. Matthews also emphasises the imbalance of power in the aUiances, 'by
and large, medicine took the credit for whatever was deemed progressive and successful.
Women took the blame for individual failure.'205

Moreover, Matthews' work indicates the stractural rather than the purely cultural reason
why people, particularly women, formed alliances with the regulators. She shows how
being a 'good woman' was potentially an impossible experience for many women
caught up in the conflicting demands of being housewife, mother, migrant, daughter.
For women, experiencing the contradictory impossibtiity of being a 'good woman',
there was little chance of escape other than through this altiance. Men could more easily
escape the contradiction inherent in the impossible situation of being a 'good provider',
when there was no employment, by 'deserting 'the fantily. As Hamilton's work
indicates, historicaUy tiiis has been an option for men since the 16th century.206 For a
complexity of reasons, women could not escape the contradictions of femininity so
easily: they did not have so much experience of the pubtic world, they had few public
labour market counters of exchange, the ties of caring were much more embedded in the

203 Dobash et al. pp.54-56
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constitution of the feminine personality, and the public world was, and is, a much more
physically dangerous place for women with no economic resources. Therefore the only
escape from being a 'good woman' in the prison of the home for some of the women in
Matthews' account was to become a 'good patient' in the mental hospital.207

There are other major paraUels between Garton's description of the constitution of
penality and the work of Jill Matthews and Kereen Reiger on the reconstitution of
domesticity in this era. Matthews points to the multipticity of experts of famtiy relations
and the conflicts between them that meant that to be a 'good woman' was an
impossibility in 'a gender order that was "ever changing and inconsistent" .... the
path was a maze'208

Similarly Garton argues that the penal sphere was a disputed site in this period. The
psychiatrists were never able to estabtish their power knowledge base in the sphere as
fimtiy as they would have liked.209 Weatherbum's characterisation of the contemporary
N.S.W. penal system as Byzantine2io has its roots partly in this pre-world war two
period, with the disputes between the 'soft' concems of the 'psy' experts and the 'hard'
regulatory emphases of prison administrators whose legitimacy lay in their practical
experience as career biu-eaucrats within the prison system. Underlying these disputes
between the two sets of penal 'experts' are the contradictions stemming from tensions in
the potitical economy. In periods of high unemployment imprisonment rates increase.211
The economic exigencies of administering prison populations in periods of economic
recession and depression have consistently underpinned the more hegemonic
reconstractions of penality. From the late eighteenth century,212
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crisis of the 1980s,2i3 prison overcrowding and the concomitant bratalising of prison
tife has been a marked feature of the history of penality in Westem societies.

Matthews argument is that the 1890s political crisis which resulted from the combination
of an economic depression and a potitically cohesive and articulate labour force, meant
that the intemal famtiy dynamics came under increasing scratiny.2i4 Her description of
the increasing regulation of famtiy tife of both working and middle class famtiies
parallels Donzelot's in that Australian women became defined in terms of theti abiUty to
keep husband and children 'off the streets'

In summary this period can be seen as a key era in the establishment of the home and
the prison as the two dominant symbolic and material sites of social control. There
were significant changes, firstiy in the separate constitution of each of the two sites
and, secondly, in the relationship between them.

Francesca Cancian locates the fentinisation of wifely, then matemal, love in eighteenth
century Puritanism, then Victorianism.2i5 However it was in tiie era between 1880 and
the second world war that domestic love, in both forms, became feminised across all
classes. The family became located, in physical, social and psychological space, as the
domain of the woman. At the other end of the continuum of social control, prison
became fuUy masculinised but this masculinity of the prison, by its very singularity,
became masked. Both semanticaUy and epistemologicaUy, and across all classes, 'man'
became conflated with 'human' and 'male prisoners' became 'prisoners'.

At the

beginning of the period the academic discourses of crime, criminality and imprisonment
differentiated between the male and female aspects of theti subject.2i6 By the end of the
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period, as Frances Heidensohn's review indicates, criminological discourses including
tiie functional, interactionist and the critical sociological analyses of crime and penatity
were aU conducted within the false universaUsm that masked the most significant aspect
of the subject under analysis, its mascuUnity.217

These two sites of social control, the home and the prison were clearly demarcated by
the rigid epistemological boundaries of gender. Nevertheless, they were also connected
by the continuum of 'normalising', 'corrective' and 'segregative' procedures that now
constituted the much broader penal sphere. This peneo-ation of the penal sphere into
social life, connecting the fantily and the prison through a process of transfers from
'hard 'to 'soft' controls, was established in this era particularly through the constitution
of the child as a potentially detinquent subject.2i8 It was the mother child relationship
that was central to the reconstraction of penality as a penal welfare complex.

It was in

the next transformation after the second world war that this pattem of the feminised home
tinked to a masculinised prison through a series of normalising, cortective and
segregating agencies came to be applied on a larger scale to adult deviance. There were
however also major shifts in the gender class relations of the labour market in this next
period of consumer capitatism against which the relationship between the home and the
prison need to be set.

From consumer capitalism to the retreat from welfare: 1950s to 1980s
Ttily and Scott differentiate between two forms of family consumer economies: the first
form lasting from the tum of the twentieth century to the beginning of the second world
war, characterised as the classic nuclear family - two generational, a smaU number of
children and with the father as sole or primary breadwinner and the mother's labour
characterised by her witiidrawal from productive work even tii the home. With the
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primacy of the woman's purely domestic labour of the constitution of the individual
personality of her chtidren and husband, domestic labour becomes unequivocably, the
laboiu- of 'care'.2i9

The several contradictions between this ideal for worktiig class women, and for many
middle class women, in periods of economic downtum, do not so much repudiate the
validity of this characterisation as demonstrate how powerful an ideology it was
especially in compounding the severity of the various economic crises for several
families during this period up to the second world war.

Nevertheless Matthews

identifies factors in this era that were to become the basis for a widespread questioning of
this ideology of gender.220 Xhe basic contradiction of the artificial constraction of
supposedly natural familial relations made explicit the plasticity of the constitution of
gendered personalities and domesticity. This questionning however was associated with
a range of other changes in the constraction of family tife that Tilly & Scott describe as
the development of a second form of a family consumer economy.221

The second form of family consumer economy is a modification of the classic form of
tiie first few decades of the twentieth century. By the 1950s, the central economic
problems shifted from the sphere of production to the crisis of consumption and
realisation. Subsequently there were increasing pressures on famtiies to consume more
material goods. The priority over concems with consumption and distribution was
associated with the development of a complex set of changes in the public sphere
including the expansion of the tertiary sector, especially of routine white collar work,
the shift in the labour market from full time and long term to part ttine and casual
employment, the decrease in the length of the male working day, and the increasing
costs to individual famtiies of the lengthening of the period of children's economic
dependence as the school leaving age rose to 16. These changes together with the
219 TiUy & Scott ch.8
220 Matthews ch.5
221 Tilly «& Scott ch.9
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continutiig effects of the expansion of occupations in the social sphere had major effects
on domesticity. The single most important effect of these changes was that increasingly
mothers went out to paid work to increase the material well being of their famities.
Young single women were much more likely both to want and to be able to get work that
was more than a stop gap measure between leaving school and withdrawing back into the
home on marriage. These changes were not uncontested. Some, the opening up of jobs
and careers to women and the 35 hour working week for full time workers, resulted
from severe class and gender based battles. Nor are these changes necessarily to be
interpreted as successes for either the working class in general nor for women as a
group. Heidi Hartmann calculates that the number of hours people spend in work,
including male and female, paid and unpaid labour in the domestic and the public
spheres, now totals substantiaUy more than did those in the period of the dominance of
the classic nuclear family .222 She argues that this restracturing of the relationship
between domestic and political economic spheres means that there has been an effective
shift of surplus value to capital.

The dynamic effect of this shift of surplus value to capital means that there is increasing
pressure for people to have to exchange theti labour for wages as the value of waged
labour decreases in relation to profits. The uneven development of productivity
particularly in terms of one of the most significant costs for famtiies, housing, means
that working class famtiies are forced to rely on two wages ratiier than one to have access
to mintinal material subsistence in relation to curtent defmitions of a normal family life.

Mattiiews identifies the major ideological discourse pervading this period of the
restructuring of domesticity as the shift to pemtissive consumerism.223 There are three
ways in which this ideological change alters the relationships of control between the
famtiy and the potitical economy.

222 Harttnann (1981)
223 Matthews pp.89-91
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The first concems the continuing redefinitions in the way individual family members
interpret theti own personatity and the culture of domesticity. The inherent potitical
economic pressures to sustain econontic growth through increased levels of consumption
lead to a specific form of commodification.

New markets are created and sustained by

massive advertising projects centred on anxieties about personal and family relations that
can only be resolved through the purchase of specific and ever changing commodities.
Sociality, fantiUsm and personality are all at risk of becoming commodified through the
regular unpeetings of deeper levels of guilt and inadequacy.

The market becomes one of

the major shapers of the way fantily members constract theti self images in relation to
domestic life.

Secondly, the impact of an economy centreing around the problems of consumption are
tinked to a shift away from a value system extoUing thrift to one legitimating credit.
Economic and financial institutions are created which lock fantily tife into engulfing
credit systems.

The shift in the nature of social control between political economy and

domesticity is profound. In family labour and famtiy wage economies the material
resources of the wider kin have traditionally supplemented the nartowed economic
resources of the family during the periods of crisis.224

When 'normal' family life

revolves around high levels of commodity consumption based on credit the famitial
potitical economy is tumed in on itself The immediate economic problems become the
payment of loans and mortgages through credit institutions. The sharing of produce
from vegetable gardens and chook yards and the handing down and mending of coats
and shoes that typified famtiy support in the earlier eras of 'getting by' cannot sustain
famtiies in this more abstract rational relationship between domesticity and political
economy. EconomicaUy families are likely to be at risk of facing the loss of waged
income on their own. The impact of the tiiterlock between domesticity and credit on

224 Aungles (1982) ch 7.
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class confrontations in the labour market seems likely to place labour at a greater potitical
economic disadvantage. Credit becomes a form of diffuse political economic control.

The discourses of permissiveness however extend further than the market. The wider
diffusion of the permissive ethic sustaining consumerism made a major impact in terms of
the liberaUsing of attitudes, laws and policies in the sphere of famtiy life, in the 1960s
and early 1970s. Homosexuality was decriminaUsed, unmarried mothers became eligible
for supporting parents benefits, divorce became more accessible, abortion was made
legal.

Matthews argues that there are contradictory consequences of these shifts in the
definition of sexuatity.225 Whtist these changes conferted greater degrees of freedom for
specific people they were located in the general discourses relating female sexuality to
ideological manipulation. Sintilarly, there are major contradictions for women,
especially working class women, when the ethic of permissive sexuatity is located in a
potitical economy sustaiiting both famitism and a continuing stractured inequality of
access to the labour market in terms of both class and gender.

Single parenthood has

become the most significant factor associated with the risk of impoverishment tii
Austratia because the famtiial work of caring is stiU constracted tii terms of economic
dependence.226

In addition to the tensions inherent in the famitial consuaiction of single parenthood, there
are several other particular tensions in the present period between tiie extension of
women's labour into waged work in the public sphere and the continuing demands for
caring work constracted as unpaid labour in the domestic sphere. Moreover, there are
several aspects of the contemporary form of famitial potitical economy that exacerbate
the contradictions between the two spheres. These include: the retreat since the early

225 Matdiews p. 89
226 Cass (1988)
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1970s, of the state from its eartier commitment to welfare,227 the related but separate
question of deinstitutionatisation,228 the increased significance of education and the
prolonged economic dependence of children, the development of sets of
professional/semi professional hierarchies in various welfare and medical spheres,229
the tinpact of unproved health and medical techniques in terms of tiie extended
dependence of several groups of people whose access to resources ties outside of the
wage capital relationship,230 the displacement of increasing sectors of the population
from waged labour with the expansion of capitatism.23i

The neo right versions of liberal capitalism reduce state intervention on two fronts,
shifting costiy state supports for the reproduction of non-productive tife to the community
and the family at the same time as they shift the profit making sectors of state intervention
to the private entrepreneurial sphere.232

There are several ways in which these two processess result in a regressive redistribution
of surplus value. The relations of the production, consumption and distribution of the
use values of caring work in the several specific forms of this retreat from welfare have
been the focus of several socialist femirtist analyses.233

The most recent emphases

have been on the dual concem with why domestic labour is different from productive
labour, and what are the material costs and benefits of the domestic labour of caring
work. The former concem promotes questions about how domesticity is constituted and
how women are constituted as feminine personalities, the latter about the costs to women
carers of foregoing paid work and careers in the formal labour market, and of making
visible the hidden value of caring work to the state.

227 Graycar ( 1983 )
228 ScuU (1977)
229 Jeff Heam (1985)
230 Moroney (1976) Finch and Groves (1982)
231 Walker (1983) in Finch & Groves(1983)
232 Finch & Groves (1983) Fiona WUliams (1989)
233 amongst odiers: HUary Land(1978) Moroney(1978) Finch & Groves(1983) Cass & Baldock( 1983)
Graham(1985) Ungerson(1985)

There has been an extensive documentation of the centratity of the nexus between caring
and dependence in the constraction of contemporary social life.234 Nevertheless the
unpaid work of caring in the domestic sphere is not calculated in the annual estimate of
the gross domestic product. One estimate of the value of unpaid work in the home
including the caring for others, housework and productive activities, is that it would
add an extra 34 per cent to the G.D.P. if included in the economic calculations of the
public sphere.235 Ann Oakley made one of the most detatied investigations of the
materiatity of housework. She pointed up the impact of the ideatisation of the orthodox
social sciences on the actual day-to-day lives of women doing housework. These
material consequences stem from the contradiction between the expressiveness of
domesticity and the instramentalism of pubtic life in FunctionaUsm and in the hidden
Functionalism that rans through the orthodox 'sociology of the family'. This
constraction of the two spheres in such dichotomous terms means that the actual
materialism of housework, its own instramental character in such tasks as cleaning,
transporting, organising, cooking and laundering, is rendered invisible. The
contradictions that women actually face between the two opposing constraints - to be
expressive, 'warm', conciUatory and person-oriented whilst they are doing the tasks that
demand a more instramental approach - cleaning, budgeting, laundering, transporting,
then are rendered invisible in the orthodox sociology of the family emphasis on the
expressive aspects of the work of socialisation.236 Graham endorses Oakley's argument
but also points up the inverse process in the Marxist versions of the domestic labour
debate. These also avoid that central contradiction, but by a focus on the material
aspects of domestic labour that drains the emotional component of domesticity of its
potitical significance.237

234 detailed in chapter five
235 A. Crowe (1987) pp. 5-8
236 Oakley (1974)
237 Graham (1983) p.28
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A second key feature of the sociatist femiitist analyses of the constraction of domesticity
in the 'retreat from welfare' era is the deconstraction of the term 'community'.

The

combined ideological appeal of 'deinstitutionatisation' and 'community care' have
legitimated several policy changes that have effectively shifted the material responsibitity
for people marginal to productive relations - the invatid, the aged and the mentaUy
unstable - to the unpaid labour of women in the home. This interdependence between tiie
reproductive and the productive spheres is masked by the processes of conflation
indicated by Yeatman in her critique of sociological theory and social poticy (outiined in
the previous chapter): the family in the discursive practices of the social sphere
becomes lost in the abstract sociality of the term 'community', 'In practice community
care equals care by the family, and in practice care by the famtiy equals care by
women.'238

It has been argued that the increased participation of women in the waged labour market
may serve to reconstract the gendered nature of unpaid caring work.239 Ungerson
argues that this is likely to make little impact on women's greater propensity to take on
unpaid caring work as first, women' labour force behaviour is dominated by their
perception of the family's needs240 and second, women's subordinate position in the
labour market means that men are still less likely than women to forego theti capacity for
wage earning to become the unpaid carers of dependent kin.24i

The constitution of domesticity in this period then is overshadowed by the demographic
and political economic shifts involving an ideology of community based care that
potentiaUy puts women at risk of a tife long obtigation to unpaid caring work. The
central contradiction of the current shifts in the relationship between the two sphere ties in
the paradox that it is the econontic rationalism of the neo tiberaUst political
238 Finch J & Groves D (1980) p.494
239 Economic and Social Research Council (1980) cited in Ungerson (1987) p. 12
240 Ungerson cites die several attitudinal and labour market economic surveys diat support diis argument
(1987) p.l3
241 Ungerson C. (1987) p. 13
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administrations that is the most likely to be dependent upon the hidden contracts between
men and women and between employers and workers, that commit women to unpaid
caring labour.242

The shift to an ideology of community based care is paralleled in the penal sphere by the
'take off in community forms ofpenal control in the 1960s and 1970s. Garland
pinpoints the estabUshment of community based penaUty in the early twentieth
century,243 but it was not until sixty years later that community based punishments
such as probation, parole and community service orders dontinated, in numerical terms,
the range ofpenal options for adults.

In N.S.W. the proportion of all people under

some sort of control who were held in prison dropped from 45% to 28% in just nine
years (from 1969 to 1978).244 Whereas the prison population grew by 4% in that
period, the numbers on probation increased by 114% and the numbers on parole
increased by 163%.245

If the shift to community based forms of control is charted over a stightiy longer period
in the fourteen years from 1960 to 1974 the explosive nature of the changes in the penal
sphere is even more notable. The ratio of prisoners to those on probation and parole
dropped from 3:1 to 3:7 over that period,246 By 1986, if the data for the new form of
control. Community Services Orders is included, the ratio of imprisoned to community
controlled offenders had fallen to approximately 3:10.5.247

There are conflicting explanations tii the critical analyses of the massive shift in the form
of penatity. The introduction of community controls was effected through the
introduction of what Garland calls a new set of signifiers in official policy statements and

242 Dan Gowler &Karen Legge (1978)
243 Garland (1985) and Garland & Young (1983) p. 60
244o"Malleyp.l57.
245 O'Malley p. 157
246peterSinclair(1974)
247this ratio exd^polatedfromdie data in Ivan Potas (1986)pp. 18/19
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practices in the 1950s and 1960s. Garland sees these signifiers of 'treatment',
rehabtiitation' and 'welfare'

as being linked to the broader chains of reference and

ideologies of the welfare state.248 However by the 1970s there was combination of
factors that had a major effect on penaUty. These were: a major disenchantment with
'treatment' and 'professionatism' that amounted to a collapse in the betief in
rehabititation, the growth of prisoner organisations and conftict within prisons and the
fiscal crisis resulting from the transnational restracturing of the potitical economies.
"Nothing works', the two words summarising the comprehensive review of penal
practices by Martinson in 1974,249 became the significant phrase in penal discourses in
this period of disillusionment with 'treatment'. 250 Nevertheless, this combination of
factors resulted in a reinforcement rather than the dissolution of community based
controls. Numbers under some form of community control kept increasing whilst the
numbers imprisoned behind institutional waUs fluctuated sufficientiy for prison
administrators to occasionaUy point to 'successful' attempts to keep offenders out of
prison. 251 However by the mid 1980s prison overcrowding was the major concem of
penal administrators in the U.S.A., northem Europe and Australia.252

Scull, one of the main critical commentators on decarceration, associated the
proportional shift away from expensive institutional forms of containment of people
under sentence, with the fiscal crisis of capitalism. He drew expticit parallels between the
processes of decarceration in the penal realm with those occurring in health and welfare
fields. This nartowly economistic analysis has been contested primarily from a radical
critique which develops a more hegemonic form of explanation.

248 Garland (1983) p.60
249 R. Martinson (1974)
250 Lobban A. (1987)p.37 Cohen (1985) pp. 179-181 Joy Mott(1984) details tiiis move away from
rehabilitation discourses over the period 1966 to 1977 in England and Wales.
251 N.S.W.Departtnent of Corrective Services Annual Reports 1975 - 1986.
252 the severalpapers presented at die Australian Institute of Criminology seminar on prison overcrowding
in 1987 indicate diat die Australian pattem conforms to diis international shift. Vernon (1987)
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Fti-st, the simtiarity between deinstitutionatisation in the two fields is contested. There
has not been any major closure of existing prison stractures. The rate of imprisonment,
especiaUy in maximum security prisons has increased tii absolute terms even if there has
been a relative decline in terms of the proportion of the population who come under some
form of control. Imprisonment rates in N.S.W., were reaching by 1986 the high
levels of 4,000 plus that characterised the levels prior to the explosion of community
based controls.253 Prison still operates as a punishment of the last resort, picking up
responsibitity for the punishment of the severest forms of crime and for people who 'fail'
to be contained by the lesser forms of imprisonment in the community. In this symbolic
form then, prison remains as the central point of the penal sphere. The addition of lesser
community controls increases rather than decreases the importance of prison in the penal
sphere.254 The Chairman of the N.S.W. Cortective Services indicated that this is a more
accurate image of the relationship between prison and community control than the
'altematives' model. The 12,600 out of 15,000 people who were contained under some
form of conditional liberty in N.S.W. in 1984 were controlled in the end, he argued,
because: '(there are) powerful sanctions under existing legislation for people who are on
conditional tiberty to be easily returned to gaol.'255

The introduction of community controls then, as Barbara Hudson says, serves to
extend, diffuse and strengthen the principle of incarceration.256 Prison became the site
of control of the offenders who have become defined as the 'hard cases'.257 in this
reconstitution of imprisonment, tiie practices and strategies for control within prison
become more miUtaristic. N.S.W. has introduced riot squads, tactical response groups
and dog detection units in this era of the 'retreat from welfare'.258

253 Weadierbum (1986) p. 119
•^54 This point is also made in the comprehensive review of changes in penality in Australia by Chan and
Zdenowski (1986)
255 vem Dalton (1984) p.30
256 Hudson (1984) p.58
257 Sinclair (1974) Hudson (1984)
258 Department of Corrective Services Annual Reports (1982) (1983) (1984)
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However as O'Malley points out, although the fiscal argument is not a sufficient one,
the explosion of community based cond-ols does have an important econontic aspect: a
much wider range of the population can be controlled for fewer resources than would be
necessary if imprisonment was the sole form of punishment.259

The second part of the critical contestation of the purely economistic explanation is that
the partnership between the 'hard' prison and the 'soft' community styles of punishment
parallels the hard/soft style of control and surveiUance in policing and 0"MaUey points to
the similar blurring of boundaries between criminal and civil law.260 This extensive
pattem of hard/soft procedures seems to indicate then that there is something more
penetrating occuring in the realm of control than just a concem to limit state
expenditures.

Cohen's comprehensive review of community cond-ols in the U.S.A., and academic and
administrative discourses about the spread of conu-ol into the community, has been the
most influential analysis.26i Using a fishing analogy he argues that there are four
processes occuring that profoundly change the nature of penality in this era. Ftist,
community controls involve an expansion of state intervention as more people are being
caught up in the net of State control and surveiUance.

Second, the filtering processes

become nartower catching not only more but a wider range of people for smaller
offences. So state intervention becomes more penetrating. Thtid, the incorporation of
formerly non-penal community institutions means that these formerly familial or social
groups are transformed,

taking on the characteristics of controlting organisations.

Finally, he argues that these transformations serve to mask the extent of the widening,
and the increased penetration, of state conu-ol and survetilance.262

259 O'Malley p.l60
260 O'Malley pp.164-166
261 Cohen (1985)
262 Cohen (1985) ch 2
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Both O'Malley and Spitzer argue that the increasingly intensive levels of investment in
capitatist production are associated with more organic forms of control of social life.
State intervention is increasingly about pacification rather than adjudication. It moves
away from the nartow regulation of market contracts to the more proscriptive
interventions of promoting smooth social relations and defusing social conflicts.

O'Malley however rejects the left functionalist analysis that this delineation of increased
state intervention seems to imply. He argues like Garton that there is a contradictory
character to state intervention and the blurring of boundaries between State, social and
family life. State intervention can be both tiberating and repressive. 'For many
purposes, the state emerges as the only readily available, potentiaUy effective
countervailing force to a large artay of repressive interests and arrangements.'263

Secondly, he points to the contradictions within capitatism in this period of the
restracturing of the famitial political economy.

The debate initiated by ScuU, on decarceration in the penal sphere, indicates that the
current reconstitution of penality has very specific differences as well as stiitilarities to
detiistitutionalisation in other areas of social Ufe. The curtent shift in the relationship
between family, the economy and the state is manifested through several aspects of a
retreat from welfare. This is because there is a variety of forms of marginalisation from
the 'normal' domesticity characterised by the relationship between caring and dependence
in which caring labour reproduces breadwiniting productive labour. Domestic labour
can be about the care of chtidren, the aged, tiie tiivalid or the destitute. These various
dependencies are aU marginal to, but derived from, theti relationship to productive life.
Caring labour then is related to productive life through a variety of specific relationships
of dependence. The domestic work of caring in the penal realm is constituted however,
by a unique filtering process. It is the one sphere tii which, in the case of
263 O'Malley p 177.
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tinprisonment, dependency and caring result from the expticit restriction imposed by the
state on the exchange of the labour of fit adult males in the 'free' market. Penal
tiistitutionalism creates an 'artificial' impoverishment through imposing dependence on
the State on the family outside, as part of the punishment imposed on the man inside.
Deinstitutionatisation practices in the penal sphere, if they reinforce and even increase
rates of imprisonment,

are likely to increase this 'artificial' dependence at the same

time as they increase the exploitation of caring work through the range of 'community'
based additions to imprisonment. At the same time the spread of community controls
seems tikely to increasingly incorporate women's caring work into the networks of
control and siuveillance through the retum to a specific form of a diffusion of
domesticity and penality in the era of advanced corporate capitaUsm.

Conclusion
In conclusion. Garland argues for penaUty to be seen as the specific institutional site
through which political, ideological, economic, legal and gender, social relations
operate.264 Penatity he argues is 'the over determined site' in which the social relations
of the wider familial potitical economy are both reflected and mediated.

Both the penal

and the domestic spheres are constituted as the sites in which the relations of capitalism
are reproduced. However the specific forms of gender class relations within penatity
and domesticity vary witii tiie particular crises that characterise each phase of the
historical development of capitatist relations.

In tiie eartiest era of class relations, tiie phase of primitive accumulation from tiie 16th to
the late 18th century, the principle crisis was in the sphere of exchange. It was the
estabtishment of the constitution of the individual liberal bourgeois capitatist in terms of
his legal subjectivtiy as property owner that was the major potiit of tension in the famtiial
political economy. The 'invention' of crime, the punishment of segregation particularly
264 Garland (1983) p.21
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by u-ansportation in the field of penality and the segregation of tiie domestic sphere in
the famities of the bourgeoisie were the major consequences of the tensions arising from
this phase in the estabtishment of the gender class relations of liberal capitalism.

The 19th century crisis, in the next phase of the famtiial political economy, was located
in the sphere of production and the focus shifted from the individuatity of the bourgeoisie
to the individuatisation of the labourer and the control of the dispossessed labouring
class. The constitution of the famtiy tife of the labouring classes as a key site of control,
reinforcing the 'dull economic compulsion' upon the breadwinning father, paraUeled the
development of the centraUty of imprisonment as the major form of punishment
depriving the labourer of his freedom to exchange his labour at the same time as his
labour became the primary resource for the labouring class family. Both the home and
the prison became 'sites of moral order' but with morality in the former stemming from
the arational relations of family life and in the latter from the rationality of the regulated
and systematic pattems of punishment and control.

The third and most recent crisis of capitatism, in tiie latter half of the 20th century,
developing out of the tensions in the sphere of the realisation of value, concems not the
constitution of the personaUty of the bourgeois nor the personatity of the labourer, but
the personality of the consumer and the management of the relations of consumption.
Both domesticity and penality are reconstituted within the complex sets of tensions that
characterise this latest phase of tiie gender class relations of the famtiial political economy
but the two sites are also much more manifestiy connected through the various
dimensions of repression and coercion that characterise the complexities of social control
in this era in which the eartier tensions of the relations of exchange and production are
not so much replaced by as mingled with those of consumption
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The configurations of power, moratity and rationatity take complex and contradictory
forms in the several reshapings of the intersections between the famtiy, the state and the
economy as the tensions of each era are layered onto those of the eartier period.

A key element in this hegemonic interpretation of the way that the penal and the domestic
spheres are constituted and reconstituted in relation to the social relations of the wider
society, is the way that both the home and the prison become the sites of the resolution
of the tensions arising from two major processes of dispossession: the dispossession of
the peasantry from the land in the establishment of the bourgeoisie as property owner and
the second and recurring process of dispossession of the labourer from waged labour.
Whtist this latter process occurs periodically in the recurring cycles of capitalist
production and the concomitant swings in the labour market there is also a more
general push towards unemployment and underemployment in 'first world' familial
potitical economies with the intemationatisation of the labour market in the transnational
corporate phase of capitalism and the various fiscal crises of the nation states of 'the first
world'.

Although this summary has focused on the primacy of potitical economic relations in
charting the changes in domestic and penal life in terms of the tensions of class relations,
the home and the prison are the sites of a multiplicity of power relations in
contemporary society.265 This review has been based on the position that these other
bases of power are, nevertheless, understood only within the terms of a feminist
materialist analysis: that the several, and often competing authorities, which operate
prescriptively and proscriptively on the individual's experience of social life, primarily
mediate the famitial, potitical economic relations of tiberal capitatism and its successive
forms. Garton, who takes a more post stracturalist position, has recently argued tiiat
there needs to be a reconceptualisation of penatity and incarceration that will incorporate
explanations of stractural shifts in forms ofpenal intervention as processes of intra265 Garton (1988) p.309
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class and gender conflict in addition to the conflicts between classes.266 in his own
work Garton has particularly emphasised the tinportance of the development, in the
period between the 1880s and the second world war, of psychiatrically based sites of
control and the differentiation of the working class, adult, masculine population of the
prison from the intra class but increasingly femiitised populations controUed in mental
hospitals. This perspective provides valuable information about the intricacy and
complexity of control as well as indicating the extent to which the State can be, or can be
appealed to as, the ally as well as the controUer of the people who come under its 'care'.
However this perspective tends to underestimate the contradiction that the people with
least power and authority experience in their relations with the state. This point is
highlighted by the central theme of the remaining chapters of this thesis. Garton points
up the significance of the masculinisation of prison and its consequences for women in
terms of their increased risk of becoming the subjects of psychiatrically based care and
control. However, there is another population of women that is constituted by this
masculinisation of prison populations. This other population has a singular
characteristic - its invisibtiity. The marginalisaton of this specific population of women
is a particularly condensed form of what Anna Yeatman calls 'the false assumption of
the self-sustaining nature ofpublic tife' and 'the masking of the dependence of the public
on the domestic sphere'.267

In chapter four, the processes of interdependence, incompatibility, masking, privileging
and marginalisation that mark the tensions of the relationship between patriarchy and
capitatism in the wider sphere are examined as they occur in the 'over-determined' realm
of penality.

The summary of tiie separate Uteratures of the development of domesticity and penality
indicates that tiie family has been incorporated into the penal sphere in a variety of ways.

266 Garton (1988)pp.330-331
267 Yeatman (1986) pp.158-159
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However the curtent pattems of that relationship are not constituted as some finaUy
evolved form. The present interdependence between the prison and the home is
constracted as a complex layering of discursive practices, constantly negotiated in
terms of the tensions within each sphere and more particularly of the tensions between
the two spheres and the wider potitical economic realm. The specific forms of this
complex and contradictory incorporation of the family into the penal sphere is spelt out in
greater detati in chapter four.

From chapter four on, the thesis is drawing on original research to investigate the
propositions outiined in chapter one. Therefore before detailing the results of this
analysis, the next chapter outiines the two major research approaches that are
incorporated into the investigation of the complex social space: the intersection of 'the
home and 'the prison'.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH DESIGN

A. Introduction.
The research design is based on two broad approaches: an analysis of penal poticies and
discourses with a particular focus on the way those discourses have constituted the
population 'families of prisoners', and a review of the impact of those policies and
practices as they operated in N.S.W. in 1987-1988. This latter part of the research
draws, on
(i) the specific penal poticies, practices and debates that operated in

N.S.W. in the

period 1960-1988, and
(ti) the accounts of 38 people who were in the population 'families of prisoners' in the
eighteen month period. May 1987 to November 1988.

B.

Methodological theory and discussion

The feminist challenge to the social sciences intersects with the question of whether there
is a unique feminist method of inquiry. The epistemological questions of the impact of
feminist inquiry on sociological theory have generated vigorous discussion within
feminism about the appropriate methods or techniques for gathering material as well as
the broader issues about theories of how research should proceed, i These three levels of
debate, of knowledge, method, and of methodology have been infused with the
ontological question of what it is to be a woman:

whether forms of being and forms of

knowing are so intertwined as to be inseparable issues, and what the impUcations of this
conflation might be for research design and choice of research technique in feminist
inquiry.2

1 among odiers: Ann Oakley (1981) Janet Finch (1984) Sandra Harding (1987)
2 Yeatman (1990)
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It has been argued that the fentinist research approach is, in several ways, markedly
different from that of conventional social science. Because in tiberal capitalism,
women's lives are constracted and defined by the primacy of theti commitment to the
domestic sphere, their experiences are diffused, comprising multipticities of roles that
not only fragment, but make inherentiy contradictory, what it is to be a woman.3

The

ties with the domestic sphere then, render issues that are important to women,
invisible to a mascuUnist sociology that is preoccupied with the more clearly defined
specificities of pubtic life. Thus there is no conventional sociological problematic that
can confront the issues immediately pertinent to women's lives. Neither then it is
argued, can conventional social science methodologies be drawn on to investigate the
broader question of the interdependence and incompatibiUty between the pubtic and the
domestic spheres.4 Moreover the ways in which conventional mascutinist social science
consttaicts social life is not only a problem in terms of the way that relationships between
the domestic and the public spheres have been ignored. The language, the problematics,
the explanations derived from mainstream social science have also served to mask that
relationship, either by denigration, by assumptions about the naturalness of domestic
tife or by an acceptance rather than a questioning of the conventional field definitions that
separate rationatity and affectivity. Masculinism then not only does not see, it operates
either intentionally or more likely by custom, to make seeing more difficult.
Mascutinism, it should be emphasised, is not the prerogative of men. The 'collective
delusions' have been part of a general agendered social science consciousness.
Moreover, feminists, both men and women, have had to work through their own earlier
taken for granted assumptions and linguistic distortions that have marginalised, or made
invisible, the significance of the domestic sphere for social Ufe.

3 Mattiiews (1984) Nancy Hartsock (1987) p. 177 One of die most elegant counteractions to diis
contradiction was made by the women factory workers who, on strike in New York in die 1910s,
demanded both 'bread a/ic? roses'.
4 Dorodiy Smidi (1987)
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There are several consequences for research design and technique of this feminist
restracturing of social analysis. The arguments include the claims that: the conventional
field deftiiitions in which the problematic is posed have to be redefined,5 researcher
objectivity undermines rather than clarifies the analysis,6 the focus of the research makes
central what is either ignored or marginalised in conventional, that is mascutine, social
science.^ The debate over whether, and how, a feminist sociological research is
possible then raises issues about:

the viability of disciplinary boundaries, the way that

taken for granted aspects of social life can be made problematic, what questions can be
asked,

the concepts and language in which those questions can be formulated, the

methods of collecting data, the relationship between research and women as the subjects
or objects of knowledge. In short what Sandra Harding has summarised as 'who can
be the knower? what test beliefs must pass to be claimed as knowledge?, and what kinds
of things can be known?'^

These methodological, political and epistemological issues however, are not unique to
feminist research. All of these aspects of sociological investigation have been raised by
recurring Marxist and phenomenological chaUenges to the mainstream social sciences,
notably in the 'value free debates' of the 1960s.9

It is rather in the feminist use of the

techniques developed by the earlier challenges to orthodox social science that feminist
research can make claims to uniqueness. There is a particular resonance between the
epistemology of feminism and the methodologies appropriate to 'the central project of
making known the voice of stience,

the centratity of marginality and exclusion,

the pubtic nature of privacy and the presence of absence.'lo

5 Harding p.31
6 Finch (1984) p. 83 Smitii(1987)
7 Dorodiy Smidi (1987)
^ Harding p.l.
9 Abraham Edel(1964) Alvin Gouldner (1962) Ralf Dahrendorf(1968)
10 MacKinnon (1987)
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This point is reinforced by the project that Etizabeth Gross outitiies as Irigaray's
chaUenge to prevaiUng models of power and knowledge
.'..to speak to evoke rather than designate, to signify radier than refer, to overburden oppositional
dichotomous categories by refusing their boundaries or borders is to occupy the impossible 'middle
ground' excluded oy logic and reason in their present forms. This is not to create a discourse
without meaning but rather to proliferate many meanings none of which could hierarchically unify
die others. ^1

This however raises an issue about the very possibiUty of a feminist sociological research
project: the question of whether 'modem social science' is inherently patriarchal. 12

Masculinism and sociology
One of the main aims of this thesis is to contribute to what Yeatman has described as the
dual promise that sociology has to offer feminist theory and tiiat feminism offers to
sociology. 13 This comprises the task of making problematic the modem differentiation of
social life by asking about the
(i) the mutual interdependence of domestic and pubtic life
(ti) the masking of that interdependence
(tii) the privileging of the public and the marginalisation of the domestic. 14

In a later paper however, Yeatman jettisons the betief that feminism will 'sttengthen the
general theoretical enterprise that characterises sociology'. In its place she builds an
argument that the two are inherentiy incompatible theoretical enterprises. Even though
sociology, with its core promise in 'the idea of tiie social' seems open to a feminist
reworking, it nevertheless has been far more resistant, she argues, than would have
been expected given the claims to a disinterested and impersonal universalism from which
it draws its own authority as a discipline.

11 Elizabetii Gross (1986) p.l38
12 Yeatman(1990)
13 Yeatman (1986)
14 Yeatman (1986)
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Yeatman argues that this intransigence is due to two factors. Ftistiy, she draws tiie
Kuhnian conclusion that individuals' personal and professional careers are threatened by
such a paradigm change. Making domesticity problematic would undermine the dualistic
stracture upon which sociology is built, the social/nature distinction. 15

If that were the only problem tiien the paradigm, although ti might take an academic life
time to change, would nevertheless not be intrinsically immutable. Yeatman identifies a
second more stractural factor. As it is sociology, along with economics, psychology
and potitical philosophy, that has been especially resistant to the feminist challenge, in
contrast to the apparentiy more welcoming disciptines of anthropology, titerature and
history,i6 its obduracy, Yeatman argues, seems to be due to its gatekeeping function in
maintaining the 'dualistic ordering of reatity'. She neatly employs the analytic tools of
modemist sociology here in further arguing that there is a division of labour in the
specific roles that sociology, economics, psychology and potitical phtiosophy separately
play in maintaining modem social life
(they) each have been assigned specific roles in a division of such gatekeeping labour, where their
specific version of the modernist dualisms supplies a necessary variant of this logical structure such
that taken together they constituted a universe rather than parts of one'17

In contrast, history, literature and anthropology are 'discursively rather than
strategically related to the modemist conventions'.i^

Yeatman argues that sociology in particular defends 'possessive individuatism' by
continuing to legitimate the differentiation of spheres on which modem authority
relations depend. Even though in contemporary social Ufe, women and children are
accorded civil status in tiieti own right, the dualisms of public/private.

15 Yeatman (1990) p.l5
16 Stacey J. & Thorn B The missing feminist revolution in sociology 'Social Problems vol. 32. 1985. pp.
301-317 cited in Yeatman (1990) pp.14-16
17 Yeatman (1990) p.l4
18 Yeatman (1990) p.l4
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tiidividual/society, reason/nature secure reality as a 'series of atibis' enabling individuals
to 'sUp from one term to another', but that fluidity is bought at the cost of having the
power to constitute others as the 'quasi individual' others in whose inverted reflection the
altemate and seemingly contradictory clatins to 'rationality' or 'ragged freedom' can be
made. That is, domesticated rationality is the lesser term which endows superiority to
the glamour of the powerful convention breaking individual of 'free enterprise' in the
private sphere. However, domesticated arationality is the lesser term when counterposed
against the reasonable and impartial power of the state. 19

The ftist argument, grounded in the particularistic interests of curtent individual power
brokers within the discipline, is easy to dismiss. The social constraction of knowledge,
as Yeatman herself indicates, means that the charge of epistemological heresy that is
based on an appeal to the authority of existing (traditional) paradigms is a difficult basis
for prosecution for sociologists however well entrenched they may be in the securely
tenured hierarchies of academia.

The second, that sociology is especially deeply involved in the dualistic orderings of
reatity suited to the particular curtent and ongoing social relationships of subjugation, is
valid only if sociology is defined in the nartowest of terms, in which as a disciptine it
excludes any dialogue with political philosophy, economics and psychology.

However the argument that the problem of closed boundaries between the disciplines
should then be a reason to jettison sociology, paradoxicaUy rests on the duaUstic
proposition that the only choice is between the dichotomous terms of closed
boundaries/no boundaries. There seems to be tittle value in traveUing from an
authoritarian to an anarchic epistemological position. Yeatman's own argument, tiiat
what sociology has to offer is the 'idea of the social', makes it too valuable to jettison.

19 Yeatman (1990) pp.18-19
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The altemative claim is for a sociology that has more permeable boundaries and that
admits economic, political and psychological concepts and questions, but always from
the central standpoint of making problematic the social and, especially, of making
problematic the differentiation of the social. Indeed the idea of an interdisciplinary
approach is predicated on the conttiiuing existence of disciplines as distinctive ways of
interpreting the world.

Although there continue to be potitical and economic reasons, both on an individual and a
stractural level, for a mascutinist sociology to maintain the paradigm in which 'the
social' is defined against the 'natural', there are also political reasons for maintaining a
feminist critique within sociology. A sociological challenge to the masculinism of
sociology is tikely to have greater rhetorical power than a feminist challenge from outside
the discipline. Indeed there is greater argument for rejecting the label

'feminist

sociology' and insisting on the quatifying adjective (in this case the qualifier mascuUnist
) to be applied to those sociologists who maintain the pseudo universaUsm that
underpins the refusal (i) to problematise the domestic and (ii) to make that problematic
central to the task of deconso-ucting the 'social'.

This tiiesis then is centred on tiie sociological task of questioning the differentiation of
social life. However that questioning involves the further project of bringing together
material from two clearly differentiated disciplines: criminology and social poticy
analysis. The way that tiiis is done has been influenced by what Sandra Harding has
described as one of the basic features of a feminist methodology - studying up.

Studying up
This approach rests on the argument tiiat the diffuse, contradictory and tiivisible nature of
domesticity and of women's experiences witiiin the domestic sphere means that women
should not be the objects but the subjects of research. Because the collective basis of
domestic Ufe is so aUen to tiie 'agency-oriented' constraction of human experience
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tiiherent in quantitative social tiivestigations of the pubtic sphere, the project of
makingvisible the intersections between public and domestic tife has to be organised
around tiie principle of 'studying up'.20

This has two major consequences for research design. First, any understanding of the
detailed complexity of the cond-adictory interdependence between domestic and public
spheres has to rely on the less interventionist, phenomenological methods of
unstractured or senti-stractured interviews, in which women control their own
nartatives and impose theti own definitions on what is to be told.21 Second 'studying
up' also means that it is the discourses of the powerful that need to be treated as 'bizarte'
and as appropriate objects of critical examination.22 Paradoxically then this means that
the research design should incorporate both phenomenological and positivist strands.
The specific intersection of state and economy in the public sphere, whether in the field
of mental health, social services, chtid care provision, women's paid employment, or in
any one of the several sites of exploitation,

should be analysed as a case study of

potentially self-interested discourses. The critical perspective of feminist research then
constracts the policies and practices of the powerful as perpetually likely to be
conveying half traths, masking poorly understood ideologies, and to be transferring the
stresses brought about by tiie contradictions created by theti own interpretations of social
life to the least powerful.23 'Studying up' also means that because women especially
working class women are the, often literal, embodiment of the condensed
contradictions of the policies and practices, it is through theti experiences that the
investigations of the powerful are most effectively analysed. The focus of these feminist
investigations is on both those who have control over material and cultural power - the
potitical, scientific, academic, administrative and economic groups - as well as the
debates between and within tiiese groups.

20
21
22
23

Harding (1987)
Graham Smidi (1984)
Harding (1987)
Harding (1987) Matdiews (1984) Cass (1983 a)
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Nevertheless there are major ethical problems in adopting a methodology that focuses on
the insights of the powerless to investigate the discourses of the powerfiti.

Trust and exploitation in the research process
Although unstractured interviews can, in some part, redefine the power relationships
between researchers and the women whose experiences are providing the body of the
analysis, they are also potentiaUy exploitative. Janet Finch reflecting on her own
experience as a researcher, argues that just 'being a woman' has been a sufficient basis
for estabUshing relations of trast in the relative intimacy of unstractured interviewing.24
She points out that social isolation which characterises women's experience of
domesticity and which is part of the experience being recounted, can mean that women
in powerless situations are often generous in giving extensive information about theti
Uves. The standard attempt to allay the possibitities of betrayal in this relationship are
those of orthodox social science research: strategies to guarantee anonymity and
confidentiality. However, Finch argues that verbal guarantees of confidentiality although
often sufficient to establish a relationship of trast in the interview, are not reaUy a
sufficient safeguard for the women who provide that information. The very intimacy of
quatitative research undermines the possibtiity for absolute anonymity.

Finch also highlights the potential for the other more general form of betrayal inherent in
tills form of research. The detail and the complextiy of material gathered in the
'collaborative' atmosphere of the unstractured interview means that selective use of that
material could be used to undermine the interests of women in general, reinforcing,

for

example, naturalistic or voluntaristic paradigms of gender inequaUty.25 Her resolution of
this 'moral dtiemma' is to draw on what has by now become the major altemative to the

24 Finch (1984) Elizabetii Watson & Jane Mears rework these ideas in tiieir discussion of research in
the area of 'care' in Australia (1988 b)
25 Finch (1984) p. 85
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Orthodox tradition in the social sciences.26 That is, to make quite clear 'whose side we
are on' both in the coUection, analysis and reporting of the research. This argument
then, whilst acknowledging the tinportance of transferring some control over the
research process from the researcher to the people whose knowledge is being
incorporated into the analysis, is also much more realistic about the practicalities of that
position. The way that research can be done, given the pressures to individualism that
are inherent in the way that knowledge and power are curtently constituted, places major
tintits on the possibilities for women who are more powerless than the researcher being
able to have any effective control over the data. Finch's work shows that the issue of
trast remains as a dilemma that has constantly to be addressed rather than an area of
research design that can be easily resolved by reference to a clearly designed set of rales
for an alternative sociology.

In summary, the research design comprises an investigation of the penal discourses that
impinged on the lives of people in the population 'famtiies of prisoners' in N.S.W. in the
period 1986-1989. This specific analysis is set within an investigation of the broader
criminological and penal debates within which the N.S.W. policies, practices and debates
operated. The greater part of the analysis of the intersection of penality and domesticity
as it operated in N.S.W. in the late 1980s is made through the insights provided by the 38
people who had family obUgations to care for men imprisoned in the state, during that
period.

C. The research: Interviews with 38 carers

Contacting the people in the population 'families of prisoners'
Before constracting the research design I had done some volunteer work with the
Children of Prisoners Support Group and with tiie Civil Rehabtiitation Comntittee, two
26 The committed' approach could, by die late 1980s, be called die altemative ordiodoxy. The false
universalism of apolitical sociological research was exposed in die value free debates of die late
1960s.
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community groups providing services and support for prisoners and for families of
prisoners in N.S.W. One of the members of the executive of the C.R.C. suggested I
make contact with partners and parents of prisoners through the Family Support Centre at
the Long Bay complex of prisons and the C.R.C. bus that provided transport for famtiies
visiting men in country prisons. I made two bus joumeys and visited the Centre over a
period of eighteen months. The visits covered each day of the week including weekends.
Four women, who had moved to Bathurst to be able to visit theti husbands in prison
there, agreed to talk with me at the women's centre. These interviews were artanged for
me by the women organisers of the Bathurst women's centre. Cheryl Matthews who
was then working with people released from prison at Glebe House, a halfway house in
Sydney, gave me a great deal of her time both in narrating her own experiences of being
a partner of an imprisoned man and in contacting three other women whose partners were
imprisoned or on parole.

There was a gap of about six months during this period when I made a preliminary
analysis and skeleton paper centred on the fu-st six interviews. During this time I
resttuctured the general organisation of the thesis in tight of the broader and more
detailed picture that those six people had provided. In this time I was able to return the
transcripts to three of these six women for their review and comments. The transcripts
did accord with theti general interpretation of theti experiences although in this second
visit the women also gave me more information as the account in transcript form revived
further memories.

Nearly all other published accounts of research with families of prisoners have involved
contacting husbands in prison and asking his permission to interview the wives. I made
a detiberate decision to avoid this method because I wanted to emphasise the centratity of
tiie women's own situation and their interpretation of the work they were doing, rather
tiian approach them as women controlled through theti-partner's decision. The
disadvantages of this approach were:
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(i) that the men in prison whom the women were caring for, were a heterogeneous
group of prisoners. Theti sentences ranged from a few months to life and the prisons
they WCTC in varied from minimum to maximum security.
(ii) the women were those who had sufficient knowledge of C.R.C. to be using the
Cend-e or the coach. Information about services was one of the aspects of the work of
caring that was under investigation. In this then there was a significant bias in the set of
answers about the difficulties of visiting.

In summary, four women agreed to talk to me in their own homes or work places. The
first person of the four contacted was Cheryl Matthews working at Glebe House she put
me in touch with other three. Eight women were interviewed in groups of two or three
at the Family Support Centre at the Long Bay complex. Fifteen women and one man
were interviewed singly at the Family Support Centre at the Long Bay complex. Four
women came to the Women's Centre in Bathurst to describe theti experiences as wives
of prisoners. Six women spoke to me during the coach joumeys to Goulbum and
Cessnock on the C.R.C. bus:
Summary: place of interview with people who spoke about their
experiences as 'outside carers of imprisoned men'
4
8
16

in their own home or work place
in group interview at F.S.C.
in individual interviews at F. S. C.

4

at Bathurst women's centre

6

on C.R.C. bus to Goulbum/Cessnock

38

total
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Recording the interviews.
After the first two or three approaches when I had described the paper as a thesis, I told
aU the women that I was preparing a paper for a university course. About six of the 38
women were interested in the research and those six interviews included a more detatied
exchange of information about the research and my own potitical and instramental
interest in the topic. In several other interviews the accounts were also interspersed with
exchanges of practical information or of some minor form of practical help such as giving
tifts in cars or looking after babies or young children whilst the mother visited the man in
prison. This came about as an obviously sensible practical response to the exigencies of
the situation rather than as a planned phtiosophical attempt at 'reciprocity' that had been
manifestiy incorporated into the research design. The idea that tiiere could be
'reciprocity' in research for a Ph.D. thesis into the experiences of famities of prisoners is
manifestly hypocritical. I was obviously asking and receiving far more from the women
than I could give back to them. 27

Finch's warning about trast and betrayal has particular relevance for research based on
talks with women whose sons or partners are in prison. There was no attempt to find
out the names of either the women or the prisoner, nor the offence for which the man had
been imprisoned. This was to ensure both that the anonymity of the answers was
protected and to reassiu-e the women that that anonymity was secure. There was one
exception to this. One woman, Cheryl Mattiiews, has made a cental part of her
political position as a prisoner's wife, the stance that stigma can be better fought openly
rather than through anonymtiy. Her account was one of the most detatied and insightful
as was her review of the transcript of her narrative.

-" Moreover, in die case of die interviews at die Batiiurst women's centre and in die four interviews in die
individual homes, both the women who spoke to me and the centre organisers were generous in
their hospitality.
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All interviews, except four, were recorded with the women's permission, on a tape
recorder. Two exceptions were because the women preferted to talk without being
recorded on tape, one because I forgot to switch the recorder on and the fourth because
the two year old son kept banging the microphone and the eventual recording was too
painful to d-anscribe.

The interview schedule
The interview was based on a conversation centreing around a set of topics presented as
open ended questions, the form of interview described by Margaret Stacey as a 'focused
interview'.28 The interview sheet (included as Appendix B) began with a few easy to
answer closed ended questions about some impersonal and unthreatening aspects of the
woman's situation. After these questions had established the dtiection of the topics 1 was
interested in, the interviews were closer to open ended conversations with the women
about theti experiences. Because even basic questions often provoked women's
memories about specific aspects of their experiences with the legal penal bureaucracies the
interviews rarely followed a set pattem. The interview sheet was used then as a list to
check that any topic was not omitted rather than a guide imposed on the women. The
interviews lasted from between 20 minutes to two hours with the transcripts covering
from two to thirty pages of A4 paper. Most of the interviews however, excluding
extraneous informal material, interraptions, and times when I was the person giving out
tiiformation, lasted for about three quarters of an hour.

The list of topics was initially constracted from the hypotheses developed from the
titerature review. An element of 'grounded theory' informed the thesis in that some areas
of questioning were introduced after the review of the pretiminary set of interviews.
There were many aspects of tiie contradictoriness of being a partner or parent of a
prisoner that were significant but which I had not realised from the preliminary readtiig.
28 Margaret Stacey (1969) pp.75-76
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The experiences of the six women who first spoke to me stractiu-ed the list of topics that
was eventuaUy used in the interviews.

The recorded interviews were transcribed by hand on the day of the interview or the
following day. The transcriptions were then typed onto a Macintosh Word 3.1
programme which has a SORT mechanism which separated out the several aspects of
women's experiences into the areas covered in chapters five to seven after the comments
had been catalogued. The cataloguing was based on the issues that developed out of the
theoretical model of 'care and dependence' and out of the revisions to that framework
that were made after the initial six interviews.

Basic information about the 38 carers
. Ten of the women were supporting prisoners in their first experience of
imprisonment. Twenty three were supporting men who had been imprisoned
before. (In five interviews this information was not available)
. Four women had experienced being sentenced and/or imprisoned themselves
. Twenty three women had had the experience of tiving with the prisoner when he
had been on some form of conditional tiberty.
. Five had partners or sons who were in the remand prison. All others had been in a
number of gaols.
. Thtiteen of the women were the outside carers of the prisoner's child/children
. The carers' were predominantiy either partners or parents of the men inside prison:
Female partner - 29
Mother- 9
Friend - 2
Aunt - 1
Male partner- 1

total

42
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. four women were regularly visiting more than one prisoner

In none of these characteristics are the group of women who gave me the material
representative of the men and women who support men in gaol in N.S.W. or in other
sintilar societies.29 The basic arithmetic information that is given throughout the thesis
then can not be the basis for any generatisations.

It is used rather to indicate the basis on

which the qualitative evidence can be interpreted and to give some clarity to the thesis
rather than to provide quantitative evidence.

Reliability
One of the major aspects of focused interviews that depend on individuals' memories of
events and attitudes is the potential unreliabtiity of the information. There are two
criticisms of the vatidity of research based on conversational interviews. Firstly,
recollections can get distorted over time and secondly, people can prefer to deliberately
constract their nartatives in a way that falsely represents theti various experiences.

There are two responses to these criticisms. Ftistiy the reliabiUty of the answers based on
several individual case studies can be assessed
(i) in terms of the intemal logic of the answers in relation to the total interview;
(ii) the consistency across interviews of common responses and common
experiences' and
(tii) the extemal consistency of the information when the answers accord with
evidence apart from the interviews themselves.

Other interviews with prisoners and prisoners famities are often checked against
information in the prison files. It was a detiberate decision that the thesis design would
not incorporate this form of 'triangulation' test that is based on the 'unorustworthiness' of
29 see^pendixA
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the people doing the work of providing material for analysis. The extemal checks in this
thesis are made against the broader and more general forms of evidence that are based on
the penal policies and discourses that coincide with the women's experiences in N.S.W.
in 1986-1988. None of these assessments can give absolute assurance of reliabtiity.

Secondly, this thesis is based on the presumption that it is just as false for women's
experiences not to be represented at all as ti is to risk including some answers that might
be deliberately distorted.

Graham has argued that the possibtiities for fabrication or

'telling tales' should not be regarded as a major problem in using narratives as a basis of
understanding, as it is inherent in all forms of interviews however stractured or
unstractured.30 Moreover she argues, the opportunity for avoiding or elaborating on the
trath provides the teller with a way of controlling the release of information about herself
because 'in a situation of inequality both honest stories and fabricated tales are resources
by which informants can redress the balance of power'. Graham's argument rests in part
on her belief that the 'extravagant tale' is easily distinguished from personal testimony.
However, in the condensed experiences of exploitation and oppression that occur in the
legal penal sphere, many of the personal testimonies are 'extravagant tales' when
matched against the everyday experiences of the majority of people. Nevertheless, that
does not mean that those accounts should be negated. The invisibtiity, for example, of
the costs to women of the iUegal way that potice, on occasion, enforce the law, should
be a part of the debate about the caring work of women. It is not possible to check the
reliabtiity of that information apart from a full scale court case. The relative economic and
legal powerlessness of women prevents this. It is the powerlessness of women that is
the major basis of the thesis. Not to include this material would reinforce that
powerlessness.

30 Graham (1984) p.20
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The retiability of the penal discourses of the more powerful players in the legal penal
sphere is the subject of the thesis. The discussions covered in chapters five to eight
indicate the extent to which these accounts should be accepted or interpreted as 'bizarte'.

D. The research:

Penal discourses

The material was coUected from several sources:
(i)

seminars on penal policies at the Austratian Institute of Criminology, the

Sydney Institute of Criminology and other criminological and legal penal
conferences and the formal and the informal material presented there.
(ii) N.S.W. Department of Cortective Services annual reports and research
reports
(iii) Review of literature based on criminological data bank searches and
following through the footnote references from that titerature
(iv) Newspaper and joumal articles on prison policies and ministerial responses
(v) Basic texts on penality especially on the prison experience in N.S.W.
(vi) Royal Commissions and Inquiries into aspects of the N.S.W. penal system
til the period 1960-1988
(vii) visits to families of prisoner centres in London and Amsterdam and personal
contact through letters with individual researchers investigating aspects of penal
policy that affect families of prisoners, in London, Edinburgh, Sweden and the
United States.
(viii) Informal interviews with N.S.W. welfare officers, parole and probation
officers, policemen. Department of Cortective Services Research Branch
researchers, and with people working in the semi autonomous field of community
service provision at Glebe House and Station House in Sydney.

No material was taken dti-ectiy from any of these interviews witii the people in tiie
population of paid workers in the penal sphere in N.S.W.. They provided background
information for checking several of the points that are raised in the thesis and were used
particularly to map out the conttasts between tiie visible official discourses on what
should, and of what does happen, in the state's prisons, as well as the less visible and
more contradictory results of those poUcies and statements.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE HOME AND THE PRISON: Four modes of incorporation

We must go back in time to trace the sources of the contradictions and forward in time to see the
policy arena as a site in which these contradictions work themselves out.1

In chapter two the question, from Garton, was posed: 'what populations are constracted
by the discourse of power and control as it occurs in the realm of penality ?'2 The
feminist materialist perspective however, indicates that the tensions between patriarchal
and capitaUst forms of domination lead to a further set of questions: what populations are
masked or marginalised in these discourses? what are the economic, social and personal
costs of the contradictions of the interdependences yet incompatibtiities between the
domestic and penal spheres? which sectors of the population are most at risk of bearing
those costs?

This perspective focuses on the constitution of domesticity and the interdependence of
this sphere with all other spheres of social life. To summarise the key aspects of the
titerature review on the consoiiction of 'the famtiy', domesticity was constituted by the
early twentieth century around motherhood as the essential domestic relation in the
'modem' nuclear famtiy. Motherhood became the embodiment of the culture of
domesticity, or the set of pattem variables in Parsonian terms, that was at the same time
essential to, but incompatible with, tiie cultural values of the public sphere. The values
of universalism, tinpersonaUty and rationality,

the culture of rationaltiy in the pubtic

world of modem tife, it was argued, did not develop out of a rejection of tiieir opposite
- particularism, affectivity, arationatity - but out of an increasing separation from them as
^ S. Cohen. (1985) p.lOO
2 Garton (1988) p.322
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tiie boundaries between the two spheres became increasingly clearly delineated. The
tensions inherent in the development of interdependent yet incompatible spheres of social
Ufe are resolved by the privtieging of the pubtic sphere, the marginalising of the domestic
sphere and the masking of the interdependence between the domestic and the pubtic
realms.

It is argued that this resolution of the contradiction is mediated through a particular form
of conceptuatisation that mystifies the interdependence of the pubtic and the domestic
domains, the two sets of conflationary processes that subsume women's experiences.
Firstiy, in the classic Uberal philosophy of laissez fatie capitatism, there is a conflation
of 'the family' with 'the individual'.

Secondly, in the techno-reformism of the welfare

capitatism 'the fantily 'is conflated with an abstract sociality in the positivist social
sciences and in the various forms of social poticies and welfare practices centred on
them.

In these two completely opposing processes, the labour and experiences of the

individual women themselves are masked or marginalised, as, in both cases, there is a
common underlying conflation:

the term 'woman' is subsumed within the term

"family'.

Different sub-spheres within the pubtic sphere vary in terms of the way they conform to
this 'ideal' segregation of the two sets of interdependent yet incompatible cultures. The
legal penal realm, as the pubtic sphere in which the legitimation of class relations of
'free' exchange based on rational choice is most explicitly and manifestly spelt out, is
the realm where the boundaries between tiie two sets of values could be expected to be
most rigidly maintained. From this then it could be expected that, with the development
of Uberal capitaUsm and its subsequent forms, the interdependence of the public and the
domestic, or the productive and reproductive spheres, would be most masked in the
reahn of penality.
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It was argued in the summary in chapter two of the history of the famtiial political
economy, from mercanttiism through laissez fatie, corporate welfare, to the corporate
consumer form of capitatist relations, that the separate constitution of domesticity and
penatity did develop in terms of the privtieging of the pubtic legal-penal sphere and the
marginalising of family life.

In this chapter it wtil be argued that there is an interdependence between the domestic
and the legal-penal realms but that there are several mechanisms which mask the ways
in which this interdependence is experienced

These paraUel processes of

interdependence, privtieging, masking and marginalisation vary as the several tensions
between and within the spheres of state, famtiy and economy are reconstituted in each
phase in the development of the famitial potitical economy from the sixteenth to the late
twentieth century.

The focus in cturent socialist feminist analysis is on an uncovering the false duatities of
public/private, public/domestic, nature/culture, emotion/rationatity,
emotion/materiatism.3

However, there is a further false dualism specific to penal

policy and practices. Russell Hogg points to the false dichotomy in the legal penal sphere
in classic tiberatism: the distinction between freedom and punishment, where freedom
is conceived as the absence of extemal coercion.4 Punishment, in this distinction,
becomes the restriction of an otherwise free and responsible individual. Hogg questions
this bipolarity in the classic tiberal perception of penaUty. From the evidence from two
recent ethnographic studies of prisoners, he argues that imprisonment is not necessarily
subjectively experienced by the prisoners themselves as a contrast between freedom
outside and coercion inside prison.5

Civil life, experienced through the relations of

class, ethnicity and race can be as coercive, in some cases more coercive, than the

3 Graham (1983) Yeatman (1990)
4 Hogg (1988) p.9
5 Hogg (1988) pp. 9-11
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experience of 'unfreedom' within prison.

Hogg is not arguing here that imprisonment

is not a punishing condition but that for some prisoners 'their conditions of 'freedom' are
no less terrible' ^

Hogg's questioning of the distinction between freedom and imprisonment has
sigitificance for this thesis. The masking of the interdependence of the pubtic and the
domestic spheres in the specific experiences of women bound by 'care' as wives or
mothers, to theti imprisoned partners or adult chtidren, is also a masking of the
unfreedom of people who are nominaUy 'free' citizens in civil society.

The review of the feminist analyses of social poticy indicated that they focus on the
concept of 'caring' in their interpretations of the interdependence between productive and
reproductive Ufe. In summary, that review indicated too that the language of 'caring' is
a key term in both the constitution of the interdependence of the productive and
reproductive spheres but also in the masking and marginalisation of the importance of
domesticity for pubtic life. 'Caring' came to be the definitive aspect of domestic labour
by the early twentieth century. Domesticity was constituted across all classes within the
terms of the caring relationship between mother and chtid that then permeated aU other
relations and all forms of labour within tiie home. Caring, especiaUy in terms of its
personal, emotional dimension, became the vital function supposedly basic to the
constitution of the individual personatity of the growing child and the daily reconstitution
of the personality of the adult labourer.

The ethic of 'care' locked women into the

unpaid, work of domestic labour tiiat had significant material components in that it
secured tife but also because it exploited a wide and diffuse range of physical and
inteUectual sktils. The major contradictions between state, famtiy and economy meant
that this ideal of the home as the perpetual site of 'piue' caring labour was not
congraent with the actual experiences of life for working class people especially in

6 Hogg (1988) p. 11
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periods of economic depression. Nevertheless the idea was powerful enough to
influence both social poticies about the family and peoples own ideas about how famtiy
Ufe 'ought' to be.

The feminist analyses of caring work in relation to a range of forms of dependence in the
family show that although caring is not only about emotional relationships but also has
tinportant material dimensions, the privtieging of the emotional aspects of domesticity
serves to mask the material importance of caring work in the dominant discourses of the
public sphere. The feminist materialist thesis is that the specific aspects of the actual
relationship between the material and the emotional components of domesticity have to be
delineated for a full understanding of social life, 'caring is about both labouring and
loving. '7

In the examination of the intersection between the domestic and legal penal spheres it is
argued here that caring includes a thtid component, it is about loving, labouring and
controlling. Domesticity is comprised of emotional, economic and political relations of
inequatity.

In this chapter, the specific caring work of women who comprise the population
'families of prisoners', is examined in an outline of four major phases of the
interdependence between the domestic and the penal spheres at the various stages of the
development of the famitial political economy. Both spheres are interpreted here as both
physical places and as sets of values about relationships. The charting of the changes tii
the intersections of the two spheres is both a topology of spaces and a typology of
discourses.

•^ Graham (1985) p. 15-16
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In one of the most comprehensive reviews of the meta theories and practices of penatity,
Cohen uses the Foucaultian criteria of exclusion/inclusion to summarise the major
stages in the changing styles of punishment policies and practices:^ from punishment
out in the 'open' community, to punishment as invisible incarceration 'inside' the
waUs of the prison, and in the final transformation , to punishment as both
confinement in the closed institution and out in the community. However in this thtid
phase, punishment in the community is not so publicly visible. The blurring of the
boundaries between punishment and welfare diffuses and masks the extent of the
penetration of the legal-penal sphere into the wider society. 9

These criteria of exclusion and inclusion are used here to specify four ways in which the
family is incorporated into penal strategies. The feminist critique of theories of social
change points up the potential biases in adopting the periodisation of non feminist
literature. 10 This chapter, which focuses on the interdependence of home and prison,
indicates one major realignment in the conventional charting of the key points of
transformation of social control. In brief the four major modes of the incorporation of
the family into the penal sphere are: the home within the prison; the home outside the
prison; the home outside but allowed into the prison; and finally the prison within the
home.

In addition to the spatial metaphor adapted from Cohen's categorisation, the differences
in the four modes of incorporation are also about changes in the relations of production
and reproduction. They are shifts in the ways that the nexus between care and
dependence is constituted in the various phases.

8 S. Cohen (1985) pp. 17-19
9 S. Cohen (1985) p. 19
10 J. Kelly-Gadol (1987)
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Thus the changes are also shifts tii the relationship between 'puitishment' and
'providence'. This modification of Cohen's chart then ind-oduces a significant change in
the periodisation of social control. The focus on the interdependence between home
and prison marks the mid 1980s as a period of significant transformation in the
discourses of surveiUance and punishment.

Figure I, on the following page, charts these changes, in the topology of spaces and in
the typology of discourses, that have been constracted around the relationship between
'the home' and 'the prison' in the period up to and including this latest transformation
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FIGURE I

FOUR MODES OF INTERSECTION BETWEEN HOME AND PRISON

1. The home In the prison

Home siteof Family labour
economy" within prison

PRISON

[ HOME J

2. The home and the prison separated by clear boundaries.

Home "invisible'
in penal
discourses

PRisan

3. More permeable boundaries betveen prison and home.
Home "Prime treatment
agency' In penal
discourses.

PRISON

4. The prison in the home.

Home "Naturally related community resource"
in penal discourses
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These forms of incorporation are not mutuaUy exclusive. Punishment practices in
Cohen's words are formed of 'deposits ' of various ideologies and styles, n

The site of

punishment has been described by Weatherbum, in his description of the Cortective
Services Department in N.S.W., as having become a place characterised as a
Byzanttiie maze of policies and practices difficult for conu-oUers and controlled altice to
negotiate. 12 When the interdependence between the famtiy and the the legal penal sphere
is delineated however, the maze is shown to be even more complex than Weatherbum
indicates. The evidence of women who have to negotiate the triple complexities of the
legal-penal, the family-welfare spheres, and the intersections between those two social
domains, is outiined in chapters five to eight.i^ The various forms in which the
domestic labour of caring is embedded into the various systems of punishment are
outiined here:

I. The family in the prison:

There are two styles of incorporation of famtiy life into prison tife that comprise this first
mode:

(i) The household model of power relations within prison
As the literature review in chapter two indicated, prior to the nineteenth century
regularisation of prison life from the 1820s on, prisoners were generally either people
awaiting sentence of transportation or physical punishment or they were debtors, i^
They were, therefore, not subject to coercive routines but ran the intemal procedures
within the prison themselves, 'according to an oral and common law tradition of rights.
11 S.Cohen (1985) ch.3
12 Weadierbum (1986) p. 137
1^ and is included too in several of die texts on families of prisoners detailed in die bibliography
14 Ignatieff (1983) p.81
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privtieges and immunities' that reflected a household pattem of authority and control
within the prison.'1^ Prisoners were called a 'famtiy' and the gaoler and his actual
fantily all resided in the prison.

In the era prior to the establishment of explicitly drawn distinctions between domestic
political and economic spheres, the fusion between the family and the prison was also
manifested in the way that the father-master outside of the prison had the authority to use
imprisonment to exert control over the members of his household, i^ The famitial
political economic power of the home then merged into the penal sphere through this
patriarchal authority to have servants, wife, chtidren or apprentices confined. The
prison was an element in the constitution of the domestic sphere but the authority pattem
of the household in tum permeated prison life.

In the transformation of prison Ufe at the tum of the eighteenth century, Elisabeth Fry's
reforms were an extension of tiiis earlier relationship between domesticity and
imprisonment. She worked through family relations within the prison. Initially, the
major focus of her reforming zeal was on the education of children of prisoners in
Newgate. Domesticising the penal sphere was precisely (i) the reconstitution of the
domestic relations between prisoner mothers and theti children and (ii) the reconstitution
of penality as the systematic ordering of prisoners' lives through theti domestic
responsibiUties redefined as the specific form of care that they were encouraged to
impose on their chtidren.i'^ In 1813, Newgate was reproducing the unsystematic
dangerous masses, the altemative and amoral pubtics constituted by the
dispossessions of industriatisation and urbanisation. Bentham's reformist plans were to
individualise through impersonal controls. Elisabeth Fry's penal reforms were, Itice
Bentham's, focused on tiie regularisation of behaviour but through the reformative

15 Ignatieff (1983 p.81
16 Dobash etal. (1986) p.23
1^ Dobash et al. p.43
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personal relations between the moral ruling class woman reformer, the amoral working
class and destitute prisoner mother and her child.i^ The prison became the site where
power, moraUty and rationatity were dramaticaUy merged in a graphic legitimation of
capitatism as a humane potitical economy, the reclamation of the amoral women being
mediated through their domestic role of mother. Those prisoners who previously had
been 'begging, swearing, gaming, fighting, singing, dancing, dressing up in men's
clothing; scenes too bad to be described'i^ changed 'from drunkenness to sobriety,
from riot to order, from clamour to quietness, from obscenity to decency.'^o

Morality was specificaUy defined in terms of rational regular behaviour. However in this
pre-Victorian period of early industrialisation, when the family labour economy still
characterised domestic tife, the initial focus on reform through the mother child
relationship expanded into the dtiect reformation of the women through a programme of
systematic work. The transformation of women prisoners through productive work
paralleled their transformation into domestic carers of theti chtidren.
(ii) the family manifestly sharing the punishment of the prisoner out in the
community but segregated from the parent population
The family within the prison is also a feature of penality when punishment is enforced
labour and transportation and the site of control becomes the labour colony. In this form
of incorporation of the family into the penal system the punishment of the individual is
manifestiy shared by the family. Where the potitical economy is based on famtiy labour
and the demand for labour is high, punishment can be incarceration in a labour camp or
labour colony where the family work together either in agriculture or in smaU scale craft
industries. The shared isolation is not a universal condition of punishment but is
offered as a privilege.

1^ Dobash et al. p.44
1^ Gumev J.J. Notes on a Visit made to Some of the Prisons in Scodand and the Nordi of England in
company widi Elizabedi Frv. (Longman. London.X1819.) cited in Dobash et al p 44
20 Dobash etal. p.45
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The settiement of N.S.W. has some of the characteristics of this pattem. Lieutenant
Shapcote of the Neptune, a ship in the second fleet taking convicts to the penal colony of
N.S.W. received these instruction from W.H. Grenville, who replaced Lord Sydney at
the Home Department
as it is probable that some of the male convicts put on board the ships .. may be desirous that
their wives should accompany them, it has been thought advisable that so many of them shall
be allowed to emboard, as can be conveniendy accommodated. If the number of convicts who
may apply to you... should not be sufficient... you will in such case acquaint the rest of die
convicts that women who may have cohabited with them will also be received on board. ^1

The labour of women in a penal labour colony was incorporated into the system of
control in a very direct form in the earliest days of the estabUshment of N.S.W. In the
review of literature in chapter two it was indicated that there was considerable
ambivalence in the ruling class about the sexuatity, domesticity and moratity of the
convicts in this period.

The greatest emphasis on the usefulness of the labour of convict

women was on their sexual labour even though this then condemned them in the eyes of
the moral and political controllers as unredeemable whores. However, the family as a
domestic site of control, paralleling or supplementing the control by the state, meant that
convicts were able to apply either for their famities to accompany them or to have their
families sent out. The convict's wife (or husband) was able to ask on their arrival that
theti spouse be assigned to them on payment to the govemment of three shilling and
sixpence.22 She had to be ready to submit to surveillance of her own character by
providing references. She also had herself to be a free woman.

This policy did not mean that all famtiies of prisoners sentenced to transportation were
able to avoid the risks of destitution by being allowed to accompany the prisoner to the
penal colony. The convict spouse had to be able to demonstrate his abtiity to support the

21 copy of die warrant to Lieutenant Shapcot fixjm die Navy Board, December 1789. cited in Portia
Robinson (1985) p.33
22 Kay Daniels etal.(1977) p. 145
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fantily, 23 The woman convict was not expected to make the same commitment.
Theconsunction of gender relationships within marriage as that of the controUing wife
whose morality rested on her economic dependence, even on her convict husband, was
clearly reinforced in this initial constitution of domesticity in the colony.

The constmction of domesticity of the penal classes, however, did not necessarily
incorporate the obligations of parenthood. Chtidren were not so welcome in the penal
colony. Both men and women convicts had difficulties obtaining official permission for
their chtidren to accompany them, even if this meant that the children were to be left
destitute.24 Whilst the relationship between chtidren and their mother was increasingly
becoming the central pivot of the famities of the bourgeoisie the importance of family
ties for the children of the penal class was not so central to public policies.

The attitude of the state about the importance of the relationship between the child and
the fantily was ambivalent. The conflicting values about famtiy ties and childhood for
convict children are well illustrated by the example of Sussanah Holmes and Henry
Cabell convicts on the first fleet
Henry Cabell, 19 , from Suffolk and Susannah Homes, also 19, from neighbouring Norfolk,
were sentenced at Thetford Assizes in 1783 and met in the county jail in Norwich, where a son
was bom to them. Their petition to man7 was refused and the couple faced separation when die
order came for the women prisoners to be sent to Portsmoudi involuntarily to join Captain
Arthur Phillip's fleet. At I^rtsmouth, Susannah's son was taken from her, and so horrified
was the turnkey who escorted the women to the port, that he took the infant to London to
petition the Home Secretary, Lord Sydney, to allow him and his father to travel to Botany Bay
widi Susannah. Lord Sydney agreed and die family sailed on May 13,1787. They were
among thefirstcouples to marry on arrival in Australia, 25

In this example, the official discourses on the nature of the importance of parent-chtid
relationships are contradictory. The ambiguities continued throughout the period of early
settiement. Nineteen of the arrivals in the first year of settiement were chtidren of

23 Daniels etal (1977) p.149
24 Robinson (1985) p.32
25 Yvonne Preston 'A marriage made in jail' in S.M.H. 16/5/87 citing Peter Bellamy. (1973) The
Transports
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convicts.26 However, the disinterest of the State in the children of prisoners in the early
settlement of the penal colony is reflected, as it is today ,27 in the absence of clear
records of how many of the children who arrived in the subsequent years up to 1823
were children of free or convicted women:
diroughout die first twenty five years of settiement, diere is no consistent or reliable record of
how many children arrived with a convicted parent or joined a convicted fadier in New South
Wales
records are also too incomplete to establish how many children traveled to New
Soudi Wales widi a free parent to join one already serving sentence in die colony.28

It is recorded however that almost half of the free migrants, 310 out of 730, who
arrived between 1810 and 1821 were wives and children of convicts atieady in
Australia.29

Although this form of incorporation of the family into the prison as labour colony ended
with the shift in laisser fatie capitatist societies in the middle period of the nineteenth
century in North America, northem Europe and Australia, there are currently famtiy
labour prison settlements in Guatemala, Mexico and the PhiUipines, Jordan, three Indian
states - Maharashtra, Rajasthan, and Uttar Pradesh and in the Soviet Union.^o

In the Soviet Union the labor colony settlements are minimum security prisons in a
prison system comprising three levels: prisons for the most serious offenders,
cortective labor colonies for the medium and labour colonies for the least serious
offenders and for prisoners transferted from tiie other penal institution towards the end
of theti sentence. Like the Mexican system outtined below the labour colony settiements
are prisons of reward, the conditions are those to which prisoners can hope to work
toward. Family tife within the prison is one of the rewards offered in the overaU

26 Robinson(1985) p.29
Hounslow et al.(1983 )p 2 and personal telephone conversation widi Research Branch of die
Department of Corrective Service (1988)
28 Robinson(1985) p.33
29 Anne Summers (1973 ) p.279
30 AnneGoetting (1982.a)
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system of control throughout the three levels of imprisonment. Women's caring work of
sexual and emotional labour is incorporated as an aspect of dtiect political control.
Soviet labour colony settiements are set up around lumbering and agricultural work and
famtiies are either allowed in on a conjugal visittiig system or are aUowed to live with
theti prisoner partner and parent in the colony .31

These examples of family based imprisonment are not some leftover cultural and
institutional remnants from a pre-industrial penal system. The system of transferring
inmates from the 'hard' prison to the 'softer' labour colonies was introduced in the
Soviet penal system in 1963.32 Similarly, the largest of the famtiy penal colonies was
estabtished in Mexico on the Isles des Marias only in 1971. It was introduced on the basis
of being a humane altemative to the pre 1970s use of the prison island as a tertorising
'last resort' of a prison within a prison By 1981 the island held 1,500 prisoners and
2,000 family members.33

Moreover the Mexican Federal Department of Co-ordinated

Services for Crime Prevention and Social Rehabilitation opened twootiier fantily penal
colonies in tiie early 1980s.34

In the 1970s penal crisis in Nortii America

'cortectional' professionals in both the U.S.A. and Canada were casting a variety of nets
in theti search for a solution to the tensions inherent in prison control in an era of post
authoritarianism.35 These included calls for a retum to the labour penal colony.
Specifically, in 1984 there was an argument from the social sciences for the
establishment of penal labour colonies witiiin tiie U.S.36

The argument in this case

centred principally on economic rationality. Domestic penal labour colonies, ti was
argued, would be a cost effective punishment making use of the labour of prisoners
and providing them with training in labour sktils whtist ensuring that the cost of the
support for their dependents was not borne by the State.

31 Goetting (1982a) p.415
32 Goetting (1982a)p 415
33 Won^ J (1982) p74 and Goetting (1982a) pp 408, 413 & 415
34 Worral p.75
35 Ignatieff (1983) p 78
36 T. Murton (1984)
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.. prisoners could be transferred to one or more domestic penal colonies to be built by the
convicts. Such facilities could be modeled after the Civilian Conservation corporations camps
created during die depression. Such labor colonies are cheap to construct, idleness is
elininated, and prisoners would be compensated and pay taxes, support their dependents,
make restitution, and learn skills. The prisoner could thus be "banisned' and society would
have its 'pound offlesh'while reducing violence, escapes, and recidivism' 37

It is not clear here whether the famtiy would be a part of the penal community. However,
the American Cortectional Association specifically lauded the system of family
imprisonment represented by the Isles des Marias family labour colony.
The Isles des Marias Penal Colony - the largest and most unique penal colony in die world- is a
community that provides a less expensive, more civilized altemauve to traditional incarceration
while preserving and promoting mental healdi and the family unit
the results of this
study may point to new opportunities for faciUty design, policies, and procedures for
correction in the United States and Canada3^

The family labour colony was presented by the nine member team of A.C.A.
professionals as a penal reform that would serve several uses. It was seen as being
more effective in terms of containment and prison management,
despite the large population of inmates and their dependents,.. the large proportion of offenders
convicted of violent crimes,.. and the relatively small number of staff,... there is apparentiy
very litde violence or behavioral infractions.39

more effective as a 'normalising' experience thus reforming the prisoner through his
daily contact with fellow workers and neighbouring families (diat) encourages prisoner to adopt
a socially viable pattem of life - a lesson in socialization... it is expected diat ex-convicts will
have adopted normal standards of behaviour, having acquired a taste for a 'better life'.^^

but this normalising process is specificaUy located within the prisoner's assumption of
authority within the family 'the system... aUows the criminal to acqutie an element of
self-respect as well as an opportunity to assume the responsibiUties customarily
associated with household heads"^!

3'^ Murton. p. 23
38 Worrall p.74
39 Worrall p.75
40 Worrall p.75
41 Worrall p.75
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The family labour prison would thus provide the most rational mixture of segregation,
punishment, reform and useful labour.

To date however there is no example of the famtiy laboiu- colony appearing as a
reforming altemative within the systems of penatity in the advanced corporate consumer
capitatist societies of the 'first world'. However, these appeals to transforming
puitishment by a system of containment that combines domesticity and penality and thus
effects a cheap and effective system of control with a promise of reform through
'normatisation' re-emerge in a number of different forms of incorporation of the fantily
into the penal sphere. However before the description of this re-emergence of diffused
control through the manifest insertion of domesticity into the penal sphere, it is
important to outiine the classic form of relationship between domesticity and penality - the
family outside prison.

II.

Imprisonment and the family outside: 'the invisible family'

(i) The prison as a model for control within the family
The prison and the home became two of the key sites of social control but in a very
specific form in the era of the great upheaval from 1780s to 1840s.42 Ignatieff argues
tiiat
prison discipline (was about) the establishment of the moral boundaries of social authority in a
society undergoing capitalist transformation
it (imprisonment) had appeal .. as a
response not mereW to crime but to the whole social crisis of a period, as part of a larger
strategy of political, social and legal reform designed to re-establish order on a new foundation
43

42 in addition to health, education and child welfare
43 Ignatieff (1978) p.xiii and p 210
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Bentiiams description of the panopticon prison and its effect on the people incarcerated
within it and on social moratity evidences his concem with this ideological nature of
penaUty. He advocated the continuous inspection of the prison by members of the
pubtic:
and what would they see? - a set of person deprived of Uberty which they had misused compelled to engage in labour which was formerly their aversion - and restrained fromriotand
intemperance, in which they formerly delighted ...What scene could be more instructive to the
great proportion of spectators? what a source of conversation, of allusion, oi domestic^
instruction!45

The misuse of liberty is dtiectiy related here to idleness, political threat and personal and
social hedonism. Prison takes on the function of control of all four forms of crime;
political, property, disorderUness, and idleness which in the earlier era had been
controUed through a variety of modes of punishment and control.

The systematic reordering of prison life is dtiectiy related in Bentham's principles with
the impUcations for domesticity. The home of the working class labourers was to be
reconstituted, through the example of prison life, as that site where the rationally
ordered material and social relations of productive life were to be reproduced.

Domestic relationships between labouring class husbands, wives and children were
recreated as the construction of a set of new moral boundaries between labour and capital
and between men and women. Women's economic dependence on men and the
confinement of theti labour to the material and social reproduction of the labour of theti
husband and children added extra moral weight to the 'dull compulsion' of economic

44 my emphasis
45 Bendiam "Panopticon Penitentiary' p 501 cited in Dobash et al p 40
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responsibility that Marx described as the major form of conu-ol of labour under conditions
of pure class relationships of capitalism.

However the major mode of incorporation of the family into the penal sphere is not so
much in this model of the family as it is tiifluenced by the regularity of prison tife in
Benthams model as in this next form:

(ii) Imprisonment and the family outside: neglect as control
In the classical model of imprisonment centreing on the specificity of punishment there is
a clear separation between the individual offender shut away in prison and the family
'free' outside - the central paradigm of punishment in liberal capitalism. The offender's
punishment is to lose his 'freedom' to exchange his 46 labour for a family wage. In an
economy that centres on the man as the primary or sole breadwinner, the fantily's
incorporation into the punishment system is manifested in theti impoverishment outside
prison .

Bentham the dominant figure of the early nineteenth century classical tiberal
transformation of penaUty argued that prisoners should be aUowed to marry but as a
privtiege not a right because the incentive 'would operate as a powerful spur to those
aimed at attaining this reward'47

Marriage is defined here as an amelioration of the prisoners tife inside prison, a reward to
be achieved. However in a familial potitical economy characterised by limited state
intervention, and especiaUy during periods of econontic depression when 'freedom' to
sell one's laboiu- meant 'freedom' to starve, the implications of this policy for the actual
flesh and blood family outside the prison waUs were particularly punitive.

In the 1840s

his'is used deliberately here. Criminality becomes masculinised with the advent of mature industrial
capitalism with a decline in sentenced female offenders from 40% in some partys of the United
Kingdom to less dian 5% of offenders from die early 1800s to die late 19di century,
(see chapter two pp. 54 & 80)
47 Bentham p.501 cited in Dobash et al. p.40
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econontic depression in N.S.W., one of the groups of unemployed who were
specifically deitied relief were women whose husbands were imprisoned.48

The poticy of control by neglect then put the famtiy experiencing the shadow punishment
at risk of imprisonment themselves. In 1867 the three chtidren of Mrs W. whose
husband was in gaol, were artested by the potice for begging and being neglected
children and sent to an industrial school. 49

Chapter two describes the dual pushes away from large scale institutionatisation of
chtidren towards the last decades of the nineteenth century: the retreat from costiy State
interventions as a consequence of the 1890s economic depression and secondly,

the

reconstitution of family life of labouring classes as the site of the control of husbands and
children. By the end of the century then the shift towards emphasizing famtiies'
econontic responsibilities for destitute or neglected children meant that children of
prisoners were less likely to be taken away from mothers. Although there was sttil some
degree of institutionalisation prisoners famities were likely to be able to have the same
access to the meagre resources dispensed by charities as other groups of destitute people.
Of tiie twenty five famtiies on the visiting tist of Mrs Hughes, a Victorian dispenser of
charity aid , were three women with large famtiies with husbands imprisoned.^^
However these families in common with the other groups on her list were subject to strict
controls over their moral behaviour. Moreover, the definition of betiig a dependent
child was very nartow: when the eldest chtid in the famtiy reached 13 years of age the
whole family was suiick off the Ust of permitted recipients as the child was expected to be
tiie economic provider for the fantily.^i

48 Alford p.218
49 Daniels et al.p 42 Item 766 It seems likely diat diis fadier's 'desertion' of his family was involuntary
and due to his imprisonment as his concem for die children was evident in a later note on the riles
sentfromprison saying diat he wanted his children to continue to be brought up as Roman Cadiolics.
50 Swain (1985) pp.129-130
51 Swain p. 130
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This policy of conttol by neglect stands in marked contrast to the point made by both
Alford52 and Robinson that it was marriage to convicted men that gave women in the
labouring classes theti access to land ownership in the early years of settlement:
The fourteen native bom women who were landholders in their ownrightwere mainly the
wives ofticket-of-leave men who were ineligible to become landholders until their sentences
were served, or they were widows, or in one case, waiting for a husband to be released from
imprisonment.53

Thus penal policy reconstmcted the family as a dependant relationship between men and
women through the principle of detertence. This mode of incorporation through
imprisonment continues to be the dominant symbolic form of punishment.

Financial

distress is the major problem cited by famtiies of prisoners in the several reports from
1926 to date.54 Even those studies dominated by a psychological therapeutic framework
point to economic problems as the major problem experienced by famities outside.55

This parallel punishment of the family outside is effective in adding to the punishment of
the prisoner. Two of the fantily crisis studies found that the men inside were 'fraught
with guilt' over the women's financial hardship.^^

With the shift to welfare capitalism

the loss of the primary bread winner does not push the family into absolute destitution as
it did in the mid nineteenth century but the relative loss of accumulated goods, mortgaged
homes, cars partly paid, and the continuing tinpact of the break in credit payments is
likely to mean that imprisonment imposes a severe economic penality on the whole
family both during imprisonment and for years after the prisoner leaves gaol^^ In
addition the famities of prisoners are the unique category of single parent famities in that
they are the one group whose loss of a primary breadwinner is enforced by the State

52 Alford p. 193
53 Robinson (1985)p. 157
54 These reports are listed separately iin the bibliography
55 although diere are too many to cite here, the major Australian report in this vein by Nancy Anderson
(1965), exemplifies this point
56 p. Morris(1965) and N. Anderson(1965) cited by Judy Jones (1983) p 330
5^ Jones ch.5
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when to be a member of a female headed single parent fantily is to be at risk of the
relative destitution of being below the poverty tine.58

There is a central contradiction in the imposition of imprisonment as the classical
punishment of tiberal capitatism. Sue Smith has pointed up the significance of this
contradiction by citing the classic liberal penal phtiosopher Beccaria on the necessity for
the separation of the family from the punishment of the individual:

confiscations put a price on the head of the weak, cause the innocent to suffer the punishments of
the guilty... what spectacle can be sadder than that of a family dragged into infamy and misery by
the crimes of its head which the submission ordained by die law would hinder the family from
preventing even if it had the means to do so59
Sntith then contrasts this argument for specificity with the actual punishments
experienced by English famiUes of prisoners in the 1980s.60 Both Smith and Hounslow
et al, in a survey of families of prisoners in N.S.W.,

have pointed out that the

contradiction between the philosophy of specificity and the shared but invisible
punishment of the family outside prison is not the result of an unfortunate, unconsidered
oversight in penal poticy. Smith argues that the shared punishment of the famtiy and
the invisibility of that punishment are rather the direct result of penal legal practices:

their persistent omission from penal and welfare policy is informative and indicative of a
process too concerted to be accidental indifference
the neglect of prisoners' families
forms a particularly punitive element in a wider network of social control policies, both of
women and of men through women, and further, that it is a deliberate strategy aimed also at
reinforcing die principle of delerrence^l

Hounslow et al in a similar argument say that the invisibtiity of information about
children of prisoners which adds to the punishment of tiiose chtidren

is not accidental. It is both convenient and necessary, because those who uphold the
revailing legal and penal ideology simply cannot afford to consider what happens to prisoners'
ids. Any recognition of their plight strikes at the very notions of justice', 'innocent' and
'guilt' upon which this ideology is founded.62

E
58
59
60
61
62

Cass & O'LoughUn (1984)
Beccaria C. (1963) cited in Sue Smitii (1986) p.2
Smidi (1986) pp.2-6
Smidi (1986) p.7
Hounslow etal (1982) p.l
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Smith also makes the point that the recent new right emphasis on law and order reinforces
the invisibility of fanulies outside. If prison issues incorporate policies about the welfare
of the prisoner as a famtiy man this undermines the central tinage of the prisoner as a
dangerous offender isolated from and threatening to society.63
'it would be political suicide to build up one picture of crime and criminals to the voting public,
instilling fear and prejudice, and presenting a law and order platform , and dien contravene it
by aiding prisoners' families.'^

In this way then the specific case of famtiies of prisoners reflects and reinforces in a
particularly condensed form, the social relations of the wider society.

The three key aspects of the relationship between public and domestic spheres in general
social life are reproduced but in a condensed form in the specific case of the relationship
between domesticity and penality in its classic liberal form. The interdependence
between the pubtic sphere and the domestic spheres, is exemptified in the ceno-al
punishment in classic legal rational liberalism by the restriction on the individual's
freedom to exchange his labour for wages which is not just a punishment on the
individual but on his family. As a punishment it developed at just that moment in the
constitution of domesticity when the family's dependence on the waged work of the
fatiier became the primary source of income. The punishment to the family was part of
the punishment to the individual. The famities dependence on the male breadwinner was
an unportant feature of tiie 'dull econontic compulsion' to seU his labour tiiat was
essential to the reproduction of the social relations of tiberal captiatism. The punishment
of destitution to the fantily when there was no male breadwinner then was and remains a
key element in tiie interdependance between the public and the domestic spheres.

63 Smidi (1986)
64 Smitii (1986)p.9
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The second element in the constitution of domesticity in the legal rationatity of

tiberatism

is the privileging of the individual over the family and the pubtic sphere over the
d o m e s t i c . It is the punishment and conQ-ol of the individual criminal that dominates the
penal discourses of legal rational liberalism. T h e destitution of the famtiy outside prison
becomes merged with the several impoverishments experienced by other categories of
female headed fanulies. In the classic legal rational era of penality there was almost no
titerature in the penal realm on the shared punishment of fantilies of prisoners.

It was

not untti the positivistic therapeutic gaze feU upon famiUes of prisoners in the late 1950s
that the punishment of the family outside became even marginaUy visible. Most reviews
of literature of famtiies of prisoners start with the 1959 study by Norman Fenton.65
Even in this titerature the punishment of the families was a contingent rather than a
central feature of the discourse . Moreover as G. de Connick points out, in an
overview of the literature on famtiies of prisoners up to 1982,

although various

ameUorations to the situation of famtiies were suggested what is most noticeable about
the studies is the fact that hardly any of theti recommendations were ever implemented. 66
Similarly of the several recommendations concerning famtiies of prisoners in the
N.S.W. reports that include a discussion of their situation, the Nagle Report,

the

Children of Imprisoned Parents Report, the Department of Cortective Services Report on
the effects of marital separation and the Women in Prison Task Force Report, only eight
have been implemented. 67 Valerie Bauhofer makes the same point about her attempts to
make the hidden punishment of children visible to the Department of Cortective Services
in New York in 1987

.. there is .. a very real, not so subde resistance to 'outsiders' to bring about change (in the
pnal system) For years I have been trying, widiout success, to forge institutional connections
between die Department of Correctional Services and child advocacy organizations. My most
recent effort, negotiated at die state and regional level, to introduce Head Start's very
successful 'Exploring Parenting' curriculum to inmate fadiers at state prisons witii die help of
Head Start personnel was dismissed by die DOCS Commissioner6^

65 all of diese are diemselves contained witiiin die families of prisoners texts. See bibliography for list
66 deConinck (1982)
die gap between die reports recommendations and die actual consequences are discussed in greater detail
m chapters five to eight.
68 Bauhofer.(1987)
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Thus the third aspect of the constitution of domesticity in tiberal famtiial potitical
econonties, the masking of the interdependence of the public and the domestic spheres,
foUows on from the privileging of the pubtic over the domestic and the individual over the
family.

Since the late 1970s there have been a number of critical reports based on feminist and
class analyses of the shared and marginatised punishments of the family outside. 69
Nevertheless these stand as isolated studies. They have not been incorporated into any of
the three potentially relevant critical titeratures: the socialist feminist critiques of the
relationship between the state, the famtiy and the economy, the Marxist or radical
critiques of penaUty nor the femirtist critiques of penality and criminology. Nor has there
been any coUection of the various studies in an anthology that indicates the
commonalities as weU as the specific variations across several societies of the hidden
labour, hidden costs and hidden punishment of families outside of prison. This isolated
nature of the criticisms of the hidden punishment of families of prisoners both from each
other and from other more mainstream criticisms of the relations of patriarchal capitatism
means that the second stage of critical analysis , the stage of pubtic systematisation is
not reached. The only pubtics the studies reach are those with a specific interest in
famities of prisoners or else the spasmodic and thus apolitical attention of a wider public.
The condensed invisibility of families of prisoners then is maintained in spite of these
embryonic criticisms. The dominant form of the relationship between domesticity and
penality is stiU that of classic tiberatism - the individual prisoner inside prison manifestly
punished by his restricted access to waged laboiu- and the destitution of the famtiy
outside prison whose shadow punishment is marginalised and largely invisible to the
pubUc gaze.

69 listed separately in Appendix I
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The invisibility of the relationship between the domestic and the penal spheres is
described here as condensed because it remains marginal to so many discourses: the
official and the radical and materiatist titeratures and practices in the penal sphere, the
official and the sociaUst femiitist critiques of welfare practices and the feminist concem
with women and the state and with women and crime. Of the crarent Uteratures in
these areas it is only in the two texts on social control by Stan Cohen and Anne
Edwards that the issue of the fantily in relation to sentencing and punishment is
incorporated into any wider discussions of the social relationships in the broader
famitial potitical economy, and in these two only marginaUy."^o

The work of Smith, Hounslow et al, Jones and the evidence in chapters five to eight of
this thesis indicates that the masked punishment of the family outside of prison remains
the major form of the incorporation of the family into the penal sphere. However there
are other ideological deposits layered onto this basic form. The next layer of poticy that
makes the experiences of famities of prisoners complex, contradictory and ambiguous is
associated with the positivist shift from the 1880s to prison as a place for rehabilitation,
and treatment by experts. In this era of imprisonment as treatment, the family outside is
allowed to enter prison although the extent to which the boundaries between home and
prison become permeable varies with the specific balance between treatment, segregation
or tertor that constitutes punishment in any one state.

III. The family outside but allowed into the prison - the family as 'prime
treatment agency'
The third and fourth modes are a consequence of the transformation in penal ideology
and practice, located by Garland in the late nineteenth century.'^i With the shift from a
philosophy of 'freedom' to a psychology of 'personality' and the idea of the
reformabtiity of tiie offender, the ground is laid for the fantily to be brought into tiie
70 S. Cohen (1985) pp. 217-218, 135-6,78-79, 224-5 Edwards (1988)pp. 136-137
71 Garland (1985)
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penal sphere as part of therapeutic-rehabilitative programmes.

This can take a variety

of forms. Before delineating these various forms it is important to indicate the underlying
factors that influence them. It was argued in chapter one that the left wing functionalist
version of the symbiosis between state and economy did not account for the range of
ways in which various states within capitatist potitical econonties resolved the complex
contradictions within and between the famtiial, political and economic realms. In brief
there are four major areas of contradiction tiiat allow forflexibiUtyof state action: the
conftict of interests between the different fractions of capital, the conflicting demands of
short term economic and long term hegemonic policies, the inherent contradictions of the
philosophy or ideology which authorise the social practices of a 'free market' familial
potitical economy, for example the contradiction between universalism and specificity in
the legal penal sphere and fourthly, the conflict between the economic and the scientific
claims to 'rationality'.

Chapter two outlined the historical shifts in policy as a general refiguration of the penal
sphere towards the rationalisation of punishment but within each of the five major eras
in this transformation there were cyctical swings from the reforming to tiie tertorising
ends of the spectrum of penal policy and practice. In these historical changes the
contradictions and tensions of the famitial political economy made room for flexibility in
the range of choices that states could make in the sphere of legal-penal practice.
These variations from the end of the nineteenth century have been mediated through the
heterogeneity of positivism The social sciences have provided several, and these often
competing, theories of criminality.

The swings in penal administration are mediated then in part through the various
academic legitimations or theories with the various specific social scientific discourses
within positivism tending to 'fit' more or less closely with any one of a number of
different political and bureaucratic discoiu-ses.
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Underpinning the various theories, or social science approaches, to criminatity and 'the
criminal personality' are assumptions, sometimes manifest, sometimes obscure,

about

the fantily of the offender. The way that the family becomes incorporated into the various
programmes of therapy, rehabtiitation, tertor or surveiUance thus changes with the
different degrees of importance that any one state places on the competing discourses
within which punishment is being addressed. In chapter two it was noted that, in
general, the major transformation since the development of positivism has been the
change in the mid twentieth century, away from the unquestioned professional
dominance of positivism and the centratity of the closed institution as the site of control
and survetilance, to the contradictory combination of a rhetoric of deinstitutionatisation
and deprofessionalisation with punishments that retained and extended botii institutional
control and professional expertise but with a paraUel range of controls developing that
increasingly extended, widened, dispersed and m a d e more intensive surveillance and
control within the community. A s Cohen points out, this has led to the paradoxical
situation that the era of deprofessionalisation and suspicion of the theorising of social
science experts has led to an intensification rather than a decline in the influence of
theories of criminality.72

One of the major questions posed by Foucault about the emergence of positivism and the
analysis of the 'present moment' of rationatity as the spirit of m o d e m culture was of the
emergence of humans as both objects and subjects of knowledge. Foucault's question
was not only about how this duality emerged but at what cost: 'This is my question: at
what price can subjects speak the truth about themselves?'73

The cost however is not borne only by the individual w h o is botii object and subject of
power as knowledge.

In the dual conflation in which women's experiences of social life

72 S.Cohen (1985) p. 17
73 cited in Merquior (1985) p.l7
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are subsumed firstly into those of the individual and secondly into the abstract sociality
of the community, the costs of knowing oneself as a sentenced offender are borne too
by those people particularly women who are obligated through theti family relationship
to care for the individual who is constructed as an 'offender'. Through this famtiy
obtigation as the mother, the spouse, the 'moll' or the mother of the child of the
tiidividual prisoner women are pulled into the several scientific discourses. They, too,
become both objects and subjects of the rationatity of the social sciences in the several
often competing theories of crintinatity.

There are broadly six major theories of criminality that are part of the various discourses
that underpin the third and fourth modes of the incorporation of the family into the prison.
The ways that families of prisoners are conceptualised and acted upon is filtered
tiirough the symbotisations of famtiy and criminality within each of these theories. They
are broadly tiie:
Bio-anthropological and the bio psychological
Psycho-dynamic
Sub cultural
Structural,
Radical, and the
Neo-classical
social science titeratures on criminatity.

Bio-AnthropoIogical Theories
The dominant paradigm in the earUest period of positivist criminology was the criminalanthropology school founded by Lombroso. The early formulation of this theory in
the 1870s, at the beginning of the era of scientism defined criminatity in terms of the
atavistic degeneracy of the individual criminal. This earliest form of positivistic
criminology opposed the major discourse of punishment of the classical laisser faire
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era, the discourse of rational free choice. Criminality was not the rational choice of a
free and calculating intellect but the result of predetermined, inherited, organicaUy based
characteristics of the offender. Criminals came from a sub culture within the main
society that was characterised by its genetic inferiority. It was the work of criminal
anthropologists then to measure, classify and segregate the individuals in that sub
culture. The balance in penal policy between universalism and specificity swings to the
latter end of the spectrum with the pressure from this earliest positivist school to
individuatising punishment to fit the offender into the offence.

Although Lombroso's work has been the subject of derisive criticism since 1913,74
the genetic basis of moral inferiority has never been completely absent as an explanatory
model in criminology. It was part of the influential eugenics movement that dominated
discourses about both the family and punishment in the U.S.A., Northem Europe and
Australia well into the 1950s.75 Karier points to the staying power of the myths of the
Jukes and the Kallikaks, two 18th century American famtiies each supposedly
responsible by their profligate breeding, and the uncontrolled breeding of theti later
generations, for'hundreds of the lowest types of human beings' that are supposedly the
pool for criminatity in America.76 As late as 1955, Henry Gartett published General
Psvchology which reprinted the graphic diagrammatic image (see Figure II below) of the
results of Martin Kallakak's interbreeding with a 'feeble minded tavern gtil' to support
the genetic theory of social behaviour.

74 A. Cohen(1966) p.50 Heidensohn (1985)
75 Clarence Karier (1976)
76 see for example Dugdalc R. (1910) Goddard H. (1912) Garreu (1955) Darlington C. (1978) for die
way this myth has been perpetuated
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There are three aspects of the paradigm of genetic inferiority that add to the mythical
power of the Martin Kallikak story: the sexuatity of the criminal's mother or partner, her
inteUectual inferiority and her moral inferiority, are all interwoven strands in this
paradigm of the genetic/social production of a criminal underclass. Although, the
genetic argument has been used to segregate the domestic and the penal spheres, to set up
defiitite boundaries between the home and the prison, these themes also re-emerge in the
positivisitic discourses which bring the family into the prison.

Paul Rock has argued that to examine the work of the early positivists is like resiuxecting
corpses.78 However, although the crude Lombrosian thesis of genetically based
criminality lost plausibiUty by the 1920s, the general thesis of inherited criminogenic
characteristics has been periodically revived in increasingly sophisticated forms. The
influence of body types upon crintinatity was the central focus in Sheldons work and
was a feature of the Glueck's investigation into delinquency in the 1950s.79
Chromosone imbalances, glandular dysfunctions and left hemisphere dysfunctions have
been the most recent variations of Lombrosian positivism.^^

In 1978 the geneticist

Darlington was arguing against prison programmes that include weekend leave or
conjugal visits because one of the major purposes of imprisonment should be the
reduction of the numbers of prisoners descendants:
The recent progressive or Uberal practice of releasing juvenile gangsters from custody at
weekends is intended to allow diem to accustom themselves to fr^om and responsibility. But
in practice it means diattiieybreed. This is not the best way, .. to curb the gang trouble in
Glasgow. ^1

From the point of view of genetic theory, conjugal visiting is also unwise as it too is
tikely to increase criminatity:

78 Rock (1977)'A Review of Carol Smart's" Women Crime and Criminology "'in British Joumal of
Criminology vol. 17 cited in Heidensohn (p. 122)
79 A. Cohen p 52.
8^ Alberta Nassi A. & Stephen Abramowitz S. (1976),
81 CD. Darlington (1978) p. 119
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(die) proposal to allow wives into prisons is designed for another worthy purpose, to reduce
the present incidence of homosexuality. But, in contrast to homosexual relations, it will
increase die prison population when the children so begotten come of age.82

Consequences for the family.
The most manifest and dramatic consequences for famiUes of criminals were the
sterilisation programmes that resulted from these discourses. 21 states in the U.S.A.
practiced eugenical steritization. About 10 per cent of the population were identified as
carrying 'the bad seed' of feeble mindedness.

Between 1907 and 1928 in the U.S.A.

sterilisation laws were passed and over 8,500 people were 'eugenicaUy controlled',
6,200 of them in Califomia.83 The crimes which quaUfied offenders for steritisation
were murder, prostitution, car theft and chicken stealing.84 In some cases imprisonment
was offered as the alternative to steritisation, both of these penal policies then are
incorporating a strongly eugenic function: prison serves as a place of segregation
preventing the prisoner from creating his own family and passing on his 'bad seed'.

However there are more indirect consequences for famtiies of prisoners. It was feeble
mindedness that was associated with the atavistic degeneracy of the criminal. Terman
argued that as the feebleminded were incapable of moral judgement they could therefore
be viewed as potential criniinals.85 This association between inteUect and criminality is
part of the curtent socio biological explanation in Wilson's and Hermstein's work.86
However, if feeble mindedness leads to criminatity, criminatity is the indicator of
inherited feeblemindedness. Both the parents and sibtings and the wife and children of
criminals then are categorised as socially inferior and potentially socially poUuting.
Families of prisoners come to be defined as part of a sociaUy, inteUectually, and morally
inferior sub culture, a class separated from normal society and sharing the criminogenic
characteristics of the prisoner. The implicit conceptualisation of women with fantily

82 Darlington p. 119
83 Karier p. 152
84 Karier p. 131
85 as cited in Karier p. 132
86 J Wilson & R Hermstein (1988)
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obligations to prisoners within this perspective then is that they are both the causes and
the potential accessories in further deviance within and outside of the prison.

Although bio-anthropological theory has been overlaid by several altemative and
opposing theories of criminality, there are two reasons for insisting on its significance
for interpreting the symbiosis between the home and the prison. Ftistiy, from a
Foucaultian perspective it is useful to hypothesise that this conceptuatisation is embedded
in several of the discursive practices within the penal sphere. The architectural layout of
visiting areas, the bureaucratic procedures associated with visiting and letter writing, the
routine day to day relationships between mothers and children visiting prison and the
reactions of potice and prison officers - the flesh and blood representatives of the the
legal penal sphere who are the mediators of penal practices and policies for most of tiie
women who are caught up as famtiies of prisoners tiito the penal realm. Chapters five to
eight indicate the extent to which these conceptuaUsations of woman and chtidren as
members of an inferior class remain part of the complex and contradictory discursive
practices of penalty.

Secondly, as Cohen pointed out in 1966, criminal anthropology, 'tingers on and
occasionally flickers up brightiy enough to create a brief sensation'^^

Nassi & Abramowitz point to the way that domestic violence, drunkenness and persistent
and serious traffic crimes have been associated with 'episodic dyscontror.88 They cite
the work of Mark and Ervin as being especiaUy influential in constituting this behaviour
in the marginalising terms of pathological brain behaviour.89 Both materialist and
feminist concems then are mystified in the definition of these contemporary crimes as
functions of individual, biologicaUy based pathologies.

87 A. Cohen (1966) p 50
88 Alberta Nassi & Stephen Abramowitz (1976) pp. 602-603
89 Mark V & Ervin F (1970) Violence and the Brain. Harper & Row. New York, cited in Nassi &
Abramowitz pp. 602-604
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With the rise of neo-classical economic poticy and 'the retreat from welfare' in
Australia, the U.S. and northem Europe since the 1970s, the particular attraction of a
biological explanation of criminal behaviour that relocates the focus of law and order back
to the inherent constitutional characteristics of the offender, fits weU with the hegemony
of the New Right. The biological or constitutional model, although now overlayered
by, is not replaced by the successive models of criminatity. It remains as one of the
several competing discourses within which penal policy and practices are administered.^
The genetic theory of criminality is part of the wider discourse of the genetic theory of
personality and tiiteltigence. It has great political power or persuasion particularly for
poticies of the New Right as it fits the Darwinian, functional stratification thesis
justifying class, gender and racial inequatities and domination on the basis of a
scientifically legitimated biological inequatity. ^^ Genetic explanations linking
criminality with low inteUigence are curtentiy entering into the general discourse of
criminatity in the recent texts of Mednick, Gabrielli and Hutchings,92 J.Q. Wilson and
R. Hermstein93 and the bio-psychology of H. Eysenck94

Subcultural Theory
(Mminatity in this model still resides in the personality of the offender but it is a cultural
rather than a genetically determined base that creates the potential for detinquency. The
two tiieoretical strands are not completely distinguishable. Lombroso extended the
constitutional theory of criminatity to include a discussion of the influences of a
criminogenic sub culture.95

^ Nassi and Abramowitz point to the funding that Mark and Ervin have been awarded by various federal
agencies in die United state p. 602.
91 H.Eysenck. & G.Gudjonsson (1988)
92 S.Mednick,W. GabrielU and B.Hutchings(1984)
93 J.Q. Wilson & R. Hermstein (1988)
94 Hans Eysenck (1988)
95 Heidensohn pp. 112-113
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Crtiitinality stemsfiromthe different sub cultural values of the population defined as
being 'hard core lower-class' in sub-cultural theory, variously estimated in titerature as
being in the range firom 10 to 60 per cent.96 Gwyn Nettler summarises Miller's and
Banfield's 'class oriented theses' in which the values of hasty hedonism, cunning and
toughness of the criminogeitic lower class are contrasted with the middle class values
described as those that emphasize ambition, the abtiity to postpone gratification, control
of aggression., and respect for property.97 In this paradigm the family is manifestiy at
fault in producing criminality. It is specificaUy the households headed by women
without econontic support from their spouses in which these criminogenic values are
fostered.98 The greater propensity to crime is a result of the lesser 'ego strength' of the
criminal. The failure of the famtiy to adequately sociatise the child then, is one of the
key factors in producing crime. Inconsistent and inadequate family control that fails to
pass on adequate moral lessons results in an absence of shame in the children of lower
class famities.99 The inadequate famtiy, in terms of its nonconformity to the classic,
nuclear family model of bread-winning father and dependent and caring-controlling
mother, is essentially the amoral family, the cause of criminatity.

Just as tiie biological theories of the first layer of criminological positivism were spun into
a more complex skein of discourses in which criminality, intelUgence and demographic
policies were all pulled together into a broader tiiesis which legittinated the poUtical
economic status quo in the first decades of the century, these subcultural theories are
woven into a wider web of discourses linking criminality, mother headed households, a
'culture of poverty' and welfare policies, in the immediate post W.W.n societies of
westem industrialism. The fears which are being tapped tii these successive stages shift

^" Walter Miller (1958)'Lower class culture as a generating milieu of gang delinquency' Joumal of Social Issues
and Banfield E.C. (1968) The Unheavenly City Litde, Brown and Company. Boston., cited in Gwyn Nettle
97 Nettier. (1974) p 144
98 Netderp. 143
99 Spinley B (1964) The Deprived and die Privileged Routledge & Kegan Paul. London., cited in Netder
(1974) p 145.
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from the threat of atavism to the threat inherent in a welfare economy which enables
women to maintain households without men.

Differential association theory
In Sutherland's influential theory of differential association, the prime cause of criminal
behaviour is the learning of a set of sub cultural values which provides both attitudes to,
and the skiUs for, criminal behaviour.

In this variation of sub cultural theory however,

it is the delinquent peers who are the significant socialisers.^oo Nevertheless, it is the
family's fatiure to attach the delinquent to conventional famtiy tife that is the predisposing
factor:

'these two processes (isolation and socialization fatiure) are important because

they increase the probabtiity that a child wiU come into intimate contact with detinquents
and wtil be attracted by detinquent behaviour'101

Psycho-dynamic and Social psychology models
Very close to the sociological sub cultural theories of the 1950s and 1960s,

although

without attempting to resort to the latter's functional stmctural explanations, is the
much more individualistic paradigm in social psychology that defines violence and
aggression as natural. The 1970s work of Eron is cited by Nettier as being a major
influence in this school. ^02 Criminatity

in this model is the result of the fatiure to

provide adequate nurturing to control this natural propensity to criminogenic
behaviour. 103 x h e domestic labour of caring is clearly tinked in this theoretical stance
to the function of control. Moral confomtity is integrally tied to 'the famtiial skiUs of
adequate nurturing that includes both appreciating the child and training him to
acknowledge the rights of others' 104

100 E. Sudieriand and D. Cressey (1966)
101 Sudieriand and Cressey (1966) p. 227
102 Nettier p. 172
103 Netder p. 172
104 NetUer (1974) p.172
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When partners ofprisonersareexpticitiy included in the psychiatric model of
criminality they have been described as havtiig 'the same psychopathology as the
felons'105

It is worth noting that this conclusion comes from a study with the titie: 'A Psychiatric
Study of Wives of Convicted Felons, An Example of Assortative Mating' and that one of
its conclusion was that the psychopathology of the family was likely to be an enduring
characteristic. There is not a clear divide then between the constitutional and the
psychopathological models of crintinatity.

These 1970s theories of crintinal behaviour are also clearly tinked to the eartier
psychodynamic control theories that identify the issue of criminality primarily as a defect
in the control stmcture of the psyche of the individual offender. The famtiy is again
manifestiy the cause of criminatity in this model as it is the infantile and childhood
experiences that fati to provide a proper balance between harshness and nurture thus
exposing the child to the eventual risk of becoming deviant.

In this 'psy' discourse, in which in Donzelot's words the family becomes the site of both
centrifugal and centripetal forces, 106 the famtiy is pathogenic if it fatis etiher to contain or
to free the individual. The famtiy, to be successful, has to maintain the delicate balance
between being inadequately socialising or over restrictive. Fatiure to maintain this
balance then lead to risks of the chtid succumbing to one of three kinds of deviance
according to the particular form of imbalanced sociatisation he receives: deviance as
neurotism through 'over sociatisation',

deviance as aggression through inadequate

socialisation, or deviance as a form of sociatized criminatity. This latter offender does
intematise the appropriate balance of freedom and iitiiibition but his early sociaUsation
leads to his inabtiity to extend this balanced sociality to a group larger than his
105 Samuel Guss et al. (1970)
106 Donzelot (1979 )p.228
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immediate 'in group'107 The 'amoral famtiism' of the domestic sphere is the value that
Umits the boundaries of the deviant's responsibiUty to the extended criminogenic famtiy
of the peer group. The urban anthropology of this approach paraUels the cultural and
poUtical anthropology of the 1950s school of development theory particularly in the work
of Edward Banfield on the 'moral basis of (the) backward society' of South Italy. 108
Banfield spelt out the possible dangers of the spread of 'amoral familism' with its
inherent anti-sociatity through the mechanism of immigration and the spread of this
polluting South Italian culture, within Italyi09 Whilst Banfield argued that - 'Southern
ItaUans are, I feel, much less critical of northerners than vice versa and.. this attitude
bodes well for the assimtiation of southerners to northem Italy if.. the northerners are
not amoralized in the process'HO

The theory of an ethrticaUy based criminogenic sub culture dominates much of the
curtent media presentation of organised crime in both the U.S and in Austratia. One of
the several academic articles that specificaUy links deviance, ethnicity, class and
subculture/famtiy style is notably entitled 'Black Gangs as Family Extensions' . m

This

image of an ethnically based sub cultural group, within but not part of society, and
inherentiy threatening to the mainstream of social life through its intrinsicaUy
criminogenic culture has a particular mytiiic strength. Myths, in Levi Strauss terms,
are sustained because they solve the contradictions of the way that binary oppositions are
used to categorise experience in any specific society.112 One of the cend-al current
contradictions to be explained away is crime in a just and universatistic society. Like the
genetic and the individualist psychology of deviance, explanations incorporating the sub
cultural tiieories, particularly those locating the basis for differences in cultural values in
ethnicity, place the responsibitity for criminatity outside of normal social Ufe. Criminals
107 Richard Jenkins 'Psychiatric Interpretations and Considerations of Treatment' in Hewlett & Johnson
(no date) Fundamentals Pattems of Maladjustment Illinois, cited in A. Cohen (1966) p.55
108 Banfield (1958)
109 Banfield p.156
110 Banfield p. 157
111 Wain Brown (1978)
112 Claude Levi Strauss (1964)
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are 'enemies within' who can be identified by scientifically rational experts because of
the essentiaUy arational characteristics of the criminal. They are either feeble-minded, part
of an earlier pre-universalistic therefore pre-rational culture, or they have not been
exposed to the proper balance between freedom and nurture and so are not socialised
sufficiently to give up their arational pattem of ego-centric behaviour. In each case
criminatity is mediated through the famtiy and in each case the problem of criminality is
defined as the famtiy's failure to sociatise the deviant out of a primitive amoraUty and
arationality. To become a moral citizen is the process of becoming a rational citizen
capable of understanding, and wiUing to be part of, the universaUstic principles of tiberal
rational society.

The unspoken image that hovers over all three accounts of criminality - sub cultural,
psycho dynamic and differential association - is of a threatening amoral public space in
which young, working class men congregate unfettered by chains of conformity forged
in conventional i.e. middle class famtiy relationships.

However, the family has a dual and contradictory part in these discourses. It becomes
tiie site of both the blame for, but also the possible reformation of, the resociatised
moraUy upright reformed prisoner. Although the family is to blame it also becomes the
'prime treatment agency' in these master stories of deviance and control.

(i) Family as 'bridge ' and 'prime treatment agency' ii3
There are broadly two forms of this style of incorporation. Those in which the famities'
visits act to maintain the prisoners' contact with the world outside so that famtiy contact is
encouraged to preserve the famtiy as the prisoners' 'bridge' back to normal tife. The
family in this case provides both social and material resources. It is defined as the agent
of the prisoners resocialisation back into the citizen skiUs of 'scheduling time .. paying

113 Peny (1974)
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btils ... (and) meeting social obUgations'ii4, and also of being the most frequentiy used
material buffer, supplying home, money and job contacts in the crucial early post release
period. 115

Women's key economic role is neatiy mystified in the standard social science conflation
of woman and family in the mainsd-eam of the famtiies of prisoners literature on
maintaining family contact. However, in one study of the early post release period,
Jeffrey Lticer, highlights the way that class, race and gender inequalities are exacerbated
by imprisonment policies. ii6 Although he doesn't question the assumption of famitism
underlying imprisonment poticies, Liker found that it was women, particularly mothers
of male prisoners who bore the high economic and emotional costs of the immediate post
release period. The majority of the freed men in his study of black prison releasees
went home to their families, 60% to mothers or mother surrogates, 20% to wives or
partners. These women were atieady bearing the financial burdens of theti class and
gender in having sole responsibitity for chtidren whilst having access only to low status,
low income insecure jobs. 57% of the mothers nevertheless received no contributions
from the men towards housekeeping nor did 38% of the wives.ii7 Even those men who
did pay were tikely to bortow more than they contributed.

Liker's work makes expticit the economic exploitation of women that is involved in this
particitiar mode of the incorporation of the family into the penal sphere. In the
mainstream famtiies of prisoners titerature however, home is unproblematically
constituted as that place 'where, .when you have to go there, they have to take you
in.'ii8
Bartet and Mcintosh in tiieti critical analysis of famtiy life in the wider society, point
up the tife long imptications for parents, particularly mothers, of this sense of
114 John Irwin (1970) p. 178
115 Irwin (1985) p. 46
116 Liker (1981)
117 Liker p. 16
118 OgdenNash cited by Michelle Barrett & Mary Macintosh( 1982) p.22
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security that kinship relations provides:'It is almost as if chtidren m a y choose to reject
the parental home but the parents are expected to continue to provide it as a minimal
seciuity for the adult chtid.'119

The positivistic literature on recividism and the family unreflexively reinforces this
construction of the domestic realm as involving this long term obtigation of women. 120

Nevertheless, in much of the mainstream families of prisoners literature surtounding
these programmes, w o m e n on theti own are not defined as being sufficiently skilful to
do the work of rehabtiitation.

The echo of the model of criminatity that associates delinquency with the social
inadequacy of the family of the prisoner is evident in discoiu-ses that are explicitiy
dtiected to famities of prisoners. In Pautine Morris's classic study of famtiies of
prisoners, in 1965, the wives of civil prisoners were characterised as '(living in)
poverty, squalor, inadequacy and general social incompetence.'121

In a 1988 paper by Ray Kidney the Dtiector of 'Offenders Aid and Rehabilitation
Services of South Austratia', the major agency overlooking the interests of famities of
prisoners in South Australia,

describes the work of the agency as work with

families (who) have to adjust to live on much less, others are socially inadequate and they need
die help of community volunteers to be taught budgeting and survival skills. Recipes for
nourishing, cheaper meals, altering good used clotmng, readily available from thrift shops are
just two more practical areas where help is needed....groups are being held to teach parenting,
cooking and sewing skills with encouraging results as well as attemptmg to deal with the odier
problems of reintegration into die community.l^^

119 Bairett & Mcintosh p.22
120 Rudi Cavans & Eugene Zemans (1958) Norman Fenton (1959) John twin ri970) Norman Holt &
Donald Miller (1972) Susan Cobean & P. Power 'a978)K. MoUer & S. Gosden (1983) S. Ekland
Olson M Supanic, S. Campbell & K. Lenehan (1983)
121 Pauline Monris (1965) p.253
122 Ray Kidney (1988) p.3
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However it is in the mainstream positivistic therapeutic writings that the famtiy is
most definitively categorised in 'scientific' terms, as a necessary but

tiiadequate

moral adjunct of the penal system. In this literature, famtiy visits are n o help in
reducing recidivism unless the social science experts intervenes. Norman Holt and
Donald MiUer 's tiifluential paper argues that 'unless supplemented by famtiy
counseltiig these visits may be of no help to any necessary family readjustments after
the inmates release'123

This assumption of the necessity for the family to be reconstituted by the help of social
science experts is the basis for the second and 'stronger' version of the family as 'prime
treatment agency'.

In the most fully worked out versions of this therapeutic model of

domesticity and incarceration, the family spends time in prison with the prisoner and the
counsellors, towards the end of the sentence, working through family therapy or family
counseUng programmes.

One programme in Philadelphia in the United States brings the prisoner's partner
into the prison once a week in the three months before his release to work with the
prisoner in apsychodynamically oriented programme of counseling. 124 The aims
are to restore the famtiy relationships through a knowledge of the psychosexual
development, personality, structures, ego and superego functioning, impulse control,
object relations, level of anger, and frustration areas of unmet needs, nature of
support system and dreams and goals and in general by 'tapping into the patient's
ego strengths, optimism and destie for a better life to make the therapy productive..
•125

123 Holt & Miller p 40
124 Hoience Kaslow (1978)
125 Kaslow p.58
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This is achieved in part by reinforcing the 'normal' famtiy relationships between the
prisoners spouse and the prisoner
by exploring feelings of all members about the imprisonment and the reason for it. Guilt,
recrimination, desire to escape from the relationship should be handled
is there space in
the family for the ex-offender and, if so how does the role he now will be expected to play
differ from diat he lived before imprisonment? 126

The control through counseling extends into the after prison period with the
recommendation that the prisoner's partner and prisoner be 'transferted to a mental
health, family service or other agency in theti home community for a continuation of the
therapy begun in prison'i27

The legitimation for the programmes are that the caring work of the woman in the home
prevents further criminality
It is hypothesised that when someone feels needed, loved and respected by his/her important
others he/she is less likely to commit the kinds of antisocial acts which bnng him/her to the
attention of the criminal justice system. 128

It is specifically the domestic emotional labour and relational skill of the women which
is defined as being cmcial to the prisoners reform in these discourses, 'a major
detemtinant of the accord which a married releasee achieves when he resumed life with
his wife was her avoidance of behaviour which could impair his sense of
independence'129

Glaser cites the parolees own phrases about how the 'normal' wife should behave on the
man's release
by being encouraging and not nagging - not mentioning anydiing about it (his record) and not
feeling sorry for me'

126 Kaslow p.58
127 Kaslow p.58
128 Kaslow p.59
129 Daniel Glaser (1969) p.253
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'she don't say nothing about the past or nothing like that
been away from home'

she makes me feel like I've never

'Love, faith, by never nagging me ... doesn't question where I'm going when I leave in the
moming'13<^

In 1964 a group of clinical psychiatrists initiated a fantilies counseting programme in San
Quentin prison.i3i This was an extension of the I.C.E., the Increased Correctional
Effectiveness programme, in which prisoners tived on a 'ranch' just outside the main
prison walls and worked during the day in prison industries. The group counseting
programme that was part of this scheme for 'increased cortectional effectiveness'
included three forms of groups: groups of prisoners and counseUors meeting every other
day, weekly meetings of husband-wife groups, and monthly meetings when the wives
had the additional work of bringing their chtidren to the group counseling sessions. The
finely detailed control overtimealloted to these specific programmes extended to the way
the psychiatrics ordered the style of family interaction
originally, the children met first as a group separate from die parents, and dien in a total family
group, this proved unwise
(then) we had the total family group meet first for 30 to 40
minutes, followed by meetings of three separate small groups, husoands and wives, children
over nine, and children under nine. The children's groups were divided at their own request.
These small groups met simultaneously for 30 to 40 minutes, and this was followed by a
visiting period during which all the families met togedier, with the correctional officer
present. 132

Although the psychiatrists acknowledged the several economic and social burdens that the
women faced,i33 these were not factors that were addressed in the sessions described in
the literature. The women were defined very much more in terms of theti deficiencies as
wives of the prisoners and as ineffective mothers of the potentiaUy detinquent chtidren.
The women were described as both moraUy, sexually and socially inadequate. The myth
of the Kallikaks can be seen as a clear bridge between the biological positivism of genetic
inadequacy and this later psychiatric constitution of wives of prisoners as socially and
130 Glaser pp. 253-255
131 Harry Wilmer, Irving Marks, Edwin Pogue.(1965)
132 Wilmer et al. pp. 380-381
133wihTieretal.p.382
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psychologically deficient.

In theti relationships with the husband the wives' sexuality

fitted what caUed be called tiie psychiatric version of 'the three bears syndrome'. Theti
sexuatity was a problem in need of therapeutic counseling, either because it was
insufficient 'some whose husbands are in prison for sexual offences, recognize theti
own frigidity and ambivalence ....'
or because it was over abundant '

some are prontiscuous, unstable w o m e n with

histories of delinquency'134

The duality of this sexual inferiority was associated with the women's parallel intellectual
inabtiity to balance the fine line between an overabundance or an insufficiency of love for
theti chtidren

many fear being hurt by their children, whom they unconsciously wish to hurt or reject This
often results in extraordinary moralistic, rigid, punitive and dommeering behaviour on die
mothers' part. Some love their children so much they cannot bear to hurt them or disillusion
them.

The women were also not confomting to the famtiial ideal of powerless morality by
conducting theti family relationships in terms of subsuming theti own interests in the
interests of the developing personatity of their chtid 'sometimes the mother uses the
child's dependent needs to assuage her own deprivation of affection. This tends to create
a 'pawn-child' closely tied to the mother and isolated from peers.'i35

This construction of the behaviour as the deviant selfishness of the mother then is
interpreted as likely to produce a deviant personality in the prisoner's child 'tike the
mother the chtid becomes preoccupied with himself, driven to selfishness, and afraid of
close relationships with other people'i36

134 This 'flanking attack on women as the cause of men's immorality, eidier in terms of the women's over
abundance or lack of sexuality, reechoes the late 18th scapegoating and denigration of women
in relation to the problems of social control in die early days of die N.S.W. colony (see ch.2 p.60
citing Alford p.2l)
135 Wilmer etal. p. 382
136 Wilmer etal.p.382
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However,

with the aid of the superior rational moratity of the psychiatrists,

problems, the penal problem of recidivism and the women's problems,

the family

all potentially

were solved as:
the family counseling program,.. helped to strengthen family ties and work out many
difficulties and misunderstandings prior to the husband's parole. Such programmes might help
prevent recidivisim of prisoners and improve the lot of the prisoner's wife.
The women w h o were reluctant to d o the work of bringing their chtidren to the prison for
these sessions were subjected to some pressure 'those w h o were frightened or
suspicious were soon convinced by other couples that 'family counseling' required that
children be present.'137

This project was explicitly tied to the shift in the sphere of penatity towards extending
punishment and control out into the community through work furlough and parole
programmes. 138 T h e family was manifestly betiig brought tiito the prison to extend the
the control over the prisoner's behaviour within the prisoni39 but more importantiy to
extend the moral grip of the scientific rationatists over the famtiy outside to constitute it
as the 'natural' site of the moral reform of the prisoner in the community.

'The total

family group both inside and outside prison is the natural therapeutic step in the
resocialisation of the total family.'140

Nevertheless, withtii his paradigm, although the fantily is constituted as the 'natural' site
of moral control, the complexities of prison tife and the potentiaUy deviant
psychopathology of the prisoner's famtiy makes essential the continuing intervention by
a hierarchicaUy ordered set of scientific experts

because of the complexity of family groups in prison treatment programmes we believe it
imperative that such programmes be undertaken only by experienced group therapists, with the
consultation of a participating psychiatrist 141
137 Wilmer etal.p 385
138 Wilmer etal. p. 389
139 Wilmer etal 397
140 Wilmer etal p. 388
141 Wilmer etal p. 389
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In both cases of control, within and outside of the prison the 'natural' famtiy alone is not
a sufficient guarantee of commitment to moral values. Moreover this control through the
powerful rational moratity of the behavioural scientists was expticitiy defined as
constituting control over the prisoner and the wife and children in the 'outside' world
we feel that family group treatment in the prison should, ideally, be supplemented by group
treatment of die entire family after die prisoner is released on parole. This would make possible
further observation, understanding, and assistance of the 'real Ufe family' for which the prison
programme is preparation ....

The constitution of penality as an intersection of physical, epistemological and moral
control in these social science discourses is tilustrated in the recommendation that 'in
subsequent studies there should be long term foUow up as well as concurrent
observations and information from schools and social agencies'

Ten years later, Wtiliam Sacks, Jack Seidler and Susan Thomas were making the
same argument for greater behavioural science intervention in the tives of families of
prisoners. Although their focus was on reducing the potentially delinquent behaviour
of prisoners' children they also constituted the family as the moral site of tiie
prisoner's redemption
ourfindingssuggest diat die prisoner's failure to live up to society's laws often follows his
failure to fulfil his family role. Yet die stated desire of die imprisoned fathers in our study to be
better parents could prove a sttong motivating factor in their rehabilitation. 142

The most far reaching curtent example of family tiierapy programmes is the one mn by
the Swedish Prison and Probations Service at Gruvberget ViUage in the north of Sweden.
In this programme both the partners and children of prisoners tive in the prison viUage at
Gmvberget for two or three weeks towards the end of the prison sentence. The
programme is oriented, as is tiie programme in Philadelphia, to restmcturing and
reinforcing famtiy relations through a series of psychologically oriented group
142 William Sack, Jack Seidler & Susan Thomas(1976)
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counseling sessions. However, the focus in the Swedish programme is closer to the
San Quentin programme in being oriented much more towards the parent chtid
relationship. Betweenthebeginningof the course in 1978, to 1986, 115 famiUes of
prisoners had been through the course including 152 chtidren and 203 adults. In six of
the famtiies both parents were prisoners visiting Gmverbet with theti children. i43

Although there have also been family counseling sessions involving parenthood in
Canada, Denmarki44 in San Quentin, and in prisons in Kansas and Idaho in the United
States,i45 male prisoners as parents are generaUy an almost invisible population in
mainstream penal discourses. 146 The scientific rationatity of the medicatised control
conflicts witii the economic rationality which privileges the control of prison budgets and
judicial rationaUty which continues to constitute the prisoner, as it did in the liberal
individualism of competitive capitalism, as individuals free of aU ascriptive social
attributes. However parenthood is the major issue in the political technology of the
penal discourses when the social science gaze falls upon women prisoners. The generally
agendered nature of the reformist school which conflates the terms 'prisoner' and 'male'
is inverted once children become the key concem. Male prisoners disappear and the term
'prisoner' is conflated with 'woman' 147 The official discourses too reflect this bias.
There are no official records in Austratia detailing the numbers of chtidren of male
prisoners. 148 The series of articles, about bonding and absence of prisoner parents,
detailed discussions about the age at which children can remain in prison v/itii their parent
after theti birth, and the comparative benefits of parent and babies urtits or release on

143 B Altahr-Cederberg (1986)
144 Robert Marsh (1983) p.l62 Sari Schiff (undated)
145 Marsh (1983)
146 and the courses that do run are not usually part of any long term programme
147 among odiers: Yale Law Joumal, anon( 1978.) Brenda McGowan & Karen Blumedial (1978) Suzanne
Hatty (1984) James Gaudin(1984) PhylUs Jo Baunach( 1985) James Boudoris (1985)
148 Hounslow et al (1982 p.l) and personal communication with N.S.W. Department of Corrective
Services Research Department (1988)
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ticense schemes for prisoner parents of young children,

are almost exclusively about

women prisoners. 149

There are two invisible populations in this process of distortion comprising the male
prisoners as parents and the women carers of the prisoner's chtidren. The invisibility of
the first population is highlighted by the title of an American text. Mothers in Prison. 150
Whilst there are some joumal articles and a few prison programmes incorporating
children of male prisoners, the male prisoner constituted as a parent is not the focus of
these discourses as is the woman prisoner, in the majority of the writings on chtidren of
imprisoned mothers. Fathers in Prison is a non-title in the orthodox criminological, the
social work and the critical, literature on the effects of imprisonment, because the
prisoners' fatherhood is virtually never a civil status that is at issue.i5i The relative
absence of a parallel discourse about children of male parents is predicated on the
invisible domestic labour of the mother or mother substitute of his child.

The masculinity of the prison is a deitial of the man's parenthood but that deprivation
can only operate because of the extensive domestic labour of the women carers of
prisoners' chtidren. In the reformist phase of penality the man's civil status as parent is
denied as part of his punishment yet it is also encouraged as part of his reformation, as
the bridge back to normatity. The tension between these conQ-adictory aspects of men's
imprisonment is resolved through tiie exploitation of women's domestic labour of
matiitaining contact between prisoner and chtid but also through the denial of tiie
importance of that laboiu-. Without the network of women's labour that underpins penal
policies the balance between punishment and reform in terms of the prisoner's loss and

149 the work in die United States by Sacks (1976) and Sacks etal. (1976) on die impact of imprisonment
on children of both men and women prisoners, is the notable exception here, (discussed in greater
detail in chapter six.)
150 Baunach (1985)
151 One exception to this is the case in the early 1980s of a prisoner in Victoria who made a claim to die
Equal Rights Commission that he should have the same right as an imprisoned mother in that state to
be able to care for his baby in prison. Aldiough he won his case, the prison administration was able
to deny his claim on the grounds of their inadequate facilities for safeguarding the safety of die
child.
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retrieval of parenthood would not be maintained. The balance wottid shift towards the
tertorising end of the scale in terms of the absolute deprivation of the prisoner's right to
maintain contact with his children and the image of imprisonment as a humane and just
punishment would be more difficult to maintain. The seemingly 'natural' work of
women in enabling men prisoners to maintain theti civil status as parents is only made
visible by being reflected in the mirtor of the severe loss of parenthood experienced by
women prisoners who do not have a parallel network of domestic labour to support them.
In one of the few articles that addresses the issue of men in prison as absent parents,
Linda Koban compared the different effect of incarceration on the famities of men and
women. She found that men have the advantage of an established support system for
the child they leave outside; men's children are more often living with the other parent;
more men than women have frequent contact with theti children; fewer men have
problems getting through to their children; men can depend on the child's mother to bring
the children for a visit; men's children are less often separated from their siblings; and
men are not usuaUy incarcerated as far from theti home communities. 152 Similarly,
Sacks et al. found that, whether it was the mother or father who was the prisoner, it was
the mother who was most often called upon to perform the difficult task of explaining
the imprisonment to the chtidren. 153

When prison programmes do address the issue of parenthood the concem is usually
manifested only towards the end of the period of imprisonment, not in the traumatic
periods of artest, early sentencing and classification, and the long term period covering
the main body of the sentence. Moreover, the programmes are oriented towards
evaluating the 'normality/abnormality' of the mother. In the small scale pilot
programme on parental counseling in Idaho, the wives of the prisoners in the
programme, after doing the extensive domestic labour of caring for the prisoners'
children throughout tiie several earlier traumatic phases of arrest and punishment, had to
152 Koban (1983)
153 Sacks etal. (1976)
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aUow an observer into theti home to record their 'parenting sktils', prior to an eight week
training programme in the prison attended by both the prisoner and the mother and
children.

T h e period of 'at home' observation involved the prisoners wife in being

intensively measured and scored according to a 'Behavioural Observation' form on
which w a s recorded the number of ttines the chtidren complied with the mothers'
commands and the types of control behaviour she exhibited. The observer

scored a wide range of behaviors including such positive responses as approval, attention and
positive physical responses and such negative responses of cnildren ana parents as crying,
disapproval, destructiveness, humiliation, yelling and hitting. 154

The w o m e n also were involved in

... writing self-reports, completion of an 'Adjectives Check list' on each of the children,
measurement of mterpersonal communication skills of parents by means of a pre'test/post-test in
155
the parent training class

The political technology of the social sciences in the constitution of the
family as 'the cause' and 'the bridge': the techno-reformist literature on
families of prisoners
It is in this mode of incorporation of the famtiy into the legal penal sphere that the
mainstream positivist literature on families of prisoners developed. Of the several texts
or joumal articles on tiie experiences of famiUes of prisoners the dominant theme has
been one of techno -reformism. In this approach the famtiy of the prisoner is defined
as a 'fantily in crisis' or as a 'disorganised family' but it is 'the family's' response or
adjustment rather than imprisonment as the the source of the crisis that is defined as
problematic. 156 Moreover 'the family' in these studies is conflated with 'the wife'. As
the various authors of the techno-reformist studies develop their thesis it becomes the
response of the wife to her prisoner husband or more rarely their chtidren, that is under

154 Marsh (1981) pp. 160-11
155 Marsh (1981) p.157
156 This bias in die family crisis approach has also been pointed out by de Connick (1982) and Judy Jones
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scmtiny, and it is her domestic labour of responding appropriately that has to be judged
and managed.

The techno-reformist literature extends from the 1930si57 to the 1980s: in a 1981 report
on the problems faced by prisoners' wives, Daniels continues to use the model of the
family '... as a major untapped resource in a rehabilitative correctional system'i58

and in 1983 Robert Marsh was basing his argument for greater resources for group
counseling in prison on the claim that the fantily '... provides a stable environment for
the released offender and ultimately reduces recidivism'i59

However it was in the period from the 1950s to the late 1970s that this approach
dominated the literature on famiUes of prisoners. The first of the major texts in the field
was the work by Norman Fenton in 1959.

Fenton specifically directed attention to the family as 'the therapeutic agent'. In
Fenton's work most of the key elements of the approach in the later texts are laid out: the
family is designated as the social unit most likely to prevent recidivism. But the family on
its own is unlikely to achieve the right balance in the post imprisonment relationship. It
is necessary therefore to intervene scientifically in the relationship between the prisoner
and his famtiy and reconstmct it in terms of the appropriate balance in the relationship.
He advocated a course on family counseting for custodial staff in the Califomian
Department of Cortections and a programme of group psychotherapy for fantily members
of prisoners due for parole.

157 Ernst Mowrer (1932) The Family University of Chicago Press cited in Struckhoff (1977)
158 Daniels & Burnett (1981) p. 310
159 Marsh (1983) p. 162
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One important refinement added in the literature following on from Fenton's work, and
one that eventually became the focus of this approach, was the importance of diagnosis.
The writers very quickly took on the role of scientific researcher into the domestic
relationship prior to and necessary for the counseling. The titerature thus shifted
towards a 'blaming' discourse, defining several forms of domestic relationships,
indicating the appropriate and normal form and, by definition, categorising aU others as
'family disorganisation'.

One description, summarised in chapter two, of the development of the modem form of
penaUty was that it comprised three sub spheres: the normalising, the cortectional and
the segregative. 160 Scientific rationatity in the social space of the overlapping spheres
of domesticity and penality combines all three forms: families of prisoners experience the
imposition of the normalising procedures of the social sciences specifically in terms of
theti- domestic function of correcting tiie damages to tiie self esteem of prisoners that are
the result, in tum, of the State imposed punishmQnt-hy-segregation

of the man from his

family. In Kaslow's words counseling works by exploring feelings of all members about the imprisonment and the reason for it. Guilt,
recrimination, desire to escape from the relationship should be handled
is there space in the
family for the ex-offender and, if so how does die role he now wiU be expected to play differ
fixim that he lived before imprisonment?161

With this shift, Reuben's Hill's work on the 'family in crisis' became the basic
paradigm within which the literature developed. 162 One of the most marked feauires of
the 'famtiy crisis' literature is the increasingly positivisitic character of the literature.
'Families in crisis' are constituted in terms of highly schematic pattems of famtiy
relationships. Variables are constructed from these models and are calculated in
tiicreasingly statistically sophisticated terms. The patii from nominal to more
sophisticated forms of categorisation and analysis can be charted by marking the changes
160 Garland (1985) ch. 1.
161 Kaslow (1978) p.58
162 HUl (1949)
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from the work by Norman Fenton in 1959 to Pautine Morris's study in Britain in the
1965s and the studies in the United States by Staitiey Brodsky in 1971, WiUiam Perry
in 1974 and David Struckhoff in 1977.

Pautine Morris's work on 588 women who were married to prisoners in British prisons
in the 1960s - Prisoners and theti Families is one of the most influential texts in the
literature. Morris's work was comprehensive both in terms of the numbers of women
who were interviewed and the forms of research that she employed. The detatied
information on impoverishment, social isolation, problems of information and the
amount of work involved in matiitaining the family outside of prison gives vivid and
graphic evidence of the hidden punishment and hidden labour involved for women who
are partners of imprisoned men. Most of this evidence comes from the detatied informal
responses she records in which the women speak for themselves about their experiences.
However it is on the quantitative and analytic measurements of family disorganisation
and family adjustment that Morris centred her findings. She used a variety of statistical
techniques to estimate factors associated with the levels of family adjusdnent.

She also developed a categorisation of prisoners famities according to the various
pattems of dominance/submissive or niuturant/receptive relations between the two
partners. From these pattems six possible kinds of family relations were described:
'dependant wife-dominant husband, motiiering wife -dependent husband, dominant wifepassive husband, immature wife-immature husband, mature wife-dominant husband.'^^^

Morris, after categorising the women into one of these nominal types, used a case study
approach to analyse the 'families adjustment to the crisis'. Her work nicely exemplified
Foucault's description of the rational management procedures of analytic discourse and

163 Morris (1965) pp. 144-206
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the ways that social science can become a technology of control through confession. 164
However it was in the American studies that the protiferation of the schema for
deciphering and interpreting this confessed material blossomed.

Nine years after the publication of Morris's work. Perry used the same categories but
caUed the family forms - 'Daddies and Dolls, Mothers and Sons, Bitches and Nice
Guys, Masters and Servants, both dontinant - hawks or both nurturant - doves 1^^

This naming more explicitly placed the blame for 'inadequate' family relations on the
women: dolls, mothers, bitches and servants having different connotations to the terms
used for the men - daddies, sons, nice guys and masters. Moreover the fantily crisis
paradigm here clearly incorporates the 'psy' assumptions that the responsibility for the
adjustment to the crisis is a natural part of the domestic labour of the women. Perry's
judgements of the women in his sample is that few of them measiu-ed up to the ideal of an
assertive purposeful wife but were too passive and intimidated by theti husbands to be
able to perform the expected labour of influencing or modifying the husband's social
behaviour. 166 Perry, himself a professional Classification and Parole Programme
Administrator, argues that these (abnormal) women then needed the professional skills of
a better resourced team of parole agents to achieve the normal and natural skills necessary
for a properly rhythmic relationship with their paroled husbands. 167

The three major texts, following Morris's work in this literature, used increasingly
sophisticated, more intensive and more statisticaUy based analytic techniques to decipher
the confessions.

Foucault's thesis that knowledge insidiously objectifies those on

whom it is applied and that stuvetilance, classification ordering and coding are not
simply aids to control and discipline but are themselves woven into the very form of

164 Foucault (1978) pp. 66-67
165 Perry (1974)
166 Perry pp. 88-93
167 Perry p. 98
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power itself, is strongly echoed in Stanley Brodsky's description of his methodological
approach and his analysis: 'the study called for photocopying mati written and received,
tape recording visits of the prisoner, and personal interviews'! ^ s u c h close survetilance
of the prisoner and his family created 'a distressing and persistent feeling of being an
unwanted eavesdropper '169 and then became the subject of intensive scrutiny
.. the measure of personal pronounfrequencyused (p.p.r.) was personal pronouns per 100
words... means and standard deviations for Ip were calculated... the last two time segments
sampled for letters to siblings produced very high Ip rates of 10.3 and 11.0% respectively ...
and mtercorrelations were periormed between Ip frequency and length of confinement... none
were significant at die 0.5 levell70

David Stmckhoff applied even more sophisticated forms of analysis to measure
prisoners' wives attitudes. He carefully distanced his work from the less sophisticated
scientific analyses of the preceding studies none of which, he argued, had a ' cohesive
schema of the variables 'i7i

The Foucaultian thesis that the normatizing power of political technologies succeed when
they are only partially successful because when there is failure this is constmed as
further proof to reinforce and extend the power of expertsi72 is clearly manifested in the
reformist famities of prisoners literature. Pauline Morris, after testing 13 factors, that is
aspects of the women's lives, for their relevance to 'adjustment' found that
'unfortunately none of these factors was related to tiie adjustment score with the exception
of family size

' and she concludes her analysis of what factors are associated with

the prisoners wives' ability to adjust by suggesting
by testing separately two areas of adjustment we have been able to isolate certain factors which
are relevant to this process, and we feel diat this points to the desirability of testing each area
individually had the resources of the research been available ..Furthermore it confmns the view
that our method of constructing an overall index of adjustment was not satisfactory and greater
refinement is necessary. 173

168 Brodsky (1971) p.l 19
169 Brodsky p. 126
170 Brodsky p. 178
171 SttTickhoff (1977) p.6
172 Foucault (1977) p. 268-272
173 Morris p. 227
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Nine years later Stmckhoff emphasizes the importance of scientific rationality in the
problem of reconstructing prisoners fantilies as sites of moral redemption. Although he
clearly contrasts his own more sophisticated research techniques with the earlier titerature
til the field and argues that his work exemptifies clarity in its definitions of 'adjustment',
'famtiy' and in the more scientificaUy sophisticated eight variable schema that he uses as
a model to test for disorganisation and adjusdnent, he nevertheless continues the success
-through -failure technique in his conclusion by arguing that
the failure of the data to support six hypotheses derived from the Uterature indicates that the
conceptualisation of adjustment to separation has not been sufficiently concise and that greater
clarity in the future will be achieved through either more reconceptuauszation or additional
identification of specific problems of adjustment 174

Even though his questioning was so invasive of the women's lives that '...three wives
broke down and cried, (and) others seemed upset but didn't cry', he argues for future
researchers to include more specific and concise questions about the problems of
'adjustment'175

So the reformist technicist studies became ends in themselves, seeking to catch the most
private and deticate aspects of prisoner family relationships in sophisticated networks of
analysis. The family, that is the woman, properly controUed to behave normally by a
network of well resourced professional experts, is constmcted as a basic resource for
reform. Reform is predicated upon intensive surveillance, personal confessions and

174 Stmckhoff pp. 6-7
175 Stmckhoff p. 103
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tiitricate analysis. In the majority of the studies there is no questioning of penatity and
none of famtiism.

More recentiy however the potential for a feminist analysis in Morris's approach has been
realised in Judith Jones study of 35 women, married to long term male prisoners in
Melboume.176 Whtist Jones is critical of the mascutiitist biases in the mainstream famtiy
crisis studies she argues that to understand the position of women caught up in the hidden
punishment of being wives of prisoners, it is appropriate to develop a typology of
prisoners' fantilies based on a questionnatie covering details of the personal relations of
the wife and the prisoner prior to sentencing. The form of family relationship prior to
imprisonment she argues, mediates the form of hidden pimishment experienced by the
women outside. Jones uses a taxonomy of family forms as an indicator of the power
relationships between husband and wife. This categorisation is then used to estimate
the level of independence women are likely to achieve whtist their husbands are
imprisoned and the extent to which theti famtiy relationship with the prisoner becomes a
source of his abiUty to manipulate and control the wife outside. 177 Her work is one of
the few recent critical studies that set the position of women who have a family
obtigation to care for prisoners in a broader stinctural framework that incorporates a
class and/or a gender analysis of the women's hidden punishment and labour. 178

A thtid approach, poUticaUy positioned between the psychologicaUy oriented technoreformist and the critical class and/or femiitist discourses, has re-emerged in the
Uterature, from the 1930s to the presenLi79 This is the social administrative reformist
Uterature. This school advocates funding for practical advice and material help

176 Jones(1983)
177Jones ch.4
178 these include M c e Crosdiwaite (1975), Liker (1981), de Coninck (1982) Judy Jones (1983) Betty
Hounslow (1984) Valerie Bauhofer, (1987), Headier Deane (198
179 The first major study in Australia, of 55 families in die early 1960s in Victoria, reported in Nancy
Anderson (1965'), is a good example of this approach. In her conclusion, Anderson , herself,
points to the problems with this perspective
'it seems useful but lacking when it deals with the .. multi-problem and lower class
families.' (p. 39)
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to'families of prisoners'in order that the family relationship with the prisoner is
maintained, both to enable the prisoner to survive prison, and primarily to help the
family's role in the prisoner's rehabititation after his release. This approach does not
constitute the woman in the home as psychologicaUy deficient It rather focuses on the
tinmediate, and long term, effects of imprisonment as causing the problems faced by 'the
fantily' outside. However, those problems are not defined in the literature as being
potiticaUy unacceptable. The women is constituted as the unwitting victim of a series of
unfortunate but necessary events. Although the problem of the contradictory position of
families of prisoners is made explicit tii these discussions, the solutions that this school
offers is a mixture of
(i) lintited changes in penal programmes with an emphasis upon greater practical and
material support for the fantily during the imprisonment and the after-care phase,
and
(ii) professional intervention, based on the skills of 'family crisis management', to
enable the woman to 'cope' with the emotional, financial and child management
problems that she faces at each stage of the punishment, from arrest, through the
chronic period of incarceration to the stage of pre-release and release.
Intervention shouldfocus on continuing to help the family to understand the prison program and
the inmates' reactive behaviours .. the family unit should be assisted to become stable and selfsufficient, die (professional) worker can provide support in times of personal crisis, encourage
family members to talk to each other when they experience frustrations and lonelinesSj assess
and encourage areas of mutual satisfaction and to do things together; teach diem to utihze
community resources, to help them develop and pursue outside interests and hobbies.
Emotions must be understood, but adaptive behaviours should be encouraged and
emphasized.^^^

The woman's labour becomes a more maitifestiy recognized aspect of penatity in these
social administrative reformist discourses, and in some cases professional intervention
includes encouraging self-help groups of'(famtiies) in association with others in simtiar
situations'. Nevertheless both 'the family' and 'imprisonment' are constituted as
unproblematic. The self help groups function within the overaU 'family in crisis'

180 Susan Cobean & Paul Power (1978) p.38 my emphasis
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programmes that are based on the belief that the families '

are strengthened to

become a major source of support in furthering the rehabititation of the offender.. ..'i8i

(ii)

Conjugal visiting: the family as a 'mitigating counter-force'182

Frances Heidensohn has made the point that in the process of change from the earliest to
the latest of the social scientific theories of criminality, the theorists of deviant behaviour
over this century have shifted from defining criminals as pathological and abnormal to
seeing criminality as normal and even admirable. 183 The ways that famities of prisoners
are seen and acted upon however does not paraUel this path from disapprobation to heroworship. When criminatity is defined as pathological women, through their famtiy
relationships with men, become an explicit part of the problem of criminality. When
deviance is defined in more positive terms as defiant and heroic, women disappear or are
depicted ortiy in terms of theti sexuality. Heidensohn cites W.H.Whyte, author of
Street Comer Society, on his own methodological bias:
I had done no systematic work upon die family. On the one hand, it seemed inconceivable that
one could write a study of Comerville widiout discussing die family; yet at die same time, 1
was at a loss as to how to proceed in tying family studies into .. the book. I must confess also
diat for quite unscientific reason I have always found politics, rackets and gangs more
interesting than the basic unit of human society (Whyte, 1955, p 324)184

The strongly individuatistic character of the Chicago School 'heroic' paradigms of
criminatity then reflects the biases of the way punishment is constituted in tiberal
rationaUsm in the maskings of the interdependence between domesticity and penalty.
Unsurprisingly tiien the heroic individualism of the Chicago School also fits the neoUberal programmes of conjugal visiting. If women are visible only in terms of men's
sexuatity then it would foUow that the penal poUcies deriving from the neo-tiberal
version of the 'back to a just deserts' philosophy of incarceration brings the fantily into
the prison through this nartow focus on the sexuality of the prisoner and his partner.

181 Susan Hoffman Fishman & Albert S. Alissi (1979) p.21
182 Peter Nacci & Thomas Kane (1984) p.l.
183 Heidensohn (1985) p. 127
184 Heidensohn p. 131
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In the neo-liberalism of the era of permissive consumerism,

conjugal visiting

programmes reflected in a condensed form the several tensions inherent in the
restructuring of the domestic sphere in the narrow terms of the reconstitution of w o m e n
as sexual objects and subjects. Matthews argues that domesticity was reconstituted in
this phase of capitatism through the commoditisation of personal tife. 185 She points out
that this w a s a process inducing gutit and anxiety for women as advertisements provoked
theti feelings of inadequacy in terms of their femininity-as-sexuality. The nartOw form of
tiberatism within a commodity culture served to define women as 'other' and to increase
rather than reduce theti marginality as people.

In this period the sexuatity of women partners of imprisoned men became a key feature of
the famtiies of prisoners

titerature.

In Donald SchneUer 's reworking of the famiUes in

crisis perspectivei86 three of the fifteen questions in the 'famtiy change scale' that he
administered to wives of prisoners intruded into their personal lives in terms of their
subjective sexuality and destie. His 15 question scale covered the:

13. Sexual satisfaction of wife (as reflected in desire for husband)
14. Sexual satisfaction of wife (as reflected in desire for other men
15. Sexual satisfaction of wife (as reflected in desired frequency of conjugal visitshypothetical question)187

In Schneller's work the conjugal visits programme is defined as the answer to the
women's problems of frustrated sexuatity. H o w e v e r the conjugal visits p r o g r a m m e was
also used as an attempt to reclaim power back to the prison administration away from
prisoner control. W o m e n here are being used to domesticise sexuality in prisons to

185 Matdiews (1984) p.90
186 SchneUer(1975)(1978)
187 SchneUer (1975) p.406
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combat not simply homosexuatity, but the prisoner power stmctiu-es built up on
homosexual violence. The mascutiitity of prison, although its most obvious aspect from
the 1880s on, was largely masked by the privileging of 'the individual' in legal rational
discourses. The semantic and political economic conflation of 'man' with 'human'
aUowed the mascuUnity of prison populations to be obfuscated by its very obviousness.

The explosion of prison violence especiaUy when it was manifested in the coUective
actions against prison administrations in the international prison crises in the 1970s
redirected penal discourses to the volattiity of all male imprisonment. There was a series
of academic papers, neo-tiberal reformist arguments and some penal poticy changes
centering on the restitution of conjugal rights of prisoners both in the United States and
in Northem Europe, throughout the 1970s.i88

In Lockwood's study (supported by the New York State Department of Cortectional
Services) of sexual aggression in an aU male prison,i89

he specificaUy drew paraUels

between the continuum of force in the range of forms of sexual harassment in the 'free
world', in which men ogle, make remarks and proposition women as well as forcibly
rape them, to the forms of sexual aggression within prison. He pointed up the way that
domesticity, in terms of power, is reconstituted within the prison when women are not
present 'in this sense male prisons, where sexual aggressors look upon targets as being
feminine, mirtor a condition prevalent throughout many subcutiures within our society.'

Lockwood's proposed reform was in terms of a vague tiberal feminist argument to
etiminate the values permitting men to sexuaUy harass women. However restoring
'normal' sexual relations inside prison by bringing women into prisons for conjugal
visits was one of solutions introduced in New York as well as in several other prisons.

188 among odiers: C. Hopper (1969) SchneUer (1975) J. Bumstein (1977) Daniel Lockwood
(1978)(1980)(1982) Anne Goetting (1982)(1984) E. Swinnen (1983) Peter Nacci & Thomas Kane
(1984)
189 D Lockwood (1982)
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Goetttiig estimated that in 1982 seven states in the U.S.A. allowed conjugal visits, five
of the states implementing the programmes in the fifteen years between 1967 and
1982.190 In Dickinson's survey of 68 aduU male prisons in the U.S.A. in 1981, 18%
included conjugal visits as part of their penal programmes, an increase from 6% in
1971.191

The Budget cuts of the Reagan 'retreat from welfare' period were associated with the end
of this penal policy innovation. 192 By 1983 the defence of existing conjugal visiting
schemes was more likely to be in terms of prison control rather than prisoner reform or
prisoner rights. The Famtiy Reunion Programme in the New York State Department of
Cortectional Services was described in 1983 as being effective because
(the) program services can have a positive impact on inmate discipline, especially in those cases
where good disciplinary records are directiy related to participation in programs that are
meaningful to the offenders ...this finding may be seen to be especially noteworthy since nearly
all of die (36) cases had prior histories of numerous, as weU as serious, disciphnmy
infractionsl93

In a comprehensive overview of conjugal visiting in 1982, Anne Goetting summarised
the world wide situation of which penal administrations permitted or encouraged
conjugal visits. She found that conjugal visits were part of the penal poticies of none of
8 Asian countries, 1 of 7 Middle East countries (Iran), 10 of 23 European countries,

5

of 7 Central American, and 7 of 12 South American. Goetting also reported that of all
tiie states in Australasia in 1982 only Victoria reported that conjugal visits were aUowed.
This was in the m a x i m u m security prison of like Jia at Pentridge and the private family
visits arrangement at Ararat, a medium security prison. T h e Ararat scheme emphasizes

190 Goetting (1982)p.407
191 G. Dickinson (1984)
192 Dickinson p 416
193 James Howser, Jody Grossman, & Donald Macdonald (1983)
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tiie priority of tiie maintenance of famtiy ties over the sexual aspect of the Ararat
scheme. 194

Most of the conjugal visiting policies tiicorporate the home into the prison tiirough a
regulated pattem of punishment, control or reward. However, the penal poticies of
Costa Rica have the most systematic version of this poticy of progressivism. The
relationship between the prison and the home is plotted through a programme
associating punishment and reward with a minutely detailed balance between control in
the institution or the homei95

(i) Maximum Security Closed inmates are aUowed no conjugal visit
(ii) Maximum Security Open prisoners are allowed one two hour conjugal visit every
three weeks
(tii) Medium Security Qosed inmates are aUowed one two hour conjugal visit every
fifteen days
(iv) Medium Security Open inmates are allowed a three hour visit every fifteen days
(v) Minimum Security prisoners are allowed one conjugal visit from 5.30 p.m. to
7.00 a.m. every fifteen days
(vi) Limited Confidence inmates live at home every week from Saturday at 1.00 p.m.
until Sunday at 6.00 p.m.
(vti) Widened and Complete Confidence categories ... sleep at home every night of tiie
week except Saturday. 196

These specificaUy aUocated rewards, of carefuUy plotted increases of time with the
family, incorporate the domestic into the penal sphere with Benthamite precision and
zeal. With this programme blending the diffuse care of the fantily with the precise

194 Goetting (1982) p.414
195 Goetting (1984) p.168
196 adaptedfiromGoettijig(1984)p.l60
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conu-ol of the stopwatch Costa Rica has attracted the reputation of being 'known as one
of the most penologically advanced countries in the Westem Hentisphere. '197

What is obscured in this description is the interdependence between the penal and the
domestic realms in terms of the masked expectations of the extraordinary maUeabtiity of
the women outside of prison and theti wtilingness to use theti resources of time and
emotional skiU in fitting in to the demands of these precise schedules of prison control.
The prison extends into the lives of the families outside imposing major areas of
unfreedom over the woman's time and control over her own material resources, yet the
'naturahiess' of the woman's fantily obligation to support the prisoner masks this
domestic labour so effectively it becomes invisible in most of the articles that advocate
conjugal visiting programmes and that define the 'progressiveness' of the Costa Rican
penal system. It is women's work as sexual labourers, securing the sexual rights of the
prisoner as well as the civilization of the prison, that is the masked exploitation in these
tiberal discourses of the late 1960s and 1970s. Moreover what is even more marginalised
in these approaches is the range of other practical domestic labours that are taken for
granted in the policies of conjugal visiting. There is tittle acknowledgement in any of the
texts cited above, of the infrastmcture of housework that is necessary for conjugal visits
- negotiating time away from paid work, organizing contraception, rescheduting the
household budget to be able to afford the work of visiting over a two or three day period,
artanging for children to be cared for, or if the children are included in the visit, all the
practical preparation that is the inevitable coroUary of taking chtidren away on a 'hotiday',
as well as the emotional work of preparing them for the visit and working through the
after effects of a stay behind prison walls.

197Goetting(1984)p.l60
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(iii)

co-ed prisons

There is an an altemative version of this mode of incorporation of the famtiy into
punishment systems through the domestication of sexuality and the civiUzing of
mascuUnity.

In co-ed experiments the family is reconstituted within the prison, not by

bringing the family into the prison but by using w o m e n prisoners to feminise the latter
stages of imprisonment.

These experiments in mixing the sexes in prison, the practice

which the penal reformers specifically and vigorously opposed one hundred and thirty
years earlieri98 were explicitly introduced in Denmark and in U.S.A. prisons as
programmes to 'relate to three issues: normalisation, inmate sexuatity and inmate
violence

....'199

Bud G r o s s m a n , in his paper to a Wardens Summary of co corrections, cited: 'quatity
medical care for women, reduction of homosexuatity, housing altemative for weak
males, placing women closer to their homes, improved self esteem (and)
normalisation,'200 ^g t^g reason for the introduction and continuation of the co ed
programme for which he was responsible.

Elizabeth Flynn in her introduction to Smykla's overview of the various co-ed
programmes in the U.S.A.201 lists four reasons for theti introduction:

1) the dehumanizing effects of mascutine prisons;
2) the failure in gendered sociatisation of young male offenders if they spend their youth
primarily in aU male prisons (i.e. the paradox of the demasculinisation of young men in
an all male prison);
3) the wider implications of this fatiure in gender socialisation for young male offenders'
future productive conttibution to social life;

198 Dobash et al. p.38
199 Helen Cavior (1978)
200 Grossman (1978)
201 Elizabedi Flynn (1980 ) pp.12-14
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4) the subversion of programmes of reform/rehabititation in tiie all male culture of
orthodox imprisonment.

The early evaluations of these schemes indicate that co ed prisons produce a classically
gendered division of labour.202 Domesticity, as it is manifestly drawn into the 'overdetermined site' of penality through co-cortectional programmes, unsurprisingly
reflects and reconstmcts the unequal gender relations of the wider famitial political
economy.

There are botii emotional and material ways in which the reconstituted famtiial
relationships within the prison repticated the gendered division of domestic labour in the
outside world. Ten States in the U.S.A. had introduced co ed prisons by 1980. In each
State the imprisonment in a co ed prison was the 'reward' achieved by male prisoners
only at the end of theti- progress through the prison system.203

In the Pleasanton prison in Catifornia it was women who were responsible for the
maintenance of the personal or expressive dynamics of the relationships.204 The men
controlled the way in which women prisoners relate to them "... through labelling,
verbal harassment, violation of women's physical space, and initiation of relations'205

Co-ed prisons have been reported as reinforcing women's dependency on men,
undermiiting their self-retiance and increasing theti insecurity.206 There is greater
pressure on women to define themselves in terms of theti physical attractiveness and
sexuatity.207 in addition, with the shift to co cortectional programmes men take over the
few 'best jobs' or dominate the sporting, educational or training programmes.208
202 John Smykla (1980)
203 However for women prisoners in some states the co-ed prison was the only option
204 joeUen Lambiotte (1980) p. 243
205 Lambiotte p.244
206 Jacquehne Crawford (1980) pp.265
207 Lambiotte p.227
208 Lambiotte p.229
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In the moraUy contradictory situation of introducing co-ed prisons in order to normatise
sexuality, whtist formally disallowing sexual relations within the prison, it is the
women who are informaUy aUocated the moral responsibtiity of balancing these
conflicting demands.209 FaUing pregnant, as one of the most manifest significations of a
sexuatity that has been constituted in the contradictory terms of both redemption and
tilegality within co-ed prisons, then becomes the basis for further punishment.210
Although both men and women involved in the pregnancy can both be 'shipped to other
prisons' for this explicit signification of sexuality, it is only the woman who bears the
obvious culpabiUty. Moreover, that it is her responsibtiity to avoid pregnancy is
manifested in the protestations of some women prisoners that they were forced to take
btith control piUs.211

One major feature of the reconstitution of the home within the prison through co-ed
programmes is the nartow construction of family life. The famtiy is constituted only in
terms of adult male-female relations with sexuality as the most visible of the several
discourses surtounding the introduction and the evaluation of the programmes. Although
male prisoners have a choice whether or not to enter a coed prison, in some instances
co-cortectional imprisonment is the only option for women prisoners.212 Crawford has
argued that the programmes can then severely disadvantage women firstiy, by
reconstmcting social life within the prison in terms of gendered relations which
reinforce womens insecurity and dependence on men.2i3 Secondly, the coed prisons
do not address the key problem for women in prison - theti responsibility for their
children outside. She argues that as the majority of women in prison have children who
are solely dependent on them, the co-ed programmes pre-empt altemative famtiy

209 Lambiotte pp. 237-8
210 Barry Ruback (1980) p.46
21lRubackp.47
212 Crawford (1980) pp.262-270
213 Crawford p.265
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programmes which address tiiese issues of parenting that are more significant for
women. 2i4

In summary co-ed prisons were introduced to:

(i) increase institutional control within the prison
(ti) increase institutional control throughout the prison system
(tii) improve therapy and treatment programmes
(iv) develop a 'bridge' back into the 'normal' community

Flynn specificaUy sets this attempt at reform through domesticising the sexuality of prison
Ufe, against the tensions between the continuing commitment to liberal values of reform
and the rise, from the mid 1970s on, of the new orthodoxy which contests that
principle. This new orthodoxy is maitifested in the development of the 'back to law and
order' programmes that lead to an increase in imprisonment rates and the reconstitution of
penaUty as the sphere of harsh punishment rather than reform.2i5 The tensions between
these two 'liberalisms' - one centreing on the thesis that the individual is constituted in
terms of his free rational choice, and the other on his potential psychological and social
reformabitity - draws domesticity more manifestiy into the penal sphere. It is specifically
the 'normal' nuclear family reconstituted within the prison through which the male
prisoner is expected to regain or achieve the proper balance between the masculinity of
desire (in Elshtain's terms) and the masculinity of moral responsibiUty.

The seemingly

supra-rational sphere of the all masculine prison, that characterised prison life from the
1880s to the 1950s, is expticitiy recognized as leading to an uncontrollable amoratity that
tiireatens to shift the power away from the legaUy constituted authority of the state. The
partnership between the powerful moraUty of the state and the powerless morality of the
domestic sphere is expticitly made manifest in this microcosm of the contradiction of
214 Crawford p.266
215Hynn pp.11 & 12
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social tife as it is played out in the over determined site of the prison through both
conjugal visits programmes and the co-ed experiments.

It is notable that one group of women in the co-ed experiments are defined as not so likely
to be contributing to the smooth miming of the programmes. These women are the black
women prisoners in the coed programmes. The black women prisoners were much less
likely to adopt the normal domesticised couple relationships of co-ed prison life.2i6
Whereas white women prisoners generaUy focused their energies on theti coed
relationship with 'their man' and maintained their 'pairing' friendship with one other
woman, black women were defined as more deviant because they were more assertive
and more organised.2i7 Although they had friendships with the men they were much less
tikely to pati off with men in terms of allowing them to break up theti wider links with
each other. They were much more likely to belong to a cohesive feminine 'black power
group' in opposition to the staff and to the other prisoners, men and women, in the coed programmes.218

It is not some essential femininity then that is the basis for the configuration and
reconfigurations of power, moratity and rationatity in the various phases of the familial
potitical economy, but the specific form of feminirtity as it is constituted within the
domestic relations of care and dependence of the classic nuclear family of tiberal and
corporate welfare capitalism. Family pattems in which interdependence between women
constitute the significant relationship of family life are much more likely to be defined as
deviant in relation to the 'normal' constitution of masculinity.

216 Lambiotte pp 241-244
217 Lambiotte pp. 242-243
218 Lambiotte p 243
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This specificaUy defined 'famtiism' is also a significant feature of the most manifest
incorporation of domesticity into penal tife in the fourth intersection of the home and the
prison - the family as the site of imprisonment
IV The family as the site of imprisonment.: The prison in the home - the
family as a 'naturally related community resource'

Whilst, in this era of positivism, the boundaries between home and prison became more
permeable with the several programmes that drew the domestic sphere into the prison,
the ground was also set for the fourth mode of the incorporation of the domestic sphere
into the realm of penatity the form in which the fantily domatii becomes the site of the
containment for a variety of sanctions: probation, community service orders, after-care
and parole and in its most invasive form - home detention.

This form of punishment and control has had a major impact on the discourses of
puitishment in the cturent era in which the specific tensions in the intersection of
productive and reproductive tife are played out in what Garland and Young have called
the 'profound crisis' 2i9 of imprisonment in the 1970s comprising

(i) the collapse of the rehabititation ideal
(ti) the acute fiscal and administrative problems of prison administration
(iti) the manifestation of (i) and (ii) tii the prisoner sttnggles of the 1970s and
(iv) ... in prison overcrowding.220

In an almost classic case of what Yeatman calls the submerging of the family into the
'abstract sociatity' 221 of public life, the famtiy becomes defined as a 'naturally related

219 D. Garland & P Young (1983) p. 21
220 of die several Uteratures on prison overcrowding since die late 1970s, die report of die 1987 seminar
at die Australian Institute of Criminology provides the widest overview of die issue in Australia.
JuUa Vernon (ed.) (1987)
221 Yeatman (1986) p. 171
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community resource', withtii this form of the incorporation of the family into tiie penal
sphere.222

Cohen, in his comprehensive review of the spread of community based controls as
punishments and 'master stories' uses Foucault's image of the disciplinary society. The
disciptinary society is the one that involves particular modes of organizing space, time,
activities and environment. Cohen argues that it is in the era of community based
control, that the Foucaultian description of modem penatity as comprising a series of
sites of the micro physics of power, with the punitive city beconting the place of
' hundreds of tiny theatres of punishment.',223 is most fully realised.

In his overview of the exponential increase in community based controls from the
1970s on, Cohen shows how several areas of social life are reconstituted as sites of
social control. He includes examples of family based community controls along with
those based in schools, work places and a range of other formal and informal
organizations.

However in defining the fantily as merely one of the several sites of control in the
punitive city, Cohen's description underesttinates tiie way that the quest for community
in penal poUcies faUs back upon the same classic conflation that comprise what Finch and
Groves have called the 'double equation 'of community care 'in practice community care
equals care by the family, and in practice care by the fantily equals care by women'224

It is this dual conflation that masks the way that the range of social policies in the 'retreat
from welfare' era, exploit women's domestic labour.225

it is important to re-

222 Cohen.(1985) p.273-281 This is one of the several examples of the 'controltalk' cited by Cohen, in
his description of the way 'technobabble' becomes part of die hidden poUtics of die social science
technologies
223 Cohen (1985) p. 26
224 Finch & Groves (1980) p.224
225 Baldcock & Cass (1983), Finch and Groves (1983) Pascal (1986)
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emphasize here tiiat the feminist materiaUst analyses ofpublic policies begin by
questioning the 'taken for granted' nature of the 'caring' that sustains public life. This
central question then is the starting point for a reassessment of the complex processes
involved in the interdependence of production and reproduction. In Margaret Stacey's
words, it:
connect(s) the division of labour at home to the division of labour in the pubUc world, (enables
an) understanding of social poUcy developments in terms which incorporate both, and which
analyse the changing boundaries between state and family in caring for people.226

In this era of the 1970s retreat from welfare, the intersections between the State, the
Economy and Family are most clearly and manifestly reconstructed in the penal sphere.
Whilst Scull and Cohen identify a new fusion of the pubtic and the private in terms of the
increasing commodification of social control in this expansion of punishment throughout
'the hundreds of tiny theatres of punishment' in the punitive city, the feminist
insistence on decoding the conflation of the private with the domestic points to the
tripartitenatureof this new fusion: community controls reconstitute the boundaries
between the private, the public and the domestic.

The commodification of control is intertwined with the domestication of control.
Although Cohen points up the way that the several forms of privatisation have included
the exploitation of the unpaid labour of volunteers227 it is 'famtiism' that is being used to
legitimate the dual and intersecting processes of privatisation and deinstitutionatisation
til the most 'attractive' form of deinstitutionatisation of prisons - home detention.

The debate, following on from Scull's initial analysis of community controls that drew
an unproblematic comparison between the shift to deinstitutionatisation tii the care and
control of mental patients and of prisoners,228 indicates that the incorporation of

226 Margaret Stacey. (1981) cited in GiUian Pascall (1986) p.71
227 Cohen p.66
228 A.ScuU (1977)(1981) A. Edwards (1988) pp.95-6 S. Cohen (1983) pp. 634
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domestic labour into the penal sphere does not have exact paraUels with the other
examples of the exploitation of women's domestic labour in the 'retreat from welfare'
era.229 Cohen, for example has argued that
overaU ... privatization is a much more compUcated business for crime control than for mental
Ulness
with the important exception of the private security industry .. there is not
much room for this form of privatization in the crime control system. The recipients of the
'service' are, to say the least, somewhat unwiUing customers230

Nevertheless in the several minor forms of deinstitutionatisation - probation, parole,
weekend detention or community service orders, as well as in the major form - home
detention, the shift to community based control in penal poticy makes transparent what
is usually opaque and mystified in the realm of punishment - the incorporation of the
family in policies and practices of punishment through the twin processes of caring and
dependency.

The debate initiated by Scull focused attention on the significant aspect of
deinstitutionatisation in the penal sphere that, whatever the initial intention of the penal
administrators, these strategies of control have not developed as alternatives to
institutionalised imprisonment but have worked in parallel with them.
Deinstitutionatisation and institutionalisation are the twin contradictory processes that
characterise this latest era of punishment and control.

The prison remains the central

site of punishment but not in terms of the numbers of offenders punished by
imprisonment. Rather, the prison is central in a symbolic sense as the punishment of
last resort amongst a range of other community based altematives. The threat of
imprisonment is the symbolic control embedded in all other community based
punishments. Prison enters the home, as the home becomes the site for punishment. In
its most fitily worked out version prison enters the home because the home literally

229 summarised in Ch. 2 pp. 87-91
230 s. Cohen p. 64
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becomes the prison. However, symboticaUy prison enters the home even in the several
minor forms of home based control.

Moreover, these forms of punishment introduce new layers of potential criminatity: the
new crimes of breaking the conditions of the home based contaiiunent. The normal social
behaviours of driving a car, having a drink or being late for appointments are redefined
as criminal for offenders tiving at home and imprisonment is the potential end
punishment. Home then is not only the site of the prison but it becomes criminogenic as
the site of a set of potential new crimes which can only be committed as a resitit of the
introduction of home based containment.

In addition these criminogenic aspects of community based controls then contribute
through various professional 'feed back loops' to a potential increase, rather than a
decrease, in the numbers of people sentenced to institutional imprisonment.23i

It is within these processes of the strengthening of the processes of punishment and
survetilance through the increased pervasiveness, diffuseness, elaboration and
dispersal of forms of control that the reconstitution of domesticity in this era is played
out. The major theme underpinning the thesis: that there is an interdependence between
pubtic and domestic life, a privileging of pubtic aspects of social Ufe and a masking of
the mutual dependence of the domestic and the pubtic spheres that creates a subsequent
false assumption of the self-sustaining nature of public life, is most explicitiy
exemplified in this fourth mode of the incorporation of the home into the prison.232

The actual ways in which the minor forms of home containment, bail, parole and
probation incorporate women's domestic labour of caring into the penal sphere are
explored through the examples of 23 people in N.S.W. in chapter eight of the tiiesis.
231 S.Cohen ch.5
232 taken from Yeatman (1986) p. 159
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However it is in the recent and exponential introduction of Home Imprisonment as an
altemative penal sanction that the penal sphere is likely most thoroughly and manifestiy
to draw on the caring work of families of prisoners.

In summary the shift to community based cond-ols reconstitutes the interdependence
between penality, economy and domestic life in several ways: the commodification of
control, the domestication of control, the strengthening of institutional imprisonment,
the blurring of the boundaries between penal and domestic life, and the expansion,
penetration and diffusion of control outside of the institutional prison.

In order to illustrate the impact of these several features of decarceration on the
reconstitution of the boundaries between domesticity, penatity and the productive sphere
the introduction of Home Imprisonment is described in some detail in the following
section.

Home Imprisonment
Home detention is imprisonment within the home.233 The prisoner has to remain in the
home, under intensive surveillance. The survetilance is usually by random telephone
contact, and by visits of the supervising officer. The telephone contacts can be made at
any time of the day or night. The random nature of the telephone caUs repUcates in
modem technological form the panopticon surveiUance introduced by Bentham in the
classical prison: if the prisoners do not know when the calls wtil be they are potentially
under survetilance at any time during the 24 hours, so have to act as though they were
under perpetual survetilance.

There can be flexibiUty in the programme of detention, allowing the prisoner to go to
work, to do essential shopping, and/or to visit the supervising officer and attend
233 This oudine of die key features of Home Imprisonment is takenfromDaniel Ford & Annersley
Schmidt (1985) Joan PetersUia (1986) Jennifer Duffecy (1986) Richard Fox (1987) Law Reform
Discussion Paper No. 30 (1987) Malcolm Feiner (1987) Ross Lay(1988) Amanda George (1988)
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counseling sessions. The prisoner may be allowed to use her/his own garden but only
within a specified distance from the telephone.

There are three recurring themes in the examples of the introduction of intensive
survetilance through home detention: the technological fix, privatisation, and the
appeal to 'fantily' and 'community' control as an humane altemative to
tiistitutionatisation.

Not all home detention schemes use electronic surveiUance and in those that do the
'technological handcuffs are not necessarily used on aU home prisoners. Nevertheless
electronic surveillance has been a major component of home imprisonment programmes
in terms of the way the programme is presented and sold.

Electronic monitoring

systems were initially developed in the U.S.A. in 1964 , although they only became part
of home imprisonment programmes with the now almost mythical meeting between Judge
Love and Mike Goss in 1982234 and have been increasingly improved technologically
since then to the point where, in the early 1980s, several States in the USA have created
various programmes of home detention based on electronically monitored surveillance.

Electronic monitoring now usually comprises three pieces of equipment: a miniaturised
transmitter strapped to the prisoner's wrist or leg; a receiver-dialler in the prisoners
home; a central computer in the supervising officers office. The officer usually
supervises about 35 home prisoners. The central computer makes print-outs for the
prisoner's ftie and for the supervisor to check each morning.

Electronic monitoring can transmit information about: where a person is - theti
geographical location, how a person is, tiieir physiological condition and who a
person is (by analysis of voice pattems)
234 F Tinko (1986) 'Electronic Monitoring - How it AU Began : conversations with Love and Goss' 17
Joumal of Probation & Parole 15 cited in Fox (1987). & Public Information Department B.I
Incorporated Home Escort Sales . (1987).
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Electronic monitoring is either active or passive. In the active system, the transmitter
relays information back to the supervisor .i.e. it is a tracking device. In the passive
system the prisoner has to respond to telephone calls made by the supervisor. In this case
the prisoner fits the transmitter device into the receiver diaUer which transmits electronic
tiiformation back to the supervisors computer whtist the call is being made. In both cases
the supervisor can schedule his computer to make random caUs anytime in a 24 hour day.

In some programmes, especiaUy those mn by private firms, the prisoner and his family
bear the cost of either the telephone calls, in the case of home detention without electronic
monitoring or, of both phone caUs and the rent of the survetilance equipment when
electronic monitoring is part of the programme.

ElectronicaUy monitored surveiUance is imposed either as a condition of bati, as a form
of probation or as a prison sentence. It has been used as a form of control for specific
groups: drunken driving offenders, women prisoners with AIDS, the 'mentally til', men
who have failed to pay child support, burglars, fine defaulters, and chronicaUy sick
hospitalised prisoners. In addition there have been programmes for selected lists of
atieady tinprisoned offenders whose imprisonment is transferted outside into the home
or into privately run profit making half-way hostels.

Several private enterprise firms are involved in the manufacture of some form of
electronic monitoring equipment. Theti confidence in the future profitabitity of their
investment indicates theti betief in the likely increase in the spread of electronic
monitoring as a form of community based control in the USA. Electronic equipment
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salesmen were very much in evidence at the Austratian Institute of Criminology
conference on Prison Overcrowding tii 1987 and at the International Criminology
Conference in Sydney in January, 1988. Botii conferences took on the aspect of market
places for the sale of electronic eqitipment, with market staUs set up at the Sydney
conference and with paper presentation time given to market salesmen to present their
spells for their equipment at both.

Almost a quarter of the monitoring programmes in the US. are mn by private firms.235
Some of the major firms are also part of the more general privatisation of punishment and
control in the U.S. Behavioral Systems Southwest, one of the firms advertising
equipment in the Austratian criminological market place, mns profit making half way
houses in conjunction with the electronic monitoring service. Ted Nissen, the president,
an ex San Quentin guard, spoke of his 'prisons for profit' number plate on his
Porsche at the January conference.

Behavioural Systems Southwest is lobbying for an increase in the commoditisation of
control and for access to maximum security prisons in the U.S. Larger numbers mean
greater cost effectiveness. There is political resistance to the extension of privatisation of
social control to maximum security in U.S. However Behavioural Systems Southwest is
more hopeful of the 1,0(X) bed faciUty in Brazil and a 300 bed factiity in Tahiti.236 The
salesman for the ONGUARD system attiieDevelopments in Cortectional Policy seminar
in 1987tilCanberta reported that Spain, France, U.K. and Holland were adopting
electronic surveiUance programmes.

In Australia home imprisonment programmes have been introduced in Queensland,
South Ausfralia, the Northem Territory, and in Victoria. TheA.C.T. govemment,
whose prisoners are at present serving their time in N.S.W. prisons, are considering a
235 Annersely Schmidt (1987) p.30
236 Ted Nissen President of Behavioural Systems SoudiWest - in private conversation (1988)
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full scale programme of electrorticaUy monitored surveiUance in which the homes of 80%
of its prisoners would be reconstituted as prisons.237

South Australia and the N.T.

have introduced electronic survetilance. In N.S.W., the schemes devised, but not so
far implemented, by both the Labor and the Liberal administrations have included plans
for electronic surveillance. 238

Home imprisonment has been imposed as a bail option, a 'front end 'or a 'back end'
programme within the spectrum ofpenal schemes now being enforced in advanced
consumer capitatist societies. In the front end programme the punishment is a sentencing
option of the judiciary. In the back end programmes the punishment comes at the end of
a conventional prison sentence. The N.T. schemes are a front end systems . S.A.,
Queensland and Victoria use back end systems. N.S.W. has been considering a
programme incorporating both front end and back end forms of home detention.239
Although these N.S.W. programmes have been postponed, some magistrates in N.S.W.
are independentiy using home detention as a bail option.

The seUing of the programmes by both private enterprise and penal administrators makes
use of the combined appeal of economy, deinstitutionatisation, 'community' and 'the
family'. Advocates of home imprisonment promise that home based control is cheaper
than institutionalisation costs, whether these institutional costs are estimated at
approximately $30,000 per prisoner or less, depending on whether capital costs are
included.240 Costs to the state of maintaining the famtiy can be shifted back to the
offender as prime breadwinner. In the Michigan and the New Jersey schemes unless the
prisoner finds a job within a specified period he goes back inside prison24i. The family,
reconstituted as the site in which the man is the provident individual and the women and
children become his economic dependants, is sold as a less contaminating environment
237 J. Morris(1990)
238 the recent history of die N.S.W. schemes are detailed on pages 425-426 in chapter nine.
239 The significance of this difference is spelled out on pp. 213.
240 Fox (1987) p.139 B.I Inc. (1988) p.2. ElUckson L.(1989) p.22.
241 Harvey Cooper (1988) p.26
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tiian the institution. The famtiy is explicitly sold, providing the electronic monitoring is
also bought, as a reforming institution with the individual being sociatised into the role of
provident individual by the constant 'conscience' embodied in the electtonic wristwatch.
It is specifically famitism that is being sold here with the promise of an offender reformed
into the role of husband as provident individual. Domesticity is reconstituted in these
discourses as the site of the relationships of caring and dependence

The Kentucky programme's objective is: ' that offenders should accept responsibility for
themselves, their famtiy and theti community'. The visual imagery matches this
provident individual/famitism promise, with the marketing tinages including pictures of
the U.K. Marconi salesman trying out his wares at home with his daughter at his knee,242
and the B.I. Incorporated handout showing the prisoner downcast and idle in his ceU in
one picture and busily and confidentiy at work in an engineer's hat in the other.243

Mike Goss, a former policeman, now sales manager of BI Incorporated, marketeers of
the Home Escort System, is the man credited with inventing the first electronic
monitoring device. In his sales talk at the International Criminology Conference in
January 1988 he said:
We don't talk about rehabiUtation because some of these men have never been habiUtated in die
first place... we are creating middle class values here from nothing. We make a citizen
function in this society more effectively - he stays off the streets, stays in his home. One of our
men said to us that he got talking to his wife for the fu^ttimeand really Uked her. He started
fixing up the place, "you know, he said "I ready Uke this place" That man had been
reached.' 244

It is apt that this statement is expressed through cadences that are so rentiniscent of
fundamental Christianity. The central process of signification in this example of the
marketing of electronic surveiUance focuses on tinages of rebirth and renewal. The
prisoner is presented here as somebody who has never achieved an appropriate, and very

242 KeidiWaldgrave(1988)p.l5
243 B.I. Inc. (1988)
244 Mike Goss, in his talk at the International Criminology Conference. Sydney. 1988
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specifically defined, manhood. However through the 'technological fix' of home
imprisonment he is reborn into mature citizenhood. Moreover this mature citizenhood is
defined very specifically through this particular 'provident individual' version of
possessive individualism as it operates in the ciurent famitial political economy, that is,
in the advanced corporate consumer capitaUsm of the late twentieth century. The
prisoner is being reborn into what Yeatman has described as the mediation of a preindustrial patriarchal household economy mediated under the new conditions where
..to be an individual, one has to both command a unit of domestic economy (a consumptionoriented family) and command effective market capacity as a private propnetor, even if the
property concemed in this context is one's own capacity to labour.24j

There are two elements of the 'technological fix' that are being prontised here. Firstly,
there is the hardware of electronic survetilance. Secondly, there has been a resiurection
of the techno-reformism of social science professionalism that legitimates its authority
through the promise to assist the 'normatisation' of the offender through famtiy life. In
the arguments of its proponents, home imprisonment, incorporating as it does the
'electronic panopticon gaze', then becomes a paradigmatic form of modern punishment
in Foucaultian terms.

'Modem punishment' is comprised of neither violence, nor of

segregation, nor programmes of reform complete in themselves. It is rather punishment
as a programme of self monitoring, and it is the concrete expostu-e of the offender to the
incessant gaze of the other that makes possible the cortesponding self-survetilance, that
constitutes modem punishment. According to tiie arguments of both the marketeers of
electronic equipment and the purveyors of reform professionatism, it is under the
conditions of intensive surveiUance within the home that the most effective form of
intemaUzation of moraUty occurs. Moreover the very serendipitous nature of this
discovery adds legitimacy to its findings. At tiie end of the decade tii which tiie promise
of reform lost its rhetorical power, it is this newly constructed intersection of home and
prison that has become the site of the resiurection of techno-refomtist rationality. The

245 Yeatman (1990) p. 17
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early programmes were initiated, post Martinson, only on prontises of efficiency, cost
effectiveness and humaneness. It was only in the early evaluations of the programmes
that the potential for reform through electronic panoptic power entered into the discourses
of home imprisonment.246

The concreteness of the experience of being the subject of the incessant gaze within the
home, which is shared by both the prisoner and their partner or parent, is conveyed in
Challenger's review of the Northem Territories' programme of home detention. In the
Northem Territories, the survetilance officers are encouraged to make a proportion of theti
visits between midnight and dawn.247 Up to six visits in one 24 hours period have been
made in that scheme. However a more typical programme of visits in the N.T programme is
illustrated in the chart in Figure HI below which iUustrates both the randomness and the
intensity of the surveillance. 248

246 Goss (1988) Dorey (1988) Lay (1988)
247 Dennis Challenger (1989) p. 18.
248 Challenger pp. 18-20
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What is occurring here in this transformation of punishment and control is a renewal of
the classical tiberal model of a hierarchy of moratity with the prisoner being defined as
having reached only the first elementary stages of moral development, the moratity of
authority in Rawl's' terms or the moral stage of concreteness in the social psychological
models of moral development outUned in chapter one.249 However the successful
journey through this stage depends on the 'hidden contract' between the symbolic
mother, the partner or parent in the home, the symbotic father, the penal-legal institution
in both its abstract form in terms of the imposition of the conditions of the punishment as
weU as the person of the prison officer as agent of the law.

This renewal of 'modem punishment', is itself under attack. The visible concems that
have been made about home imprisonment come from a variety of dtiections250:
concem for the civil liberty problems for the offender subject to 24 hour survetilance in
his own home25i; anxieties about potential danger to the commuitity 252; arguments that
the undue stress of the demand for intematised control means that offenders are being set
up to fail253; ^^j ^Q option of magistrate sentencing wiU lead to net widening and a
possible increase rather than a decrease in numbers in conventional prisons;254 and that
the prison based back end option is sociaUy unjust, discriminating against prisoners with
less chance of making it on the outside.255

Cohen makes the broader sociological argument, that the destmcturing rhetoric leads
inevitably to a restructuring of the penal sphere because the underlying systemic

249 Challenger pp. 14-18
25^ These are summarised in the Law Reform Commission Discussion Paper No. 30 pp. 47-48. and Fox
(1987)
251 L.R.C. Discussion Paper 30 pp. 47-48 Fox (1987) p. 140
252 L.R.C. Discussion Paper 30 pp 47-48
253 L.R.C. Discussion Paper 30 p.48
254 L.R.C. Discussion Paper 30 .p.47. Fox p. 141.
255 L.R.C. Discussion paper 30. p.47 Lay p.9
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processes producing candidates for social control - tiiadmissabtiity to the world of work are not addressed by the discourses of community control.256

Cturent pubtic discussions about the introduction of home imprisonment in Australia have
been greatly influenced by Cohen's thesis. 'Net widening' is major concem, and buzz
word, amongst Australian penologists. 257

However, there are basic underlying

stmctural processes that tiidicate that, even by focusing on back end rather than the
sentencing-based home imprisonment, net widening is a potential risk. Home
imprisonment wtil release more prison places so, if aU homes can be a prison, there is
no logistical reason why increasing numbers of offenders wottid not be processed
through institutional prisons into home imprisonment. The supply side thesis, the
capacity-driven argument, about imprisonment rates, that the imprisonment rate
increases according to the number of prison places available, has not yet been seriously
considered in relation to home imprisonment.258 The Victorian programme of increasing
community based altematives to imprisonment has recentiy stemmed and even reduced
the imprisonment rate tii that state.259 Nevertheless, the Queensland Comptroller
General of Prisons has pointed out that governments are passing more laws that have
imprisonment as a breach penalty, increasing sentence penalities for many breaches and
that magistrates and judges are increasing sentence lengths.260 There are other processes
at work too. The 1988 N.S.W. election was notable for the exploitation, by both
Labour and Liberal parties, of a hard tine law and order platform, encouraging the
electorate into an uninformed prison expansionist mood.

256 s. Cohen (1985 )p 124 -125
257 at Austratian Institute of Criminology conference on Developments in Correctional Policv:More
Prisons . Canberra. 1987., Sydney Institute of Criminology seminar on Punishment Outside of
Prison. Sydney. 1988, AustraUan Bicentennial International Congress on corrective Services
Sydney. January.24-28. 1988
258 aldiough George (1988) refers to a comment about it from die Victorian Office of Corrections.
259 BUI Kidson (1987)
260 Alec Lobban. (1987)
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The issues of domesticity and power when home is the prison are rarely addressed in
detail. Amanda George has pointed to the problems that conttiiual surveiUance consumts
the family as well as the prisoner and that fantily or friends who share the house wiU be
both co-prisoners and warders.26i

Malcolm Feiner argues that famities who fear violence from a prisoner are put into an
untenable position. If they object to a prisoner being released into the home they may
experience subsequent vengeful behaviour.262

By combining the critical frameworks of the radical critiques of penatity and the feminist
materiatist critiques of pubtic policy however, it becomes clear that there are several
other issues that need to be raised about the exponential increase of this major new263
mode of incorporation of the family into the realm of punishment and control.

The question is raised, in chapter five, about the inversion of family roles in the care of
aditit dependents, and the state's exploitation of the image of caring as 'normal' that then
masks the problems of the tensions that stem from this extension of the usual forms of
domestic labour.

The South Australian scheme initially asked the home 'resident' to

sign a contract agreeing to accommodate the prisoner, to assist and encourage the prisoner
to be of good behaviour, to abide by the conditions of the Home Detention order and to
contact the Supervisor without delay on any matters of concem involving the prisoner's
Home Detention conditions.264 Domestic labour here is being extended far beyond the
'normal' forms of care. Moreover the feminist critique also indicates that caring labour is
especiaUy open to exploitation because it comprises the elements of 'coping'. In chapters
five to eight the four components of coping delineated by Graham, areoutltiied, but

261 George. 1988
262 Feiner cited in Law Reform Discussion Paper No 30. (1987) p.48
263 jsfg^ Q.^iy jjj terms of punishment strategies in Uberal-industrijd- capitaUsm. The BI Home Escort Sales
publicity pamphlets point out that home imprisonment dates back to forms of control enforced in
bibUcal times
264 i^js fQfjn js included as Appendix IE
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briefiy here the characteristics of a wiUingness to adapt to and intematise responsibitity
for crises created by others can clearly be seen to be an especiaUy useful and 'taken for
granted' component of adapting to the use of own's own home as a prison for a son or a
husband. The complex skiUs that comprise caring labour, that in public life are accorded
professional status, and that can bring an entitlement to a semi-professional, or even a
professional salary, can become a very useful and free infirastmctural support in tiie
conversion of the home into a prison.

The contradictions of supporting and controlting that are obvious problems of home
imprisonment for women, have been a contentious part of probation and parole work
since its inception. There has been a suggestion from the probation service that this
could be solved for N.S.W. workers in a home imprisonment programme by using a
private security guard to do the cond-olting work of random surveiUance, freeing the
probation workers to take on the 'soft' aspects of support and advocacy.265 What is
noticeably missing from this suggestion is an understanding of the extra stresses imposed
on the other carer/controller whose services are being drawn on unpaid - the wife or
parent in the home.

The survetilance of the prisoner in the home must inevitably be control and punishment
shared by both the prisoner and his wife or parent. In the schemes such as those
tilustrated in Figure 3 above, the random caUs can be programmed to take place at any
time in the twenty four hours. Ted Nissen described the tense atmosphere experienced in
the prisoners home when no call had been made for one or two days.266 The stress of
waiting for a caU that determines whether the prisoner is returned to an institutional
prison becomes a minute by minute experience of anxiety. It is difficult to imagine that
this form of control would not exacerbate the several tensions atieady inherent in home
imprisonment.
265 Robertson (1986)
266 in personal conversation Sydney. 1988.
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The intersection between domestic, penal and productive life is reworked in some home
tinprisonment schemes through the requtiement that tiie prisoner in the home acqutie
waged employment within a specified period of time otherwise he has to retum to
institutionalised imprisonment. The New Jersey scheme that a N.S.W. judge is
advocating has this employment clause.267

Thtidly, Graham's work on the shift to deinstitutionatisation in other areas of social
policy indicates that mediating and negotiating with bureaucratic representatives, from a
position of powerlessness, is a component of the domestic labour of caring for aged or
invalid dependents. The several ways in which normal aspects of famtiy life becomes
crintinogenic with the insertion of the prison into the home: the failure to get a job,
going out even into the back yard without supervision, driving a car, having a drink,
indicate that the mediating and negotiating skiUs of the domestic labour of caring are tikely
to become an increasingly important feature of the interdependence of family, prison and
productive life.

Underlying these controlling and emotional aspects of the caring work of women in
Home Imprisonment programmes is the major material factor of costs of imprisonment.
This considerable caring work could save the state up to $20,000 in every household for
healthy prisoners, considerably more for prisoners at present in prison hospitals.

The

recommendations made by the Attorney General of the A.C.T. that eight out of ten of
A.C.T. offenders should be transferted from N.S.W. prisons to electtonically
monitored imprisonment in their own homes, have been made in order to save
approximately $600,000 tii payments to N.S.W. over three years.268 in this proposition
the A.C.T. seem to be at risk of implementing the situation envisaged by Terry Dorsey

267 Cooper (1988) p.lO
268 B. CoUaery. Attorney General and Minister for Welfare and Community Services. A.C.T.(1990)
reported in Joan Morris(1990)
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If the sole motive for programs such as Home Detention is the reduction of numbers and costs.,
drastic surgery to original designs wiU be inevitable.... we could.. be accused, with some
justification, of creating a myriad of 'tiiree bedroomed' prisons spread diroughout suburbia269

In a combined argument from the legal and the positivist spheres within the legal penal
realm, Robert Hayes of the Australian Law Reform Commission and Susan Hayes Head
of Department of Behavioiu-al Sciences in Medicine, at the University of Sydney, argue
that home imprisonment be one of the directions for reform to solve the problem of
A.I.D.S in prison270 The curtent contradictions faced by political and administrative
decisionmakers by the issue of prison overcrowding and prisoners health, then are
curtently making Home Imprisonment, in Fox's words, 'a wonderfully attractive
package'. 271

Home detention potentiaUy brings the fentinist materiaUst issues that are usuaUy
submerged in punishment and control policies closer to the surface of both pubtic and
academic awareness. The examination of the discourses, policies and operations
surtounding this shift of punishment into the domestic domain promises to make visible
some of the so far masked and marginaUsed aspects of complex ways in which
domesticity constituted as the site of powerlessness, moratity and arationality, are
incorporated into the penal realm. To disentangle some of the various and specific forms
of this multiplicity of power relations in contemporary penaUty means recognising the
central significance of the nexus between caring and dependency, that
caring is not somediing on the periphery of our social order; it marks the point at which the
relations of capital ana gender intersect ti should be the place we begin, and not end our
analysis of modem society2^2

269 Dorsey (1988) p.l.
270 Hayes & Hayes (1987)
2"^! Fox (1987) in comments at die Developments in Conectional Policy Seminar, Australian Institute of
Criminology. Canberra
272 Graham (1983) p. 30
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This thesis does not include empirical material about the impact of home imprisonment
upon the domestic laboiu- of women. However chapter eight outtines the complex ways
in which women's domestic labour of caring is exploited in other less intensive forms of
conditional release, on parole or bati or on weekend detention. The evidence in that
chapter indicates that the introduction and protiferation of home imprisonment
programmes are likely to be heavily dependent upon the domestic labour of caring. In
addition tills new intensive form of intersection of domesticity and penality has the
potential to impose parallel forms of control and punishment on famities of prisoners.

The introduction of home imprisonment however is likely to affect the intersection of
domesticity and penality in a more general form. The evidence from recent feminist
analyses of sentencing decisions indicates that the introduction of home imprisonment as
part of the wider increase in community based forms of control tinks the home to the
prison through the processes of normatisation as they are played out in the sentencing
decisions and the defence pleas of the courts.
Sentencing decisions and the incorporation of the family into the penal
sphere
The extent to which the sentencing decision of tiie magistrate has a dtiect relationship with
the incorporation of the family into the penal sphere in relation to home imprisonment
wtil vary with the form of home imprisonment that is introduced in any State. The 'back
end' form of home imprisonment places the decision in the hands of the executive, the
rison administration.

With home imprisonment as a 'front end' option that power goes

totiiejudiciary. It becomes the sentencing decision of the magistrate or judge. Which
one of these choices is made depends upon the political character of the legislative. The
therapeutic or reformative aspect ofpenal poticy is associated with the shift to
indeterminacy and penal decision making within the adminish-ation of the prison.
Universality of punishment is interpreted in terms of the specific personal characteristics
of the offender.
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In liberalism, universatity is manifested in the uniformity of the sentence in relation to
the specificity of the offence.

With the cturent new right emphasis on 'law and order'

surfacing in several of the advanced corporate consumer economies, power over
sentencing is, in part, being shifted from the rationaUty of the positivisitic expert in the
prison back to the judicial rationality of the bench.

This then makes it more likely that

the 'front end' form of home tinprisonment, that is the form that comes under the
control of the judiciary, is likely to play an increasingly significant part in the way that
the boundaries between home and prison are reconstituted.

Magistrates as sentencing controllers then are becoming increasingly significant gate
keepers of the incorporation of the domestic sphere into the legal penal realm in this
major shift in the mode of interdependence between home and prison.

In addition to the political decision to shift the power away from positivistic experts
within the prison, to the rational legal power of the bench, magistrates can use their
autonomous judicial power to introduce home imprisonment as a pre sentence bail
option.

These two possibtiities, of home imprisonment as a front end option and as a condition
of bail, raise key questions about the relationship between sentencing and gender.273

Feminist analyses of prison and parole decisions in England, the U.S. and in Australia,
tiidicatetiiatin the penal realm tiie conventional nuclear fantily is reinforced and exploited
as tiie major altemative site for tiie social control of offenders .2^4 The famtiy is
273 Although die theoretical emphasis of the thesis is upon the social consdnction of domesticity radier than
of gender, the two processes are so connected in the differentiation of social life in all forms of
familial poUtical economies, that the feminist critique of sentencing decisions is outUned here.
274 Candace Kruttschniu (1982) Women, Crime and Dependency' CriminoloRV vol.9(4) pp.495-513. and
David Farrington & Allison Morris (1983)'Sex, Sentencing and Reconviction' British Journal of
Criminology vol.23(3) pp 229-248 cited in Mary Eaton (1986), Eaton (1986), Edwards (1988)
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constmcted through decisions and discourses tii the sentencing section of the legal penal
sphere as a form of junior partner supplementing the regulating, coercive and disciplinary
functions of the formal institutions of punishment. However it is the famtiy constituted
within the classical nuclear family relations of caring and dependence that is the key form
in these decisions.

There have been two broad areas of research into the relationship between sentencing and
gender that reflect the different conceptual approaches of tiberal feminism and sociatist
feminism. The former approach has generated research into the 'chivalry thesis':
whether women as individuals receive preferential treatment in sentencing. In the latter,
the interpretations of sentencing are more likely to focus on the stmctural relationship
between the two spheres, the domestic and the penal, in terms of the way that sentencing
decisions reinforce and exploit particular forms of family stractures. Although the latter
are more relevant to this thesis, there is not a distinct boundary between the two
approaches. The analysis of the penal-family nexus has drawn on the work of the earlier
examinations of the chivalry thesis.

Edwards, in a comprehensive review of the two approaches, points out that in much of
the research into the 'chivalry factor', the evidence is clouded by the difficulties of
controlling for the several relevant variables such as previous criminal record or level of
offence. 275 Nevertheless, it was from this range of studies that it was possible to
indicate a broad pattem: that gender emerges as a much more important status for women
than for men.276

it is confomtity to a particular form of femininity, rather than gender

til itself, that is the key factor that is associated with more lenient sentenctiig decisions.

Krattschnitt, in her study of probation officers reports in the U.S.A., found that family
based control is an acceptable substitute for formal state control but only within specific,
275 Edwards, p. 133
276 Edwards, p.137
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conventional forms of family.277 State control was less likely to be recommended for
women in a position of economic dependency than for women with economic
independence.

Farrington and Morris's work too, indicates that it is not so much the sex of the
defendant that influences severity of sentence as the woman's specific gender role within
the famtiy.278 Marital status, and having chtidren, were factors affecting
imprisonment for women but not for men. 279 This finding is open to different
interpretations however. Farrington and Morris argue that the differential sentenctiig
results from magistrates' disapproval of women offenders whose backgrounds do not fit
the conventional fantily model.280 Eaton argues, drawing on examples from her own
work and from Krattsnitt's findings, that the magistrates are assuming that the gender
role of economic dependence imposes sufficient informal control for the offender to be
safely regulated within the fantily.28i

What could also be drawn from this interpretation of Farrington and Morris's findings is
that men's economic dependence is not seen in the same light in terms of social control.
In this U.S.A. study, sentencing was differentiated by marital status and parenthood
only in decisions affecting women before the court, not for men. 282 if a woman as a
wife and mother is economically dependant on a man she is more likely to be given a
sentence that is based on the assumption that that dependence wtil be an effective control.
If a man is economically dependant that assumption is not made. Indeed Eaton's
exantination of magistrates decisions and mitigation pleas indicates that having a job can

277 cited in Eaton pp.26-27
278 cited in Eaton pp.28-29
279Eaton p.29
280 Eaton p.29
281 Eaton p.29
282 Eaton p.28
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be a very effective argument keeping men out of institutional prisons, especially if theti
employment supports the economic dependence of women and chtidren.283

Eaton's work indicates that conformity to gender role within the famtiy affects sentencing
decisions in the case of both men and women. Her analysis of mitigation pleas and
decisions made in a magistrates court in England shows how sentencing judgements
enforce the social control partnership between the family and the penal reakns.284
Family status plays a major part in magistrates decisions about the site of imprisonment
for both men and women offenders. She shows how in these decisions, it is the
dominant model of the family that is reinforced, as a family characterised by the
conventional gendered division of labour with women responsible for the chtid care and
expressive work and men for the instramental role of economic responsibtiity.285
Fantilies other than the conventional man-woman unit were not acceptable as altemative
sites for control.286

However, it is in the delineation of ftistiy, the various bases for mitigation and
secondly, the social inquiry reports of the probation officers , that the way in which the
family and the penal realms intersect is indicated in more detail.

Fti-stiy, Eaton's work indicates that the way the discourse operates in the relationship
between the two spheres is not one sided. In anticipating the response from the
magistrate the defence lawyers draw more heavtiy on the famtiy cticumstance of the
defendant than on any other argument.287

283 Eaton p.49
284 Eaton p.56
285 Eaton p.94
286 Eaton p.54
287 Eaton p.44
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Eaton classifies the form of these arguments into six categories and although she points
up the similarity of the arguments for both men and women, her detatied table indicates
some interesting differences.288

She distinguishes between arguments based on the

famtiy as the site of social responsibitity and those that argue that the family will be an
effective site of social control. Both arguments are based on the general notion of control
tiwough commitment to the fantily buttiielatter reties more on evidence of the dtiect
control by a relative over the offender.

The emphasis in Eaton's analysis here is that all of these 'family arguments' rest on the
definition of a specific famtiy form. It is the 'normal' family that is the basis for the
promise of redemption of the offender. Her summary of the way this operates in the
negotiations between defendant, defending lawyers and magistrates is that 'Defendants
offend because theti circumstances are abnormal. Defendants wtil reform because theti
cticumstances wtil in future be normal"289

Eaton's work give support to her argument from Krattschnitt that the condition of being
a conventional, that is an economically dependant, female member of a nuclear family is
likely to be a sufficient promise of control for both, herself if she is the defendant, or
for her partner if he is the one under some form of control The expectations of the
probation officer were that it is women, specifically in their positon in the domestic
sphere, who have the responsibility 'to account for theti menfolk' and it also through
their positon in the domestic sphere that women are expected to 'account for themselves'
It is women in botii cases who are expected to do the work of mediating and negotiating
with the representatives of the penal bureaucracies.290 A conventional family man is also
the man whose 'self is constracted, and defended, by the woman for whom he is
expected to provide.. The judgement's being made about the women on probation were

288 Eaton p.45
289 Eaton p. 54
290 Eaton p.54
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based on their competence in maintaining a home. The evaluations of the men, however,
' were an opportunity for meeting the woman who was significant in (his) life'29i

The relevance for this thesis of these different anticipations about the effectiveness of the
family as the site of control and tiie different forms of control necessary within the famtiy
for women and men respectively are the tinplications for tiie women who are the parents
or partners of men who serve part of theti sentence at home. It is worth restating
(jraham's point here about the way that the nexus between caring work and dependence
operates differentially for men and women within the family:
die dependent status (of women) is not absolute, but is conditional upon dieir being
simultaneously depended upon by others. Thus, for many women, feing a dependant is
synonynrious not with receiving care, but with giving it ...for men, economic dependency and
poverty is the cost of being cared for: for women, economic dependency and poverty is the
cost of caring.292

Eaton's work indicates that in penal policy as in other forms of social policy that draw on
the unpaid domestic work of caring, dependency has different consequences for men
and women. The relationship between poverty, caring and dependence however,
operates at different levels in the penal sphere varying with decisions about the site of
control, whether the punishment occurs within the institutional prison or within the
family. From the various discourses in the introduction of home imprisonment as well
as from the work of Krattschnitt and Eaton, it seems likely that economically dependent
men wiU be more at risk of committal to institutionaUsed imprisonment and that it wiU be
those men who will fit the role of provident breadwinner who will become the subject
and the object of the unpaid caring and controlling work of their spouses or parents in the
home-as-prison. This reconfiguration of caring and dependence then comes fuU circle.
The reconstraction of domesticity and penality almost exactiy parallels the constitution of
domestic life in the penal settlement of N.S.W. tii the period of transportation. The
major difference lies in the family's dispossession from tiie means of production. Caring
291 Eaton p. 69
292 Graham (1983) p.25
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and dependence take different forms in the relationships between state, the economy and
the famtiy labour economies of the households of the late 18th century settiement, and
thetiregularitiesof attachment and disattachment to waged labour in the famtiy consumer
economies of the late twentieth century.

Conclusion
The moral sphere of the home has been incorporated into the wider moral public sphere of
penatity in a number of complex forms. There is however a fundamental tension in the
intersection of the two spheres that stemsfromtheir separate bases of moratity: the
particularistic relationships of famtiy life in the former stand in direct contradiction to the
universatistic principles of legal rationatity or scientific rationatity in the latter. This
contradiction, of the interdependence yet incompatibitity of the two spheres of moral
reproduction, is most simply resolved in the classic form of the interdependence between
home and prison - the segregation of the supra-rational masculine prison and the supraarational emotional world of the famtiy. The essential irrationality of the extension of
punishment to families of prisoners in a legal judicial system that is based on the
specificity of punishment is neatly masked by the elegant solution of the neglect of the
parallel punishment to the family. Even in the penal era in which the home is connected
to the prison along a continuum of segregation, cortection, and normatisation, the
shadowyness of the punishment of the prisoners' families is maintained by the tactic of
focusing the spottight of social scientific interest upon the personality and relational skiUs,
or lack of them, of the women outside.

However the resolution of segregation and neglect and redirected attention produces new
contradictions. The very mascultiiity of prison Ufe produces tensions that sends some
reformers back into the 'pre-rational' era to examine proto-capitaUst forms of punishment
tiiat more manifestly incorporate the family into the prison.
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The expense of bringing family life into prison, whether through conjugal visits
schemes, co-cortectional programmes or family counseling courses however, makes
this mode economically unattractive in the retreat from welfare era of corporate
consumer capitatism. The family inside the prison is only cost effective in political
economies in which famtiy labour economies are still viable.

The more technologically advanced resolution, and one that particularly suits the era of
consumerism and fiscal crisis, is the inversion of the spatial relationship, the new
topology ofpenal life that brings the prison into the home, the 'wonderfuUy attractive'
programme of home imprisonment.

Nevertheless the several contradictions within the legal-penal system itself means that
there is no cohesive, coherent, penal policy.

The processes of sentencing and

punishment in most westem industrialised societies are characterised by theti Byzantine
confusion of layered policies and practices with the co-existence of various forms of
incorporation of the home into the prison.

The specific forms which cticumscribe the lives of women in N.S.W. who are caught
between the interdependent yet incompatible domains of domesticity and penatity through
theti family obligation to care for men sentenced to imprisonment are outitiied in the next
four chapters.
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CHAPTER

FIVE

LABOURING LOVING AND CONTROLLING: material and emotional
dimensions of the incorporation of domesticity into penal policy in
N.S.W.
..to overburden oppositional dichotomous categories by refusing their boundaries or borders
is to occupy the impossible 'middle ground' excluded by logic and reason in dieir present
forms.^

The next four chapters investigate the complexities of the work of 38 women in N.S.W.
who, through theti family obligation to care, provide an extensive infrastracture of
support to men in prison and to the legal penal system. This chapter details the material
and emotional aspects of this caring work.

The central concept around which the investigation of the intersection between domestic
and pubtic life revolves is that of 'the nexus between dependency and caring'. The major
thrast of this thesis is that the insights developed out of the feminist critique of the
welfare state should be applied to the caring work of this symbolicaUy important group of
people, those women and men who comprise the population 'families of prisoners'.
The review of literature in chapter two on the constitution of penatity and domesticity as
the two sites of social control in liberal capitalist famiUal political economies tiidicates the
way that the feminist materialist perspective analyses the constitution of caring work as a
specific kind of laboiu- in our society. The first section of this chapter reviews this
approach in greater detail.2 This is followed by an outline of the specific conditions
through which the caring work of people in the population 'famtiies of prisoners'
operates in N.S.W., in a summary of the poUcies and practices of penaUty as they have
developed in the state over the past two decades.
' Elizabedi Gross(1986) p. 138. (on Irigaray's challenge to phUosophy)
Because the feminist analysis of caring work in other areas of social policy forms theframeworkof the
way diat domesticity comes to be ctfawn into the penal sphere, this first section repeats but also
elaborates on, the material from chapters two and four.
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Review of literature of caring as domestic labour
In the feminist materialist literature on 'caring' that developed particularly in Britain in the
late 1970s and early 1980s, domestic labour came to be defined as having several major
features:

(i) Materialism. Sustaining life and physical well being The domestic labour
debate in the 1970s drew attention to the economic aspects of housework.3 The several
analyses of housework^ mothering5 and the evidence from the several studies of the work
of caring for adult dependents drew on this materiatist interpretation of caring. Graham
describes caring work as having major material dimensions. 'Caring about' someone
involves 'caring for' them. It is something women do for others, to keep them alive. 'It
is a labour that ensures life as much as an emotion which expresses love.'6

(ti) Materialism: the parodox of care and its costs This material aspect of caring work
then becomes three fold: the caring work of ensuring the tife and physical well-betiig of
the dependent also involves the unpaid carers in extensive and physically demanding
labour7 and in broader political economic terms the feminist materiatist analysis also
emphasises the way that the costs to women carers of theti unpaid work retieves the state
of major econontic responsibitities. Underpinning this infrastracture of material
support, that women through theti family obtigation to care provide for the political
economy, is the parodox pointed up by Graham:

3
"^
5
6
7

Ellen Malos(1980)
among odiers: Ann Oakley (1974 a)(1974 b) Heidi Hartmann (1981)
among others: Betsy Wearing (1984)
Graham (1983) p.25
Sally Baldwin and CaroUne Glendinning (1983) & E.O.C. report (1981) Moroney (1976) N. James
(1990) Elizabedi Watson & Jane Mears (1988)
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... for women, the experience of dependency is more contradictory. Their dependent status
- as housewives, mothers, dutiful daughters - is not absolute, but is conditional upon their
being simultaneously depended upon by odiers. Thus, for many women,, being a
dependant is synonymous not with receiving care, but with giving it For children, and for
men, economic dependency and poverty is the cost of being cared for for women, economic
dependencv and povertv is die cost of caring.8
(iii) Responsiveness

to political economic

changes

Thirdly,

but

intertelated with this materiatist dimension is the characteristic that the demands upon
carers are determined not only by the specific needs of the dependents but by the extemal
economic, political and ideological climates in which the needs are defined. Shetia
Kamerman and Alfred Kahn's comparative study of six countries, and their varying
policies on child care, shows how specific national concems with population, equality
or economic efficiency (as it is defined in neo classical economic terms) can make major
differences in the extent to which the costs of caring are distributed from state to famtiy.9
Similarly Cass' historical analysis of child endowment and family aUowance payments
indicates that way that costs of chtid care in Australia have undergone compticated shifts
from capital to state to famtiy.^o The 'retreat from welfare' era from the 1970s onwards
has specifically been characterised by the transfer of responsibilities from state to famtiy
for the care for various sectors of the working class who have become defined as
unproductive.il
(iv) Diffuseness and unspecifiability The diffuse unbounded nature of the
responsibiUty for caring for children, or UI or aged adult dependents diat is derived bodi
from die immediate nature of the dependency and from the way it comes to be defmed in
the extemal poUtical economic cUmate, means diat caring is experienced as an
unspecifiable kind of labour.l2 Graham points out that diis then places major demands
on the carer who has to make cohesive what is essentially fragmentary.

(v) Skill

This diffuseness indicates that there is major craft element in the labour of

caring. The worker, although confined by multiple and diffuse constraints is
nevertheless creating the contours of her own responses to the chronic crises of adult
dependency. Ungerson, in interviews with carers of aged dependents, found that the
^ Graham (1983) p.24 (my emphasis)
9 Kamennan & Kahn (eds.) (1978)
10 Cass (1983. a)
11 Moroney (1976) Lesley Rimmer (1983) Graycar(ed.) (1983)
12 Graham (1983)p. 26 Watson & Mears (1988 a) p. 138-9
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four men who were carers were much more likely to use occupational language to
describe their experience. They understood, Ungerson argues, that they had acqutied
transferable skills.13

In an article that parallels Ungerson's emphasis upon the skills of caring, Sara Ruddick
delineates the several aspects of the particular inteUectual discipline of mothering as
'attentive love'.i^ Her argument is that the practice of mothering involves the
development of a specific set of intellectual sktils, capacities for judgement, ways of
asking questions about, naming, categorising and interpreting the world, that amount to
a 'discipline of mothering' that is comparable (although differentiated in many significant
ways) to the disciplines of history, mathematics or any of the other publicly recognised
academic sciences. Although Ruddick focuses on child-rearing she argues that it is
mothering that becomes the paradigm for the various other forms of caring that defines
the domestic work of women.

The discipline of mothering from which the other aspects of caring work develop, she
argues, tiivolves the acquisition of specific skiUs as a response to the particular demands
of the actual day to day practices involved in child-rearing. These demands are shaped
by the particular interests that characterise what it is to become and to be human. The
three major interests: preservation of tife, creating the conditions for growth, and the
development of social acceptabtiity, shape the development of the inteUectual skiUs and
cognitive abilities of 'attentive love': humiUty, resilient good humor, realism, respect
for persons, responsiveness to change, tolerance for ambiguity.

Moreover, the

inherent contradictions between the different aspects of child rearing - the preservation
of life and the development of growth and individuatity in the child - means that matemal
practice involves a high level of self reflection and intemal monitoring in order to

13 Ungerson (1987)
1"^ Sara Ruddick (1980)
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achieve a balance between control and permissiveness, between the processes of
attachment and detachment.

Ruddick argues that there is a unity of reflection, judgement and emotion in any
discipline. However, it has been misdescribed, sentimentalized, and devalued through
the duatistic misinterpretation,

the false distinction between the emotional and the

intellectual in the case of mothering. Mothering as 'attentive love' involves the specific
fusion of intellectual capacity and love. 'Attention' is a special 'knowledge of the
individual' that is nevertheless permissive of the subjectivity of the individual.

Ruddick's delineation of the skills of mothering is class neutral. However, a similar
analysis of the skills this time of those involved in the emotional labour of caring for
patients and theti families in hospices, argues that these specialist skills are developed
within particular forms of political economies, especially within the productive relations
of capitalism. 15 Emotional labour, James argues, is about social regulation, the
regulation of others' emotions that becomes the specialist work of women when
rationality and emotionality become, not only segregated, but contrasted and defined as
incompatible, in the development of the separate spheres of production and reproduction
in industrial, bureaucratic capitalism. However James shares with Ruddick the
interpretation of mothering as central to the way that emotional laboiu- is leamt. She sees
it as forming the basis of aU the other forms of emotional labour, in work, or when it is
produced as a commodity in service work. She isolates the skill of 'being available' as
central and sees it as comprising the several abilities: of being flexible, able to
understand the needs of people in distress, able to respond at an intimate level to often
unspoken demands, able to balance the contradictory aspects of support and control,
and to juggle the competing demands of the several members of the famtiy involved in the
crisis of dying. 1^

15 James (1990)
16 James pp. 26-28
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(vi) Negation, political quietism and political ambiguity

In contrast to craft

based forms of labour in the public sphere, the diffuse skills of caring for famtiy
dependents are likely to be devalued. James' and Ruddick's description of the
intellectual skills involved in this task, this 'miracle of the capacity for attention'17 is
close to Graham's description of the specific skiUs of coping involved in the work of
caring. 18 Graham, citing Adams, points out that in 'making cohesive what is often
fragmentary and disintegrating', caring work is only visible when it is not done.i^
Graham uses 'coping' as a central analytic term both to make visible the masked and
devalued political economic significance of the work of 'caring' and to indicate the way
it becomes devalued. In answering the question 'how are mothers seen and not heard?',
Graham argues that a basic aspect of caring work is 'coping'. Coping as
responsiveness to crises or problems created beyond the control of the worker has four
characteristics:, it involves responsibility accepting the obtigations and duties which go
with the job of being a mother', culpability or wiUingness to take the responsibtiity for
righting crises caused by others, flexibility or malleability, the ability to be adaptable
to the diffuse and complex demands of the chronic crises of dependency; and negation
or self effacement, the denial that these skills are causing any problems for the carer
herself. These aspects of coping coalesce into its fourth characteristic, political
quiescence. In denying oneself a voice in responding competentiy and invisibly to the
chronic and the acute, diffuse demands of dependency, coping provides a form of
metaphorical shock absorber for the various crises created by the contradictions of the
extemal social relations of productive life. For example, the central conu-adiction of
productive Ufe lies in the inabtiity of the political economy of the pubtic sphere to provide
adequate support for those who fall outside of the wage relationship - children, the aged
and the invalid - in a society based upon the professedly civti and humane values of

17 Ruddick is citing Simone Weil's description here,from'Human PersonaUty' in Collected Essays.
chosen and translated by Richard Rees (London:Oxford University Press, 1962)
18 Graham (1982)
19 Graham (1982) p 26
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tiberal capitalism. Domesticity, as the coping work of caring or mothering, then can be
seen as absorbing the inherent stresses and tensions of a wage based economy. The
elasticity of domestic work means that women do provide a reserve army of laboiu, not
so much in providing extra hands for the paid labour market but in forming a responsive
and quiescent force of unpaid carers for the cycle of workers made unproductive and
dependent by the varying demands and exigencies of the insecurities and reshapings of
the labour market of a capitalist economy.

In addition to this aspect of elasticity, the way that domestic sphere relations are
stractured through the gendered nexus of caring and dependency means that famtiy life
provides a buffer against economic crises because of the uneven distribution of economic
resources within the family.20 In both the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries women
have 'absorbed the blows of an insecure existence' and defended fantily life in economic
crises by reducing theti own standard of tiving . This elasticity in the wife's access to
material resources then served as a buffer for the larger economic system as weU.

Lynch argues that this emotional component of caring work should be termed solidary
labour in that it is work that creates symbolic bonds between men and women and
children and adults, so reproducing the caring relationships between people that are
essential to human development. Nevertheless, like Graham, she distances herself
from the economistic Marxist argument and interprets this work as being both essential
to, but more than a by product of, the structural forces of capitatism. Solidary labour
or love labour is the work that is 'an eternal necessity' in the production of humans as
species beings.21

There is, then, an ambiguity about the relationship between domesticity and political
order. As Rebecca Albury points out, famtiy tife provides the basis for both control

20 Laura Oren(1974) Aungles (1982)
21 C. Lynch (1989) p. 2
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and contestation.22 it is 'the site of both tiie protection and the oppression of
individuals.'23

The obligation to care can lead to political action to defend the tiiterests of fantily
dependents, as well as political quiescence. Women were potiticaUy active in the
conflicts around consumption, the 'bread riots' of the early nineteenth century .2^ Janey
Stone shows how tii several of the pubtic demonstrations in the 1930s Depression ti
was women who led public protests against the invasions into famtiy Ufe and the loss of
material support for family existence.25 In South Australia at the same ttine it was
women who ran the anti-eviction scheme, 'RaUy when the Gong Goes", organising
concerted attacks on bailiffs to prevent the spUt up of famtiies being put out into the
street, and specifically using the symbolism of familism to encourage mass opposition to
the evictions.26 Tim Anderson refers to the political activities of families of prisoners
directiy confronting the Minister for Cortective Services to make pubtic tiie damaging
effects on prisoners of the prison officers strike at Paramatta in 1983.27

(vii) Materialism:as costs to carer

There is a further aspect of the diffusenes of

caring work that ties back into the material aspects of caring outtined above - the material
costs to the carer. What is also unspecifiable about the demands made on some forms of
caring work is just how long the care is going to be needed. The fainitial obligation to
aged or chronically physically or mentally ill adult dependents can involve the worker in a
commitment to an unspecified period of responsibility. The undefinabiUty then imposes
other material demands on the unpaid carer. The unspecifiabtiity of any time timit to
caring interferes with the career plans that the unpaid carer can make for her own future

22 Albury (1987)
23 Albury p.25
24 Sheila Rowbotham(1973)pp.24-28
25 J. Stone (1982)
26 Margaret Allen et al.(1989) pp.218-220
27 T. Anderson. (1989 p.20
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after the unpaid caring work comes to an end. The material consequences of caring, in
terms of lost opportunities, can then last beyond the demands of the caring work itself.2^

(viii) Social isolation

Citing evidence from several studies of the famiUal work of

care, Graham emphasises its socially isolating nature. Caring is privatised work tiiat,
'tightens the bonds that tie (the carer) to the lonely and narrow sphere of 'home"29

Graham argues that the dtiemma for women who perform this isolating work is that, for
political and ideological reasons, this famitial responsibitity to care is the way that carers
as women are accepted into and feel as though they belong to the social world.30 The
commitment to caring work then both isolates yet connects women with the wider social
world. It is in part, social isolation that tips caring work towards potitical quiescence
rather that contestation. In analysing the way that gender and privacy intersect Graham
refers to the ultimate sense of responsibility that mothers feel for the health, development
and happiness of theti children, 'that she is the person beyond whom there is no
recourse or appeal and who is answerable for what happens.'3i

The basic step towards redefining inequality as a public problem rather than a private
difficulty, the recognition of the commonality of the exploitation is made more difficult
when the physical space and the emotional discourses within which the work of caring
operates is the confined particularistic life of the home.

(ix) Loving:

emotional, material and ideological aspects

Graham's

argument here indicates the central dimension of care, that ti links the material and the
ideological. The feminist materialist analysis of caring emphasises that it is comprised of

28 Usley Rimmer (1983) Fay Wright (1983) Watson & Mears (1988 a) pp.138-9
^^ Margery Spring Rice (1981) Working Class Wives Virago. London pp.105,106 cited in Graham
(1983) p.26
30 Graham (1983) pp. 18-22
31 Hughes et al. (1980) Nurseries Now:A Fair Deal for Parents and Children. Penguin. Harmondswordi
cited in Graham (1985) p.36
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more than the material work of tending. Just as Ruddick refutes the dualism of the
separation between intellect and emotion, Graham refutes the dualism of the separation
of the emotional and the material aspects of caring. Caring is about both laboiuing and
loving. It has both material and emotional dimensions. Ungerson points to the political
economic consequences of this duality of the term caring.32 Not only can it have two
totally different meanings as 'caring for' and caring about', but there is an elision of the
two terms. The material contributions and costs involved in the tending aspect of 'caring
for' then become taken for granted and marginatised aspects of the political economy as
these material dimensions of caring work become interpreted as 'natural' aspects of
family tife. 33 The policies of the New Right as they are manifested tii the policies and
practices, for example, of Britain in the recession of the 1980s, explicitiy draw on the
ideology of unpaid care as the 'natural' form of care for people displaced from the labour
force. In the words of Margaret Thatcher:
...the only effective way to reach all those individuals who need help is dirough die voluntary
service of millions of individuals who do what they can because they want to. And however
much money we have and however rich Britain becomes, services to meet the needs which as
volunteers you now satisfy, and in the end, real neighbourUness and understanding care
comes most naturally from those who choose to give it, and it comes most effectively from
those who are neighbours and friends of those they help.3'*

The ideological constraction of caring as women's natural famitial obligation then has
further implications. Ungerson's argues that the state's use of caring for adult
dependents draws on an image of caring as unproblematic, that caring is 'normal', but
that the reversal of roles involved in caring for adults can make that caring work a
difficult social process. Nevertheless, the premise that caring is 'normal' then makes the
carers feel guilty about the extra problems they are facing.35

(x) Control

The final aspect of caring work is indicated in the definition of terms in

chapter one. The argument in tiiis thesis is that the materialist aspect of caring has both
32
33
34
35

Ungerson (1983) p.31
Ungerson (1983) p.48
Margaret Thatcher (1981)
Ungerson (1987) pp.116-117
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political and economic dimensions and that these two strands should be separated.
Caring work has key controlling aspects. Several writers in the feminist materialist
approaches to social policy and the welfare state, point to the aspect of control tii the
constraction of the familial obtigation to care.36 In the Australian analyses, Bettina
Cass' detailed delineation of the famtiy allowance, chtid endowment and popitiation
poticies shows how these various 'family polices' have been used to control both class
and gender relations by successive govemments of various political hues since
Federation.37

Heidensohn points to the duaUty of control as it operates through domesticity . She
argues that women are socially controlled to be the controllers.38

The review of

Uterature on the constitution of domesticity in chapter two indicates the several ways in
which this moral relationship between family, state and economy became the central
feature of the intersection between productive and reproductive life with the development
of capitalism. This more complex approach to the relationship between domesticity and
control then indicates that caring comprises three rather two dimensions: it is about
labouring, loving and controlling.

At the same time, women's obligation to care is

continually reconstituted through extemal potitical and ideological controls as the
boundaries between the state, economy and family life shift with changes in the political
economy.

The work of Jane Lewis and Barbara Meredith, Finch and Ungerson demonstrates the
complexity of the relationship between care and control indicated by Heidensohn.39
Control is exerted on carers not only through the broad external stractures but within the
close relationships of family. In their several analyses of the day-to-day care of aged
dependents, they show how the carers are controlled by the dependents through forms of

^^
37
38
39

Pascal (1986) Land (1983) Elisabedi WUson(1977) Heidensohn(1986) N. James (1990)
Cass (1983 a) (1983 b)
Heidensohn (1985) ch.9
Lewis & Meredith (1988) p. 64 Finch (1989) p.209 Ungerson (1987) p.96
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what they call 'emotional blackmail'. The only power that many dependent people can
draw on is their control through love. Finch points out that each of these separate studies
indicate that, although some men do do this caring work, it is women who are the more
susceptible to being controUed within the intimate relationships of the fantily.'^

The way that the nexus between caring and dependence for women who are parents or
partners of prisoners, becomes part of the system of control was indicated in general
terms in chapter four. The experiences of this form of incorporation into penality as it
affected the women in N.S.W. in the period 1986 to 1988 comprise the next chapter.
However, as Graham argues, it is the fusion between the dimensions of care that
characterises domestic labour. So control as part of the work that women do and as it
intersects with the material and emotional aspects of their caring work is included too in
this chapter.

Before detailing the accounts of the 38 people who worked in the complex social space
between home and prison in N.S.W. in the late 1980s, the specific policies and
practices that circumscribed theti work is outiined here.

Imprisonment in N.S.W.

in the 1980s

(we should be) directing our gaze to the brighdy lit official stage where decisions are made
before proceeding gradually to the semi-darkness or the places where these decisions are carried
out. 41

In chapters two and four, the 1970s was described an an era in which, in Garlands
description, penaUty in Westem societies is characterised by three major features: the
profound crisis of the 1970s manifested in prisoner straggles and organisation; the
coUapse in the betief of rehabilitation, and the acute fiscal and discipline problems of
prison administration. Not only was this the case in the overtly violent penal
40 Finch (1989) p.209
41 Donzelot p. 150
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administrations in the United States and Britain, but even in the much vaunted reformist
prison systems of Scandinavia and the Netherlands, potitical and sometimes violent,
confrontations between prisoners and prison officers were public aspects of penaUty in
this era, with the development of the Krum, Krim, and Krom associations in Sweden,
Norway and Denmark and the battle between prisoners and Dutch marines in
Scheveningen in 1974.42

The N.S.W. experience reflects this general picture although with its own specific
features. There were a series of prisoner rebellions in N.S.W. prisons in the 1970s. The
formation of several prisoner groups and the high level of prisoner action drawing
attention to a range of destractive and inhumane conditions that had been a sustained
feature of N.S.W. jails including a lengthy era of institutionalised violence by prison
officers against prisoners.43 These straggles eventually led to the Royal Commission
into N.S.W. Prisons in 1976 which handed down over 200 recommendations for prison
reform. The next few years were characterised by straggles between liberal and
conservative factions within the prison adminisd-ation over the extent to which these
proposed reforms should be implemented.44

The problems of prison discipline following on from the Nagle Report included an
extensive programme of strikes by prison officers over the attempts at prison reform by
the newly appointed Chatiman of Cortective Services Commission, Dr. Tony Vinson,
who resigned after two and half years. Most of the prison officers involved in the
systematic violence against prisoners were allowed to continue in the service. Some
were promoted to senior positions.45

42 J. Conrad (1966) "Violence in Prisons' in Annals of the American Academy of Political and social
Science vol. 364 pp. 113-119 cited in A. Cohen (1975) p.25 C. Amilon (1976)
43 Zdenkowski and Brown p.65
44 Tony Vinson (1982) Mark Findlay (1982)
45 Vinson pp. 22-24
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The complex ways in which penality and domesticity intersected in this era of
restracturing, extended to the famtiy lives of prison officers which became caught up in
the jostUngs for power between liberal and conservative elements. It was in this period
that prison officers reported that one of the stressful aspects of theti position lay in
reconciling the authority of theti work tife with theti famtiy tife.46 The report on prison
officer stress did not however, indicate the way in which that conftict was manifested in
the power relationships within the family.

In a more reveating account one group of

reactionary prison officers, the 'Maggots', were recorded as having pursued their attack
on reform poticies by harassing and physically assaulting newly d-ained officers who
were more sympathetic to the reformist poticies. The harassment included threatening
night time phone calls to the wives of the reformist officers.47

During the late 1970s and the early 1980s N.S.W. prisons were the sites of both softer
and harder penal practices and poUcies. Some of the recommendations of the Nagle
Report were implemented. Katingal, the heavtiy criticised high security unit, described
as 'an electronic zoo', and the older 'Victorian zoo' - the Observation Unit of the
Malabar complex - were closed down. Greater emphasis was placed on day release,
work release and early release programmes and communication with famtiies outside
was made more open. A therapeutically oriented Special Care Unit, organised around
shared decision making, was estabUshed.48 Transsexual prisoners were accorded
official recognition of theti right to maintain their identities as women.49 Women prison
staff including welfare workers, education officers as weU as prison officers were
appointed to positions in men's prisons.

These moves were specifically moves away from the constitution of prison as the site of
a clearly segregated masculinity. The estabUshment of the Special Care Unit was a
46 N.S.W. D.C.S.(1983)p. 22, WiUett (1979) also indicates die significance of diis particular aspect of
the intersection between home and prison in his work on Canadian prison staff
47 Vinson (1982) p. 187
48 Vinson (1982) p. 217
49 Vinson (1982) pp.65-66
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move to reconstitute violent prisoners as men who would be participants in the
management of their own penal status but at the same time it has been described as a
move to 'domesticise' control within prison. 'The facilities of tiie wing are designed to
give the impression of communal domesticity, rather than the spartan sense of security in
a traditional Long Bay wing.'50

To add to this move to a more consensual basis of control through the domestication of
this section of prison life, prison officers were also included in the democratisation of
decision-making. Their job was no longer the purely custodial one of 'opening and
closing' gates but was extended to include helping to plan the therapeutic programmes and
assist in their implementation. Notably one of the new innovations for the unit was the
introduction of female prison officers because
in order to 'normalize' the miUeu, it was seen to be desirable to introduce female officers in
this environment.. ..it is generally assumed diat the presence of females 'cleans-up' die gaol
jargon, that inmates care more about dieir appearances and hygiene, and that women have a
calming influence on the dynamics' ...women's presence in gaol is restoring some basis(sic)
social 'niceties' in this relatively cold and barren world..51

In addition one of the other main innovations was to be the provision of private visiting
facilities allowing the prisoners access to family life within the prison. 52

The purpose of this new more democratic and more domesticised unit within the prison
was to treat prisoners who had been psychologicaUy damaged by traumas caused'from
both outside and within the prison waUs.'53

The domesticised Special Care Unit then performs various functions: Its manifest goal is
the reconstitution of personalities whose destraction was caused by the penal system
itself. It also contains its own inherent soft forms of control as prisoners who reject the

50 Findlay (1982) p.77
51 Rita Nicholson (1984) p.l94
52 Findlay p.77
53 Findlay p.76
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conditions of their 'rebirth' into the adolescent stage of contained 'freedom witii
responsibility' are rejected and pushed out of the domesticised democracy of the unit
back into the exclusively mascutine 'infanttiising; power relations of normal prison
disciptine. This special group of prisoners are reconstituted too as subjects who
participate in the conditions of theti own subjection in therapeutic programmes of group
discussion. There are close paraUels here with the reconstitution of workers as subjects
in the schemes of participative management in the 1980s era of a consensus based
poUtical economy. Interestingly however, at the same time as this small minority of
prisoners was becoming involved in domesticised participatory management which has
been described 'as getting 'as close to democracy' as can be produced within the confines
of a prison.'54^ tj^e altemative forms of democratic organisations, membership of the
committees of other prisoner organisations in other jails was regarded as 'a ticket to
Goulbum in the shanghai van.'55

So the same conflicts that were being played out in the political economic relations of the
wider society in the 1960s and 1970s, of the constitution of workers' democracy as
either worker based unionism or participative management,56 were being reworked in a
condensed form within the gaols of N.S.W. in the early 1980s.

Tony Vinson who oversaw the introduction of the unit describes too, the other expticit
function of the Special Care Unit. It was to become the training ground for the new
humane managers of men in prison. 'A quite explicit aim was to graduaUy staff through
the various roles in the unit so that they could acquire the skills in handUng human
problems.'57

54 Findlay p.77
55 T. Anderson (1989) p.73. However it was in Tony Vinson's brief era as Director that die prisoner
organisations were given their fullest official standing
56 H. Blumberg (1968)
57 Vinson (1982) p. 217
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It is unsurprising then that part of Tony Vinson's vision of the way that N.S.W. prison
management would operate also included the restracturing of prisons as sites which
would more nearly repUcate the competitive sttucture of the labour market with prisoners
competing for jobs advertised in gaol, the services and amenities within prison being
paid for out of prison wages, a minimum level of service provision for all, but so
minimal as to 'induce effort' and the building of new factories within prison walls.58

Here Tony Vinson was enthusiastically supporting ideas initially proposed by Gerry
Hay, a senior prisoner executive at Bathurst. The domestication ofpenal life was also
proceeding at this prison. The large impersonal cell blocks of the maximum security
section of Bathurst Gaol which had been destroyed by prisoner actions in 1974 was
replaced by 'unit management houses' in 1982. In this new architectural design
prisoners lived in smaller units where both the physical space and the penal relationships
were based on a 'family' form of control with eight to twelve prisoners cooking and
eating in 'their' unit under the supervision of two Prison Officers. The appointment of a
woman as Deputy Supervisor of the gaol reinforced the familism of this 'normalising' of
penal life.59 Both prisoners and prison staff were initially enthusiastic about this change.
However by 1986, the evaluations of the Bathurst Management Plan were less
positive. 6^

This liberal constitution of prison life, with control managed through more horizontal,
humanely oriented, dually gendered, stractures, with prison officers working closely
in consensual agreement witii fully participating prisoner-workers, wiUingly exchanging
theti labour for unequal rewards for theti supposedly voluntarily unequal 'efforts',
manifestiy reintroduces domesticity into penal cond-ol. It constitutes prison life as a
paternalistic family stracture perpetuaUy reconstituting a stream of wtiting adolescents.

5^ Vinson (1982) p.221. Here Tony Vinson was endiusiastically supporting ideas initiaUy proposed by
Gerry Hay a senior prisoner executive at Bathurst.
59 N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report n983^ p. 15
60 N.S.W. D.C.S Annual Report (•1986;i p. 33
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forever achieving the balance between freedom and responsibtiity that wiU allow tiiem
eventually to be mature enough to enter the wider world as co-operative workers freely
participating in a competitive and unequal labour market. Even die lads' sexual partners
are allowed into the family home on occasion to enable tiiem to achieve the cortect
balance between freedom and responsibitity. Penatity, productivity and domesticity are
interwoven here in a schema that echoes the sentiments underlying the Quaker reforms
of the beginning of the nineteenth centiuy.^i

The actual economy of N.S.W. prisons however, in common with that of most other
gaols in the Westem world, was tiicreasingly revolving not around productivity but the
other political economic moments of distribution and consumption. It was specificaUy
the prison leisure activity of drag consumption that was becoming the focal point of the
discourses constituting penality in N.S.W. in the mid 1980s. In a political economic
culture constituting 'freedom' as consumption and leisure, it was not surprising that
drags became endemic to the economies of N.S.W. prisons when prisoners
can't go to the beach, have a beer, got to the bush, swim, go shopping or do much of
anything that isn't heavily restricted and all under the shadow of a prison officer in a tower
with a nfle
the resuU is that drugs appear a far more attractive form of recreation
pleasure or escape, than they might outside. There are simply not many altematives.^2

Drags entered into both the soft and the hard discourses of prison life in the 1980s. In
the soft control of the technologies of the self used in the group therapy sessions of the
Special Care Unit, confessions about self wiU and control over drag taking became part
of the soul searching for self identification
Daily group sessions are an essential part of die therapy at die Special Care Unit, for it is here
that inmates get an opportunity to see themselves as olUer see them during sessions, members
of the group help eacn other to face and recognise reasons for the inabUity to cope in gaol or
the community, for instance, one prisoner say "I want to give up drugs", to which another
responds "Then how come you asked me yesterday where you could get hold of drugs?"^3

61 Dobash etal. pp.41-56
62 T. Anderson (1989) p.36
63 N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report (1983) p. 27
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In prison life outside of the domesticated democracy of the Unti, the 1980s was also tiie
period when in the N.S.W. gaols, militaristically oriented emergency units were
estabUshed with responsibilities for the control of prisoner distiu-bances.64 In 1981-2
there were seventeen occasions when the units was called out65 and in that year the
Malabar emergency unit was amalgamated with a drug detector dog unit .66 Drag
detector dogs are used in the routine searches for drugs in prison that the Department
proudly describes as being '

like a commando raid, (that) combines siuprise with

thoroughness. The dogs can detect drugs and alcohol even when these are ingeniously
hidden.'67

For prisoners managing to tive day to day in the gaols this drag legitimated shift to an
increased ntilitarism involving investigations of 'tiigenious hiding places' means that
power can be manifested in gross exploitations of control through invasions of tiie private
possessions, spaces and even the bodies of prisoners.68

Drag taking complements sexuatity in the late twentieth century discourses that constitute
this particular form of consumption as pathological through the powerful language of
'addiction'. It is this constraction of drug taking as the curtent manifestation of a lack of
will over the body that legitimates the extensive State intervention over the body of the
individual, even during the Uberalising era of consumerism. As with sexuatity in the
Victorian and the Freudian discourses, drag taking not only legitimates this State
intervention as the physical and emotional coercion of prisoners, it also also becomes the
basis for a detailed network of information collection agencies comptiing dossiers on the
physiological and social condition and the rehabilitative potential of prisoners. The Drag
and Alcohol Court Assessment Programme (DACAP) is a post conviction, pre
sentencing programme which assessed 496 prisoners in 1986/7. Its aims were to
64
65
66
67
68

N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report (1978/9) p. 18
N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report ("1981/2') p.81
N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report ('1981/21 p.3n
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* provide sentencing authorities with accurate assessments of the nature and dependency of
referred clients;
* recommend appropriate intervention;

* provide an indication where possible of the likelihood of the offender co-operating with
such intervention;
* educate substance abusers as to dieir behaviour and encourage diem to take appropriate
action69

Sexuality and drag taking in prison have been separately, and in combination, the focus
of powerful discourses legitimating coercive and epistemological forms of control within
prison. The A.I.D.s issue provided a basis for a particularly powerful rhetoric of
pathology and containment. It drew on both discourses, drugs and sexuatity, to either
condemn the failure of will in the conQ-ol of the body, and/or to make the body the focus
of an extensive network of tests, information collection and segregation procedures.70

Although the shift to a more drag dominated prison life legitimated the shift to mititaristic
forms of control in N.S.W. prisons the introduction of tactical response groups was
closely associated with the control of the eartier political prisoner organisations. In this,
the N.S.W. prison adntinistration was closely following the North American experience
of the mid 1970s in which the crisis of increased prisoner politicisation was described by
one American penal academic:
It is a relatively simple matter to control die predatory conduct of a smaU gang, which, in its
thievery and intimidation, manages to make a lot of enemies among odier inmates. It is quite
another thing to deal with violence that is directed at the staff by men who can represent their
cause as one that is carried out on behalf of aU inmates and at the sametimeengages
revolutionary support outside the walls. The apparatus required for the control ofsemiliterale
thugs concemed widi sex, cigarettes, and candybars is not adequate for the control of guerilla
operations aimed at die disruption of die entire criminal justice system.7l

Here prison life is being constituted as a constant straggle against a well organised
'enemy within' that then justifies an increasing mtiitarisation of control.

69 N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report (1986/71 p. 13
70 Hayes & Hayes (1987) Report of the Third National Conference on A.I.D.s. (1988) die papers in diis
conference came from several different political positions on AIDS.
71 J. Conrad (1966) p.25
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An altemative view of the problem of control within the N.S.W. prison system was that
given in a submission from the Cbrtective Services Teachers Association to the Mitir
Inquiry into the Central Indusdial Prison.72 This analysis of the problem of prison
violence indicated that prisoner violence was encouraged within the C L P . and
incorporated into the system of control.
All too often violent but 'on side' prisoners are used by the system to keep order by heavying
their fellow prisoners. Re^ettably this method has greater favour than making improvements
to management practices.73

The miUtarisation of prison life then can be interpreted as becoming self perpetuating.
The militaristic use of prisoners as 'foot soldiers' engendering a system of prisoner to
prisoner violence that can then be used to legitimate even further mititarised tactics of
control. In the N.S.W. prisons in January 1988 a further mititarised group within the
atieady formed Special Response Unit group was formed. This was the Immediate
Action Group (I.A.T.) that was to 'provide a well co-ordinated team of highly trained
Prison Officers to respond to incidents of prisoner disturbances occurring within prison
estabUshments'74

The Labour administration of prisons tiien was characterised by its use of a 'soft/hard'
strategy of social control with mititarisation and domestication occuring in paraUel. The
domestication of prison life in the early 1980s also included the two studies into the
tinpact of imprisonment on family life, one pubtished by the Department of Cortective
Services and the other by the Ministty of Youth and Community Services .

The Department of Cortective Services report on the famtiy tife of long term prisoners
was framed within the 'family crisis' model of the earlier U.K. and U.S.A. researches of

72 This inquiry was set up following the severe physical assault by a long time prisoner upon a man
imprisoned for a few days days for a fine default. The Corrective Services Teachers Association
report was given legitimacy in die Muir Report by being printed in fuU and being described by Muir
as 'a most helpful submission'.
73 A.G. Muir (1988) p.437
74 Department of Corrective Services (1987/8) p. 19
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the 1960s and 1970s. The research was expticitly introduced as an examination of the
way that domesticity could be used to reduce the level of recidivism
(die) devastating effects on the prisoner and his famUyrelationships... can be die
experience which locks the person into a criminal career. Maintaining close contact with the
famUy during incarceration and re-entering a satisfactory role in diefimUyon release appears
to prevent many of diese effects. 75

The factors identified as contributing to the maintenance of family relationships and
'neuU-atising the institutionatisation process' of prison tife included the extent to which
wives adopted a 'functional or a dysfunctional' method of 'coping' with the stresses of
the impact of imprisonment. The study drew on the psychological classificatory
schemes of McCubbin's Family Coping Inventory focusing on women's personal and
social relationship behavioiu"S. The women's behaviour was judged as dysfunctional if
smoking and drinking alcohol were included as 'coping strategies'

The research categorised women into whether they were 'distant' or 'close' in theti
relationship with the prisoner and one of the six recommendations in the pretiminary
report reinforces the reformist technology of the 'family crisis' model: 'there should be
an extension of Departmental counseling services to prisoner's wives '

The preliminary report which was based on the review of literature of the family crisis
studies of separation included the recommendation
that the Marriage Guidance CouncU should be requested to introduce counseUng services into
at least one major gaol in New South Wales, and to assist in training departmental officers in
appropriate skills. '6

One strand of poticy making then was maitifestiy attempting to insert domesticity into
penal life through reconstituting prison officers as workers skiUed in the 'psy' work of
75 Barbara Kemp, Marie-Claire Cheron, Mary McCleUand and G Cooney, G.( 1982) However Kemp's
preliminary paper,reviewingthe literature on prisoner's famiUes, indicates that this perspective
was deUberately and pragmatically chosen as die one most Ukely to persuade die Department to
fund therecommendedservices for prisoners wives. In the earUer publication she gives priority to
die social equity claim. (Barbara Kemp (1980) p.l.)
76 Kemp etal. p. 17
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policing family life, using the techniques of drawing the family into the prison towards
the normalising end of the punishment in programmes of family counseling similar to
those, described in chapter three, in the U.S.A. and Sweden.

In addition the scientific rationatity of the reformist techiticist school especiaUy in terms of
the scientific bureaucratic emphasis on reconstituting itself through emphasizing the
necessity for future research is reflected in the final two recommendations of the report

8. Conduct further research on the marriage of prisoners serving six months to three years
9. Any innovations introduced should be systematically evaluated 77

However although the reformist technology of the family crisis model dominated the
research methodology and most of the recommendations were oriented to opening up the
prison by making it economically and practicaUy easier for famiUes to visit, one of the
recommendations was to increase cooperation between women in the

6. Encouragement for formation of self-help groups among prisoners' wives

The focus of the second report prepared by Hounslow et al. for the Ministry of Youth
and Community Services was directed more towards the poUtical powerlessness of the
outside carers of prisoners children. This report emphasized the extent of the work
involved in the responsibility for the care of children of prisoners, and the hidden
punishment and economic distress of the women who did that work. Like the Kemp
and Cheron report, the report by Hounslow et al. recommended the funding for a selfhelp group of outside carers. However they explicitly tied this recommendation to the
lack of a political voice of tiie outside carers. The emphasis was very much more on tiie
empowerment of famiUes rather than on the domestication of prison tife.

77 Kemp et al. (conclusion)
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These reports had a minor effect. In 1983 a Children of Prisoners Support Group was
funded by both the Cortective Services and the Family and Community Services
Departments. However it was funded on the basis of co-ordinating the work of
volunteers in tine with the Cortective Services report's recommendations. The marriage
counseling recommendations were not taken up. A Youth and Community Worker was
aUocated fuU time responsibiUty to foster understanding amongst Welfare Workers of the
ptight of, and the resources available for, chtidren of prisoners.78 The funding for a
permanent Community Worker to coordinate the more potitical aspect of the group, the
self support group of outside carers of prisoners children was channelled through the
C.E.P. scheme. The conditions for this funding down graded the importance of this
aspect of the groups' work. The conditions of C.E.P. funding were for the employment
of a relatively inexperienced worker and the funding was specifically limited to the
provision of a salary for only one year. By the late 1980s the work of the group was
eventually nartowed down to supplementing the work of the outside carers by providing
a child escort service for prisoner parents with Umited outside fantily support, and the
staging of gala days in prisons when children could spend the day with theti prisoner
parents in a more normal setting than the usual resttictive conditions of maximum security
visiting. However this latter work depended on the goodwiU of individual prison
superintendents. Few of the superintendents of maximum security prisons were willing
to open up their gaols for this Itinited domestication of prison life. Notably ti was
around the parenthood of women prisoners that the group's work eventuaUy
predominantly revolved.

The ad hoc and limited nature of the 'family-oriented' reforms was also demonstrated in
the provision of Family Support Centres. Just prior to the publication of the two fantily
of prisoner reports, the Civil Rehabtiitation Committee had been successful in persuading
tiie Department to provide a Family Support Centre for visitors to the prisons tii tiie Long
Bay complex. The Centre provided basic practical support for visitors: free chtid care
7^ this position was lost in the 1988-1990 period of economic rationalisation.
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for partners when they wanted to visit the prisoner alone, shelter diuing the break tii
visits, clean toilets, a changing room, cups of tea and coffee, antiiformationbase and
most importantiy a place where women could get together to exchange information and
support between themselves. The recommendation of the Chtidren of Imprisoned
Parents Report that all other prisons should provide this elementary support for visitors
was not taken up.

The tensions between the reformist and the punitive aspects of control in the NSW
penal system were further complicated in this period by the introduction of the Early
Release scheme. This undermined the domestication of prison life by putting to an end
the Day Release II (Home Release) scheme and limiting the numbers released on the Day
Release I programme.79 The resignation, arrest and imprisonment of the Minister for
Cortective Services for taking bribes for early releases was also accompanied by the end
of the Early Release programme, but by the mid eighties the climate ofpenal tife
N.S.W. had swung so far back to the punitive end of the scale that the home release
programme was not reintroduced.

In the 1986 to 1988 period then the penal system was characterised by major tensions
between hard line punitive controlting, and softer reformative, poticies and practices.
The latter were also controlling but less manifestiy so. The prisons were being mn by a
range of state officials whose attitudes stintiarly reflected the complexities of the
contradictory philosophies of penality as they were being worked out in the day to day
constitution of prison life. A 1987 report into the opinions of N.S.W. prisoners,
speciatist staff and prison officers about the definitions of prisoners in general as being
either 'mad', 'bad' or 'normal', found that whilst most prisoners chose the description
'normal', prison officers chose the 'bad' definition with the choice of speciatist staff
falling somewhere between the other two.^° Whtist this study depended on responses
7^ N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report (1983) p.38 These programmes are described in greater detaU in
chapter 7.
^0 Richard Wortley (1987) pp.12-13.
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gathered at only one particular time, Vinson's reflections on his two years in the
Commission clearly evidence the contradictory sets of ideas about crintinatity that
N.S.W, prison officers held: prisoners were altematively defined as geneticaUy or
naturally criminal, a potentially threatentiig group of violent men needing to be bmtaUy
contained, deviants in need of therapeutic reform or as essentially ordinary people
whom the prison officers job it is to contain as humanely as possible.^^ This depiction
of prison staff in N.S.W. parallels the picture of prison guards and their culture
portrayed in Robert Johnson's account of prison life in America.^2 About a quarter of
the guards in Johnson's depiction fitted the stereotype of 'ntindless and brutal custodians'
although he also argued that their stance of toughness had wider influence in the prison
sub culture and was adopted by most officers, even though a sizeable minority of the
guards went out of their way to promote a humane environment. However, this is to
present too static a picture of the prison officers attitudes. Terence Wtilet argues that
guards are at the 'synaptic point' of power in the hierarchy of prison authority. They are
at the last point inthechainofpower where policy has to be converted into action. The
social dynamics of prison life then mean that they, as weU as the prisoners, experience
in a condensed form, the contradictions that derivefromthe multiple discourses of
containment, punishment, rehabtiitation or humane control. Similarly Kelsey
Kauffman found that, during the period 1971 to 1980, prison officers in the
Massachusetts prison system experienced tiie contradictions, between the official goals
of the system and the futility of achieving those aims in theti work in that system, as
devastating.^^ That study indicated that it was the prison officer sub-cultiu-e that was a
major dynamic of prison life. As in Johnson's research, this account shows that
although tiie majority of prison officers had a positive attitude towards prisoners at the
beginning of their careers, the majority of these recmits left in defeat and 'the officers
who remained were socialised into the (bratal) officer subculture.'^4 The frustrations
81 Vinson. (1982) pp. 60-67
82 Johnson (1986)
83 Kauffman (1988) Prison Officers and Their World Harvard University Press, p. 242 cited in Adrian
Sandery (1989) pp. 279-281.
84 Kauffman p. 209. cited in Sandery p. 279
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and experiences of the inherent hypocrisies ofpenal Ufe, which form the context within
which prison officers work, has led to an increasingly mititant yet conservative
urtionism in Britain and in North American prisons.
Surmounting all the evidence is an impression of frustration with theU inabUity to 'change
things' in a system that seemed totiiembeyond anyone's control, and the most appropriate
concept diat comes to mind to describe this is ineroa: a condition in which diere is an m-buUt
resistance to change.85

Thomas Mathiesen also demonstrated the similarity of reactions of prisoners and prison
guards and theti common vulnerability in the face of the contradictions of prison
constituted as the site of punishment, containment and therapy. 86 Both Mathiesen and
WiUet argue that the incongmity of these expectations as it is experienced by staff at the
bottom of the hierarchy of power leads prison guards to a constant need to defend theti
status. David Grant's overview of the changes in prison life in N.S.W. from the 1960s
to the 1980s defines the issue of prison security primarily from this perspective. He
describes it as a downward spiral of mistrust and disaffection on the part of the prison
officers as a consequence of the shift beginning in 1968, from constituting prisoners as
bodies to be controlled, to individuals able to be rehabiUtated, tiien to 'near citizens'
with rights to be defended. 87 At the same time, he points out, prison officers did not
experience a parallel redefinition of theti role, 'Littie was done to develop a model of
prisoner management which recognised the needs and rights of prisoners and therefore
required and provided additional skills to Prison Officers.'88

Grant's account sets this dynamic up as result of an intemal problem of poor prison
management rather tiian as a more deep seated contradiction of a layering of incompatible
expectations that reflected and reinforced the cond-adictions of the famitial political
economy of the outside world. Nevertheless tiiis dynamic of prison life, of increasing
expectations of prisoners and of the relative neglect of the impact of the tiberalising

85
86
87
88

WiUett (1983) p. 110
Madiiesen (1962)
Grant (1988)
Grant (1988) p. 4
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changes on prison officers, meant that for prison officers concessions to prisoners were
almost inevitably interpreted as excessive. The hierarchical authority stracuire of prison
combined with the contradictoriness of the several discourses underpinning penality then
created a powerful dynarrtic constantiy reconstituting prison custodial staff as
reactionary, resisting especially those changes that increase prisoners' control.

The papers presented in 1975 to the seminar on 'the conflict of security and rehabtiitation
in the 1970s' on the ambiguities of prison tife indicate that the same resentments were
being felt in other Ausffalian prisons
die prison officer feU he was excluded from die treatments programme. There have been
indications that he resents die intrusion of speciatist, and is critical of die introduction of
additional programmes of treatment. The feeling was strong that some treatment programmes
interfered with discipline and the otherwise smoodi operation of the prison.89

This tension continued into the 1980s. The depictions of prison struggles in both
Vinson's and Anderson's accounts of the years foUowing the Nagle Report demonstrate
that the N.S.W. experience follows closely the dynamics of imprisonment in Etu-ope and
America.

There are other structures within which prison life is experienced that reinforce the
constitution of relations within prison towards the brutalising end of the range of
controlting techniques. The social psychological studies of cono-oUing relationships
tiidicate the brutalising effects of those relationships on the conffoUers, especially within
tiie condensed relationships of power as they operate within prison, ^o The several
prisoner autobiographies attest to the brutalising and infantiUsing affects of prison on
both prisoners and controUers.^^

David Greenberg's summary of the critical sociology

of imprisonment studies indicates that the prison officers' socially shared, 'common
sense' categorisations of prison life effectively constitute prison as a 'lawless agency'.^2
89
90
91
92

F.J. Cassidy (1975) p.20.
Walter Nord (1976) pp.437^50
among others: Jimmy Boyle (1984) Lou Gattis (1986) T. Anderson (1989)
David Greenberg (1977) p.9
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In addition, the poUtical critique of penatity by George Zdenkowski and David Brown
pinpoints three dimensions of prison life central to the maintenance of imequal bmtatising
relations: secrecy, suppression of altemative prisoner based orgaitisation and arbitrary
authority.93 Their descriptions of prison life the 1980s and Tim Anderson's account of
his tinprisonment from 1978 to 1985,94 indicate tiiat these three were endemic in the
N.S.W, prison system.

Although the period foUowing the publication of the Nagle report in 1976, did see die
introduction of a number of prison practices that were both more humane and that served
to open up prisons to the wider society, some of these reforms were beginiting to be
wound back in the early 1980s and by the late 1980s the political economic climate meant
that both political parties were shifting towards a more 'law and order' stance in relation
to policing and penal policies.95 Imprisonment rates rose untti by 1987 the N.S.W.
prison levels were at 110% capacity.96 The concem with prisoners' rights or with
humanising prison life, evident in the penal discourses of the early eighties, was
translated into the more immediate and pragmatic concems rising out of the issue of
prison overcrowding, 'increased stress and management problems, boredom and
frustration stemming from the lack of useful activities, sexual and other assault, violence
and intimidation, and dramatically increased drug use. '97

In summary in tiie period of the early to mid 1980s there were three major discourses
through which prison tife was constantiy being negotiated and renegotiated:

(i) conservativism The prisoner was constituted as a threatening 'enemy within' and
a legitimate target for the violence of the state.

93 Zdenkowski & Brown (1982) p. 318
94 T. Anderson. (1989)
95 Brown (1989 a)
96 David Grant (1987) p.85
97 Brown (1989 b)p.l47
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(ii) therapeutic liberalism The prisoner was constituted as a pathological member of
society who was nevertheless capable of being reformed and reattached to social tife
through exposure to a judicious balance of the two major spheres of conu-ol - the
universatistic impersonal patriarchal control of penaUty and the particitiaristic emotional
attachments of domestic tife
(tii) radical liberalism The prisoner was constituted as a member of civil society
whose human rights should be protected through opentiig up the prison to 'the
community'

These three discourses impinged on the actual day to day life of the individual prisoner
differentiy at different moments of his prison experience. The penal sphere is constituted
as a site of transformation, with prisoners undergoing a metamorphosis from
threatening enemy to fully restored citizen. In the late 1980s there were 23 prisons in
New South Wales, 7 maximum security, 9 medium and 7 minimum seciuity. The
conditions, including visiting conditions, were either more punitive or more orientated
towards 'normalisation' at either end of this range. (Although the rehabititative
practices can also be used as forms of punitive control.) In the eartiest stages of
imprisonment, especiaUy in the experiences of containment in police ceUs prior to being
charged, but also in the earlier post sentencing period prior to being classified, the
prisoner is much more likely to be exposed the punitive segregating practices of
penality. After this early stage penality shifts towards to the reformist corrective
practices of medium security imprisonment and finally in the pre- release normalising
period prison operates manifestiy in conjunction with the family to reconstitute the
prisoner as an unthreatening mature citizen capable of being released back into public tife.
At the back end of the prison programme there are a variety of semi imprisonment
practices that connect the home and the prison. Parole was introduced in 1951 and by
1986 the ratio of prisoners and parolees was approximately 2:1.98 There are also after

98 calculated from data presented in Ivan Potas & Diane Grant-Jones (1986) p.l and David BUes &
Marjorie Johnson (1986) p.l.
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care probation orders, as well as the programmes in which imprisoned men are given
periodic releases into the community through work release, weekend and day release
programmes and periodic detention.99

However, layered onto this 'career' version of imprisonment as different moments in the
process of the re-emergence of the prisoner as 'a useful member of society', are the
variations caused by the shifts in the wider political economy and in the potitical balances
within the penal sphere. After the brief reformist post Nagle era, both Labour and
Liberal parties responded to pressures from within the prison system, and from the
wider sphere of political economic life, to move to a more punitive position in the areas
of both policing and imprisonment. ^^ As the rate of imprisonment increased, prisons
became overcrowded and, at the segregating moment of imprisonment, the maximum
security gaols increasingly came to house prisoners who were classified as B or C
prisoners, that is as prisoners who should have been experiencing the more cortective or
normalising stages of imprisonment. ^^^

It is witiiin tiiese complex and contradictory conditions that women outside continued the
work of caring, principally by maintaining contact with prisoners inside. This specific
form of caring work is described here as comprising five aspects. 1^2

1. Material aspects of caring work: economic contribution to the state

and to the

physical well being of prisoners
2. Material aspects of caring work: economic costs to women
3. Material aspects of caring work: econontic costs to women, in providing money to the
prisoner
4. Material aspect of caring work: costs to women, their time
99 N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Reports 1984 to 1988
^^ Vinson (1982) Brown & Zdenkowski (1982) Findlay (1982)
101 Martin (1987)
102 this delineation draws on the several studies of the unpaid care of children, die handicapped and the
aged detailed earUer in the chaptCT.
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5. Caring as mediating and negotiating work

1. Material aspects of the labour of caring for imprisoned men: economic
contribution to the state and the physical well being of the prisoner

There are clear paraUels in the material dimension of the work of caring, between the
care of other adult dependents and the work of caring for adults made dependent by
imprisonment.

Domesticity as the sphere of social life centred around the constitution of the personaUty,
imposes significant demands on the caring labour of outside carers of imprisoned men.
If the experience of his imprisonment is defined as so threatening that the personaUty,
health or life of the man inside is endangered, the responsibility for providing caring
labour is a manifestly important domestic task.

The importance for the health and weU being of prisoners of maintaining contact with
the famtiy outside is both an evident yet an invisible part of the several discourses
surtounding the policies and practices of imprisonment.

Prison is the paradigmatic form

of total institution that operates through a series of rituals designed to dehumanise its
inmates. 103 Even in a weU m n maximum security prison that conforms to legal
requtiements for tiie care of its inmates, tiie personatity of tiie prisoner is under threat:
Ufe is lived totally within enclosed walls designed to exclude the wider society,
prisoners are stripped of the symbols that represent and reflect their 'selves' in the
outside world, the physical needs of prisoners are provided for by biu-eaucratic forms
of organisation designed to handle large blocks of people. H o w e v e r the history of prison
adntinistration in N.S.W. indicates that even ntinimum standards of custodial care are
not continually maintained. 104 in the decade immediately preceding the years covered

103 Erving Goffman (1961)
104 Nagle(1978) Vinson(1982)pp.42, 60-63 & 165. Brown & Zdenkowski(l982) Findlay (1982)
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by the interviews prisoners in N.S.W. had been subjected to brutaUsing forms of
rituaUstic degradation. Even after the Nagle Comntission and the appointment of a Uberal
Chairman to oversee the reforms of the prison system, Tony Vinson, at that time the
Chairman of the Cortective Services Commission,

describes this example of a routine

used at meal times during prison officer strikes: 'the cell doors were opened one at a
time , but not before a burly potice officer asked m e to step aside so that he could 'get a
good swing action' with his basebaU bat

'105

Prison visiting then exemplifies the duaUty of caring work, its combination of emotional
and the material dimensions. T h e importance of visiting in relieving the tensions
inherent in imprisonment has major material consequences in terms of economic costs
and savings to the state. This is evidenced in the costs to the state when visiting
becomes too marginal an aspect of prison tife .

O n e of the most graphic iUusdrations of

the materiality of the domestic labour of visiting is the buming down of Bathurst Prison
in 1974. The grossly inadequate visiting conditions were one of the major factors
precipitating the riots in both 1970 and 1974 resulting in the extensive material costs of
the refurbishing of the gaol.i06 insufficient visits have continued to be one of the basic
reasons for potitical activity by prisoners in N.S.W. well into the late 1980s.i07

The

materiality of visiting is also evidenced in the the Department of Cortective Services
research into the reasons for prison escapes. 108 Worries and inadequate information
about the fantily particularly in periods of famtiy crisis are major factors precipitating
prison escapes and their consequent costs in potice and prison administration and in the
eventual extensions of the prisoner's punishment.

O n e example from 1987 serves

particularly well as an iUustration of this material aspect of the significance of the caring
work of visiting and maintaining family contact.
At about 5 p.m. on March 3rd in Parramatta jaU, a prisoner tied a piece of wire around a
fellow inmate's neck and direatened to connect this to a power outlet and electrocute him. He
produced a knife and direatened to cut the man's diroat unless audiorities agree to meet his
105 Vinson p. 42
106 M. Findlay (1982) p 95.
107 D. Brown (1989 b) p. 146
108 Don Ponitt (1987) Angela Gorta & Marie Therese Nguyen Da Hong (1988)
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demands. The prisoner told negotiators he wanted aUraisonersin the jail's Number Three
wing to be releasedfromtheir ceUs and he demanded his mother be brought to the prison.
The situation was diffused when the man's mother came to the jail. 109

Visiting and maintaining family contact is incorporated into the punishment system to
reUeve the tensions and stresses of the mascuUnity of total institutionatisation and to
reduce the costs that those stresses incur. This is formaUy recognised witiiin the
Department of Cortective Services in N.S.W. in its response to the Nagle Report's
recommendations about improving the frequency and the conditions of visits, no
Moreover, the state operates both prescriptively and proscriptively to ensure that the
work of maintaining fantily contact is performed.

Women who fail to do this unpaid,

costly and laborious work have been formally and publicly upbraided by representatives
of the legal penal sphere. In his judgement on the causes of death of a prisoner, one
coroner indicted the refusal of the man's wife to do that work:
For Beverley Smith 111 not to take or arrange for the children to be taken to visit dieir fadier,
was both insensitive and cruel, despite her motives. 112

This publicly pronounced criticism has particular significance as it was a judgement on
one of the most publicised of the deaths in custody in Westem Austratia. The suicide
had been the basis of a major Aboriginal protest and had occurted just at the beginning
of tiie hearings of the Royal Commission into Black Deaths in Custody. ii3 The
coroner's judgement was a major feature in the media at a national level

There are two other principles of penal life underpinntiig this prescription to famtiies
outside to do the work of maintaining contact. Justice Nagle argued tiiat maxtiitising
visits to prisoners would guard against the the conditions of secrecy and isolation that
enabled the prisoner officer brutatities in Grafton and Bathurst to continue for so

109 CaroUne Peterson (1987) (my emphasis)
110 Vinson (1982) p. 33
111 Pseudonym used for diis thesis
112 Mr. P. Heaney, Coroner reported in P. Terry (1990)
113 Terry (1990)
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long, 11"* Caring work is incorporated then as a control upon the prison guards in a
defence of the tiberal principle of prison as punishment not/or punishment. The review
of literature in chapter two indicated that puitishment as bodtiy violence was nominally
replaced by admtiiistratively based forms of 'punishment by surveiUance and control'
with the expansion of the administrative power of capitalism. However there is a
constant tension between this liberal rationalism and the actual day to day control and
continual confinement of young able bodied men in a political econontic culture that
privileges masculinity expressed as physical power. Sometimes the tension is resolved
by encouraging brutality but maintaining secrecy. In the more liberal periods there is an
attempt to contain brutality by opening up the boundaries between prison and pubtic life.
These occasional swings back to openness then serve to legitimate the continued use of
imprisonment even during the more frequent periods of secretive bmtatity. These
tensions arising out of the contradictions of the wider society then lead to frequent
reworkings (and an increasing complexity) of the mles and regulations constraining
visitors. For people with the famtiy obtigation to care for prisoners, the discourse of
tinprisonment is comprised of a variety of contradictory sets of rules. This complexity
is derived not only from differences in adntinistrative mles between gaols but also from
the frequent minor shifts about times and conditions of visiting as tiiey apply in any one
prison.

Secondly, both tiie Nagle Report and tiie 1982 Department of Cortective Services
Research Publication on the effects of separation on prisoners and tiieti famities are state
recognitions of the reformist thesis tiiat the work of maintaining contact with the prisoner
contributes to the professed goal of rehabtiitation.
...total separationfromfamUy and closefriendsevokes in a prisoner tension, resentment and
a sense or complete alienation from die community. These are all contrary to rehabUitation
gaols (sic)l^^

114 Findlay (1982) p. 91
115 Nagle (1978) p.468 cited in Findlay p. 91
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...continuing famUy contact is important in neutralising the institutionalisation process for
prisoners. Furthermore, pre-release anxiew may also decrease witii the certain knowledge
that a supporting famUy wUl be waiting. 11°

'Rehabilitation' in some curtent prison discourses is modified now so that it is concemed
more with redressing the deterioration that occurs as a result of tinprisonment rather than
with the restiiicturing of a deviant personality supposedly damaged by genetic or sub
cultural defects.

The fears about the effects of imprisonment on the physical and emotional health and on
the life of the partner or son inside prison was a major concem for the outside carers and
one of the key reasons for their visits. For some women it was the effects of
prisonisation that was upmost in their concern about the prisoner. In this case the work
of maintaining contact is clearly related to what Yeatman describes as the defintiig aspect
of domesticity - the constitution of the personality:
Olive: Son in C L P .
If I miss one Wednesday, he phones up. He's real family. If he didn't get a visit I think he
would die. He'd give up. He really would give up
.When he came out lasttimehe
came out as 18 in his mind. He blanked his mind out. He'd stayed 18 aU die time he'd been
inside. He went around aU thetimewidi 18 year olds (He was 21 at thattime^Itdid worry
me at die time. We taUced all die time I think it's important for diem I think what they need,
I think if you keep in contact withtiiemand you let them know what everyone's doing and
what's going on, because they don't know what's going on, I think then they know what to
expect when they get out.

For several women theti concem was for the way that prison tife threatened the physical
health even the lives of theti partners or sons:

Janet: Partner has been in Goulbum and Malabar. Now in C.I.P.
He was an epileptic. I was terrified for fear diat somediing would happen. I have had
sleepless nights. Its affecting me now.
Beth: Partner has been in country and metropolitan prisons. Served 'years' of
sentence. Now in Long Bay
I think it's (visiting) totally important to them. Itiiinkdiey couldn't cope widiout it. Itiiink
that's die only thing that keeps diem ....
E s t h e r : Partner has been in Cessnock, Silverwater. Now in CI.P. Has
served 6 months of this sentence.
I don't like seeing him only once a week. He's sick, he's depressed and he needs me more
than I need him and they're only allowing us one visit a week He's in hospital at the moment
and I think its unfair that I didn t get a visit a week
116 Kemp etal. p.4.
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Tricia: Partner has been in country and metropolitan prison. Has served 5
years. Now in CI.P.
After this last time (attempted suicide) I have to be strong for him now. I have to be there as
often as I can
I'm his source of strengdi, I'm the strong one now. I have to be. They
aUsay, the welfare worker and everyone, that I'm his sfrength now. I'm the only one that
visits him now. His dad has given him up
because he^s tried it (suicide) once its
reaUy important to me to make it (visit) as often as I can. Its reaUy worrying the fear he might
try it again.
Julie: partner in CI.P.
Q. What do you think your visits do? Hold him up morally. Because he feels he
shouldn't be here. He's not the type of man that could be in a flat. He just can't stand close
spaces -1 knew we had to deal with that as well.
Hilary: Partner in CI.P.
I bring them (die children) in on a weekend... I know if I didn't visit my husband he'd be
here longer because it just tears him apart... He'd do somediing silly and he'd get himseU in
more trouble
J a n e : Partner in the protection unit In CI.P.
Q. Why visit? he thrives on them (the visits) they are really important to him. What
would happen if you didn't visit? He'd kill me when he gets out (laughing) No, I
think he'd go into a pretty deep depression, because he's a heroin addict. He's trying to get
on the methadone programme, there 14 people apparentiy before him waiting to get to
Silverwater.

Women's fears for the health of men inside are rational. Men in prison are at risk.
Prison death rates are higher than community death rates especiaUy for prisoners in the
20-34 age groups. Death by suicide is fivetimesmoretikelyto occur in prison and tiie
rate for death by homicide is three times higher than in the outside community.n^
Moreover despite popular myth, suicides are more likely to occur amongst prisoners
who have made previous suicide attempts or have a history of self infUcted injury.n^
Although the early weeks of imprisonment is the period when prisoners are most at risk
of death by suicide, several years into a sentence is also an atrisktime for death to occur
in prison.

The examples of riots and revolt, and the prisoner organisations, in the N.S.W. prisons
til the 1970s and early 1980s demonstrate the occasionally high levels of sotidarity that
can develop in gaol. On several occasions in spite of heavy physical penalties prisoners
have continued to work together to improve from the inside, the general conditions of
prison life. However Judy Jones, in a review of the 'prison culture' literature, and
11'^ Suzanne Hatty & John Walker (1986) p. 29.
118 Hatty & Walker, p.28.
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from her o w n interviews with prisoners about theti relationships within prison and with
theti famtiies,

argues that the routtiie experience of prison culture does not provide

sufficient informal support for emotional tife. The prison culture of mateship, she
argues, provides insufficient altemative support because other prisoners are disliked,
because there are few shared tiiterests, and because there is maitipulation by the prison
administration to inhibit cohesiveness between groups of prisoners.n^

Anderson's

account of his own prison experience in N.S.W. between 1978-85, shows h o w prison
admiitistrators undermine prisoner organisations in several ways,

by shanghating

members, placing prisoners in segregation, and on occasion by instigating attacks on
'trouble makers' by other prisoners. 120

Anderson's descriptions of prison life do not understate the level of dissension between
prisoners. H e describes the hierarchies of power and violence that structure prisoner
populations especially as they operate through the drug trade run by both prisoners and
prison officers. 121 However his account clearly outiines the same contradictions of
prison life evidenced in Boyle's descriptions of imprisonment in Britain. 122 The
institutionalised violence of the State as it experienced directiy in the day to day tife of
gaol foments both violence and solidarity between prisoners.

Nevertheless both accounts also highlight Jones argument about the importance of the
family outside in sustaining identity.

Prison as the site of instimtionatised violence can

engender solidarity but also violence, hostility or a guarded indifference between
inmates.

The pervasiveness of the threat of violence and the conflictual nature of prison

relationships means that self preservation inside prison involves not engaging in self
disclosure with others inside. 123 This essentially famdtial aspect of the constitution and

119 Jones(1983) p.82-83
120 T. Anderson (1989) chs. 8 &9
121 T. Anderson (1989) ch. 5
122 Boyle (1984)
123 Jones (1983) pp. 82 -83. Albert Cohen's paper on the sociology of prison violence makes the same
point about the structural sources of impersonality A.Cohen (19/5) p. 15
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preservation of self then is in contradiction to the experience of day to day life in prison.
Although in the N.S.W. system the Special Care Unit was specificaUy introduced to
provide this more domesticised form of containment, the general structure of
imprisonment denies prisoners access to relationships basic to sustaining a sense of self.
Ernie Hinton was a prisoner in the N.S.W. gaols during the 1980s. His description of
the dehumanising effects of the routines of imprisonment and being cut off from the
particularistic relationships of family life confirms Jones' point:
Can you imagine what it's Uke ...you sit in your ceU after seven hours of freedom .... of
frustrations and anger accumulated during the day. There's no one to love, no woman to
share your sexual needs with, no kids to hug and say goodnight to .. and in your mind you
know that the next d ^ and the next day wUlmerely be carbon copies of the same days,
unless of course it is broken by die drama of a a hanging or a fight, or waiting for a visit or a
letter, or even your name called over the intercom - at least in this sense you know you stiU
exist ..that system which is YOUR system reduces we, the prisoner, a human being, to the
status of an animal, who thus reverts to animal instinct in its crudest manifestation
REVENGE.124

Forty three years earlier a prisoner in England talked about the cracialtinportanceof the
domestic labour of visiting in constituting the personality of the man confined in gaol
'To go without visits for long periods is to experience an agony of mind that is
remembered for years.'125

Prison then increases men's emotional dependence upon families outside. However as
Jones emphasises, this dependence has inherent contradictions. Imprisonment increases
the importance of such mascultiie values as emotional toughness and power at the same
time as prisoners become increasingly emotionally dependent upon the women
outside. 126

Jones argues that the experience of imprisonment leads prisoners in theti relationship
witii theti famities outside, to define their own comfort as being central not only to
themselves but to others and that this 'selfishness' is translated into an obsession with

124 Ernie Hinton's article in Contact 1979 cited in T. Anderson (1989) p.92
125 W. Macartney ((1936) p. 186
126 Jones (1983) pp.68-74
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tiieti' relationship with their wife or girlfriend. Wives and girlfriend are not only the focus
of an intense need for attachment they are are seen as the people whose duty it is to
provide emotional nurturance.i27 in prison life then there is a condensation of the
unequal fantily relationships of the outside world, which are predicated upon the
unconditional love of the selfless woman for the husband, or of the mother for the son.
The emotional blackmati identified in the relationships between carers and dependents in
other forms of caring work is a feature too of the caring work of women with family
obligation to imprisoned men.

This has been the experience, on occasion, of women

visiting men in N.S.W. prisons

Claire Partner in CI.P.
about the second mondi its 'me,me,me' untU I pointed out.. and Len would be one of the
most unselfish person on earth - at two mondis I felt 'everythings going out, notiiing's
coming back' especially if die man doesn't use letters or phone calls. Pnson really does bring
out the chauvinistic in them.
G w e n : Partner has served four years in country and metropolitan prisons, at
present in CI.P.
when he was in Goulbum I couldn't get up to visit hUn because Nicol wasn't at school yet
and he shaved aU his hair off I said why did you do that? and he said "because you didn't
come to visit me' If I don't visit him, you know, he's in a big panic, like once he sent the
Salvation Army round to my modier's house to find me once. 1 know he reaUy loves me and
I know that's why we're together. If I had any doubt I don't think we would be together
because it's a lot to keep doing diis all dietimeyou know and 1 try to point that out to him but
he really doesn't understand. He's selfish like that.
Dulcie
You've got to keep your front up. It's so bloody hard. I never cry. My husband said 'If
you're going to cry, get out"
Teresa
I have to contain myself. Sometimes he just glares.. I can't understand. I can't do
anything. I don't understand what the system does to him. He doesn't teU me.. He's just
ashamed of being stripped I guess,. andtiiat'sa responsibiUty for me in itself - to learn to
accept his mood. I don't really want to. It's very .. atfirstevery time 1 used to go to see him
I used to cry.

This self centredness of men inside in relation to women outside is extended too to one of
the central forms of work that women do, maintaining theti femininity through theti
appearance as good looking partners. One ex prisoner joined in one of the interviews at
Glebe House when we were talking about why visits were important.

127 Jones (1983) p.72
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Alec. Ex-prisoner, living at Glebe House a half way home
You get status in prison if you have visitors and die more good looking the visitor is the
higher your status inside.

'Looking good' as it is interpreted through the very narrow definition of femininity
centred on youthfulness and sexuality, involves, for most women, extensive labour and
expenditure.

For women visiting prisons however, there are major obstacles to

achieving and maintaining the appropriate image. Long joumeys on pubtic transport,
inadequate shelter between bus stops and the prison, and limited totiet facitities can
make this work of continually reconstituting the man's sexuatity through one's own
destiability a point of tension between the prisoner and his partner:

Bettina
You have to look good. Its important. You have to look good. If you go out there looking
drab, they start on you. I've sat there and he's picked ana picked on me. I'd got soaking wet
coming out here. He'd say "I rang last night and you weren't diere' I thought 'diis is it'. I
walked out of that place Of course, I got a foul letter - yet if we didn't turn up it would break
them in pieces'

This example of the importance of visiting also emphasises the other material aspect of
the work of visiting. It involves women in providing extensive labour. The usual
connotations of 'visiting' are that it is a marginal, usually pleasurable, part of social Ufe.
this image has to be reprocessed in the case of the work of prison visiting. It involves
women in extensive time and labour and, even tiiough the visit might only be for an
hour, the work involved in preparing for, travelUng to, then waiting for the visit
dominates the day to day life of women outside.

2. Material aspects of caring: economic costs to women
The 1982 Department of Cortective Services report into the effects of famtiy separation
showed that visiting imposed major costs on women outside. The majority of wives
experienced physical or financial difficulties in travelUng to gaols. 128 The 1982 report
128 Kemp etal. (1982) p.l5.
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made recommendations about allaying these costs. However the thmst of those
recommendations was to transfer the costs from the family not to the state but to
volunteer workers who should provide child care, help with transport and increase the
wives' access to information about the gaol system. 129 in the same year the separate
research report was issued by the Family and Children's Service Agency.i^^ This used
the different perspective, emphasizing the right of prisoners to maintain contact with
their children as an end in itself rather than to use family contact as a means to
supplement the smooth mnning of the gaols and the rehabtiitation of prisoners.
Nevertheless this report also showed that being the outside carer of prisoners' children
involved major costs and that the expense of maintaining contact with the prisoner was
the greatest additional cost imposed on the family outside, i^i The recommendations of
this report also pin-pointed the role that non govemment groups could play in providing
material assistance. However in this case the recommendations were that commuitity
groups autonomous to the Department should be funded by both Cortective Services and
the then Youth and Community Services Departments to provide transport, information
and accommodation and social and potitical support for the famities outside. 1^2

Some of the recommendations of these reports were put into effect. A free bus service weekly to tiie Long Bay complex and once a fortnight to Cessnock, Silverwater and
Goulbum prisons - was inu-oduced funded partly by the Department of Corrective
Services and partly by the unpaid labour of volunteer bus drivers organised through the
semi autonomous Civti Rehabilitation Service. 133 In addition by 1987, the N.S.W.
Cortective Services was providing some dtiect financial and practical help for visittiig,
but this was not extensive. With a prison population of over 4,000 on any one day , or
of more than 14,000 over the whole year, only seventeen famtiies were recorded as
having been given financial assistance for accommodation and supplementary costs of
129 Kemp etal. p 17.
130 Hounslow (1984) p.27
131 Hounslow et al. p. 142.
132 Hounslow et al. p.l50
133 By late 1989 this transport service was no longer being provided.
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visiting country prisons, whilst only 45 families were recorded as having received
econontic assistance for travel to country prisons. 13^

Unsurprisingly then the interviews with women visiting prison between 1986 and 1988
indicated that the costs in terms of their time, labour and dtiect financial expenses,
were still major aspects of the work of visiting. Some of the visits especially to
Cessnock, Silverwater and Goulburn were made cheaper by the provision of the bus or
the pensioner concessions on public transport. Nevertheless, visits to other country
gaols or to the metropolitan gaols by families living other than in Sydney or in the
Westem subtu"bs of Sydney were still major costs to women visiting prisons.
A g n e s : Son in Cessnock prison
Q. Have you ever worked out how much it costs you? No I daren't I put aU my
dollar pieces to one side, collect diem up, tiien use tiiat I've got $50 now to put aside for
him for his things
Fay
My fiancee and my son are in prison (two different prisons) How many visits do you
make a week? Once to each jail..aU by pubUc transport. I travel 400 miles every week I get
one pass, die rest comesfrommy pension..it costs about $42 a week..because I have to take
my child who has epUeptic fits
Beth
I've been up to Cessnock, stayed overnight, took Tracy up witii me It cost us $100 just to
stay overnight, with food and everything else.
Hilary: Husband in Long Bay
Just coming and going from here I've added it up, all the time I come by train - its over $40
that I've spent
E s t h e r : Husband in Long Bay has been in a number of country and
metropolitan prisons
Atfirstin Cessnock I was in a caravan paying out $5 a week for a cabin a 2 bedroom
cabin...I've had to move from Cessnock to Goulbum to Bathurst because its just too
expensive for me to travelfromSydney totiiosejaUs .. it cost me a fair bit but in the country
areas die houses are quite cheap. Cessnock its $55 a week and that was for a four bedroom
house and I shared widi two other wives and it worked out quite cheaply

Although as single parents travel costs can be reduced by the concessions aUowed to
pensioners these concessions are lost for women who have long joumeys.

Barbara

I get up at 4 (a.m.) dien I catch die train to Penridi. Then I catch the train infromdiere. I get
in about quarter to seven to Central then I hang aroundtiieredian I catch die bus about 25 past
seven. I come out here... because I'm catching the early bus I don't get the concession, so
Im paying full fares

Fay:
I wrote to thejaU and I asked them instead of visitijig once a week for the one hour, if the
prisoner could put in a request that I could visit once a formight for two hours to save the
134 N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report (1987) p. 23
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money in travelUng but the answer was 'no', 'no you can't do that' and I would have saved
$56 iftiieydid diat

The F.A.C.S.A. report pointed out that taxi fares from train stations to gaols sited in
remote parts of towns were major liabilities for visitors and this is stiU a cost for women.
But this added compUcation to visiting is only part of the complex expenses of visiting.
Visiting a man in gaol takes up the whole day for famities wtihout theti own transport,
so the cost of meals or cups of coffee or tea are extra expenses.

In addition the policy of having a continuum of punishment with some prisons being
more leitient in the conditions of imprisonment and visiting than others means that
parents or partners of prisoners can be involved in the expense of paying for the
privileges extended to the rewarded prisoners -

3. Material aspects of caring: economic costs to women of providing
money for the prisoner

In chapter two it was argued that the major shift in the constitution of the personality of
the individual citizen in the post world war II era of corporate consumer capitaUsm was
towards the seemingly liberalising readjustment away from thriftiness as a central core
value towards consumerism. The Uberal encouragement to define oneself through one's
abiUty to be free to buy and to consume worked through into penal policies and practices
and in 1964 N.S.W. prisoners were first allowed to use private cash as well as prison
eamings to buy goods. The range of goods available for purchase within prisons
increased and by 1976 prisoners were allowed to buy television sets.i35 This paraUeled
the rehabilitative policies of encouraging interests in hobbies and crafts so that in
addition prisoners were aUowed to buy hobby equipment that in some cases involved the
purchase of expensive equipment for example of fish tanks and exotic fish.

135 Vinson p. 155
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Having cash to buy goods with then becomes an important part of Uving in prison. The
obvious contradiction between this seemingly tiberal policy and fact that prisoners have
very restricted access to cash by the very conditions of theti imprisonment is resolved
often only by the increased impoverishment of the family outside.
Tricia: Partner has been in a variety of prisons. Now in Goulburn
(its expensive) bus fares, buying a lunch and taking him some money in, he has to be able to
buy tobacco. I think it cost me about $ 15 to $20 a week. The bus fare only cost me 60c. but
its aU the extras every week.

In some cases families outside are both bringing money in for the prisoner to buy goods
and having the responsibility to buy goods outside that are going to be acceptable in
terms of the precise although mysterious rules of prison.

Julie

Buying all underwear and socks andtilingslike tiiat.. he's got piles of clotiiing back home
but he had to have aU new. Its regulation. I couldn't touch any of that. all brand new.
What my husband was doing before I realised that they didn't supply (underwear) was taking
them off at night and washing them through in the shower, wringing them out and putting
them straight Back on.
M a r g e r y : son in remand prison
He's asked for sunglasses, I had to get him the cheapest...! bought him two tee-shirts $3.99
each, because he was hot, another pair of shorts .. Tiger brand, green, they were about $10
and I got a pair of stubbies for him, green stubbies. They were on special about $3,99 .. I
shopped around to get the cheapest.,

Jane

Jock now wants me to get a T.V. in but you can't sign them in you have to buy them. Then
there's money for magazines, shorts, t-shirts and under wear

Beth
Its common practice (taking money in for prisoners) And they want the money for a variety
of reasons. It makes life more comfortable inside ... because they must buy their television,
their shoes ... They're not aUowed to be given much in personal effects, so any personal
effects they need, diey have to buy insioe, like typewriters, and if they're not working they
don't get anything . They get $9 a week for buy up which is coffee ana biscuits and smokes
but if you've got no more money to buy smokes if you run out of money, weU ... so you
have to give them money

Dulcie

My husband wanted underwear and sneakers He can buy sneakers in there for $50, a colour
T.V. for $450

Fay
Underwear, socks, envelopes, money, writing paper, stamps it aU mounts up

June
I don't mind giving it to him He looked after me if I've got it I'll give it to him. I bought his
underpants his track suit pants, When I came in Wayne asked me to get underpants, track suit
pants, shorts and everything has to be green.

Katherine
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train fares from Sydney to Bathurst, taxi fares (from Badiurst station to die prison) we used to
be able to take dinner and that up diere. ... chicken, salads sometimes Kentuckyfriedchicken
.. He'd put in his order, what he d want I'd take it up ... after you'd paid the rent and brought
the groceries for yourseU dien I bought whatever he d wanted Uke for the weekend you
know, well, it would leave me just enough for the taxi costs for that day.
Ray
I worked it out last night. Over die past year and a half its cost me $4,500. About $20 a visit
with food, transport, oringing diem in a picnic, and die occasional things he asks for: $250
for a Stereo, $200 for a fish-tank, because he keepsfishin there, dial's including the fish
and food, $100 for a T.V.

In some prisons goods can be bought outside and then brought into prison.
Esther
SUverwater, they let you take cigarettes in to diem, aftershave, underclotiies, it cost me a
fortune. He needed shampoo and soap. He needed towels, he needed cigarettes
Bettina
I've worked U out. It cost me $40 a week for me to see him for 6 hours. By die time 1 buy
him a steak, magazines and newspapers
Hilary
He gets paid $12 a week.. so I have to put money in his property as weU

The complex regulations about taking goods in can result in some prohibitive
expenditures for women whose sons or partners move from prison to prison or for those
who have been returned to prison after an escape or second offence:
Gwen
When Terry was in here last time, I bought him a brand new one (T.V.) LUce, I put the
money in his property and he bought one. He brought it home and now he's bacK in there
again. I've got to buy another one. I said 'Why can t he bring it back here again, why have
I got to buy anodier on? Where am I going to get $99 to buy anodier one? Stereos,
cassettes, $99 for television , Utde shitty cassette player cost somediing Uke $80. They won't
let you bring it in. You can buy it a lot cheaperfromoutside but you're not allowed to.. It
cost me about $200 altogether fortilingslike that lasttimehe was in.

The expansion of the drug market in gaols has the potential for placing major pressures
on women concerned about the weU betiig of men inside prison. The enforcement of
debt-coUection in this market that operates outside of the usual legal constraints means
that the buyers are at grave risk of gross physical coercion:
On a number of occasions I've been a bystander to this sort of thing. On one occasion I came
out of a shower at Parramatta to see a young boy getting stood over and bashed for his watch,
by a couple of junkies. On anodier, while in die gym, I wondered for a couple of seconds
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why two people well known to me were taking a puUey bar outside untU I reaUsed it was to
collect a debt.136

There was no attempt during the interviews to question women on this issue which is
obviously potentially incriminating for them and for tiie man inside.

Nevertheless

three women spoke about the pressures that the prison drug market had imposed on
either them or their friends:
Margery: Son in remand prison in Long Bay complex
I've given him $5 today he said for soap and shampoo. I'm frightened he might be saving up
and getting marijuana smoke ... I don't know. He asks me money for ...I said 'I can't
afford it, today, "how do you feel about that? with this child ,tiiat'swhat he is, I feel
the guUt I feel such a guilt. I feel a lot of responsibtiity . I find it very hard and he knows
this (laughing) He's a manipulator He knows now I feel... but I'm really trying to be tough

When he was looking for money (for drugs in prison) I wouldn't put money in his pocket for
that..I felt terrible. I felt Uke I wasn't trusting nim but I thought it better not misting .. I ju
didn't want the temptation for him.

Cheryl: Partner has been in several gaols. She has worked for some
years at Glebe House - a halfway house for men coming out of gaol.

I've seen it (pressure on women to supply prisoners with drugs or money for drugs inside
prison) He'll expect her to bring whatever he's spent (on buying drugs)tiiatweek. He
expects, it's only natural, for his wife to supply, because there's no one else. Whereas if
the metiiadoneprogramme was there fortiiem, and not introducedtiienafter six montiis its
cut off, which IS totally ridiculous. It's a big thing for me because I've seen wives go out
there andtiiennot be aole to get back home oecausetiieycan't afford the taxi.

In addition to travelUng costs and the expense of providing the commodities that enable
the penal service to present itself as a liberal and humane system, the greater openness of
the post Nagle prison system involves women in the sometimes prohibitive expense of
telephone calls:
P a u l i n e . Son in Cessnock
We take reverse charge calls (from Cessnock to Sydney) two days a week

Gwen
Heringsme up now and again,tiiat'sgood but I couldn't handletiiatlast time, (he was in
prison) LUce lie went to Cooma andtiiat'sa long way to go, every fortnight. I'd wait dien
I'd gettinecheque and go and visit him. And in between Qiere'd be phone calls. WeU the
phone bill ended up being $380 and I just had to put an end to it. I didn't know it was going
to be that high, because half dietimeI thought he was paying for it and in actual fact he
wasn't, so tney cut the phone off and I'm suU paying tiiat,. so 1 said to him ti you go
anywhere but in die city you just can'tringme oecause I just can't afford it. I really can't

136 T .Anderson p. 37.
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It is evident from these experiences that there is a duality of pressures upon women to
provide this costly subsidy to the legal penal sphere. The pressures derive, firstiy, from
the penal sphere, especially from the post Nagle shift to greater openness between prison
and community to safeguard prisoner's rights.

The second set of pressures come from the immediate family obligation to care. The
'naturalness' of family provision of basic necessities like meals, underwear or socks,
and telephone calls, enables men in prison, and through them the prison administration,
to expect that the transfer of the costs to theti parents or partners wiU be borne
uncomplainingly by the people in those families. However family gift giving,
particularly as it operates in the famtiy clothing economy, is not a reciprocal process. In
the gift relationships of the wider society, women give husbands and sons a much wider
variety of clothes as presents than vice versa.i3'7 Moreover women are more Iticely to buy
men's clothes on an everyday basis so that this transfer of resources becomes defined as
a 'much more mundane event' than gift-giving from men to women. 138 Significantly, it
is in the mother-to-son relationship that gift-giving is so notably asymmettic, that the
finding is'

to put it bluntiy, mothers give, sons receive.'139

It is from these taken-for-granted expectations about the mundanity of the transfer of
resources through the famtiy gift economy, that prisoners are able to exert pressures on
the women outside. This then means that the state is able to maintain the tiberal humane
face of providing conditions in which men are reasonably comfortably clothed and have
access to some of the standard accessories of modem life. Tim Anderson's account of
the impact of T.V. on prison life also shows how prisoners' possessions can become a
potential leverage in the control of prisoners. When prisoners are accused of a breach of
mles the privtiege of watching his own T.V. is one of the amenities that is taken away
137 Peter Conigan (1989)
138Corriganp.516
139Corriganp.517
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from him. In addition when there are more political or collective confrontations between
prisoners and prison officers one very effective revenge tactic is the official rampage, the
violent search of prisoners cells, in which colour televisions are smashed, i"^^ It is the
increasing openness of prison to the consumerism of the wider society that then exposes
women to the risks that are inherent in the contradictory moralities of home and prison.
The denial of access to family life means that a major escape or 'haven' from the
pressures of the singularly 'heartless' world of the prison is through the consumption
of the major leisure commodities of marihuana or heroin.

4. Material aspects of caring: women's time

In addition to the financial costs visiting imposes major constraints on women's time. A
one hour visit can involve women in a complete day's expenditure of time and labour.
Even with access to the C.R.C. bus the journeys are extraordinarily costly in terms of
women's time and labour. Many of the women come from the Westem suburbs a
journey that takes two hours by bus. However twelve of the forty women spoke of
joumeys that were much more time consuming:
Elizabeth
I do 170 mUes down and 170 miles back in one day and its just for twice a week, and I have
another 13 months to go ..I get up at 4'oclock in the morning and 1 leave home at quarter to
six. I get a bus to LitiigowtiienI get the train to Sydney the bus from Sydney out here (to
Long Bay). Then I repeat the process coming home. I get home at 11.30 at night.

Olive
Coming by train and bus is an all day jobfromCasula. Caught die train at quarter to eight
getting home not until 6 o'clock - its a whole day gone

Moreover visiting also involves spending frustrating periods of time waiting for the
prisoner to be called to the visit.

Brenda:

Partner in M.T.C. Sons in primary

and secondary schools

the visiting hours are very short. Visiting starts at half past eight. I have to put die kids off
the school then catch die train and then I might miss the bus so 1 might not get there untU haU
past ten. Visitingfinishesat half past eleven (but)tiiey'revery slow in die visiting part like
1"^ T. Anderson p.42
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when they call die prisoners out. It takestiiemabout an hour or haU an hour. Once I sat tiiere
for a whole two hours. He was round the odier section. They kept phoning every time. I
kept asking where was my husband. They said 'you'll just have to wait' ThetiiirdtimeI
askedtiiemthey found out on die computer after I'd been waitingtiierefor two hours. They
could have checked up straight away. Some of the guards treat you Uke nothing.

Agnes:
It makes me cross that we're having to wait whilst alltiiepaper work gets done - half an hour
of a three hoiu" visit just waste when it takes us 14 hours altogetiier to get there and back for a
visit, surely they could arrange it bettertiianthat

Hilda

Look what happened today. I left home at 6.30 this morning to get there and I won't get
home until 8.30 this evening -14 hours and we're supposed to have a 3 hour visit We have
to get there at 11.30 but it always takes them half and hour to do the paper work. Why don't
they do it before we come? Why do we have to wait that half hour. Then today, after aU
that journey up, 6.30 to 11.30 we had to wait an hour. I said totiiem'have you murdered my
son and buried him somewhere or something?

Gwen
I waited once down there for an hour or even more, and I said Tm going home, I'm not
sitting here all day' and they hadn't even caUed him .. nothing was connecting up ... half the
time they can't evenfindthem

Sally
I said where is he? I said, 'do the prisoners run the jail?' I said " I've been waiting here three
hours and you can't find him." I said, 'the crims have taken over'

These delays in allowing women to see prisoners as soon as they arrive at the gaol can be
due to bureaucratic processes. Katherine Ferguson argues that ctient delay is a normal
part of all organisations set up to provide welfare services for powerless ctients because
of the record keeping burdens of the bureaucracy.I'^i However these delays can also be
due to a distancing from the clients that develop from the systematic constraints of the
bureaucratic service providers work. 1^2 in prison tife both of these feattu^es of the
bureaucratic discourse are evident. Women reported tiiat the delays were experienced as
an artogance towards them: that theti time was of no account. The delays can also be
interpreted as a general demonstration of the arbitrary power of prison officers over the
prisoners or as due to a dtiect control of a specific prisoner when undermintiig the visit
becomes a punishment deliberately meted out to him. The picture from the other side of
the prison wall complements these descriptions from the women who do the work of

141 Ferguson (1984) p. 142
142 Ferguson p. 140
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visiting. 'One screw wouldn't let us out of a yard to go to a visit because he hadn't
heard the call on the public address system and he wouldn't ring to check.'1^3

The humiUating aspect of this total control on women's ttine is illusd-ated in Claire's
description of the way that making a decision to go to the lavatory can undermine the
woman's chance of having an unharassed visit.
Claire
I had a three hour wait - it was boring, I was tense, on edge, has he been called,? if I go to
the atmosphere is total aggression. In the CLP. it's
the loo you might miss your call
aggression.

On some occasions the same variety of manifestations ofpenal power means that the time
that women spend in traveUing is completely wasted. If prison officers go on strike, if
the prisoner gets other visitors who use up his allocation of visiting time, if prisoners get
shanghaied or liftedi^^ sent to hospital, or put into solitary confinement, women have
made extensive expenditures of money time and labour for nothing. Often the various
restrictions on visiting are relayed back to women by phone calls from the prison and
wasted visits are avoided but this is not always the case.
Fay
I went all the way up to Maitiand. They were on strike. I sat tiiere and they say 'you might
not be able to go in. they're on strUce. I sat there and sat tiiere. At 25 past 12 they said TNO,
you can't come in' I said 'I've just missed the train back' I had to wait 2 1/2 hours for a train
back to Sydney. An elderly lady about 80 she was crying. She had to go aU the way back to
Sydney. It's just as diough they say 'stiff shit' after all that time and all diat money and tiiat
was my pension week

Rebecca
At Paramatta a friend of his tumed up to visit from Armidale. They told me I could see him
Satijrday instead, tiien when I went they said 'Who told you diat?

Teresa
Once I was pregnant I visited him and he was in soUtary confinement and I had to go back
(without seeing him)

Virginia

143 T.Anderson (1989) p.l2
144 T. Anderson describes this as being moved suddenly and unexpectedly, often in die evening or at night
and sometime as a move against prisoners who are organisers
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I went all die way up to Maitiand. I had to take him (five month old child) aU the way up
there for nothing. To sit outside and be told there's no visit because they were on strike that
day. They say ^tiff shit' and that's it.

5. Caring as mediating and negotiating work

Although visiting is the central aspect of the work of caring for prisoners, caring for
dependents also usually includes the work of mediating and negotiation. 145 It is the
dependent status of women in the family that means that it is usually women who have
the job of mediating and negotiating with the 'human service agencies' charities or
govemment bureaucracies when that mediation is from a position of powerlessnness.i46

The nexus between caring and dependency as it is curtentiy constituted means that
becoming the outside carer of a prisoner has the potential for involving women in a
complex set of dependent relationships with penal, welfare, housing and education
bureaucracies. In this aspect of the intersection of domesticity and penality, women in
the mid 1980s are continuing a tradition of active contestation with authorities that was
also a significant part of the labour of wives of convicts in the eartiest non Koori
settlement of N.S.W. 147

The feminist analysis of bureaucracy emphasises that aU clients, because they are in
relatively powerless relationships with welfare bureaucracies , are disadvantaged by the
way that bureaucratic discourses are constituted. 148 Information is controlled by the
bureaucracy as a one way flow. The information is usually complex, hidden from the
ctient and expressed through a maze of disparate and contradictory regulations. 149 This
control over complex and contradictory information which is nevertheless crucial to the
ctient is manifested, Piven and Cloward argue, as apparently arbitrary action.i^o

145 Graham (1985) Ferguson (1984)
146 Ferguson (1984) ch.4
147 Robinson (1988) p.238
148 Ferguson (1984) ch.4
149 Ferguson (1984) p. 143
150 Piven and Cloward (1965) cited in Ferguson (1984) p 145
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Fantilies of prisoners are involved as clients with both welfare and with social control
bureaucracies. The transactions between prison staff and women who are doing the
work of caring for prisoners are translated into exactiy these service provider-ctient
forms til which women negotiate from a position of powerlessness.

Twenty of the

women had stories to tell about the work of negotiating with legal penal bureaucrats.

It is particularly in the first period of artest, sentencing and imprisonment prior to
classification that consumes women's time in the labour of trying to work with the
several bureaucracies concemed with supporting the man but at the same time maintaining
the family outside

Julie. Husband arrested
years.

for the first time. Two daughters 13 and 5

Thefirstcouple of weeks I was in shock I know I had to keep on going because things had to
be done, forms, a whole lot of things had to be done. And thosefirstcouple of weeks they
were heU. My eyes were almost popping out of head through not enough sleep. AU the
running around. I was doing it on puolic transport and trying to keep up with everything.
HeU....what were the key things you had to do? Get things organised ... the
soUcitors. The two weeks before he went in he was the most unstable. After he went in,
running around organising the pension, the housing commission (for changes in the
arrangements about paying the rent) It was a lot of running around. I didn't need it at the
time and I was feeling 1 was working from one minute to the next.

The most severe criticisms of the unresponsiveness of bureaucracies and theti reluctance
or inefficiency in giving out information essential for women to do the work of
supporting the prisoner, were directed at the potice in the initial periods of arrest and
sentencing.

Julie
The night he was locked up I rang the police station wondering why he was still kept in the
cells because I wasn't sure if he had been sent out to one oftiiegaols, because at least then
he could move around and have a cigarette, and he hadn't been taken out. And some of the
police in Penrith are smart. I asked how he was handUng it (because he can't stand closed
spaces) what was his mental attitude? Andtiieysaid 'O he's very comfortable here, he's got
a water bed, a colour television' and all I wanted to know was the man mentally handling it.
Not to be played around .. these are all the things you just don't need. You just don't need
at all. I think Penrith especially for the women (wives of arrested men) must be the worst

Lauren
I didn't know where to go , what to do, I was just lost. ...They took him to die cells and I
went round to die poUce station to see him. I stiU hadn't seen him for ten days. And tiiey
wouldn't let me. And I asked where he was going to be sent and they weren't quite sure...
they phoned andtiieytold me diat he was sent to Long Bay Jail and I rang tiiere andtiieytold
metiieydidn't have himtiiere.(laughing) Sotiiatwastiiestart oftiiatsenes of phone calls.
Cause I wasfrightenedtiiatsometiiing was going to happen to him because of something tiiat
was said bytiiepolice, which I'd better not go into. And I was frightened tiiat he'd be
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harmed... I rang Paramatta andtiieysaid they didn't have him. Then I rang Penrith police
station, they said he was definitely sent to Long Bay and I found out in die end he was at
Paramatta. I just kept going diereandafteraboutthreequartersof an hour... Terror is how
I felt... I was getting all worked

However even during the more routine period of imprisonment women have to act as
negotiators in order to maintain contact with the man inside prison

Esther
They granted us a special visit and when 1 went on that special visit they said 'no' I couldn't
visit.... He goes in for a liver biopsy, its due this week I rang up this morning 'come up to
see him now, he's in hospital' andtiieysay I can't see him until next weekend...so its a oig
let down I'm here all geed up for a visit and they wont let me see him ... its this big anxiety
to wait for the special day to get up and go to seetiiemandtiienyou have to sit down and wait
and wait and wait and die waiting to see him and see thattiiey'renot hurt and see that they're
surviving. Because nobody can survive prison.

Beth

Shipping happens to everybody. They don't like you to be in the same jail very long; I think
theu" reasoning is that if you get to know the envUonment too well you might be able to plan
an escape, but you can be shipped if you teU a screw to f. off, you can be shipped
they don't tell me when he's going. Itiiinktheytiiinkyou're going to land on die side of the
road with a machine gun to break nim out of the van you see. So they won't tell you when
they're taking him somewhere. So its very frustratuig.... Jim always gets a message out
somehow, then its up to me. In those circumstances I've had to do a lot of telephoning.
I have toringup try to get it stopped or at least try tofindout where he is. And thats
where I've had to bring welfare officers, parole officers in they don't want to tell you too
much, they don't want to teU you too much. They pretend they're interested but they never
contact you back. They don't let you have too much information.

Because imprisonment is constituted as comprising the various stages from segregation
to cortection and then to normalising women also have to become involved in the work
of ensuring that the man's civti rights are defended during the various in-prison judicial
procedures that determine his prisoner status - the classification and the parole decisions.
The work of negotiation and contestation can often seem fmitless
Fay
Yes, I've had to get solicitors for him - probation reports going to classification board 1 go in
to see what's happening to him He teUs me one thing and I know he's not teUing me the trutii
so I just follow Ittiirough,find out for myself I feeltiiatI'm being sentenced . AU tiiis
running around I have to do everything.
Esther
He's been knocked back for parole. That's unfair. .. the parole board, they go by reports
what's on paper. That's unfair, because they haven't been with that person, they haven't
seen him, what he's like and what he's doing throughout tiiat sentence. That's unfair.
There's a special parole courttiiatyou can go to and the prisoner himself has therightto get
up and speak for himself But he could not even get up and say a word for himself and I
said (to the Head of die Corrective Services Department) 'that's unfair'. He said 'weU I
can't do anything about it' I said 'yes, you can. You can speak to your man that runs the
court and tell him the rules. If he doesn't bodiertiienhe's not doing his job. He shouldn't
be doing it because he's not doing it properly anyway.'
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The unequal balance of power between the legal penal administrators and the women
outside is manifested in control over access to the physical resoiu-ces of adittinisffation
such as fax machines and telephones. To contest and negotiate with the powerful yet
often inefficient legal-penal administration demands both skiU and determination. It
was notable that the three women who gave the most detailed accounts of the way they
were able to fight what they saw as unfair decisions by the parole board were women
who either had managerial experience themselves or whose partners had a reputation for
political activism whilst in prison
Claire retired Public Servant
(You have to do) lot of incidental legal work. The thing that causes the biggest problem of all
is remissions - nobody seems to know what they are doing. FinaUy they get the tiling
(computer) working. There's an anniversary point (date of conviction) -Buttiieygo it
wrong and everybody had to have tiieir sheet altera!. They must have been going crazy in tiie
office. Len found out 1 had to go to Roden Cutier House, I took the forms to him -1
explained I was in diere because die computer had broken down - He would have had to stay
in
several men have served longer than they need. Having had 23 years experience in
jovemment departments I know there's a way through the red tape and at the same time
lUing in their proper forms - these places are very daunting. There's this bureaucratic hand
over you . It controls whether you have a man or you don't. 151

f

Cheryl Partner a member of the Paramatta Resurgent Group
I went totiieParole Board and asked that his case be brought uptiiatday ... they refused.
They said they didn't have his records. I said 'Please,' (I was crying) 1 said, 'send an officer
down the road and pick his files up and bring them back.' you know, 'you can fax it
through.' the jail was waiting, they wanted nim out too, because they really were good up at
the iail. They were going to gettiiemto fax ittiiroughand Bemie could be releasedtiiatday.
the Parole board wouldnTdo it. She just totally refused and I said 'You revoked his parole
on the (basis that) he couldn't report, on the assumption of guilt' she said 'I did not, there's
more to it than that.' I said, 'there was not.' I said, 'I've got the paper.' ...It was because
he was a 'troublemaker' He was part of the Resurgence Groim at Paramatta, and he'd spent
so much time in die refractable section and so forth. I said, 'You're trying to justify
something he done in 1969. 'Now! we're talking about 15 years later How long does he
have to pay for his crime
we just got into one hell of a slanging match. Bemie's family
was there, and I... was screaming at her. I just said, 'Look, you stink.' I said. 'You've got
no bones in your body at all,' I said, 'you just don't care about a soUtary thing.' 1 just
waUced out and slammed the door. After I lefttiieydecided to hold a special meetmg on die
Monday, but diat left him in jail over die weekend.....He was released on the Monday and
when he was released I was fuming.

The next account of the work involved in negotiating to ensure the civil rights of the
partner inside gaol has not been edited at all because it conveys the complexity of the
way that control of information and resources, and the confusion and inefficiency that
characterises prison regulations are also interlocked with direct manipulation of power.

151 my emphasis
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Beth Full time office-supervisor. Partner a member of the Paramatta Resurgent
Group
I've sat pn the phone sometimes at work for hours, to the soUcitors...when he was putting in
his application in for parole board he had to have aU his papers. Now I wasn't sure where his
papers were. His soUcitor, the Prisoners Action Group secretary, - the three of us just rung
each other for days and we were told all die paper work was there. He went before the Parole
board, they said theres not enough paper work. I had to ring Cessnock. I rang his parole
officer at Cessnock which I had quite a blue with. ActuaUy sne was absolutely useless,
totally inefficient and totally , um, she just didn't really care. She didn't have apaper about
his day release, she had a paper saying Jim was going to be deported back to Sweden and
Jim said 'well, that's a bit strange because I was bom m Australia' she had the totally vvTong
papers in his file. She had to send a report in to die parole board. He'd told her two weeks
before. She did not have the report ready the afternoon before the hearing. I rang and told
her 'it has to be down there this afternoon, because they're sitting on it tomorrow morning'
She said ' a charge of assault' I said "What assault?' She said 'well I don't know' 'well I
said, you'd better get your factsrightbecause if you send in a charge of an assault and it's not
right the whole roof will come offtiiatjail' 1 got on to PAG we got on to Vem
Dalton'ssecretary. What had happened was that he was on anodier charge of not Ufting his
balls on a strip search, six montns previously and they'd not done anything about it. That's
what it was. It wasn't an assault charge and she was going to put in her report she believed
he had to go back up to Cessnock to face an assault charge and what he had to go back up
there for was to face another strip search charge, refusing to strip search, nothing to do with
an assault charge and I couldn't believe her inefficiency. She could have lost his parole. I
said to 'have you got the warrant in front of you?' she said "1 don't know' 1 said 'How can
you possibly put hearsay in your report?' and she said 'Well I'm only doin^ what the
govemor told me' die uovemor was Baldwin, Jim had had a blue widi him.

However, although the inequalities of power between the penal and the domestic spheres
are so great it was not only the mature women who reported some success in their
negotiations with prison administrators.
Karen
He's been in remand for 8 months. It's really inefficient. They put him in segregation three
weeks ago . I went to the govemor and said 'He shouldn't be in tiiere. There's no way he
could have donetiiat(been involved in setting off a bomb in one of the cells)..they've let him
out now and are all over him saying 'Sorry' and apologizing to me. But it was terrible for
him that three weeks ... I broke down crying (when diey apologised) I didn't mean to, but I
couldn't help it .. then a few weeks ago when he went to court, diey sent him to the wrong
court. They couldn't get anything right.'

Sally

Once, Peter's friend, a twenty seven year prisoner at Cessnock, his mother had a stroke, I
phoned Akister,tiienI phoned the Govemor, every 15 minutes I phoned him He wasn't
taking my caUs, but I kept phoning him everyfifteenminutes. In die end (laughing) I got
through and he said' don't bloody phone again, he can stay (witii his motiier)

In some cases it is explicitly the moral basis of domesticity on which women base tiieti
mediations with or contestations ofpenal decisions
Olive
Son has been in M.R.P. and CI.P.
There weretiiatmany attempts to rape him. That'stiiemost fear fortiieboys. I was always
frightened. I tum on die news and hear someone escaped or murdered in jails, diey give their
age but not their names. You sort of live in their fear and you're helpless. You can't do a
thing.. (Once) there was two country boys got raped. I told him I'm going to see the
Govemor. I demanded to see die Govemor. He did see me I'U say that lor hrni. He called
the three boys together He said 'you diree boys stick together, don t let each other out of sight
and he called another chap who'd been there for 15 years and asked him to look after him...
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...I've mng herl^^^Sypenntendent of MetropoUtan Reception Prison) up a couple of times
and she's always had thetimeto talk. Youringup CIP and you'U always get their
secretaries you won't get tiiem You'U never get the superintendent If I went up there and he
was a bit down, he's done sometiiing, I canringher. The last time he didn't want to be
sent to Cessnock. That was worrying him. She said she'd hold him here as long as she
possibly could. I wrote her a letter and she wrote me back a lovely letter.

There was one further site of negotiation in which the different claims to control based
on penal and domestic morality were contested. One of the most intrusive ways that
penal Ufe intrudes on the women's control over their own sphere of domesticity is the
power that the human service agencies within the prison have over women's right to
marry. Six women had had to negotiate with prison authorities in order to get married
to theti imprisoned partners. Control as paternalism, that is control that is legitimated
in terms of being imposed in the best interests of the powerless, was explicitiy being
imposed in the negotiations to establish the right to marriage.
Gwen
I tried to many Kevin in jail and do you know what they did to me? They said to us "You
haven't known each other long enough" and we've known each other since we were fifteen
(for eight years) and we've got a daughter of tiiree (as she was attiiattime).Andtiieygave
us all these interviews and they said to us " No, we didn't know each other well enough?
Who said that? die head bloke of the jail and die chaplain I said "How long wUl it be
before we do know each odier? He said "when you're just die girl friend diey don't depend
on you alltiiatmuch, but when you're the wifetiieystart to gel nasty witii you then and say to
you"You've got to be out here, and you've got to do aU this for me' (But) It's not fair. It
should be your right. It's yourrighton the outside. They made the decision. We had no say
in it and we'd known each other all diat time. I was really depressed about it for weeks
Esther
When we wanted to get married (in prison) at diis particular prisontiieyrefused us saying
that we didn't know what we were doing and I had to tum round and say to them 'you don't
know me, you don't' know him and you don't know what we share together. You've got no
right to say diat we don't' know what were doing, we know what we're tone, we love one
anodier and we want to get married. If you don't let us get married here, we U just have to
get married on die outside and after two mondis 1finallygot (the permission) to get married.

There is another obstacle that women have to negotiate at the segregative end of
imprisonment. Women have to fight to estabUsh their right to do the caring work of
bringing domesticity into the prison because prison as the site of the 'pure' power of
institutionalised violence is predicated on the constmction of prisoners as individual

1^2 at thattimetiiisSuperintendent was die only female superintendent of a men's prison in Austratia. It
was notable that of all the references to contacts with superintendents it was only this woman who
was spoken of with some warmth by the women doing the work of maintaining family contact.
Three odier women made similar points about the immediate, personal and sensitive help tiiat eidier
tiiey, or their imprisoned sons received from her.
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bearers of the unfettered amoral violence of the masculinised pubtic world needing to be
controUed by violentiy repressive measiu-es. To recognise the famtiy status of prisoners
is to introduce a different image of the prisoner and one that compromises the mititaristic
constmction of prison life. Carole Johns and Renate Player, wives of long term
prisoners in maximum security gaols in N.S.W. have, at different times, reported that
prison officers have indicated to them that they should separate from theti prisoner
husbands and give up theti work of maintaining contact and support.

In 1979 Carole Johns wrote
During a discussion widi a senior staff member of die Corrective services Department, about
the needs of the children of prisoners, .. I was shocked when told I was wasting my time and
I should direct my energy towards finding substitute fathers for the the chUdren ....Remarks
like 'you don't know what you're letting yourself in for, women don't stick with murderers'
.. are commonplace'l^^

Ten years later in 1989 Renate Player talked about the effect of the transfer of her
husband, co-editor of the prisoners magazine Rogues, from Long Bay to Goulbum gaol
'she said she was upset when she pointed out to the prison authorities that she wouldn't
be able to make her usual twice a week visit and they expressed surprise that she was still
visiting him so often after all these years'i^"^

These experiences indicate that the negation of the family status of the prisoner is also a
negation of the work that women do in maintaining contact with men inside gaol. At this
moment of penality the famtiy , when it is recognised, is tikely to be constituted as an
aspect of the control of prisoners: "A person within the department once told me "part of
the punishment is to show the prisoner he is causing his famtiy to suffer 'i^^

Although several of the prisoners were not in waged work prior to the imprisonment, the
loss of freedom to exchange labour for waged income is a central part of the symbotism

153 Carole Johns. (1979)
15"^ Alan Kennedy (1989)
155 Carole Johns (1979) p.l5
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of punishment by confinement in Australia. Work, when it is available in prison,
usually brings a wage of only $9 to $12 a week. 156 Work release schemes only apply to
men in mintinum security prisons at the normatising end of punishment.

Five of the thirty women were dtiectiy affected by the loss of theti husband's wage
which had been the primary income in the household. Theti dependency was then
transferted to the State as social welfare clients which put them at risk of the humitiation
of negotiating from a position of powerlessness.

Ferguson's account, cited above, of the skill involved in being a client of a bureaucratic
system indicates that it comprises having to learn a new language to comprehend the
mass of bureaucratic regulations and to learn both those formal mles and the m/<9rma/
mles goveming appropriate conduct.

This means having to acqutie the skill of what

Goffman called 'impression management' to be able to 'bow properly to immense
institutional power, understand and flatter the bureaucratic personatity and (to) otherwise
legitimate herself before the officials.'

Ferguson's argument is that as the encounter with biueaucracy imposes emotional strain,
this sktil imposes material costs on the 'ctient'. There is the strain inherent in 'the
disidentification between the individual and the manipulative role'. But more
fundamentaUy there is also stress in intemaUsing and acting upon the bureaucratic
definition of themselves. Ferguson's arguments are clearly supported in the experiences
of women with famtiy obligations to prisoners in N.S.W.:
Claire 53 vear old woman. Partner in CI.P.
Then there is the hassle of getting on to a benefit. Finally they put me on widows pension
benefits. I was seven days down at the social security, they are so mde. They've stopped
special benefit for prisoner wives - but my Social Security - couldn't have supplementary and
I m too young for o.a.p. at 53
Julie Two daughters, 13 and 5. Partner in maximum security gaol
My purse gets stolen, pension day, so all my transport papers, everything keys, my whole
pension gone, and then the social security doesn't help if your money gets t^en, stolen
156 Chris Holcroft (1988)
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Even in a situation Uke that, 1 mean die area 1 come from nearly every person get's their
purse stolen so you gettiiesenegative looks at you - was it really (stolen)? I was lucky I
reported it straight away. Otherwise I wouldn t have a leg to stand on at all and then I got
told that night 'well anyone can report a purse stolen' as though I'd go to that trouble
(laughing) witii my keys taken I've been climbing in and out of the window and trying to get
somebody to bust die door

Many more women, eleven, were involved in changing accommodation either because
theti income had become insufficient or because the husband or son was sent to a prison
too far away for visiting to be feasible. Four of the women who were also the outside
carers of the prisoners' children spoke about mediations or negotiations they had had to
make with theti children's teachers as a result of the effects of imprisonment on either the
child's own behaviour or school work, or because of the taunting of school friends.
Imprisonment then impinges on women's lives by drawing them more tightiy into the
network of human service agencies, the welfare service-client relationships in which
theti work of caring has to be performed from the position of dependent and therefore
relatively powerless negotiator.

The contradiction between domesticity and penatity takes on a very material form when
punishment extends to the loss of the famtiy home. The caring work of famities of
prisoners comprises not only the reproduction of the personality of the prisoner and his
children but also the reproduction of the conditions in which that work can be carried on,
the material physical setting of the home. Maintaining the sense of 'famtiy' or 'home'
when the actual physical home is lost is especiaUy onerous work.
Cheryl Husband in Remand prison. Two children: daughter 10 years,
son 7 years
I was fortunate we did havetiiat(lawn mowing) business because we had a two and a haU
ton tmck and I'd never driven a truck in my enure life and I refused point blank to ask anyone
(to help me move) because I was frightened that people would know where I Uved. So I
literally loaded die tmck brought everytiiing downstaUs. We took a raUmg off die stairs, put it
back on, loaded everything onto die tmck, Drought every thing down. It took four tmck
loads of fumiture, and we moved. It just shows you what women can do. The most scariest
part was driving the tmck, just getting behind the wheel. It was so enormous, after driving
a small car. It was lUce taking up the whole road.... my brodier-in-law did help me carry the
freezer and the washing machine, and the fridge, but I helped him carry it, I nearly broke my
thumb doing it. I got it stuck on the trailer... we managed the whole lot. I was reaUy
pleased.
Hilary Partner in CI.P. Two children
I found it very hard because we lived up at Gosford and whentiieybrought him down here I
was still paying die rent down at Gosford but I have to pay rent where fm staying too so it
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makes it hard while he's in here. Its easier (living here) because I would have had to get up
about 3 or 4 (o'clock) in the morning just to get down here
Paying two rents ,
I was really into debt I've just had to phone people up and say
I've got to put the payment behind ... because my husbands in jail and (when) they started
being rude, I just broke down and cried.
Brenda Two children
When he was arrested we were living at a flat $130 a fortnight Then I only got $288 a
fortnight income for me andtiietwo children so we went to live in the hostel after he got
arrested as its only $70 a formight
Claire
I had to move house. I wasn't working so I couldn't pay $180
Esther
I've had to move from Cessnock to Goulbum to Batiiurst (as he got sent to different jaUs)
because its just too expensive for me to d^velfromSydney to those jails ... it cost me a fair
bit but in country areas the houses are quite cheap. Cessnock its $55 a week and that was
for a four bedroom, house, and I shared with two other wives (also with husbands in
prison) and it worked out quite cheaply.
Jane
When he got arrested, I was thrown out of the place he was staying at. Then 1 went from
there to the refuge....The Housing Commission have been pretty good
Rebecca
the night he went to jail, die house burnt down and I was left widi absolutely notiiing
fumiture, fridge, stereo, the lot!

For women who are the outside carers of prisoners' children the range of mediation work
can also include making special visits to the children's school
Cheryl
Two children son aged 7 and daughter 10. Husband falsely arrested for
murder of a policeman.
Kelly, my daughter did get into a big argument with one of the girls there and she came home,
she was really distressed. 1 went to die school and the girl was not put over the coals, so it
would rebound back on Kelly, but she was just talked to.

This aspect of the caring work of families of prisoners, that of being the outside carer of
the prisoners children, locates women within a particularly compticated and contradictory
set of prescriptive and proscriptive behaviours. The people Uving day-to-day with the
famtiy obligation to care for prisoners and for prisoners' chtidren are not only , tii
Gross's words, occupying an 'impossible middle ground excluded by logic and reason
til their present forms', but tiiey are experiencing tiiat impossibility under even more
contradictory terms. The specific tensions, labour and costs that accrue from the
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particularly impossible work of 'double caring' as it operates in the sphere of penality are
described in the next chapter. However the major proposition underlying chapter five
has been that it is in the day-to-day lives of the people who maintain family contact with
sons, grandsons, partners, brothers, and nephews, as well as witii co-parents, that
the contradictions of the double moralities of domestic and public tife are
experienced. 15'^ It is in the day to day lives of this specific population that the
contradictions of universalism/individualism and familism are borne. These
contradictions, delineated by GiUigan, the Brovermans, Keams, Yeatman and Pateman
in theti various feminist challenges to mainstream moral psychology, liberal phtiosophy
and sociology,i58 were reaUsed in a very condensed form in the concrete experiences of
the people doing the work of maintaining family contact with men in prison in N.S.W. in
the period 1986 to 1988. The experiences of this specific group of carers, altemately
rendered invisible then significant in the penal discourses, make the point made by Seyla
Benhabib, in her discussion of the Gilligan/Kohllberg debate, particularly sigitificant.
She describes the world constituted in contemporary mainstream moral psychology, and
in liberal political theory, as a 'strange world' because it is one in which 'mothers,
sisters and wives do not exist'l^^ . It is rather the place where, in the imaginary
psychological world drawn by the theorists of personality from Freud to Piaget, it is the
relationship to 'the brother' that is viewed as the humanising experience . The hold of
this universatistic model of moral development and justice then means that the dominant
taken for granted assumptions about the world define the public world of justice as the
world in which men acquire theti 'self through their relationships with the 'generatised
other' in the pubtic institutional relations of formal equality and reciprocity.. Men are
regarded as having reached maturity once they are able to 'take the viewpoint of others',
but it is the absU"act 'generalised other' that is the hypothetical other in this social contract
view of the world.

It is in the penal sphere that this model of responsibtiity is both,

realised in its most condensed form, and where the supposedly universatistic relations of
157 Gross (1986) p.138
158 outiined in chapter one.
159 Benhabib (1987) p.90
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tiie wider world are authorised. It was the falseness of this universaUsm that was
exposed in the wave of prison riots in the 1970s. The reaUsation of the damage to a
general concept of 'civility', that arose out of the actual masculinities of prison life,
brought about various attempts to domesticise 'the prison'. Nevertheless these did not
replace the contractual relations, but were superimposed on, the false universatism of
prison tife. In this especially contradictory and 'overburdened' intersection of penatity
and domesticity, it was the people who provided the caring labour of maintaining
family contact with prisoners who bore the major burdens of living day to day in this
'impossible middle ground'.
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CHAPTER

SIX

LABOURING LOVING CONTROLLING:

caring for children of

prisoners

Although there have been several studies of the impact of imprisonment on children of
prisoners, the work of the outside carers tends either to be a taken for granted, 'naniral'
aspect of parenting, 1 or the problems that tiiey face are interpreted, in part, as a
consequence of their individual, social class, or fantily category, pathology.^ The
literatiu-e focuses on either the needs or rights of the prisoner, of the penal system by
constituting parenthood as a path to rehabititation, of the general functioning of society
when the 'leader and breadwinner' ^ in the fantily is removed, or of the needs or rights of
the child. It is only in the recent feminist descriptions that the domestic labour of caring
for chtidren of imprisoned parents is constituted as a problematic aspect of social life.'^

If, as Garland argues, imprisonment condenses the social relations of inequality of
outside life, then it is tii the sktiled labour of mothering as it is worked out in the day to
day job of being the outside carer of a prisoner's child, that this condensation of social
relations operates in its most compressed form. It is a condensed form of mothering in
tiiat:
(i) the sktils involved are complex and diffuse

' these are included in die separate section oftiiebibUography Ustingtiie'famiUes of prisoners'
Uterature. . Theworkof Sack (1976) and Sack Seidler and Thomas (1976) Travis Fritsch &John
Burkhead (1981) Enid Gamer (1983) comprise die key texts in die psychological Uterature
^ see ch.4. In Australia Nancy Anderson's 1965 report on prisoners' famUies in Victoria was the major
texttiiatadopted the famUy crisisframework.(N.Anderson. 1965) Ariela Lowenstein (1984) is a
recent U.S.A. reworking of the family pathology approach
3 EWUUams,Zelda Elder & Shirley WUUams(1970)p.208
^ Mary Schwartz & Judidi Weintraub(1974) Jones (1983) Hounslow etal. (1983) S.Smitii (1986)
Bauhofer (1987)
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(ti) the paradigms which constitute the constratiits within which the work

of caring

is carried out, are several and contradictory
(iti) the time, labour and level of skiU are vtituaUy sociaUy invisible
(iv) the labour of caring has no economic reward but rather involves the worker in
extra economic, physical and emotional costs,
(v) it is one of the forms of 'double caring' in which the organisational skills, of
judgtiig the balance of demands, being able to pace the work, and to give priority
to one or other of the different individuals within the cticle of dependents, are
most exploi ted. 1

The initial problem, the detention of the imprisoned parent, sets up a sequence of interreflexive crises of care and dependence that makes the work of the outside carer a
singularly complex and demanding form of domestic labour.

Chapter four placed Clatie Ungerson's argument about caring work in the context of the
issue of Home Imprisonment. This argument is also relevant to the delineation of the
several aspects of the domestic labour of caring for children of institutionally imprisoned
parents. Ungerson makes the two points: tiiat problems arise out of the reversals of age
and gender boundaries in caring work, but that this initial problem is masked when the
state constitutes that work as unproblematic. This marginalisation of the complexity of
caring for adult dependents further compounds the problem by making the carers feel
guilty about the extra problems they are facing. This complex aspect of caring work is
even further compounded in the case of the outside carers of imprisoned men and theti
children by the condensed gender and class stmctures of inequality in the legal penal
sphere: the heightened masculinity of prison culture, the contradictions of 'keeping the
fathers place open'^ in a culture that defines the role of father as the representative of law
and order but subjects these specific fathers to manifest forms ofpenal control.
1 These neglected skiUs have been deUneated in die Uterature on die domestic labour of 'double caring',
for example in EUzabetii Watson & Jane Mear's study (1988a)
2 Kemp et al. usetiiisterm to describetiiisparticularly contradictory aspect of child-care
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In the 1970s libertarian-reformisti period of penaUty, the rights of men and women
prisoners to increased access to family tife were played out differentiy. Chapter three
indicates the way that, for men tiiese rights were more likely to be constituted in terms
of access to sexuality and, for women prisoners in terms of access to parenthood.^
Although inthisperiodthere were two N.S.W. policy documents^ reviewing the
situation of chtidren of men in prison, few of theti recommendations were implemented
and neither document is commonly cited in the literature on imprisonment in N.S.W.
even in the liberal reformist or radical critiques of penatity. Men's parenthood is not a
very visible aspect of the relations of penal life even during the tiberal swings in prison
life. The authors of the Children of Imprisoned Parents document showed that the same
situation occurted in NSW, as Jones had found in Victoria, with the father's role of
prisoner not being taken into consideration by the prison system in either of the two
states in the early 1970s to mid 1980s.4 There was no routine access for the prisoner to
his children unless an outside carer was wtiting to bring them.5 There were no fatherchtid visits as children always shared visits with the outside carers. Visiting conditions
were generally inappropriate for chtidren, with expectations that child visitors behave as
adults, no provision was made for the lower attention span of chtidren, nor for the
especial needs for the mundane tasks of bottie or breast feeding and nappy changing for
smaU children. The worst aspects of taking chtidren to visit theti imprisoned parents
were lessened to some extent in the normatising moment of imprisonment. However the
dominant and official discoiuses in botii states de-emphasised the significance of men
prisoners' parenthood.^

^ Ubertarian-reformism, in distinction to die psychological reformism of the 1950s and 1960s, moved
awayfroman uncritical trust in 'treatment to a more political emphasis on individual rights.
^ ch. 3 particularly in die discussion on co-ed prisons and conjugal visiting programmes
3 Hounslow et al.( 1982) Kemp et al. (1982)
^ Jones (p.486)
5 Jones 0)-486-7)
^ Valerie Bauhofer (1987) in New York and Sue Smith (1986) in England also indicate that male
risoners' parenthood is simUarly invisible in the penal discourses in those administrations intiielate
980s.

f
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Nevertheless there is evidence that men, as prisoners, are able to maintain their
identities as parents more easily than women. Koban's overview of the United States
chtidren of prisoner's literature indicates that tinprisonment of men is less dismptive of
fantily Ufe tiian the tiicarceration of a woman, i 61% of male prisoners' chtidren
rematiied with the co-parent in contrast to only 26% of children of women prisoners.
Men's chtidren are much more likely to remain in a stable household with a continuous
primary caretaker. Men were more likely to report that theti chtidren were happy. Men
were more likely to have telephone or mati contact with theti children. Men were more
likely to have children brought to visit them. Women's children were more likely to be
with a fostering family. Women prisoners' chtidren were more likely to be separated
from theti other brothers or sisters and cared for by different carers, and women were
more likely, on release, to retum to a sptintered family than were men prisoners.

OveraU, women are closer to theti chtidren prior to imprisonment but imprisonment is
likely to be more disruptive for the above reasons for women and because women's
prisons are likely to be further away from theti family. Koban's article was directed
towards the particular problems that women prisoners experience. However, it also
points up the extent to which women as outside carers of male prisoners provide an
infrastmcture of domestic labour in the penal sphere. Dan Gowler and Karen Legge
introduced the concept of the hidden contracts that are made between employers and
male management workers in the productive sphere: that the wife/mother wiU be
responsible for maintaining the weU ordered home that can be used by the employers in
the entertainment of the husband's clients, that her own work wtil be drawn on in this
aspect of managerial Ufe, she will take responsibility for aU tiie chronic crises of child
rearing- school holidays or children's illnesses, and that her time and life style is
centred around the variable and indetermtiiate demands of her husband's managerial

1 Lmda Koban (1983)
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career. 1

Gowler and Legge's model of the hidden contract is valid for the condensed

relationships of prison tife: women wtil be available to:
(i) maintain the home for the child and the 'absent father' that is a necessary part of
the prisoner's continuing sense of 'self;
(ti) care for prisoners' children; and
(iti) to ensure that the man's personality wiU be maintained through the material and
emotional work that women do in maintaining contact between children and
their fathers.

That the American evidence is paralleled in N.S.W. is tilustrated in the imbalance in tiie
requests to the Chtidren of Prisoner Support Group. The group estabtished as a result
of the 1982 F.A.C.S.A. report by Hounslow et al., has, as one of its major tasks, the
work of escorting children to prisons to visit the prisoner parents who were at risk of
losing contact with theti children because there was no outside carer able to do that work.
The major part of the work of the group is to escort children to visit their mothers in
prison.2 Although there is escort work for children of fathers in gaol, it is
predominantly women prisoners, in N.S.W., who lack family support in maintaining
contact with their chtidren and so have to draw on the support of outside agencies.

The 1982 N.S.W. report estimated that one third of all prisoners, and one half of
women prisoners are parents.^ Thirteen^ of the thirty women in the interviews for this
thesis were caring for the children of prisoners and they talked of the double
importance of the prisoner's parenthood - to the men inside and to the children.

They

saw the work they did in ensuring a continuing contact between the father tiiside, and
the child or children outside, as an important part of tiie constitution of the personatity
of both the father and the child. Maintaining the sense of famtiy between themselves.
1 Dan Gowler & Karen Legge (1978)
^ ChUdren of Prisoners Support Group. (1988)
^ Hounslow et al. pp.7-9
^ Nine were co-parents, one woman was a grandmotiier caring for her prisoner-son's daughter,tiireeof
the women had prisoner-partners who were effectively the step fathers of the children.
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the prisoner and the prisoner's chtid was a central concem for them, but 'the famtiy'
was something that they were all having to stmggle to matiitain

Virginia. Son fifteen months old. Partner in CI.P
It's a strain taking him but he's not going to know his fatiier. Now he goes to him straight
away, but if they move him down to Goulbum diere's no way I can visit him down in
Goulbum, because I've aUeady been told by my doctor that because I'm seven montiis
pregnant liiat it's risky for me to take him on any long visits

Julie. Two daughters under five. Husband in the Long Bay complex
I've been catching public transport since 9 this morning, now I've just got here (11.30 a.m.)
NormaUy I do bnng my little girl but it Just gets too much on her and me .. the travel.. she
loves to see him, she gets so excited. The other one, she loves to see him just as much

Lauren Partner in CI.P. Two chUdren
The kids idolise him. My son cries his eyes out. It Just devastates them to bring them out here,
(but they do come) I thought it was better that they know.

Mary Partner in CLP. Baby daughter
She's three now, I was pregnant when he first went in., so she only knows her Daddy as being
in prison. I nearly always bring her with me when I visit. She loves seeing him. she can't wait
to get to see him when we come

Sack, Seidler and Thomas, talking to prisoners and theti families in Oregon in 1976,
found that the effect of chtidren's vistis on prisoners was uniformly positive 'it holds me
together'. 1 With the other positive aspects of tife being denied by imprisonment, being
a parent was an area of tife that men were eager to discuss. It was the one area of tife in
which they struggled to see themselves most positively. For the outside carers of
children of these prisoners, visiting was especially tension ridden work. It was
stressfiti because chtidren were irritable after visiting. However, the mothers also felt
that it was good for chtidren to visit to maintain contact.^ The loss of the imprisoned
parent, even of fathers not apparentiy close, was experienced as grief, and prisoner
parents were seen in a positive light. However, this relationship was difficult, for
social isolation was a common experience of both outside carers and children. Sack et al
argue that 'society offers the children no honourable way out' as does separation , for
1 Sack et al. p. 624
2 Sack et al. p. 624
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example, by death or divorce.

Imprisonment is a double loss for chtidren - of

separation from the prisoner parent but also a loss of sociality. Isolation and stress
from the several deceptions they were forced into was a common feature of the
experience of social life of the children.i

In the interviews for this N.S.W. thesis only one of the thtiteen mothers had not told her
child about the other parent's imprisonment. Otherwise aU twelve of the outside carers
of the prisoner's children made efforts to keep the children in contact with the
imprisoned parents.
Mothering as 'attentive love' and the moral contradictions of outside
carers of prisoners children
The work of being the outside carer of prisoners children is a particularly condensed
form of mothering. It is especially condensed in terms of the moral contradictions
through which the work of caring has to be implemented. Ruddick's description of the
'attentive love' of mothering as a particular form of intellectual sktil is very evident in the
way that women as outside carers of prisoners children negotiate the inherent
contradictions of being the outside co-parent of a child whose father is being pimished by
the State. The usual contradictions that all parents face in balancing the contradictions
between the three major interests: preservation of life, creating the conditions for
growth, and the development of social acceptability, that shape the development of the
intellectual skills and cognitive abitities of 'attentive love': restiience, realism, respect
for persons, responsiveness to change, and tolerance for ambiguity, are clearly
tilustrated in the experiences here. Ruddick's thesis is supported by the evidence from
crisis management studies.

In general, tiiis school indicates that there are comparable

processes at work in the way mothers react to family crises, for example of accidents to
children, and the way that trained problem solvers in the pubtic sphere, for example
lawyers, react to the problems that theti work involves: an initial panic at the complexity
of the situation, followed immediately by a settling in to analyse and organize the facts
1 Sack etal. p. 623-625
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and to meet the challenge by solving the problem.! Kobasa argues that, from her work
and from her review of the literature,, she can identify three essential features of this
ability to cope: commitment, control and challenge.

Kobasa identifies 'control' as a key

feature of this intellectual skill of cognitive flexibtiity: 'If we know the fuU meaning of
who we are, what we do and how we got into the predicament we're in - then we can see
that predicament in a broad context and deal with it'^

Together with Bamett et al, she argues then, that barriers in gaining sufficient power
and control are aspects of women's lives that are dangerous to their health.^ However
the asocial, psychological emphasis in this interpretation of the risks involved in the
inteUectual skills of mothering means, that it does not face the central paradox of the work
of coping as it is experienced in the unequal social relationships of patriarchal capitalist
societies: that the people who are most at risk of having to do the work of coping are
exactly those who are least likely to have control over the conditions that make that work
necessary. In the intersection of the domestic and the legal penal spheres, this paradox is
experienced in its most condensed form. It is precisely the lack of control over so many
intersecting facets of Ufe that constitute the every day experiences of women who are
carers of prisoners' children. Yet they are the women who have to provide the most
complex forms of caring labour.

Gwen Husband in CIP. Daughter aged five
Once last year, my girl friends Uttie boy, he went and told every one in the school that Nicol's
father was in jail ... and they gave my daughter hell about it, and that made her even more
determined tofightwith them, and I told her 'You don't have to' I sort of explained to her
'weU you don't have to worry what they're saying. You just have to worry about how you
feel, Uke, if you don't feel badtiiatDaddy's in jailtiienyou don't have to worry about it. It's
not your fault. Itiiinkthat's what you mainly have to tell die kids,tiiatit's nottiieirfault that
they're there, because I think kids tend to think that it's got a lot to do witii them, that's why
it's happening. I said to her 'It's not your fault, you don t have to be punished for it He did it
.. It's nis problem. Me and you we're just here because we're with him and we just got stuck
in it and ...' you know, that's all.

1 The gender factors in stress and coping are the subject of an extensive examination in the coUection of
edited readings in Rosalind Bamett, Lois Biener & Grace Baruch (1987)
2 Kobasa (1987) p,311
3 Barrett et al p.360
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Women have to make a special kind of moral space for children of prisoners. Women,
as both the moral controUers and the emotional supporters of children of men undergoing
State punishment, draw heavtiy on the skills of empathy and sensitivity to achieve this
space. Any separation from a person who is close, is likely to lead children to blame
themselves for the loss. This is not to make a universatistic statement about an essential
characteristic of parenting in all societies. It is the specific form of parenting, as it is
constituted within the close emotional ties of the famtiy in contemporary social life, that
places children at risk of this intemaUsation of gutit. Significantiy, both Morris and
Jones point to the wider network of supporting kin as helping to reduce the problems of
caring for children of prisoners, i Nevertheless, the stigma of the separation by
imprisonment means that self blame or intemaUsation of guilt for chtidren, is likely to be
especiaUy acute. A common finding in the research into the impact of the parent's
imprisonment on the day to day tives of their children, is that the children are at greater
risk of falling behind in their school work and of going through a 'brief flurry of antisocial behaviour'. ^ Sacks et al. and Fitch and Burkhead found that children of men
prisoners were more likely than children of imprisoned mothers to act out their distress
in the forms of aggressive behaviour.^

However, although problems with child

management is one of the five problems cited in most 'family of prisoners' studies,
both Morris and Jones have argued that the majority of mothers are able to deal with the
extra problems of chtid management tiiat imprisonment creates."^ Jones found that
fathers were more likely to be missed as 'child carers' ratiier than as controllers and that
it was the practical problems resulting from having children 'constantiy underfoot' that
was the major concem for most mothers.

That women can manage the crisis of the impact of imprisonment is perhaps associated
with the fact that the work of mothering always contains components of balancing.
1 Morris p. 130 Jones, p. 438.
2 Sidney Friedman & Conway Esselstyn (1963) Andersen (1965) Monis (1965) Sack et al.(1976)
Anne Newton (1980) Jones (1983)
3 Sack et al. p.626 Fitch & Burkhead pp. 86-88
4 Morris p. 219-220 Jones pp. 457-458
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Susan Hutson and Richard Jenkins have shown how this skill is especially an aspect of
mother-chtid relations in working class famtiies in insecure economies, as chtidren are
encouraged to maintain theti self respect but nevertheless not to opt out of a social,
moral and economic order which constantly rejects them.i That skiU becomes
especiaUy finely honed in the work of carers of prisoners' children. The women in
N.S.W. in the mid 1980s, as in other studies of children of prisoners,^ develop the skill
of responding to the day to day traumas that theti children face at school or in the street
by constantly negotiating the fine line between not condoning but not condemning the
father. They 'keep his place open' morally at the same time as they protect the children
as best they can from internalising the guilt on his behalf. They teU the chtidren the truth
but they have to try to protect them too from exposure to the stigma of that tmth.

Gwen
She'U say to me like 'how come my dad's always naughty'
I just try to explain to her that,
you know, diat he has been naughty and he has to pay for being naughty. That he has to go to
aol and that's the reason why... but I try to explain that he's not been naughty to us. That
e's not bad to me and her, not reaUy.

f

Julie
I've always told diem (13 & 5) the tmtii... the only thing comical with the five year old - she
Wllill l i e S UUIIC SU MIC JUSl UlUU I llllllK. II WdS (Illy U l l l l g l e s s .
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reaUze the seriousness she still doesn't But she knew what jaU was I think. 1 said you teU
every body 'its hospital' and she'd say to somebody 'daddy's in hospital - he's not really'

Hilary Husband in CI.P. Daughter eight and son five
I tell my kids he's done sometiiing bad and if you do anytiiing wrong, like steal or anything
you come in here ... I think its best if you do teU your kids what jails all about, and let them
see, so when they do get older they knowrightfrom wrong ...
Lucy and Mike know that Long Bay Jail is a jaU. They know what it's all about... Most kids
whentiiey're5 or 6, tiiey think if they go in a shop and"^tiiey pick up sometiiing and they get
away with it and they thinktiiat'salright but teUing my kids what jad is, its stopping them from
SteaUng, and its even stoppedtiiemfrom telling Uttie Ues.

Brenda Partner in Bathurst. four young children
The worst thing is for the children....tiieyare missing their father and 1 can't explain

1 Hutson & Jenkins (1989)
2 Ann Newton (1980) Jones (1985) pp 445 & 457
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Sack et al. found that explanations to the child were usuaUy tiie mother's job whether
they were the prisoner or the outside carer, i Although one option for resolving the
contradiction is to keep the reason for the father's separation secret, most mothers
decide that that is not a practicable solution for children.

Oitiy one of the mothers who spoke with me had made the decision not to tell her son of
his father's imprisonment. There is a tendency in the children of prisoners Uterature to
categorise women who shield children from this knowledge as being irrational.
However, in this situation it was a considered decision made in relation to the specific
position of the child - the other children in the family did know about theti father's
imprisonment. Moreover shielding this 13 year old boy from the knowledge of his
father's imprisonment involved the mother in considerable extra work and financial cost
in negotiating visits and day leaves
Audrey Three teenage or adult sons. Husband at day leave period of
imprisonment.
even day leaves' an uncertainty. I was supposed to have it last week. But it was
cancelled because the .. or sometiiing, I only know it was cancelled, that week. I had a lot of
mucking around sort of organizing, sending Troy (son) off for die day, roller skating (and then
they cancelled it)

Most of the women wanted to maintain the contact between the father and the child by
taking the children to see theti father in prison.

Both jobs, letting the chtid know about

the tinprisonment and maintaining famtiy contact witii the tinprisoned father, were
important aspects of the work of continuing to provide the 'conditions for growth'.

If

the children were be allowed to lead as normal a life as possible, and not be shielded
from the wider society, that meant that tiie chtidren were likely to be exposed to the risk
of finding out about tiieti fatiier's imprisonment at school or in the streets if the motiier
did not taUc about the imprisonment very soon after the artest. Even so this did not
protect the chtid completely from being exposed to the shared stigma of tinprisonment.

1 Sack etal. (p. 621)
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Four women spoke about their chtidren being exposed to taunting or some form of
social stigma from other children.
Cheryl: Husband had been in several maximum security jails. Two children,
daughter ten and son seven
Anthony (the seven year old) was outside on his pushbike, and he kept saying 'what time wUl
dad be home?' (this was the day after the arrest) This kidridingpast on his bike kept singing
out 'Murderer, Murderer' and then Anthony said 'What's he talking about'" you know, seven
years old, he didn't know what murderer was, not reaUy and Anthony came inside and he was
reaUy, really crying
Teresa
Partner in Bathurst. Son born after the imprisonment, now seven
years old.
He (son) had no relationship with his father then he started asking about his father he couldn't
understand why his father couldn't come home. He had to go to school with his father in gaol
which was the hardest part because he felt ashamed in one way but at the sametimehe wouldn't
have any one running his father down he never talked about it, he never talked about it. Ive
had to be both mother and fatiier

However this was not the only source of this form of stress. The messages about stigma
can be both covert and overt and can be passed on by chtidren, other adults and by the
police or prison staff.

Jane Husband then in Bathurst prison. Daughter aged five.
People have funny attitudes. One elderly lady was on die train, sitting next to me. She asked
me where my husband was. I said to her 'He's in iaU.' She sort of said 'Ah', got up and
walked away ... Sherie said "Why did that lady walk away' I said to her 'She can't accept what
goes on in the world.'

Tricia Husband in CI.P. Son aged three
When he was out,(die last time) the poUce would put their sUens on when they went by him on
the road.... they called Anthony (thetiientwo year old son) 'KiUer," " We'U be seeing him
when he grows up, won't we KiUer"tiieyhassled us all die time. We went and lived right
next to St. Mary's cop shop, that was the worst mistake we ever made

It is at the point of arrest and during the earUest part oftinprisonmentthat the fantily is
most atriskof stigmatisation even to the extent of being treated as sharing the
criminality of the prisoner.

Jane
They picked him up at our place. The police weren't the best. AU I got out of them: "we should
take you too for covering for him. If it wasn't for that baby we'd be taking you in too."
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Tricia
Wayne's (3 year old son) hyperactive now, it affected him a lot. You see whentiieyarrested him,
he saw them grab Richard and put the handcuffs on him, and they slapped Wayne. One of die
poUce slapped Wayne when they arrested his Dad. He has nightmares now about that one
particular officer. I'm going to the courts now to get him out of the force. He shouldn't be allowed
to hit kids like that. Wayne's s on medication now.

Artesting a suspect in theti home makes expUcit the tensions between domesticity and
penality. Police, by the nattu*e of the way that their work is presentiy constituted adopt the
most extreme forms of impersonality in their relations with suspects. Since the mid 1970s
there has been a shift to an increasingly mtiitaristic style of policing that includes violent
'swoops' on houses of suspects by specially trained tactical police squads.i Within this
setting the whole family is likely to be constituted as representing 'the enemy within'. The
impact on children of being defined in these terms can be especiaUy traumatic. Bemie
Matthews was one of the active members of the political prisoner organisations in the pre and
post Nagle era. After his release he was re-artested on a charge of murder for which he was
later found to be innocent. Nevertheless, the hostility that was manifested towards him in
the police search in which he came to be represented as a particularly threatening 'enemy
within'was extended, too, to his famtiy. This mititarisation ofrelations between the State
and ex prisoners with a reputation for political action had especially traumatic consequences
for his seven year old son.

Cheryl Matthews points to the paradox of the relationship

between the State, violence, civil status and the family in the paraUels and contrasts between
her experience and of violence as it was inversely experienced by the man responsible for
the constitution of her family as enemies

Cheryl
It was ironical. Not long after Bernie got pinched, I read where die head of die S.W.A.T. squad,
his daughter, was a bank teller in a banktiiatwas robbed, she was going for compensationforthe
trauma she wenttiiroughwitii a gun held her up. and that man sent nis men into my house and held
guns on my seven year old boy in the middle of die night in their bedrooms
Two diirty in die
morning and held guns on my two children, they weren'even teenagers, they were only seven,
and he talks about now his daughter should get compensation! I think that's a crime. I think my
chUdren are victims of crime. A crime's been committed against them!
1Jones (1983 )p.445
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til this case it was not only the style of polictiig tiiat was mtiitaristic. In a later
conversation with the Detective Sergeant tiivolved tii ± e artest, Cheryl Mattiiews found
that the attitudes of the SWAT squad were oriented towards constituting the famtiy as
mititary enemies

Cheryl
I questioned a Detective Sergeant of Homicide and said Please teU me why my kids had to be
mentaUy hurt the waytiieywere.' You know what his justification for it was"? That tiie
children in Vietnam were die children who held the guns and threw die grenades! and we're
taUdn^ about Australia!
we've gotpeople withtiiatsort of attitucfe running around with
ins in their hands. Now what if one of those guns had gone off I asked him what if one of
ose giins had gone off He said 'O, those men are fuUy trained.' But they're so psyched
iro, they're like mental people, they're like people who have gone crazy, they just stormed
we've
through the house, they were running around on the roof we have got atinroof
got a verandah part you can walk around on. They were running around there. They were on
the roof They were checking kitchen cupboards.

S

Few of the women had experiences as extremely traumatic as this and most of the
arrests took place when the chtidren were not around. Nevertheless, the symbolic
importance of Cheryl Matthew's experience needs to be emphasised. Central to the way
that the State and civil life are currentiy constituted is the possibility that once a person
is imprisoned, unless they give up theti civil right to be humanely treated in prison and
theti civil rights to be able to protest whtist in prison, they not only put themselves but
also the individual women and children in their family, at risk of being defined as
'enenties within' and therefore legitimately subject to the extreme apptication of the
physical violence of the State. Moreover the popitiation at risk of undergoing the trauma
of a militaristic police investigation is much wider than one comprising either potiticaUy
active prisoners or of households in which men or women are suspects. One feature of
police miUtarism is the 'broad swoop' and in both Sydney and in London,
households which have had no previous criminal connections but are located in the
lower social economic areas of the inner city, have been included in police invasions
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that have involved such miUtaristic aspects as doors being broken in at foiu" in the
momtiig, guns held at the head of residents, and of children being held atriflepotiit. i

The trauma of separation is not always avoided by the child's absence at the time of
arrest. The sudden absence of theti parent can create anxieties and uncertainties for
chtidren that might not be evident until sometimeafter the artest

Gwen
Daughter five
Nicol went round to sleep at her girl friends house and the funny thing was that she asked me
for my bank-card. And 1 said to ner 'what do you want my bank-card for and she says to me.
'to m^e sure that you come back' because when her Dad left. Dad left in the morning and said
to her 'See you tonight, give us a kiss' andtiienshe went to school and then Dad didn't come
home again and I think she thinks in her mind that Mum's going to leave me too and I tried to
explaintiiatthis would never happen yet ...I nearly cried when she said tiiat. I gave it to her but
shejust was funny.

Ruddick's description of mothering as developing the sktils of working through the
inherent contradictions between the different aspects of child rearing - the preservation
of tife and the development of growth and individuality in the child - that means that
matemal practice involves a high level of self reflection and internal monitoring in order
to achieve a balance between control and permissiveness, between the processes of
attachment and detachment, takes on an especially condensed meaning in this example of
the intersection between domesticity and penality. The conflict between the eartier and
the later moments of penality, firstiy as the site of punishment and control based on the
legitimated violence of the state and then, as the man 'progresses' through
imprisonment, as the site of reformation and eventual release, contains an inherent and
deep seated contradiction in the way that the 'famtiy of the prisoner' comes to be
constituted. This in tum imposes major strains upon the labour of women as the outside
carers of prisoner's children.

The complex layering of this contradiction needs to be spelt out:
1 Cornwall D. (1990) and Bryan B. Dadzie S. and Scafe S (1985) pp.161-163 The Heart of the
Race:Black Women's Lives in London. Virago. London, cited in Fiona WUUams (1989) p.216
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(i) prisoners are constituted as both 'enenties within' but as men who wiU achieve an
unthreatening civti status as free men in the outside world.
(ti) the constitution of fantilies of prisoners develops along paraUel lines. Theti civti
status changes from potential coUaborators and invaders of the secure space of the
prison to alties of the therapeutic conttoUers providing a positive self for the
prisoner through which he achieves his civil status as a free man.
(iti) the prisoner's parenthood is either denied or defined as threatening but is
eventually d-ansformed into the aspect of his tife that becomes the basis for his
redemption and reentry to civti life
(iv) domesticity is altemately excluded from, then welcomed into the sphere of
penality at the different moments in the relations of reproduction of the social
relations of production. Inconsistency is an inherent feature of the relationship
between the two relations of reproduction
(v) parenthood however is achieved by continual and regular contact with chtidren.
Domesticity demands consistency.
(vi) in order to provide the appropriate form of domesticity that is altied with penatity
in the latter normalising stages of imprisonment women have to work against
the way that domesticity is defined in the eartier segregating stages. To do the
work that the State requties of them they are obtiged to work against the way that
the State defines them.

There is a further layer of discourses that makes this sequence even more contradictory.
These are the writings that focus on the constitution of the personality of the child of the
prisoner. AU of these, from whichever paradigm the author is writing, advocate the full
disclosiu-e of the parent's imprisonment to the child and constant and consistent contact
between the prisoner and the child, i Nevertheless there are major problems, deriving
directiy from the way that prison tife is constituted, that make this 'ideal' response to
children of prisoners extraordinarily difficult:

Virginia Husband in CI.P. Son aged five months
1 among odiers Schwarz & Weintraub (1974) Sack(1976) Sack et al(1976)Bauhoffer (1987) Gamer

(1988) Schiff (1988). This is not to say that these writers directiy influence any one woman who has
the famUy obtigation to provide this domestic labour. Nevertiieless the universaUty of this position is
Ukely to affect the woman through her contact with the various weUare workers with whom she has
to work.
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Its a sfrain taking him (five montii old son) but he's not going to know his father. Now, he
goes to him straight away, but if they move him down to Goulbum

Women who had experience of visittiig the Central Industrial Prison shared a universal
condemnation of its lack of factiities for chtidren.

Cheryl
And you're always being reprimanded if your kids are mnning around... They don't Uke the
kids mnning around you see, because they have to watch die M s and they can't watch die
prisoners. So a certain amount of emotion is cut off I guess from both parties
You see,
there's just no facilities. There's no one to look after the chUdren. You know, not aU women
have got famiUes they can say to Ixiok Mum, can you look after the kids while I go to the jaU'
and there's no facUiues at the jail
at Parklea they've got swings and grass. In fact if every
prison in N.S.W. was like Parklea, jail visiting wouldn t be so bad. ...whereas in the CLP.
It's like going back to the days of the penal colonies. ...You go into die CLP. and you fiU in a
piece ofpaper. You hand it to whoever is on. If you're lucky and he hasn't had a contact visit
tiiat week, you'U get a contact visit. But if there's not enough room, you'U get a box visit.
It's not that he's done something wrong. It's justtiiatthere^ not enough room. You're in a
room. You're not outside in the fresh air. You're not aUowed to take m any cigarettes, the
person in jail has to take cigarettes out to you.

Brenda

You're so close and so far apart. ..no conversation .. a whole lot of people in one room., no
privacy .. two guards at both ends, can't have a conversation ..if the children mn around a lot
the screws say some smart remark, there should be some toys or something but there's nothing
for them to do.

Claire
there are chUdren racing around, the atmosphere is total aggression in the CIP its
aggression

Jane

At CIP you can't take nappies in for the baby, so the baby's got to stay in the one nappy for the
visit. You can't take the ootties in or the dummies or anything. If he's wet you've got to cut
the visU short or wait untiltiievisits over to change tiiem. I've hadtimeswhen I've checked
Mark just before I went intiiereand he's been bone dry andtiienthe next minute he's just
piddled and piddled and piddled. He's held it all the way from home to here then just let go

Virginia

how come one iaU has one set of rules and another jaU has another set of mles,... because at
Maitiand I used to be allowed to take his (babies) bottie in but down here in the CIP section
you're not aUowed. And sometimes you have to wait an hour before you go in to visit and the
kid's screaming andtiredespeciaUy mer it takes an hour to get here, gettmg on to the bus

This conflict between domesticity and penality, tii the maximum security conditions in
the early period of imprisonment, create dual problems for the outside carers' work of
visiting as maintaining contact between chtidren and theti prisoner fathers. The
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conditions undemtine rather than enhance the prisoner's contact with the chtidren. The
labour of making the visit then is negated in terms of the constitution of the man inside as
a parent. That this labour is a particularly arduous form of caring work is iUustrated in
the 1975 account by a British researcher who on one occasion did the work of taking a
chtid to visit theti father in a maxtinum security prison in the U.K.
Any one who had the experience of taking smaU chUdren to visit their father in prison, wUl
know the impossibtiity of giving him attention, let alone discuss any difficult question, when an
eye has to be kept on mfants who get undertiiefeet of officers(sometime firiendly, sometimes
die reverse) or who disturb visitors at other tables. The modier's eyes must be all over die place
aU the time. The writer had this experience once, and emerged a wreck after a visit of 40
minutes .^

The accounts by the women in N.S.W. in the late 1980s tiidicate that this condensed
form of caring work retains aU of these labour intensive, complex, contradictory and
enervating characteristics.

In addition the visit, in these conditions, can also undemtine the well being of the child:

Jane
You think you can't do anytiiing for the people that are in prison except to visit them and give
them your support and all die rest of orit. But you've got to keep on fighting on the outside
for the kids. When you think about it, the kids of the guys that are in there, they get punished
both physically, emotionaUy and mentaUy, you know. I've seen heaps of kids coming and
going out of here; I don't Uke bringing the kids here. Its not the place itself ...but I think kids
that are coming down here, it's reaUy heartbreaking when they have to say goodbye to their
father. I've seen some women walking out and they've had to, just sort oij calm the kids
down. I've had to do that with Sherie and with Mark, when its time for a visit to fmish Mark
and he's only two, says 'Jock, no go".

Julie Husband in CLP. Two daughters thirteen and five
They take turns (coming with me) the first time I was very tense. My husband was very very
tense and I looked at my Uttie girl as I was walking through the gate and the tension must have
gone to her something phenomenal,, she looked as if she was going to pass out... shejust had
a strange look all over. I thought 'My god, this poor kids feeUng die tensionfromhim and me
and she's just picking it up' Sne was very strangetiienshe started to relax for a couple of
minute, then the next visit wasn't so bad.

Visiting was severely punishing at first for Julie's five year old daughter but she
became used to the conditions under which she was able to see her father. This
restiience is one of the major findings in the titeratiu"e on the impact of tinprisonment on
1 Alice Crosdiwaite (1975) p.283 my emphasis
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chtidren of prisoners.

Sack et al. found that although most of the chtidren in tiie

Oregon interviews experienced stress and that this was manifested in some form such as
'school phobia', this was usually only temporary.i This study marginaUsed the
extensive domestic labour that contributed to the chtidren's abitity to siuvive the chronic
crisis of their parent's imprisonment. Nevertheless, Judy Jones, working from a
more feminist perspective, found similar evidence of restiience both in her review of
literature on children of prisoners and in her own interviews with prisoner parents in
Victoria 2

However in the interviews by Sack et al., the one group of children who experienced
more permanent and more extreme stress, manifested in 'anti social' behaviour, were
the children between 10 and 15 who never visited their imprisoned parent. Jones
however, found that it was children between five and eight years old who were most
distressed. Like Sack et al. she found that it was those children who were least in
contact witii theti father, particularly those who were not told that their father was in
prison, who were most distressed. She argues that the children were not deceived but
the attempt at deception increased theti vulnerabiUty. Having to acquiesce in theti own
deception was in itself stressful and, in not being told of the details of the
imprisonment, the children lost all control in managing the conditions of the separation.^
There were however, two further factors in Jones's study, that increased chtidren's
vulnerabtiity. The most vulnerable chtidren, those who experienced severe physical iti
health, were also those who had been close to their father prior to his imprisonment and
whose mothers had been severely emotionaUy distressed by the imprisonment.
ResiUence in the mother is a condition of the material well being of all chtidren.
However, for children of prisoners the mothers resilience becomes an even more
important component of family tife, at the same time as the conditions in which she has
to work are manifestiy constructed to undermine the 'resiUent good humour,' that
1 Sack et al. p.624 .
^ Jones pp. 464-473
•^ Jones p.472
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Ruddick describes as a condition of the 'attentive love' of mothering. One of the major
material costs to women, and to children of prisoners, are the risks to theti health.

Material costs: Health
A common finding in reports on families of prisoners over the thirty or so years that the
literature has been pubtished, is that women are at risk of stress and physical iUness
when they have family responsibtiities for men inside prison.i Responsibility without
control is a particularly sdressful combination of factors.^

It is a combination that is an

inherent aspect of the powerless moratity of famtiy life. That combination, however
takes on a particularly condensed form in the case of partners and parents of prisoners.
Layered on to this basic factor, that predisposes women to physical costs, are several
others. Ftistiy the extension of punishment to the women outside through the immense
financial problems, the loss of economic and personal resources that she experiences on
the imprisonment of the other parent, are associated with iU health and "problems of
adjustment' in both the mother and the child.^ Secondly, social isolation means that the
stresses are not likely to be diffused tiirough family or neighbourhood supports. The
pressure to alleviate the problems facing the man inside, by negating the day to day
effects of the crisis of imprisonment on the famtiy,

blocks the possibtiity of sharing the

stress with somebody who might weU be the only other person who could understand
the detailed implications of the various problems. Moreover, stress is inherent in the
several frustrations of visiting and of negotiating from a position of powerlessness with
the range of bureaucratic officers on whom partners and parents of prisoners have to
depend. If stress is particularly Uiticed to uncertainty, it becomes a routine aspect of the
work of maintatiiing famtiy contact as uncertainty is routine to the obtigation to care for
prisoners. It operates at several levels. Uncertainty characterizes the state of knowledge
about the prisoner's well being, the parent or partner's day to day expectations about
visiting, the possibility of planning where to live in the next month or year, the
1 among otiiers: P. Morris p.92 Kemp et al. (1982) p. 15. Newton pp. 147-149
2 Kobasa (1981)
^ Lowenstein (1986)
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classification or parole decisions that have a major impact on schooting, housing and
income for the famtiy outside. Unsurprisingly, the majority of women spoke of either
lost sleep, a loss of appetite, 'crankiness', taking medication or increased smoking as a
dtiect result of theti experiences of the penal system. It is in the social space between
the prison and home that the sktil of 'being available', that is at the centre of all forms of
caring work, makes the most severe demands on the organisational abtiities, the
material well being and the physical strength of the women who do that work.

Resilience
However even in cticumstances when domestictiy and penality are most at odds,
restiience characterizes many women's experiences of visiting. Ruddick distinguishes
between the blind resitience exemptified by Brecht's 'Mother Courage' and the strength
that, she argues, mothers exert in facing yet surviving the contradictions of chtid
rearing. Ruddick's class neutral account does not take into account the added stress
placed on women's resilience by the cond"adictions of the systematic economic and
political inequalities produced in a class society. Alice Crosthwaite described the way
that women, as outside carers of prisoner's children survived in the face of the
bureaucratic indifference of the houstiig authorities in England in 1975
periodicaUy die rat infestation is controUed,tiienretums ..tiiechUdren were afraid to go out to
Mrs Y was so mcensed by die faUure of the healtii autiiorities to deal
die lavatory at night
with rat infestation, that she packed a dead rat in a cardboard shoe box, and took it to the offices
of various councUlors and officials, slammed it on one desk after another, watching with some
enjoyment the look of horror and disgust on die faces when she remove die lid...temporarily,..
this had the desired effect: action was taken and die rats disappeared. ^

The mediating work with the (nominaUy) non-penal bureaucracies of the women in
N.S.W. was outiined in chapter five. Women doing tiie solidary labour of maintaining
family contact in tiie penal sphere, experience tiie stress of working against the
indifference and hosttiity of the penal bureaucracies in an especiaUy condensed fashion.

1 Crosdiwaite (1975) p.280
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In the foUowtiig story women are maintaining their right to reinforce famtiy relations in
the face of the contrary control of penaUty.

One of the major ways in which personatities are constituted within the family is the
marking off of specific days as being the particular space in which the uniqueness of that
person's self is celebrated. Exchanging presents on birthdays and special anniversaries
is the usual way that this particularistic aspect of famtiy life is reaffirmed. This very
material form of signifying care is especially important in the exchanges between parents
and children. In the impersonal universatism of prison life this aspect of particularism
takes on even greater significance.

However the significance of birthdays is

altematively ignored or recognized at the different moments of penatity In 1986, on the
coach trip back from Berrima, a miitimum security prison, the parents of one prisoner
described to the other families who had been visiting under the maximum security
conditions of Goulbum the birthday party that had been artanged for theti prisoner-son
that day. Nevertheless in the segregative moment of imprisonment, the constitution of
the prisoner and his family as 'enenties within' severely limits the ways that women can
encourage this significant particularistic contact between prisoner fathers and theti
children.

Cheryl
onetimeI drove a young girl and her famUy over (to CLP.) from Cabramatta. It was
Father's Day and this young gUl had made a Father s Day card. It was die first one she'd made
witii her own handwriting in it. She was about five years old. She wanted to give it to her
dad herself, to be the one to give it to him, not to leave it with his property so he'd get it later
tiiat aftemoon, and any otiiertime,you were allowed to take cards in, give it totiiembut
diey'd have to give it back. Then it would go witiitiieirproperty. Nowtiiisparticular day die
Deputy Superintendent made the ruling 'No cards to be taken into the jaU' on that particular day,
you weren't allowed to take anything in to them.

Being able to give presents as weU as receive them is cmcial to the way that famtiy tife is
constantiy negotiated in normal conditions of domesticity. It is particularly significant
for chtidren because it is a very concrete expression of particitiarism. Chtidren are often
even more excited about giving presents tiiat they have made themselves than they are
about receiving them. This aspect of domesticity is at odds with penality when the
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family is constituted as a threat rather than an aUy. In the CLP. prison, officers
confiscated presents of fruit or chocolate being taken out of the prison. ResiUence in
the face of this humitiating process was expressed by defying penal authority rather than
in submission to it:

Cheryl
One particular case a young lass was visiting her boyfriend and he bought her some chocolate.
It was widi/zer money. She was taking u home and at die gate tiiey, tne screws, made a
comment about die chocolate and she burst out crying. I said, 'EatiL Standtiierem front of
tiiem and eat U.' She said, 'I couldn't eat it all.' I said, 'There's six kids, give each kid a
piece.' So she stood there, defiant, which was really, really good, and just gave every kid a
piece of chocolate. That's just the way, you know. We paid for it but they, the screws,
would get it. You know I used to stick my fingers in oranges, you know. I was just as bad.
I used to get really petty at times.

Summary

Patricia O'Brien's history of the birth of the prison in France contests the Foucaultian
version in demonstrating that the subjects of the penal technology of power were 'not an
inert mass passively accepting the dictates of the new mode of domination', i The history
ofpenal tife in N.S.W. gaols similarly provides evidence of the resistances of men
controlled in prison. However both accounts also demonstrate that in resisting,
prisoners are nevertheless, of course, constracting that resistance within the terms
constituted by the prison. Similarly the women locked into penal life through theti
family obligation to imprisoned men are engaged in a straggle to maintain theti own
worth as individuals within a set of singularly oppressive conditions, the contradictory
moraUties of penal and domestic life. The contradictions inherent in the famtiy
obligation to care for imprisoned men are made even more complex and convoluted when
that obligation includes tiie duty to be the outside carer of the prisoner's chtid. The
material and emotional dimensions of the work of maintaiiting contact with imprisoned
men, and of maintaiiting contact between imprisoned men and their children, involves
all the aspects of caring labour described in the literature on 'labouring and loving'
1 Mark Poster (1984) p.Ill
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outlined in chapters two and five. Moreover the women are working in a social space
that is the focus of a range of contradictory discourses about the constitution of the
personatities of the prisoner and of the prisoner's chtid. Imprisonment recreates a
particularly condensed form of domesticity, if domesticity is taken to be the sphere of
the constitution and the reconstitution of the personality.

The extensive labour of sustaining the self oftiieprisoner, and of the prisoner's child,
which also imposes major costs on the women carers, then places them atriskof
becoming locked into socially isolated lives . Moreover, theti laboiu- of caring in the
penal sphere makes particular demands on the intellectual skills of empathy, malleability
and resitience. The ambivalence of domesticity - that it can become the basis for both
resistance and quietism is antiitrinsicfeature of the work of caring for imprisoned
men. The next chapter detailstiieway that this political strand of penal and domestic life
is threaded into the material and emotional aspects of the labour of loving men inside
gaol.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

LABOURING, LOVING, CONTROLLING

the duality of control as it

impinges on the lives of women as the outside carers of imprisoned
men

Introduction

In the first three chapters it was argued that the work of the outside carers of
imprisoned men is performed within sets of conditions whose essential
contradictoriness stems from the basic stractures of contemporary social tife. In
stimmary, that with the development of tiberal, industrial then corporate capitalism
there develop three spheres in which power and morality intersect: the powerful
amorality of the market in the economic sphere, the powerful morality of the State in
the pubtic sphere manifested in the formal, institutional, rational stractures of the
legal penal system and the powerless morality of the domestic sphere as it is
experienced in the diffuse, particularistic, emotional relationships of family tife. The
two domains concerned with social control, the polity and the fantily, thus become
constituted as two opposing and conflicting bases of morality. The values
underpiiming the morality of family life are in direct conflict with those that comprise
moraUty in public life: the particularistic and volatile affectivity that underpins the
intimacy of family Ufe, in the sphere of the reproduction of personality is in direct
opposition to the universalism of the abstract impersonal realm of justice. Not only
are the two spheres in conflict but, as was argued in chapter one, the morality of
public life comes to be defined as the superior form. GiUigan, cited in Ungerson,
summarises this constitution of the tiiferiority of domestic morality thus:
Women's moral weakness, manifest in an apparent diffusion and confusion of judgment, is
thus inseparablefromwomen's moral strength, an overriding concem witii relationships and
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responsibUities. The reluctance to judge may itseU be indicative oftiiecare and concem for
others that infuse the psychology of women's development. 1

Although all women, who are defined primarily by their association with
domesticity, experience the day to day stresses that result from tiving the concrete
reality of being caught within the contradictions set up between these two co-existing
but conflicting spheres of morality, it is the women who are constituted as 'famtiies
of prisoners' who are likely to experience these stresses in their most condensed
form.

They are the personal representatives of the domain of powerless morality

who nevertheless have to try to implement the devalued morality of the domestic
sphere within the sphere of the State - the powerful domain whose moratity is based
on values in direct conttadiction to those constituting the basic rales of famtiy life.

This emphasis upon the two spheres as being centrally though contradictorily
constituted to reproduce moral life in a poUtical economy based upon the amoratity
of the free market, leads to the propositions:

(i) that control is the central feature which dontinates the working conditions of the
caring labour of famtiies of prisoners.
(ii) that control is exercised in several complex and conu-adictory intersections
between family and prison life.

The complexity of tiie way that control tinpinges on the tives of families of prisoners
results from tiie historical consffuction of the two realms of morality. In Chapter two
it was argued tiiat a layering of punishment practices and policies presently constitute
daily life in prison. As the boundaries between state, economy and famtiy have
shifted tiiere have been several 'deposits' of often conflicting ideologies and styles,

^ GiUigan (1982) In a Different Voice: Psychological Theorv and Women's Development. Harvard
University Press. Cambridge, pp. 16-17 cited in Ungerson (1987) p 147
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and the prison system in N.S.W. has become characterised (to shift metaphors mid
sentence) as a Byzantine maze of poticies and practices and regulations.

Family policy, penal policy and the State
Family policy in Australia operates not through a coherent and overt set of poUcies
expticitly directed to the stracturing of domesticity but through a diffuse set of poticies
and practices that nevertheless continually serves to constitute and reconstitute the
asymmetric gendered relations of the nuclear family. This thesis emphasizes that tiiis
set of covert 'family policies' should include penal policies: that the way that
domesticity is incorporated into the legal penal sphere serves both to reinforce the
relationships of care and dependency that comprise family life and to draw on the
infrastracture of hidden labour that those relationships create. The duatity of control
as it is experienced in the famitial political economy of the wider social stracture that women are controlled to be the social controllers - is both reinforced and
exploited within the condensed relationships of inequality in the legal penal sphere.

Domesticity and penality are presented here in the analysis in this chapter of the
intersection of control, care and dependency, as being dialecticaUy related, witii the
relationships of power, morality and rationality within each sphere being drawn on to
reinforce the other.

From the conversations with the 38 women visiting prisoners in N.S.W. in the years
1986 to 1988, domesticity is incorporated into legal-penal conttol in several forms.
Although in the day to day work of caring for men in prison these controls are
experienced as diffuse and contradictory consu^aints, they are separated out and
delineated here as comprising:

1. Control as neglect: poverty
2. Neglect as control: defencelessness
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3. Control of women outside prison: social isolation
4. Control of the prisoner through domesticity: sexuality and

gossip

5. Control of the prisoner through the threat of huntiliation:the family constituted
as a 'looking glass'
6. Control of women inside prison: the constitution of the family as 'accessories'
and moral enemies
7. Control of information: the 'rale of anticipated reaction' and the co-optation of
families into the stracture of power within the prison.: the fantily as moral
allies
8. Control of the prisoner: the constitution of the family as a 'reward'
9. Punishment of women: exclusion
10. 'Emphasised femininity' as control

The first of the forms of control as it was experienced through the caring work of the
women was

I.

Control as neglect

It is important to disentangle the two strands of this basic form of control that is
experienced by families of prisoners: it comprises both 'neglect as control' and the
'neglect of this neglect':

(i) neglect as control
Chapter Three cited Robinson's research which shows that for at least two of the
children of convicts sent out tii the First Fleet, theti father's tinprisonment and
transportation led to their deaths through starvation.^

The several texts on the

tiving conditions of families of prisoners in the U.S.A. and in Europe in the latter
half of this century demonstrate that although tins extreme form of neglect no longer
2 Robinson (1988) pp.127-8
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Operates as a control upon imprisoned men, the husband's imprisonment
nevertheless usually results in considerable economic and material losses for the
fantily outside.^ Unsurprisingly in a society like Australia in which being a single
parent family puts that fantily at risk of being below the povertytine,"^sintilar
findings have been made about famities of prisoners in Victoria^ and in N.S.W.^
This material cost to theti families outside is a significant part of the punishment
experienced by prisoner husbands and fathers.^ The neglect of the famtiy outside is
one of the key intersections between home and prison outlined in Chapter Three.
This policy of control by neglect is one of the basic 'deposits' of penality still
affecting fantilies of prisoners in N.S.W.

Family life as it is constituted as a set of

relationships predicated on the economic dependence of women and chtidren upon the
primary bread-winning father, means that the state is manifestiy responsible for the
poverty of those women and children when punishment is the loss of freedom to
exchange labour for wages.

(ii) the neglect of neglect as control
The relative economic powerlessness of women and children within the family is
continually reconstracted through the variety of social security, education,
occupation and economic policies that comprise the unwritten 'family policy' in the
Australian familial political economy.^

This powerlessness as an essential element

in the constraction of fantily life means that the poverty of the women and chtidren
who are families of prisoners is central to the way that moratity is constituted within
the contemporary Australian famiUal political economy. The home, as the site in
which the morality underpinning the social relations of the wider society is
reproduced, is centred on this principle of unequal relationships, the economic
^
4
5
6
^
8

Usted in Appendix I
Judy Raymond (1987) p.77
N.Anderson (1965) Jones (1983)
Kemp etal. (1982)
Morris p.61. Jones p.30
Lois Bryson (1988) pp.489-509
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dependence of the caring mother and wife whose love is essentially expressive not
instrumental. Although making a formal retigious commiunent to remain a loving
spouse 'for better or for worse, in sickness and in health,' in the Anglican wedding
ceremony is not now a universal ritual, tiie principle of particularism embedded in
this commitment is sttil made manifest in the 'family policies' cited above. Women as
mothers are constituted as women who are economically dependent upon men as
bread winners. Nevertheless the price that women pay for this dependence is the
wiUingness to keep offering that love even when men are unable to provide economic
support.

However this centratity of the punishment by neglect of women and chtidren who
comprise the population 'famities of prisoners' is masked and made invisible in the
powerful morality of the political sphere. Because of the principle of specificity
upon which the universatistic, legal authority of the penal system is based, the
rational state is inherently unable to formally acknowledge the arationality of the
centratity of the punishment of the famtiy. To paraphrase Graham^, caring,
constituted as dependent love, is at the heart not the periphery, of the potitical
economic system. But the false universalism of that system depends upon the
neglect of that centratity. This neglect of neglect tiien further punishes the population
caught up in this contradiction at the heart of the legal penal system, the women who
remain committed, through their family obligation to care, to providing the unpaid
labour of supporting imprisoned men and their chtidren. Theti poverty is not
formally recognized as being created by the state. There is then no base upon which
to articitiate the unfairness of that punishment. Moreover, the familial commitment
to care 'for better or for worse' conveniently shifts the responsibtiity for this central
aspect of punishment - neglect, from the state to the famtiy. It becomes the

^ Graham(1983) p. 30 This point by Graham is cited earUer in the thesis but it is worth repeating here
astiiesuccinctness oftiiepoint is particularly apt fortiiisargument.
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woman's responsibility to bear that punishment quietiy in order to demonstrate the
neo-feudal loyalty that characterises familial obtigations.

This however describes an 'ideal type' of neglect as punishment.

The literature on

families of prisoners indicates that the economic punishment of neglect imposed on
famities of prisoners is experienced in its extreme forms only in those famities in which
women are determined to obey the rales of domesticity. The enforced loss of the breadwinning father and husband among families of prisoners in the period of corporate
consumer capitalism has different results for famiUes depending, in part, on whether
women respond by remaining committed to sustaining the man's role as major
breadwinner even when he is unable to provide for the family.

The famities who

experienced the most severe economic punishment among the women interviewed by
Jones in Victoria in the early 1980s were those who made the deliberate decision not to
find paid work for themselves. This decision was directly related to theti commitment to
care for the prisoner:wives who suffered most hardship were previously happtiy married
wives who wanted to keep marital roles unchanged

in the hope the marriage

would remain happy"i^

Kemp et al. also found that amongst wives of N.S.W. long term prisoners in the
early 1980s, there was a group of women whose attempts 'to keep the marriage
ative' involved them in building theti lives around this closeness, as distinct from
other wives who were more involved in what Kemp et al. described as 'personal
development activities, n

Commitment to the 'ideal type' of family relationship, and to her own emotional labour
of keeping the husband/father's place open, thus inevitably also commits the woman to
bearing the most extreme forms of impoverishment or punishment by neglect. It is

1^ Jones p. (vi)
11 Kemp etal. (1982) p. 7
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tiien, the women who are the most committed to the caring labour of providing support
for the 'self of the prisoner, who bear the highest econontic costs. To further unpeel
the contradictions in the intersections of the two spheres of moratity, it is important to
emphasize here that it is precisely the women who are confomting to tiie ideal of
domesticity that is appropriate to the latter normalising moment of imprisonment who are
most at risk of punishment by neglect. Families of prisoners then exemplify in a most
condensed form the paradox of gender inequatity as it is defined by Graham, that it is
those who do the work of providing caring labour who pay the costs for men economic
dependency and poverty is the cost of being cared for: for women, economic
dependency and poverty is the cost of caring.'i^

(iii) neglect as control as it is manifested in N.S.W. in 1986-88
For fifteen of the thirty people whose partners were prisoners, the imprisonment
meant the loss of the prisoner's wage. For five more the loss of the partner's share
of their combined social seciuity income was also a penaUty in that it meant that they
had had to move out of theti home.

Three women said they were better off because they had more control over theti
income when their husband was inside gaol.

It was women with young children who lost most in financial terms.

Women

without chtidren, or whose children were in secondary school, were more Iticely to
be in paid work. Jones found that one of the effects of imprisonment on partners of
prisoners in Victoria was that, for some women, their access to paid work was
threatened because they lost theti co-child-carers, i^

12 Graham (1983) pp.24-25
13 Jones p.223
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The way that the social space in which domesticity and penaUty has been constituted
especially in the segregative end of prison Ufe in N.S.W. retiiforces this
condensation of the relationship between care, dependency and control. The work
of supporting prisoners especially in maximum security gaols by maintaining contact
through visiting is feasible only if visits are made during the working weeki"* There
are no visits after normal working hours during the week and there are so few
resources of space and staff that weekend visiting does not enable women to have 'a
good visit'.

Sally
I never visited at weekends because weekends you're lucky to get fifteen minutes in the
C.I.P. because lots of people go weekends because a lot of people work. I used to go
Tuesdays because Tuesday to Friday 's not so bad but Friday to Tuesday
Would you
be able to hold down a full time iob and visit? No, no way . Not possible. I was
doing barmaid and I was on nightworktiientiieyput me on daywork. They put me from ten
o'clock in die moming until seven o'clock at night. I said 'No. I left die job because I was
gettiing four visits a week. On remand you get three, but when he was in Paramatta I used to
ring up, I used to get that extra visit a week and I couldn't work. There's no way, I'd would
never nave seen him. there's no way. ...

Hilary
I've been looking for a job ... I'd go for part-time jobs so that doesn't muck up my visiting.

Ray
Well I lost a day's wages when I visit him. When I'm doing parttimework because I visit
him during the week, the weekend is hopeless

Beth
Has it affected your paid work? No, (because) I only visit on weekends. I have
visited during the week on a couple of occasion and I take the day off, but I can do tiiat
What is it like, weekend visiUng? At die C.I.P. tiiere are 400 guys and 12 tables, and
you get half an hour. You cannot smoke you cannot get a cup of coffee. The tables
numbered, the keys numbered and you are caUed out as a number 'number four, you can sit
down,' number four, leave'

Towards the normatising end of imprisonment the work of visiting can only be done
at weekends for those prisoners who have been aUocated to the various special

1^ visits to minimum security are more Ukely to be weekend visits only
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programmes in the minimum security gaols, the extemal study, industrial training or
work release schemes. So if women had managed to secure weekend work that had
provided a sufficient income for independence in the earUer segregative moment of
tinprisonment, in order to maintain the work of caring for the prisoner in this latter
moment of penality that access to independence would have to be surtendered or the
weekly hours renegotiated to fit the changing demands of the penal sphere. It is the
malleability of women's caring work that is being drawn on in the way that the legal
penal sphere is constituted here. Punishment constituted initially as the loss of the
freedom of the breadwinner to exchange his labour for a wage is then transformed
into punishment as improving his access to the labour market. This progressive
model however can operate only on the hidden infrastracture of either the
impoverishment of the fantily outside or the wiUingness of the woman to 'cope' by
reshaping her life to fit the changing demands of the legal penal sphere. The loss of
the man's wage means that women have to make a choice between
(i) a continued dependence on the state,
(ii) dependence on a weekend wage that has to be renegotiated into dependence on
the state with the transforming moments of penalty, or
(iii) a dependence on a wage based on the 'normal' working week that then has to be
constantiy manipulated to allow for the occasional 'free' day to visit during
working hours.

Graham's argument that
'tiirough the concept of coping we can understand both the malleabUity and the invisibiUty of
the concept sensitises us to the way women's lives can be
women within die famUy
radically restructured in response to changing socio economic conditions without their role
being formally redefined.

15 Graham (1982) p. 105
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is particularly apposite in relation to tiie impositions that the conffadictions ofpenal
Ufe impose on those women, who, in attempting to adapt to the moratity of tiie legal
penal sphere, do the work of 'keeping the father's place open'.

These choices are made even less free when added to these constraints are the loss of
the imprisoned parent as a potential co-child carer, the several geographical moves
that constitute the individual prisoner's experience of punishment, and the difficulties
that women in families of prisoners share with all other women in their gender, age
and class groups in getting access to paid work in the segmented labour market as it
operates in Australia.i^ It is in the social space where domestic and penal tife
coincide, as the two are specifically constituted within Australia, that particularly
exposes women in this country to the risk of becoming incorporated into the system
of control manifested as punishment by neglect. If full-time employment is taken as
representing independence then only 19% of all Ausffalian mothers were independent
in 1980, (by 1988 that figure had reached 22%).i'^ Even if the criteria widened to
include all mothers working 15 hours a week or more, the figure only reached 32%
in 1980 (39% in 1988). For sole mothers in Australia the full employment
participation rates are close to those of mothers with co-parents but the rate of parttime employment was far lower.i^ The comparable figures for other societies with
largely similar famiUal political economies however indicates tiiat Austratia is likely to
be a particularly punitive country for women who are the outside carers of prisoners
chtidren, for two reasons. Firstly because Australian women with domestic
obligations have less access to paid work: 76% of sole mothers in France, 60% of
sole mothers in the Federal Republic of Germany and 87% of sole mothers in
Sweden have access to independence through paid work. In the United States 56%
of sole mothers have full time paid employment, i^ The second reason that the

1^ Jordan (1989) p. 114
1"^ Jordan (1989) p. 114
18 Jordan (1989) p. 115
19 Jordan (1989) p.l 1
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people, women and children who comprise the population 'famtiy dependents', in
Austtalia are more exposed to the hidden punishment of neglect than are people
caught in this social space in some other westem counuies is because the Austi-alian
state has chosen the policy of equating State dependence with impoverishment In
Australia in the mid 1980s single parents not tii the labour force received only 50% of
the net average production workers wage in contrast to 93.8% of that wage received
by single parents in Sweden.^o Austratia had the second highest percentage of
children living in poverty in countries with comparable famiUal political economies.^i
The 'hidden' punishment of women and chtidren who comprise the population
'families of prisoners' is further exacerbated by the intersection between penal and
housing policies:
The elegant contradiction of neglect as control as it operates through
the loss then the incorporation of 'the home'
It is in the intersection ofpenal and housing policies as they operate in Australia that
the contradiction between prison and home as the two spheres of social control is
most elegantly played out. The irtationality of juxtaposing the home successively as
the object of control, then the object and the site of normatisation, operates in these
stages:

(i) the segregative moment of penality centres on the loss of freedom to exchange
labour for income
(ii) the loss of the breadwinner's income places the family outside at the risk of the
loss of 'the home' as a mortgaged or privately rented property. This parallel
puitishment constitutes part of the punishment of the prisoner inside gaol,
(tii) the partner and co-parent of the prisoner's children works to re-establish 'tiie
home' as both a material and an emotional space for herself and the children to
exist in for the duration of the period of segregation. Moreover this domestic
labour is further extended as the work of home making is achieved with access
only to the reduced resoiuces extended to a sole parent dependent on state
resources.
20 Bettina Cass & Mary Ann O'LoughUn. (1984) p.20-22
21 Peter Saunders & Peter Whiteford (1987) p. 23
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(iv) the normalising moment of imprisonment reconstitutes 'the home' as the site of
the potential reintegration of the prisoner both as a physical resource protecting
him from the necessity to steal to tive and as a set of domestic relationships
which wtil lock him into the socially controlling role of the primary breadwinner
responsible once again for the rent/mortgage of himself and his dependent wife
and children.

It was argued, in chapter four, that the home, in the liberal refomtist discourses, is
constituted as the site of 'resource and resolve' with 'the family' creating a bridge
back to normality for the man in gaol.

The work of Irwin was cited as being

especially expticit about this relationship between home and prison as intersecting
sites of control.22 He argued that normality in civil life involves a complex set of
resources that act as props to sustain a 'normal' civil status: driving Ucence, car
registration, access to credit institutions, 'respectable' up-to-clothes.23 He found
that tinprisonment in a gaol in the USA inevitably meant the risk of losing access to
some or all of these resources. Of all the soiu"ces of access to these resources, it was
the family that was the most important in helping prisoners maintain ties to
'normatity', keeping open job contacts, looking after the car, keeping up with the
rent or mortgage repayments.^^

Irwin's arguments are reinforced by the findings of the N.S.W. Cortective Services
Research and Statistics Division study of the 'success' and 'failure' rates of men on
parole after being in the work release programme.^^ In this New South Wales study
it was men who were able to join parents or partners in a relatively stable living
artangement who were less at risk of being returned to gaol. Men living alone, or

22 Irwin (1985) p. 50
23 Cheryl Mattiiews in her work witii Glebe House, a half way house for men leaving prison, has
foundtiiatsome prisoners have been released in the late 1980s from die Long Bay prison complex,
twelve or so milesfromtiiecity centre, with Uttie money and wearing the flared trousers and
platform shoes of the fashion of the time when they were imprisoned, in the mid 1970s.
24 Irwin (1985) pp. 48-50
25 M. Dewdney, K. Swarris, Maureen Miner, E. Crossing (1978)
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witii a partner who had not been able to maintain a relatively permanent home, were
more likely to be reimprisoned.26

Australian housing policies play a particularly useful part in the constraction of this
elegant contradiction of penatity. Austratian housing poticy is characterised by an
emphasis on the constitution of 'the home' as a commodity good to be purchased on
the free market either through mortgaged ownership or through private rentals, with
only 5% of housing stock available in the form ofpublic rented housing.27

Access

to tiie subsidised public rental housing stock tiien is likely to be much more difficult
for those made marginal to productive life. Women in particular have been excluded
from home ownership through a complex set of familial political economic discourses
that have 'marginalised women in housing terms'28 Although the needs of several
groups of women - the aged, young single women wage earners, single parents have been omitted from orthodox housing discourses,29 women who occupy the
complex social space 'famities of prisoners' are placed in an especially contradictory
situation in the intersection of housing and penal discourses.

The impact on families of prisoners in Australia is marked. As was indicated in
chapter five, seventeen of the 30 partners of prisoners in these interviews had to
move house as a dtiect result of their partner's imprisonment. Although the
methodology of the study means that it is not possible to generalise from these
figures, other data on the impact of imprisonment indicates that 55%-70% is a
reasonable estimate of the risk of this form of dispossession.^^ As Jones points out,
til contrast in England in the 1960s less than 30% of famtiies of prisoners had to
move house as a consequence of the husbands imprisonment.^i
26 Dewdney et al. (1978) pp. 13,14,25,43. This fmding was reinforced m a separate report on the
relationship between 'success on parole' and famUy status. Angela Gorta and George Cooney
(1983)
2' Jim Kemeny (1980) p.l75 Vivienne MiUigan (1983) EUzabetii Harman (1983)
28 S Watson (1988)
29 Watson p.
30 Hounslow et al.(1982) Appendix, p.7 Jones p.227
31 Morris (1965) pp. 74-80 Jones p. 227
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The range of hidden 'fantily poticies' that tiiclude housing, child care, social
security, tratiiing and education and industrial and immigration poticies as they
operate or fail to operate in Ausu-alia in contrast to those tii other countries then mean
that Australian women are particularly vulnerable to betiig caught up tii the underside
of penal control as neglect.32

2. Neglect as control: increased risks of becoming victims of crime

One of the hidden forms of punishment faced by famities outside is the fact that the
imprisonment can mean that they are more at risk of becoming victims of crime. In
Jock Young et al.'s critical reflections on the distortion of the concepts of 'moral
panic' and 'folk devils' that had been introduced into the crintinological lexicon ten
years eartier, they make the point that violent crime was not mythical in terms of
being non existent, but that that concept had led to an underestimation of the impact
of violent crime especially on people who have the least social power.33 Moreover,
it is the people most at risk of becoming victims of crime who are also those who are
most at risk of being stopped or artested by the policc^^ It is in just those
geographic areas of city and suburban life in which people are most vulnerable to
artest in which they are also most vulnerable to assault. This dual vulnerabitity is
much more likely to be part of the day to day experience of people in the low cost
housing areas that comprise the everyday environment of people made marginal to
productive life. The increased risk of impoverishment is also then likely to place
the women impoverished by their partners' imprisonment at an increased risk of
violence, either because they have to move to areas which places them at greater risk
or because they continue to live in those areas in which to be a women on her own

32 The family policiestiiataffected women in die period 1986-1988 are described here. The 1988-1990
changes to those policies are briefly covered in die epilogue in chapter nine.
33 Richard Kinsey. John Lea & Jock Young (1986)
34 Kinsey, Lea & Young p. 47
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tiicreases their atieady considerable vulnerabitity or tiitidly, because the exigencies of
working and traveUing to support men inside gaol place some women at greater risk
of assault. Three women had experienced this added 'punishment' of being at risk
because of the loss of theti partner

Julie
In the area we're in it didn't take long to find out that he was inside. They just know I'm by
myself and the two girls and the area (I live) there's quite a few of tiiem on drugs and
whatever so they get in to the house you re seen as a defenceless person? That's
right. Yes. Definitely. They've left tiietjack gates open so the dogs would get out but luckily
die dogs haven't left. I've caught... last week I've had the police out twice .. I caught
two men opening the gate and running off, and we chased tiiem and I knew them and I had
another girl with me, rang the police, they came out, had a drive around, driving around to
deter tiiem and after die police had gone, tiiere was one crouched down by the light post, one
beside the window and one at the back, so I rang the police again. 1 was frantic by this time.
That wasn't the only time that was the night that I caught them the police came round again
and circled around because I identified them. I told them where to^o, what house to go to
... All they'd be after was stereo, T.V, things like that, that's what fve been (experiencing)
That's what I'm frightened of Then my purse got stolen last Thursday and it was pension
day on Wednesday, so all my transport papers everything, keys all gone

Jane
He's got a hell of a lot on his mind. He's worried about things that might happen to me whUe
he's in here ...He's worried that my ex-husband is going to get out, he's at Paramatta, that
he's going to get out and come and hassle me. He s worried .. tiiere's a lot of people who
tiiink that your man's inside you need the male company.

Katherine
I was in a Housing commission place that's in Sydney and I left that place because I used to
have to travel backwards and forwards Sydney to Bathurst. I left that place because while I
was down here visiting the house was broken into three times - the three times that I visited.,
they knew

To identify vulnerabiUty to crime as being an uncompUcated consequence of 'losing a
man about the house' is to oversimpUfy the social processes impinging ontiielives of
people with family obligations to prisoners. It is social mobitity and social isolation
as much as separation from any other one member of the household, that places
women at risk of this additional punishment of social defencelessness. John
Minnery found that people who were living in rented households and who were more
recent arrivals were at greater risk of betiig victims of crime.35 The two factors most
likely to be associated with becoming a victim in inner city suburbs tfien, are both

35 Minnery (1986)
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social conditions which characterise the experience of women in the population
fantilies of prisoners.

3.

Control of women outside prison:

social isolation

The punishment that is exerted outside of the prison over women who determine to
maintain theti contact with prisoners can be experienced as a penaUty that is in some
ways more difficult to bear than the imprisonment of the man inside gaol. Being
with other prisoners means sharing an experience of deprivation, but being the
partner or parent of a prisoner outside means living in but apart from the community
around you and experiencing day to day a singular form of isolation - the constant
reflection from the generalised or significant others of being moraUy different and
devalued:

Audrey
Its hard on a woman, not so for the man, because die man's locked up in here, they've got in
their own Uttie world, in there, where a woman's outside she's mixing with people aU die
time you know, it gets very hard for them I reckon. A man's is locked up inside right, he's
Uved his own Uttie Ufe in there, everything's set to a rule, where a woman outside if she gets
asked to go out somewhere she's got to hesitate because she doesn't want to mix with other
married couples she feels out of place, you know.

Beth
I think the wife pays. She does time. She mightn't be locked up but she stUl does time. He
thinks that she's got it OK because she's out. But you can be in prison in your own home
and not go anywhere because your husband or your boyfriend's locked inside . You're just
as much m gaol.

Claire
Then you suddenly find tiiat all tiie way around you have to start lying - from Social Security
on - the prime example of that is tiie bus drivers - one quietiy says "Long Bay" and some are
nasty.

Dulcie
Now I'm ignored, even at work, It was in the newspapers. They don't talk to me any
more.

Bettina
I'm absolutely alone. I tiiought I would end up on a funny farm. I said to (him) 'don't you
think it's hard for me too. but now I've got Diucie to talk to
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Ray
I do feel alone, because you can't air your feeUngs to anyone, most wouldn't understand and
some people - since he's been inside, - lose contact with you

Tricia
I moved to get away (from people living next door) after die arrest so now I don't have
anyone to talk to . I really need someone whose got kids too,. That's who I'd Uke to taUc to.
They'd know more about it, but I don't have any one.

Gwen
Just to be lonely.(is one of die major problems) Like where I live everyone's paired up ... at
nighttimeI'm stuck there on my own it doesn't make you feel good. I Uke to go out
sometimes on Saturday nights. My girl friend goes out and her boyfriend wiU mind Nichol
and I get to go out then, but it doesn't seem the same, you've stiU got to come home and be
on your own

Cheryl
I don't speak to my neighbours .. don't let anyone get close to you because then they can't
hurt you, I've leamt. I have very, very few friends, because a lot of people just drifted off,
a lot of them Bemie had helped, tney wouldn't even talk to me

The hidden punishment of social isolation is especially likely to reinforce the risks of
the other hidden punishment - of impoverishment. An important factor influencing
access to paid work for Australian women in this period was access to child care.36
Sole parents in Australia were especially Ukely to have difficulties entering the paid
labour force because of child care problems.3'7 For these single parents, lack of child
care comprised the major obstacle to access to work skills and to the labour market.38
The 1984 study of women's employment by the Institute of Family Studies found tiiat
Australian women were much more likely to depend upon informal than formal chtid
care artangements.39 The added restrictions a partner's imprisonment imposed on
access to informal networks of support then potentially imposed multiple stresses on
women outside.

36
37
38
39

Helen Glezer (1988)
Dianne Frey (1986) pp. 1-2
Prey pp. 1-2
Glezer p. 31
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If social isolation is a condition of domesticity, then in that social space in which
domesticity and penality coincide, women who do the caring work of supporting
prisoners, experience that isolation in a particularly condensed form.'^o

Moreover

this loneliness is derived from multiple sources. Sometimes it occurs because friends
and neighbours shun families of prisoners or it occurs because wives, especially if
they are the outside carers of prisoners children move away from estabUshed
friendships to avoid the risk of stigma. However social isolation also results from the
way that control in prison Ufe is constracted around gossip and sexuality
4. Control of the prisoner through domesticity : gossip, sexuality
and prison life

The especial feature of domesticity as coping means that women are at great risk of
internalising a sense of responsibility and culpability for the punishment that theti
son or partner is experiencing. Jones found that even in marriages which had
previously been based on a relatively companionable relationship, prisoners either
directiy or inadvertentiy exploited this characteristic of domestic tife by u-ansferring
a sense of guilt onto their 'free' partners."^!

This particularly powerful dynamic ofpenal and domestic control impinged on the
lives of women in N.S.W. Being 'free' outside was experienced as an unfair
condition when the partner was so manifestly 'unfree'.

Dulcie
Yes, we're in there with tiiem. He said "you can walk away from here" 1 never tum around
when that door slams

Beth
You really do (feel guilty). You really want to take them witii you...you can waUc away and
(you feel guilty) and in a way even tiiough tiiey won't admit it they probably feel tiiat too ...
^^ These experiences of women in N.S..W. reinforce tiie evidence from virtually aU otiier reports of
famUies of prisoners tiiat social isolation is one of the major 'hidden punismnents' that tney
experience.
41 Jones pp.420-423 & 498 -513
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... I could never tum around and watch him go back inside - especiaUy Parklea because
they're pretty strict with the searches there ' you feel you can walk out and they can't. You
really do.(feel guilty)

Cheryl
I feel that if I went out I shouldn't go, for example, to a party. I felt that I had to leave him.
You know they closed the door, the gate, and one thing I leamt was never to look back. I
looked back once and saw Bemie gome through and the gates being closed and ...(crying) I
StiU feel like that. I hate going into jail, die doors being closed.

Both prisoners and prison guards reinforce the self imposed conttol over women's
social behaviour. 'Keeping the man's place open' means
maintaiiting his right to define the lintits over the extent of socialising that women can
experience.

Audrey
the men expect you to ready behave yourself when you're out there all the time, and they
question you aU the time.

Beth
You can't plan to go anywhere weekends because you're spending diattimein jail, visiting.
You have to be there. He expects you to be there. You just have to be there... I've seen it
I've seen the fight because she's five minutes late and maybe its because the screws were
mucking around outside and wouldn't let her in straight away. He says 'its abouttimeyou
were here' ..She cops the lot!

Ray
because the person inside is deprived - its a feeling I suppose of wanting to help that person
whose in a rough situation
knowingtiiatyou have freedom and they don t ana tiiey,
do, they do make you feeltiiat,even dioughtiieymight not be conscious of it

Claire
It becomes common knowledgetiiatwomen play up - then diere's tension about who will teU
him

These experiences of women with famtiy obligations to care for tinprisoned men tii
N.S.W., are common to women tiving in that contradictory social space, in other
countries. Susan Cobean and Paul Power reported the effect that prison gossip about
one woman's search for paid work, had had on her unpaid work of maintaining 'the
self 'of the man in gaol
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Jim had been depressed and felt that his wife was making plans for divorce and dating other
men. He had heard via die grapevine that she was awayfromhome much of the day
she had been looking for a parttimejob ... (and) emphatically statedtiiatshe had not been
dating odier men.'42

Sexuality and power intersect in several ways in the control of prisoners.
Homosexual rape between prisoners is as much about the power hierarchies within
prisons as it is about sexuatity.'*3 The institutionaUsed power of prison officers is
manifested in theti right to strip prisoners even to the right to invade the body, of
prisoners for 'ingenious hiding places'. The autobiographical accounts of prison life
indicate that this right is used to maintain the unequal power relations between officers
and prisoners.^

The paradox, outiined in the previous chapter, that masculinity excludes dependence
at the same time as it makes men vulnerable, becomes especially focused in that area
of masculinity associated with sexuatity. This contradiction, which operates in its
most condensed form in the penal sphere, is central to the constraction of the
relationship between gender and class in the famtiial political economy of tiberal
capitalism. This aspect of the specific dynamic between power, morality and
rationatity as it is expressed through sexuality in liberal capitatism is indicated in the
definition of the term, domesticity, in chapter one but it needs to be elaborated in
greater detail here.

Altiiough the potitical relationships of sexuality underpin several forms of famitial
political economies, it is sexuality as it is constituted within the historically specific
dynamic of power, morality and rationality of liberaUsm tiiat circumscribed tiie
experiences of women partners of prisoners in N.S.W. in 1986 to 1988. The free
expression of sexual desire is proscribed behaviour in N.S.W. maximum and
medium security prisons, even when that freedom is expressed through the Itinited

"^2 Cobean & Power (1978) p.35
"^3 D Lockwood (1978) & (1980)
44 T.Anderson (1989) p.122
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prescribed relationships of legalised sexuality as it is regulated within the domestic
relations of the famtiy. This form of punishment and disciptine, the proscription of
sexuality, is specific to 'modern' liberal penality. The unfreedom of imprisonment
is the unfreedom of this most central way in which mascutiitity, as self determined
will, is expressed in the possessive individualism of liberalism.^^ Civil society, the
particular social invention and mainstay of tiberatism, is predicated upon the very
specifically defined notion of the individual: the individual as a possessor. The
principle of possessive individualism is itself based on the central theme of the
possession of free will. Civil society is the mutual recognition of the free wiU of the
other, an inherentiy contradictory and unstable form of social relationship. Moreover
the freedom (expressed as self interest) of each individual is 'bought at the price of its
abstraction from any specific content' in the necessarily universatistic relationships of
civil society.46 This means that the principle of 'individual as possessor 'is predicated
upon the family being bracketed out of the universal relations of social interaction in
which the individual will is expressed in the relations of mutual indifference of the
market place. However that mutual indifference, which is essential to the expression
of the wiU, is also the basis for its erosion. Altiiough liberal political phtiosophy has
attempted to get to grips with this 'problem of voluntarism' it is tiie feminist analysis
of the the contradictory interdependence between universalism and particularism that
uncovers the actual mechanisms through which UberaUsm operates.
The primacy of die individual will is qualified in civU society. To assert itseU, it requires
another which accords it primacy by tnis other denying itself to be a separate and autonomous
wUl.47

The recognition of the self of the individual depends upon 'the other' itself possessing
a wtil which it is nevertheless prepared to sacrifice. Women's sexuality in liberaUsm
tiien is locked into a continuing cycle of will subsumed, then reasserted, to once

45 Yeamian (1982)
46 Yeatman (1982) p.3
47 Yeatman (1982) p.2.
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again be subsumed. The masculine possession of a wtil tiiat has been absolutely and
perpetuaUy subsumed, that is of women made into absolute slave like sexual objects
would mean that masculinity itself could not be regenerated, through affirmation.
the individuals of civil society require another order of persons, lying outside of civU society
and witiiin tiie family, and whose raison d'etre is to affum tiie existence of tiie former as
wills. Love is the form this affirmation takes.48

Romantic love resolves this conu-adiction: love that freely chooses to be unfree.
Love, in the sexual relationships of patriarchal liberaUsm, is a relationship between
an autodetermined will and a will that is unobUgated, always having the potential to
reatise itself in its own autodeterminism but freely and will ingly choosing not to.

The interdependence between civil society and domesticity in patriarchal tiberatism
tiien has to be 'bracketed out' of the liberal political analysis. Rational, liberal tiiought
is inherentiy bUnd to its own constraction and so can never achieve the actual selfreflexiveness on which, paradoxically, it is supposed to be based. However the
constitution of domesticity within this specific tiberal dynamic of power, morality
and rationality, has the potential to be different for men according to whether theti
mascuUnity-as -possessive-individuaUsm centres on their possession of capital or
labour. In both classes, masculinity is perpetually subjected to the the risk of
erosion in the impersonal competitiveness of civil society. The eroding effects of the
universaUsm of civil society could be expected to vary with the level of power and
control that the ownership of capital or labour brings to the exchange of wills in the
market place. However whether this means that women married to men in either
group are more or less likely to be at risk of experiencing the dynamic of power and
sexuatity as 'unobligated will' is open to question.

48 Yeatman (1982) p.6.
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Mtice Donaldson, recorded several accounts of the social constraction of masculinity
amongst labouring men.49 His interpretation of these accounts indicates that the
unequal relationships of the famitial, political economy serve to make the meanings
that men bring to sexuality so contradictory as to be self defeating.

In the

exploitative relations of the labour market, in which constant humitiation and
aggravation degrade labouring men's sense of self worth, men become 'real' again
only within the heterosexual relationships of family life.^o In the domestic relations
of fantily life as it is constituted as the economic dependence of women upon men,
sexuatity becomes at the same time, the basis for the regeneration of the sense of self
and 'freedom' for men, but part of the 'production line' of caring work that is
expected of women.^i Moreover in the economically unequal relations of fantily life,
if'sex is used to constract and sustain male identity' then men will'tend to react
with pain, confusion and violence in the face of female sexual expression outside the
relationship' because unfaithfulness exposes the vulnerability of masculinity.^2

In the condensed exploitative relations of prison life where humiliation and authority
become ends in themselves, rather than means to the ends of productivity, this
dynamic of class and gender in the control over the sexuality of women becomes
even more significant. Jones describes prisons in Victoria as being hotbeds of gossip
over all aspects of prisoners lives including their family relations.53 Women in
N.S.W. experienced the surveillance over their visits that this implies.

Claire
Visits are very important lo them (Prisoners are) very resentful if women are late, U they
don't come. Those women who come regularly, the whole lot watch. The ones who don't
jet visits take most interest in those who do and the prison officers. I've been told 'you're
ate' by this prison officer. 1 realized the interest in me because I was regular.

f

49 Donaldson (1987)
^ Donaldson pp.172
^1 Donaldson p. 173 Whether tiiis is tiie way that women experience that relationship is not a part of that
research. Botii tiie Donaldson research and tiie analysis of sexuality in tiiis tiiesis are focusing on die
social construction of the relationship of sexuality. The women's own interpretation of theU own
sexuality is not a subject of this tiiesis altiiough it has been tiie topic for some of tiie reformist
technicist research in tiie 'families of prisoners' literature in tiie 1970s, (see chapter three)
^2 Donaldson p. 173
53 Jones(1983) p.399
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Alec: Ex-prisoner, visiting Glebe House a half way home
You get status in prison if you have visitors and the more good looking the visitor is die
higher your status inside.

The accounts of Phillip, Gwen, Rebecca and Teresa give complementary support to
the argument that control over the partner's sexuality is an intrinsic part of penal life.

Sally & Phillip
After his sentence we began to get a few hassles. He was worried about me you get very
jealous in there, you get that muchtimeto tiiink. things go round in your head and I was
imagining things. Since I got out I found, I had no reason to be treaung her like that., it is
because that's all you've got to hang on to ..you can't be out there with them. You worry
that sometiiing might happen

Gwen
At Cooma one night I was at the pub because there's notiiing else to do at night time, and
there was a prison officertiiereand he told Terry I'd been in the pub, and we were aU reaUy
dmnk and stuff And it wasn't true I said 'why do that, its nothing to do with you, you're
only here to supervise, not to tell him everything what's going on on the outside, you're just
making it worse for him' Terry was really upset about it thinking I was witii all these guys at
the puD 1 said to him 'you've got no right to do that'. Other prison officers knew we went to
die pub but it was just this one guy and Terry never got on witii him. It was lUce the confUct
between him and him got pushed off on me But die rest oftiiemwere very nice. I think tiie
rest of them understand die situation. I don't thinktiieyshould be allowed to do tiiat. Putting
you on show in the first place and then going back ana telling Terry what goes on outside,
'well its none of his busmess. I'm not in gaol. He said in the pub ' O you can tell where they
come from"

Whilst Gwen emphasized the singularity of this prison officers control of both her
and her partner through sexual gossip, her account also indicates that any prison
officer can use his position to control the prisoner through sexual gossip and when
the prison is located in a small country town, he can also use his knowledge to
penalise the women by putting 'the wives on show'.

Rebecca

they (prison officers) say things about (the) wife, 'your wife's really nice' and 'we're out
and you're inside' "we can get on with her and you can't' using her to make you or break
you.

Teresa married her husband in prison after he had already served five years
of his sentence
The officer's turned round ", your wife is probably screwing around mate. It wouldn't
matter to you, you're in here , it doesn't make any difference' and he's gotriggedup and
he's known for his bad temper. They just lock him in a room for a few hours. They do
tease. He's confronted me paranoid sometimes. Not so much now since we've been
married (three years ago) but before, he was getting paranoid thinkingtiieyknew some
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tiling he didn't know and playing it against him just to get him mad The officers can't
always help it.tiiey'repressured, they're getting double shifts. Its not always the officers
faidL They get pressured. They get cranky.

The connection between domesticity, sexuatity and power within the prison can
operate at a more indirect level. Especially within the discourses of drag control,
domesticity is easily translated into moral inferiority. By constituting domestic tife as
threatening to the good order of the prison the state is able to reassert its 'authoritative
masculinity' over the body of the prisoner at precisely the time when domesticity
seems to have returned to the prisoner a sense, however timited, of sexual assertion
and masculinity. Women know that for the men they visit, visiting always carries
with it the risk of degradation. Even (or especially) after the relatively relaxed
atmosphere of minimum security visiting:

Beth
and they have this search, when you come out to a visit - and its not universal its not standard
in any jail in die state, it depends on die screwtiiat'son, it depends on dietimeof day, if its
raining, how they search you. They singled out Jim one day and they all strip off down to
notiiing infrontof all die otiier crims in front oftiiesescrews. They all do that And tiiis
particular screw when I had visited, he (Jim) was coming back from a visit, he asked Jim
to Uft his balls and he said 'No', he wouldn't, 'You want to search, you Uft them' and the
screw said 'aUight, I'll charge you, if you don't lift your balls' Jim said 'I think its
degrading, I'm standing here with notiiing on, what on earth could I hide? I refuse on
grounds of principle, Iwill not do it" Tney charged him? To cut a long story short, the
V.J. came to Cessnock , went through this rigmarole, Jim had him there for four hours.
He was determined he was going to make afightfor it because he doesn't believe it's right,
and the result was die V.J. discharged, admonished him. In other words he was saying 'I
agree with youtiiatit is degrading but you still should have done it. Sotiiatmade Jim pretty
angry. All "he wanted to do was get out of Cessnock.

It is important to contrast this use of sexuality in the relations of control within the
penal sphere with the contrasting and contradictory use of sexuality and control as it
operates in the normatising moment of penality. It is specifically the prisoner whose
sexuality is channelled into the appropriate domestic contours of famtiy life who is
most Ukely to achieve his freedom from institutional imprisonment. However it is not
only the prisoner whose behaviour is cond*olled in this constraction of domesticity.
Women are controUed to be the controllers of prisoners' sexuality by internalising the
rales about appropriate behaviour diuing visits.
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E s t h e r Prior to receiving permission to marry in prison
We've had good reports from some officers saying they've seen the way we go on visits that
we hardly ever fight, hardly ever disagree.

S.Control of the prisoner through humiliation:constituting the family
as a 'looking glass'

Men can be punished through their families, and women drawn into the sttnctures of
legal penal control, by the way that prison officers set women up as 'mirrors'
reflecting and amptifying their partner's humitiation.

Teresa
They (prison officers) do tiieir best, (but) tiiey're just mongrels. You can see it in their
mannerisms when tiiey come up. They play tiie line of discipline a littie bit in front of the
wife 'Right,' you know. (But) he's a man, he's got individuality, he doesn't need to lose
any more face than he is
At the training centre tiiey come up and they say 'you can't
sit on die grass, sit on the edge of the grass .. 1 haven't been talked to like that since I was
14. He was upset.

Hilary
...the CI.P. was the hardest bit I had...If you had jewellery you had to take them off to walk
through the metal detector. You couldn't take notiiing in with you and they used to strip
search him, after the visit ...It sort of makes you feeflike they don't tmst you...some or (die
guards) are nice and some are pretty awful... the other day I was visiting when my husband
started to have a joke witii one of them and he put my husoand on a charge, you know it just
makes you feel .. I don't know ... just littie, just awful.

6. Control of women inside prison: the constitution of the family as
'accessories' and moral enemies

A common term recurring all thetimein the several conversations with individual
women and with groups of women visiting gaols is 'a good visit' . 'Having a good
visit' means that both prisoner and visitors feel that the visit has given them some
support to survive another day of the imprisonment. Support is the epitome of what
visiting is about, providing enough emotional support to each other to sustain the
day to day degradation of imprisonment. There are several ways that visiting as this
domestic labour of the reconstitution of the particular personality of the prisoner can
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be undermined. The conditions of visiting especially in the segregative end of penal
Ufe can grossly interfere with this work. The grimness of visiting conditions in
some of the maximum security prisons are the antithesis of domestic comfort. The
socio-poUtical relations of visiting are an even more tinportant htiidrance.

At tiie segregative end of imprisonment the constitution of the prisoner as an enemy
extends to the constitution of the family as potential accessories. Survetilance over
visiting can be so intrusive as to undermine the conditions of inttinacy and relative
freedom of expression that would constitute a 'good visit'

Cheryl
You're in a room (in the CI.P.) with tables, and you've got screws up here watching you.
The screws in the middle here, watching them. It's revolting. ...you ve got eyes on you in
this poky littie room. You sit tiiere trying to have a private conversation and you know that
everyone is watching you. That's why men have to switch off their emotions. You've got
screws here and screws tiiere You re so scared that the kids might touch something or do
something wrong.

Ray
At Goulbum the attitude is that you must be a piece of dirt if you are associated witii a
prisoner whereas here (at Long Bay) they're very direct with the rules. It's pretty civiUzed M
.T C they actually give you a smUe, C.i.P. they're very direct witii die mles, but they are
not like die guards at the country gaols.

Hilary
The way they walk around and some of them just walk around and stop and stare at you for
no reason. You feel like you're in jail too, diat you're one of the prisoners.

Olive
Paramatta, I don't like it at all. You don't feel ease there. They look at you as though you're
the worst in the world. They have tiieir eyes on you all the time. They're eyeing you all the
time as much as to say 'well, you're tiie prisoners motiier so you must be bad" and I've
never been in trouble in my life, ever ! My son-in-law is a prison officer..! You go in this
littie room which is the shabbiest in the world, (but) I like M.R.P. They treat him as a
human being and they treat me the same I can walk in and everyone says 'HeUo Mrs D"

The political relations of prison life can be manifestiy extended to control over
visitors. Women can be punished for attempting to do the work of defending the
prisoners rights
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Lauren
CLP. isn't really good. ...attiiemoment I'm having a lot of hassle withtiieofficer tiiere
because I made a statement when he was first brought down here and ever since then Fve
had a real hard time. They were letting otiier people in before me, making me wait. They
are punishing you? O yes, definitely. If it keeps up I'U see the superintendent ...I'm just
womedtiiatifI do sometiiingtiiey'Umake it more difficult for him, whichtiieydo. The
otiier day it was the same. Tney gave out table numbers, and what table number you are,
goes before die nexttimeandtiieylet four people in before me. I was table no. 5 not table
no. 1 and he kept the table for me so I'd have to leave fu-st. He's been doing it for a whUe
now. I left here crying my eyes out the otiier day because I hadtiiatmuch to say to my
husband, you know, I couldn't believe how quick they cut the visits ... It takes me nearly
two hours to come here ... a bus, a train, a bus, which really istimeconsuming.

Although control over individual visits is important, it is the sense that prison
officers and administrators have an arbi&ary and overarching control, that can be
most debilitating for women whose experience of visiting covers several years.

Rebecca
the worsttilingabout visiting is the degradation, die way they put you down, playing
different mincTgames, keeping you waiting, clearing around you unnecessarily, thebox visits
are dreadful, "rhey play on that, tiiey feel above you, notjust prisoners but families as weU.
They want the person broken in spirit, to be seen as the people with the keys, the power,
whether you get the visit or not, die letter or not, whetiier you get a box visit or not.

7. Control over information: uncertainty, the 'rule of anticipated
reaction' and the co-optation of women into the structures of power

Sue Smith has argued that whtist the prisoner has the rales and boundaries of prison
tife explained to him, women have to operate in situations characterised by
uncertainty and a lack of information.54 The mystification of the rales and
regulations of prison life means that women visiting prison or maintaining contact by
telephone or letters are vulnerable to trangressing unknown limitations.

Virginia

how come one jail has one set of rules and another jail has another set of rules ,... because at
Maitiand I used to be allowed to take his (babies) bottle in but down here in the CLP.
section you're not allowed.

Elizabeth

54 Smitii (1986)
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I touched my man on the leg one day and I was told lo get my hand away and I wasn't doing
anything wrong, you know, its just normaltilingstiiatyou do at home that you can't do here.
It's totally depressing.

Beth
when you're up for parole and someone escapes nobody gets parole that week,
nobody....when they had ariotout at die Bay I didn't know ifne was there because they
were sending him up to Maitiand andtiieydon't let them teU you what is happening - you
can't hear from them Everything you hear is by heresay. You don't understand the message.
Youringround frantically, totally in the dark you are. It amazes me how people who cani
speak English manage

Pauline
At fUstwe never gottiiem(his letters) at Long Baytiieyhad to have a number on or
something, I'm not sure what it was exactly, but he didn't know - they were just thrown in a
bin - he didn't know

Control of information within penal bureaucracies is an especially important feature
of the power to punish. Moreover it is especially likely to occur in the social space
where penal and domestic life intersect. Ftistiy, the way that penaUty has developed
historically, as an arena of contradictory policies and practices, often implemented as
a result of ad hoc decision making, means that the confusion of penal tife affects
even those people who are the administrators.^^

Hilary
One day when they moved him down here they said it was an all day visit. So I came here at
8 o'clock in die momingtiiinkingI can stay here all day witii him and when I got here they
said 'You can have only the afternoon visit or the morning visit'. So I said 'you should get
your telephone calls straightened out', so he just walked away and ignored me. And I've
spoken to a lot of people and its happened to them

Secondly, the particular power relations within prison means that the custodial
officers, the workers with whom prison visitors are most likely to interact, are
allowed a great deal of discretion. This arbitrary power of individual warders was a
major feature in the descriptions of the uncertainties surtounding the work of visiting
for all the women interviewed.

Beth

55 Weatherbum (1986) p.l37
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I used to tiiink that the way crims react to screws was wrong, but they (prison officers) reaUy
do react to childish tilings , and tiiey glorify in tiiat, they really do ... - childish tilings, if you
(the prisoner) wear a white tee shirt, you lose your television for tiiree days, if you wear
tiiongs - and they have this search, when you come out to a visit - and its not universal its
not standard in any jail in die state, it depends on tiie screw tiiat's on, it depends on the time
of day , if its raining, or

However conu-ol over information is set much deeper into the relationship between
domesticity and penatity as they are constituted as the two sites of morality based
upon opposing sets of values. Even within the official class-btind paradigm of the
nature of penality, domesticity is inherentiy threatening to the legal penal sphere as
the two sites are constracted within liberalism. The moral obligations of famtiy life
are intrinsically opposed to the impersonal demands of punishment predicated upon
universalism. Denying information to partners or parents of prisoners, for example
about prison transfers of officiaUy defined 'dangerous' men, inevitably results from
this definition of the two spheres as mutually incompatible arenas of morality. When
the power relations of class and gender are layered on to this liberal interpretation of
social life, and the relationships between prisoners and custodians is interpreted as
one reflecting and condensing the humiliating masculinities of political economic tife
then the control of domesticity becomes an even more embedded aspect of the power
to punish. This includes control over information. The accounts, outiined in the
previous chapter, of the problems surtounding the mediating and negotiating work of
partners and parents of prisoners, demonstrate the practical difficulties that confront
women battling a bureaucracy which has control over a one way flow of information.
The legal penal bureaucratic control over information has a more diffuse and more
powerful impact. When the uncertainty that characterises women's day to day
experiences of supporting men in gaol inculcates a diffuse sense of fear of the penal
bureaucracy, this fear of trangressing boundaries which are themselves not clear
interacts with the otiier levels of control that are exerted on famities of prisoners and
'harnesses' the particular skills of malleability and culpabtiity that underpin the
domestic work of coping. The work of maintaining contact with imprisoned men
then becomes an exercise in anticipating and avoiding prohibited behaviours but in
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situations in which the exact nature of the regulations appear arbidrary. Women then
become involved in controlting theti own behaviour and the behaviour of their
children and of the prisoners themselves not only over specific incidents but through
the more diffuse poticy of 'keeping your head down' and of not causing trouble.
Jones has shown how, in Victoria, this controlling work of women was strongly
associated with the career model of imprisonment.56 When visiting conditions are
made less stressful as part of the general improvement of penal conditions in the
medium and minimum security prisons, women are at great risk of being controlled
to be the controllers.

Cheryl
at Parklea they've got swings and grass. In fact if every prison in N.S.W. was Uke Parklea,
jaU visiting wouldn't be so oad. ...whereas in die CI.P. it's like going back to the days of
the penal colonies....

Sally

.. I've told him not behave stupid otherwise we'll be back to those days again (when she was
only allowed box visits) .. and he has listened to me, he has, because he doesn't want tiiem
eitiier

The 'rale of anticipated reaction'57 then becomes a significant aspect of the
intersection between home and prison, but in a complex form. It is not only that the
rales are unclear. It is rather the lack of coherence in the rules about the rules that
makes visiting an intellectually demanding labour. It is the arbittariness of the way
that the regulations are imposed that is puzzling. It then becomes the work of the
people who are the subjects of bureaucratic power to impose meaning on the
contradictory and incoherent messages about the nature of imprisonment. Moreover
the more tightiy the regulatory stractures are drawn the more contradictory are the
experiences of the people on whom the power is being imposed. It is in the
maxtinum security prisons that women become the targets of tiie most confustiig
messages about their work of maintaining contact witii tinprisoned men. The
56 Jones pp. 348-353
57 Roderick Bell, David Edwards & Harrison Wagner (1969) p. v
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accounts of confusion about times of visits, whether there can be a contact or a no
contact visit, whether young children can have spare nappies or botties during the
visit, or whether cards or presents can be given directly the prisoner, were much
more likely to be told by women visiting men in the segregative moment of
punishment. There is however another peak period of uncertainty. This occurs
during at the normalising end of penality when men are due for day leave.

Prison, the site of a range of abstract universatistic rationaUties, legal-penal,
scientific, economic, is at the same time the site of gross forms of irtationality.
However, to be able to operate in this complex and contradictory sphere of power
relations, women doing the work of maintaining contact with imprisoned men have
to impose meaning on that incoherence and in doing this they are then at risk of being
co-opted through the 'rale of anticipated reaction' into the stractures of power within
the prison. However there are other ways in which women are drawn into the
stractures of discipline and control.
8. Control of the prisoner through domesticity: the family constituted
as 'a reward'

The prison as it is constituted as a series of 'progressive ' stages operates as a
powerful form of control on men when they reach the medium security and mintinum
security prisons.58 The segregative end of imprisonment is distinguished tii many
ways from the latter more open end of imprisonment. In improved contacts with
tiie family outside in the exchange of gifts, the numbers of telephone caUs, visiting
hours and the conditions of visiting are all rewards for prisoner comptiance.
Women's domestic work of maintaining contact becomes intertwined within the
penal sphere in the management of control and punishment in prison.

Jane
58 or the more rewarding maximum security prisons such as Parklea
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The lasttimeIfravelledto Goulbum I was about eight montiis pregnant... travelUng down
there a few times, I've got down there and been told I can't see him, the superintendent's
orders. So I've gone back to the hotel and rang through tofindout what the heUs going on
and die superintendent knows nothing about it and it just tums out it's something that one
screw had against my husband and he sort of rang through and said that he can't have a visit
because he's on, what do they call it, 'loss of privileges or whatever they caU it, which
means no visits ... I had to ring the superintendent and he knew nothing about it One officer
or screw, down there was a real pain intiiebackside, but all the otiiers was really good.

Sally

PhUlip was in maximum .. which affects the visits. I've traveUed all the way from Minnamura
to see him and get twenty minutes
because minimum you can have two to three hour
visits, couple oftimes a week, plus he can ring me two or threetimesa week. In maximum
I'm allowed two visits a week, maybe between twenty minutes and forty minutes .. they're
not very good visits, you can't even have a smoke tiiere. Whereas attiieM.T.C. you can
bring in food.. have a barbecue if you want to .. in maximum you onlyringonce a week for
three minutes, in maximum you're not allowed a cigarette, not allowed to have coffee
in
SUverwater, someone escaped, they put all die lifers back in maximum
in low security
gaols they like to play their littie game more and more. They threaten to send you back to
maximum if you don't do every littletilingthey want

The ambiguity of family life is that it both supports and controls men in both
economic and penal life. Donaldson contrasts the relative power in the workplace of
single and married labouring men in this quote from King:
I know peopletiiathave got young families and it's real tough on tiiem, they have to do all
die overtime they can... when the boss comes around, you get up slow, but they jump,
because they realise whattiieirjob means to tiiem.59

Prison relationships parallel this control through domesticity as it is experienced in tiie
work place. In the interview with Sally and Phillip, Phillip recounted tiie difference
that his relationship witii Sally made after going through ten years of prison life
with no family.

Phillip
They couldn't hurt me any other way because before when I done gaol I had nobody outside.
I'd been cut off from me famUy and everyone and I got through me gaol really easy because I
didn't have no worries. All I worried abouttiienwas die screws and giving them neaps and
tiien with Sally,tiieyhad it over you. "You don't dotiiisyou lose visits" I had a few box
visits through the glass and used to go back to the gaols feeling even worse

59 M. Donaldson (1987) p. 177 citing Mat King 'Mat King, labourer gasworks' in G. Busch (ed)
Working Men (1984) pp.78-82
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Cheryl Matthews met her husband after he had spent several years in prison and had
been a political activist. When he was sent to prison again after he had become a
family man his experience of prison life changed

Cheryl
He says now that sixteen montiis were harder than tiie eleven years he did and he'd spent
eight years of tiiat in the retractables section of the gaol. I think it's (partiy).... because he
did have a family

Beth
I've heard Bemie say 'a cut across die head is better than not having visits ..'. They'll stop
your visiting. They will do tiiat. They put you on a box visit. They wUl do that which is a
dreadful experience, to be sitting in a wire cage or a glass cage or a cardboard box type thing
and taUcing to die man on die otiier side. Especially lean imagine if you have Uttie kids: to
see Daddy -1 mean Daddy's in gaol, but gaol isn't Daddy behind bars, but in a box visit it
virtually is. They're dreadful. That's a regular visit. They don't have to give you a contact
visit. People have fought to get that. And tiiat's only recent.

This form of control is intricately tied to the neglect and invisibility of the importance
of domestic life. Even in a penal system which incorporates the several links to
domestic tife through day leave, parole, home leave, visiting is defined only in
relation to the individuatity of the prisoner and not in relation to the other basis of
morality, the family relationship with parents, partners or children outside. The
moral claim based on domesticity, that children have a right to maintain contact with
parents, is subordinated to the moral claim of penatity, that the authority of the state
over the prisoner be dominant. Contact with the family outside is defined as a
privilege of the prisoner not as the right of the child or partner outside. The previous
chapter indicated that in the powerful moral sphere of penality the right of chtidren to
give Fathers-day cards to prisoners was redefined as a privilege that could be taken
away There are other examples of the way that domestic moratity, based on
particularism expressed through special days and gifts, can be incorporated into the
stractures of control in prison

Beth
You can take in magazines and books, depending on how much of an activist you are (affects)
whether you get them or not. I gave Jim a buthday present in Parklea and he wouldn't have
got it only I told him I'd sent it and he fronted them and asked tiiem where it was.
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Witii visits defined as the prisoner's privilege, men's behaviour inside gaol can
make major differences to the women's experience of visiting.

Women then become

coerced in beconting the co-controllers of the men encouraging them to do theti time
as legally as possible .^^

June
I told him, if he touched drugs I'd cut his frigging fingers off Why is that? Well, first, I
don't want to spend die next few years coming to this place and second we're planning to get
married whilst he's inside and I don't want to givetiiemanything so that they can stop that.

However the move to prisons with better visiting facilities can also be a contradictory
experience.

Jane's partner was about to be transferted to Stiverwater, a minimum

security gaol, which is one of the prisons placing most temptation on prisoners to
escape ( and the kind from which most escapes are made).

Jane
He wants to go to Silverwater but he's worried if he goes to Silverwater he might jump the
gate. I've told him, I've said to him "if you do take off, don't come back home he said
What?" and 1 said "because I don't want coppers knocking on die door" I've had it for 6
1/2 years and I said to him "I don't want it again" I think it will (be effective) I think it wiU
keep himtiiere(not escape) He's pleaded witii me not to leave him or to take Mark away
from him ..

Women as co-controllers of men inside gaol also have to moderate theti own
behaviour. Concern about keeping prisoners out of trouble inside gaol means tiiat
visits sometimes get cut short

June
Some of them (prison officers) are really nice but some oftiiemare pigs. Most of them
understand the situation but this guy's just been in too long. He came up to us four tunes on
one visit and Wayne was gettingtiiatcranky 1 said I'd better go or he'll get to you and you'll
have a go at him and get into trouble.

It also means that the work of visiting involves not disclosing the extent of the
problems that imprisonment imposes on women outside. The Department of
^0 This is a commonfindingin Smith (1986a) and Jones(1983) theses.
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Cortective Services research into prison escapes shows that the prisoner's concem
about problems that the family face outside is one of the major reason for
escaping.^i Concem about the impact of disclosure was a major feature of tiie
women's descriptions of visiting. Coping work as negation is very evident in this
downplaying of the paraUel punishment that is extended to famiUes of prisoners.

Olive
I can hide a lot I never let my son know just how upset I can be. Because if I get upset, he gets
upset and if he gets upset that when he gets in trouble

Most of the women said that they did not tell theti partners or sons the problems they
were experiencing on the outside in order to protect the prisoner either from getting
upset or from getting into trouble as a result of getting upset. Prison control then
extends outside into women's lives, preventing them from sharing the stress they
experience with the one person who can understand the dimensions of the problems
that cause that stress.

9. Punishment of women:

exclusion

Control in prison life and the humiliation of men can undermine the labour of
visiting in other ways. Even though with imprisonment women outside nominally
have greater independence and autonomy than men inside prison, the sense of moral
obtigation to the person undergoing punishment can condense rather than reverse the
unequal relationships of famtiy tife. The extensive time, labour and economic costs
of visiting can then be negated by the conft-ol that the prisoner exerts over women
outside. The sense of culpability and accountability that underpins the work of
caring means that prisoners can exert control over visitors either deliberately or
inadvertentiy. At various crisis points the experience of imprisonment can be so
61 Don Porritt (1987) Angela Gorta & Marie Therese Nguyen Da Huong (1988)
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ex&eme that the 'selfishness' of men inside dominates the visit. Sometimes this can
be a reflection of specific injustices that tiie prisoner is undergotiig

Beth
It does boU down indirectiy to affecting tiie visitors (and their famiUes) because if your man's
being degraded, if your man's being picked on or your man's coming out aggro because of
somethings that happened and you've gone aU that way to see him and aU you want is a nice
visit and aU he can taUc about is how much he hates them and how stupid diey are, U upsets
you and you come back feeUng 'O God', you know

Rebecca

Sometimes it (visiting) is very difficult. Sometunes die tension in there sets me off - the general
tension. He brings his own tension. I go back outside and feel so depressed.

However there is also a long period when the prison becomes the 'real world' and
visitors feel excluded by the processes of institutionatisation tfiat are inherent in the
way that penal tife is constracted.

Claire
about the second montii its 'me,me,me' untU I pointed out.. and Len would be one of the
most unseUish persons on earth - at two months I felt 'everythings going out, nothing's
coming back' especiaUy if the man doesn't use letters or phone calls. Prison reaUy does bring
out the chauvinistic in them.

Olive
They do become accustomed totiiejaU ,Ufe. my son said he could stay tiiere anodier ten
years He's got his own ceU, his video, his TV his littie BreviUe. He's paid for aU tiiat. He
works. Now and again I'll put $10 m his property, or I'U take hmi m some socks and
undies

Teresa

I get worried. He gets worried and he gets angry when I get upset. So I have to hide my
feelings. My husband doesn't understand. He's been in there so long. He really doesn't
understand. He thinks his feeUngs are wrong. His normal feeUngs because tiiey're
rubbished. When tiiey go insidetiiey'vegot to conform totiieinside mentaUty. Then he's
closes off to me. He thinks his feeUng are wrong. They have these kinky ways of making
them feel their normal feeUngs are wrong

Ray
I feel bitter. After a whUetiieman inside becomes more oriented totiiepeople inside. After aU die
effort of visiting and contact I feel as if it's wasted. I feel bitter about that
There has been an extensive titerature on institutionatisation and tinprisonment
following on from Goffman's analysis of total institutions. Kemp, Cheron et al.
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summarising tiiis literature in their report for the N.S.W. Department of Cortective
Services, reflected tiie reformist technological arguments curtent tii North America
and in Europe a decade eartier. They argued that tiistimtionatisation results from the
routinisation of prison life and from the pressures to conform to the prison system
and to be 'a good prisoner'. Imprisonment then, paradoxically, leads to
'regression' and undermines the prisoner's chances of making it once he is released.
Theti report argued that visiting was an antidote for this pathological aspect of
imprisonment. However they also point to the evidence in the literature that there is a
crisis point sometime between 18 months and two years when the prisoner becomes
'emotionally inaccessible'. Theti concem was that this withdrawal 'weakened the
marital ties' and the loss of the fantily as a key element in the 're-integration' of the
prisoner into normal social life.

The introduction of less intimidating visiting conditions in the new maximum security
prison at Parklea followed the publication of this report.^^ However there was littie
alteration to the punitive atmosphere of visiting at the older maximum security gaols.
Moreover Paramatta, the gaol which was closed with the opening of the new more
humane maximum security gaol at Parklea, was reopened after a short time, to soak
up the increase in the prison population. This variation in visiting conditions then
adds another layer of control into the relationship between domestic and penal life.

10. 'Emphasised femininity' as control: the contradictions of
femininity as commitment to, and against, ideologies of class and
gender

The feminist materialist analyses of caring work emphasize that that work has to be
understood in terms of the symbotic bonds that hold the caring relationship
^^ It would be wrong to imply thattiiereport caused die changes, his more probabletiiattiiereport and
the improved visiting conditions were both facets of a more general diffuse reorientation to the
relationship beteen domestic and penal Ufe with N.S.W. lagging a decade behind the USA in this
reformist stance
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together.^3 'Women are controlled to be the social controUers' through theti
identification with the private sphere of reproductive life.

Chapter two outiined the way that this gendered identification was sociaUy
constracted through the social poUcies and practices of the itineteenth and especially
the early twentieth century with the policies of the Welfare State having
contradictory effects on women . On one hand they mitigated the gross inequalities
that resulted from way that the reconstracted relationship between productive and
reproductive life occiured within laissez faire capitalism but these poticies and
practices of productive tife also entrenched women more deeply into the 'emphasised
femininity' of wife and mother in a home constituted as an increasingly private
sphere of reproduction.

Women's dependence then resulted from economic and social policies in the public
and private spheres. At the same time, in this historicaUy specific form of family
relationship constracted as a particular nexus between caring and dependence, the
work of caring became central to women's lives and to women's definitions of
tiiemselves. The controls upon women to be the caring controllers were both
externally and intemally imposed.

The intemaUsation of self as what Connell calls an 'emphasized fentininity'^ that
developed out of this segregation of private and public spheres was reworked in the
cultural packages marketed in consumer capitalism. Altiiough tiiis reconstitution of
femininity placed greater emphasis on receptive sexuatity, comptiance and caring
remained basic themes around which femininity was constracted. However tiie
stractural changes of tiiis era, particularly those which drew women into tiie paid work
labour market, have also meant that some women have access to a wider range of

63 Graham (1983) p.29
^ Robert W. ConneU (1987) pp.183-188
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choices tii interpreting femtiiinity. Nevertheless, it is 'emphasized femininity' that can be
exploited in the State's use of tiie caring work of women for those people made marginal
to productive tife. At the same time it is through the work of caring that women,
otherwise isolated from social life, are able to achieve a sense of self fulfilment.

In

(jraham's influential 1983 article, she emphasized that tiie analysis of domestic labour
has to bring together the econontic and the psychological dimensions of caring: 'caring
is the constitutive activity through which women achieve theti femininity and agatiist
which masculinity takes shape.'^^

In this conceptualisation of femininity, caring creates a sense of 'meaning, value and
significance' through the experience of feeling needed. However there is some
question about how essential this is to women's experience of being a woman. Other
studies of caring work indicate that femininity can be constituted in other ways tiiat
place women at less risk of exploitation. Ungerson in her empirical study of carers of
aged dependents, makes the distinction between the women who are caught by the
externally and internaUy imposed controls that exploit their domestic obtigation to
care, and the women who avoid this obligation. ^^ It was largely the carers' greater
economic and material powerlessness that placed them at risk of the obtigation to
care.^^ Similarly Betsy Wearing's analysis of the 'ideology of mothering' indicates
that it was women with least economic power who were most at risk of being
controlled by the intematisation of a commitment to unpaid nurturing and caring.^^

Moreover there is some evidence that it is domesticity rather than gender that is
significant in constituting caring work as 'natural' labour, in both the extemal and the
internal control over the people providing that work. In Briggs' study, in England

65 Graham (1985) p.l7
66 Ungerson (1987)
67 Ungerson(1987) pp.142-143
68 Wearing (1984) p. 200
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til the 1980s, just over a quarter of the carers of elderly relatives were men.69
Altiiough Pascall cites an E.O.C study tiiat tiidicates that women carers get less
extemal support and do more, and physically harder work, in caring for adult
dependents,70 in both Briggs' study, and in the work by Ungerson, tiwas
domesticity ratiier than gender that was the significant factor in tiie amount of extemal
support that the carers received.^i The least support was provided to young married
women carers, witii married daughters receiving considerably less state provision,
tiian unmarried carers, male or female.72 In addition Ungerson found that women
carers were much more likely than men to be motivated by 'duty' rather than 'love'.^^

There seems then to be dynamic relationship between

(i) economic powerlessness and/or domestic status
(ii) the commiunent to unpaid nurturing work, and
(tii) the exploitation by the state of that commiunent, tiirough a series of social
poticies tiiat foster women's caring role at the same time as they restrict tiie
carers' access to material resources.

The way this dynamic is worked out in the labour of caring for men made marginal to
productive life tiirough imprisonment, is especially contradictory.

The loss of the

'breadwinner' through imprisonment has paraUels with other forms of separation
through divorce or death that contrast with the position of women who have the
obligation to do the day to day work of caring for invalid or aged adults.
Nevertheless, the obligation to maintain contact with the man in gaol imposes
restrictions on women's time and labour that are similar to the practical restraints
experienced by carers of dependents in the home. Imprisonment then would seem
69 Briggs (1987) Who Cares? pub. Association of Carers. Chatiiam. Kent, cited m Sara Arbler & Nigel
Gilbert (1989) pp. 116-117
'^ Equal Opportunity's Commission Carers & Services: A Comparison of Men and Women Caring for
Dependent Elderiv People. Manchester, cited in Pascal (1986) p.94-95
71 Arbler & Gilbert pp. 116-117
72 Arbler & Gilbert p. 117
73 Ungerson (1987) pp. 145-146 & ch. 5.
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to have an inbuilt complexity in the potential for increasing or decreasing women's
dependence.

Three recent feminist studies of the impact of penatity upon wives of prisoners have
centred theti focus on the extent to which imprisonment led to an inversion of these
dependent relationships of famtiy life.74 Their findtiigs indicate that there is no
simple picture of an overall inversion of dependencies when women are caught
between the two conflicting moralities of prison and home.

Geraldine Wilson talked to twelve wives of a specific group of prisoners in London,
short term prisoners most of whose sentences had resulted from offences related to
heavy drinking. Of these twelve women, seven had been battered by theti
husbands and for them prison meant primarily a 'rest from battering'.75 The other
five women found that imprisonment meant that they were able to gain more conurol
over theti own lives, with one wife buying a horse for herself and subsequentiy
starting a small horse stabling business, a move towards economic independence that
would have been out of the question had the husband not been imprisoned. This
article emphasizes the asociological feminist concem with women's independence
witiiin the family relationship, but only within the micro relationships of the family.
The work of Jones and S. Smith broadens the analysis and shows how gender and
class are tinked in the lives of women with obtigations to care for men tii prison.

Jones found that for some women imprisonment reversed aspects of dependence
especially in the emotional relationship between prisoners and their wives. The
husbands' imprisonment increased their emotional dependence on their wives and this
meant that the power to maintain or discontinue the marital relationship was shifted to the

74 Jones (1983) Geraldine Wilson (1984) S.Smith (1986)
75 Wilson (1984) pp. 172-175
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women who: exerted far more informed control over the decision about marital re-union
than they had over the original decision to marry'. '76

A major overall conclusion in this Victorian study of wives of long term prisoners
was that some women did come to control theti own lives in a more independent
fashion.77

However, although fifteen of the 35 women in that Victorian study

became the family 'breadwinners' during the man's imprisonment, this did not lead
to an uncomplicated reversal of the economic relationship of care and dependence.
The women who had previously regarded themselves as 'lucky' in having a
companionate relationship made what Jones calls the 'rational' decision to maintain
theti economic and emotional dependence on theti husbands to keep his place open.78
Jones makes the point that women's commitment to economic dependence was
reinforced by the range ofpenal practices and practitioners as well as the practicatities
of living in the welfare state as it was constituted in Victoria at that time.79 The social
policies, the social workers, the husbands and significant others all '

acted to

maintain the wives' financial dependence even when the wives themselves questioned
it'

This meant that 'the wives were stiU controUed by tiieir financial dependence even
after their husband's departure'.^^

Whilst in the early 1980s, in the complex layering of penal discourses that
constituted penatity in N.S.W., the Cortectional Services Department was
discussing ways of supporting women who wanted to 'keep the husbands place
open',^1 Carole Johns experience of being married to a long term prisoner in N.S.W.
76 Jones(1983) p.522
77 Jones(1983) p.200
78 Jones pp. 499-500 The women whose husbands' 'manliness' had previously been based either on his
overt control over the wife or on his success in work or business gained in competence during die
shift in relationships during imprisonment.
79 Jones p.201
80 Jones p.201
81 Kemp etal. (1982)
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at that time was made more difficult because prison officers encouraged her to
separate from her husband. 82 Paradoxically then Carole Johns points out that she had
to fight to retain her relationship with her husband.

Sue Smith's research originated from her own experience as a prisoner's wife. From
her own standpoint of having gained some independence from this experience, she
started out in her research to elaborate on this aspect of the dynamic of family and
penal power. Nevertheless, in her conversations with 27 women with family
obligations to men imprisoned in England, she found that there was littie eagemess
on their part to exchange theti economic and emotional dependence on theti husbands
for greater independence.
Only 8% of the women preferred their new independence and wished to maintain it even
when their partner was released. The majority voiced an overwhelming longing to 'Let him
take over everything again. 83

Smith shows how inequatities of gender and class are condensed as they are played out in
the penal sphere and makes the point that even the women who are forceful and articulate
feel powerless to challenge the limitations and responsibilities placed on them because of
their political 'invisibiUty' and social isolation.84 Like Hounslow et al. in N.S.W. in
1982, she argues that in order to overcome the loss of confidence brought about by the
gross material and social punishments of being a wife or parent of a prisoner, what is
needed is a form of state intervention centred around a point of advice, support and
information for prisoners' families. She found an overwhelnting destie amongst the
women she talked with for this form of State intervention.85

It was in the era of consumer capitalism, prior to the retreat from welfare, from the late
1960s to the early 1980s, when there was an expansion of political protests challengtiig
82
83
84
85

Carole Johns (1980) p. 14
Smitii (1986 a.) p. 12
Smitii (1986 a) p.l3.
Smitii (1986 a.) pp. 8-9
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a range of consffaints and inequalities, that in London, Sydney and in all the 'prison
cities' in the Netherlands, tiiere developed small groups of women with family
obligations to prisoners, who attempted to provide this form of support for each other.
In London the South London Wives Group was estabUshed in 1965.86 In Sydney,
Carole Johns was one of the founder members of the Families of Prisoners Associations
til 1977.87 The major material and social burdens that are tinposed on partners of
prisoners, and the very dynamics of prison life, however, mean that self support groups
depend on the energies of a small number of especially committed women unless there is
some level of extemal support.88 In the words of the 1982 Children of Imprisoned
Parents Report'too often self help groups are expected to be self -annihilation groups.'^^

Of these three groups only one is still in operation. This is the Belangengroepen
Vrouwen van Gedetineerden in the Netherlands. It is funded by the Netherlands
probation service but operates autonomously in a network of small groups in each of
the prison cities in the country.^^ The history of the Famities of Prisoners
Association is detailed in chapter five. The South London Wives Group is no longer
in operation. The Prisoners' Wives Group, a more recent London organisation,
funded by the Greater London Council and the Home Office, was based in tiie
visitors centre at Pentonville prison untti the opposition of the prison officers led to
its removal to a basement room close to Pentonville prison.^^ However the G.L.C.
funding was cut in 1986.^2

86 Crostiiwaite. (1975) p.275
87 Hounslow et al. (1982) p.7
88 Hounslow et al (1982) p. 150 and Smitii (1986 a.) p.9 Victor Blankarvoorc (1986) one of tiie
initiators oftiieRelaues van Gedetineerden organisation in Amsterdam (in personal conversation)
89 Hounslow et al. p. 149
^ Relaties van Gedetineerden (1986)
9^ In conversation witii 'Pauline' and 'Gloria' the two organisers of the group January, 1986
92 In the U.S.A. the 'Women in Crises' group in New York and the 'Connections' groups in Chicago and
San Fransicisco have been providing practical help and action centres for famiUes of prisoners since
the early 1970s. However there is an emphasis on developing 'adaptive' skiUs of coping in tiie
Uterature on these groups ratiiertiianpolitical skiUs of negotiation.Mary Schwartz & J Weintraub
(1974) pp. 25-26
^
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AU of these accounts^^ emphasis the fragiUty of the group-based resistances of
women in the population 'families of prisoners', to the grosser impacts of
imprisonment on themselves and theti families.

One other form of resistance to the control of femininity is for the outside carer to give
up the relationship with the prisoner, to reject the family obtigation to care. Nancy
Anderson found that the response to the imprisonment of theti husbands for fourteen
of the 55 women interviewed in Victoria in the mid 1960s was that they 'were
pleased to see his backside'.^^ The loss of family relationships (i.e. the loss of the
unpaid work of the outside carer) is especially probable in the case of long term
prisoners.95 One argument has been that it is the institutionatisation of the prisoner
and his emotional turning away from the partner or parent outside that leads to this
break up.96 However this is not necessarily an easy option for the women outside.
Both the London and the Netherlands groups found that severing the relationship with
the prisoner was one of the reasons that women needed support from the group.97
Jones also found that it was women who had wider social support who were able to
make this break.98 In the 1986 N.S.W. interviews one partner of a man constantiy
being artested and reimprisoned found that the women's group in the women's'
refuge, together with the Al Anon, gave her the support she needed to be able to
redefine tiie caring and dependent relationship she was caught up in:
Katherine
Five children. Husband imprisoned several times in past fourteen
years
My husband..attended A.A. and I went along to a few meetings of Al Anon and one lady said
'you're not to blame and he's using you as an excuse. ' and Icome to beUeve U because
there weretimeswhen the kids weren't even around so he'd still usetiiatexcuse 'that I had to
drink because I wastiiinkingabout you all the time" I was lUce a child.. spoke to and
spoken to and do what I'm told . Now I can stand up and I can say 'No', you know, just
tiiroughtillsfriend's advice. ...This time 12 montiis ago I'd have been too frightened to even
mention not going up totiiejaU and visit him. ...while he's in jail I was frightened,tiiathe
could do anythingtiiere,it was when he come home. There's alwaystiiattiireattiiathe was
going to kill me if ever I left him
Its hard to let go. Everyone said you know for die
93 this is not a necessarily definitive account of all 'family of prisoners' groups. The very characteristics
of the groupstiiatmaketiiemfragile also meanstiiatthey are relatively mvisible
94 Nancy Anderson (1965) p. 19.
95 Jan Aitidn & Glenda artrell (1983)
96 Aiticin & Gartrell (1983 ) and Phillipa Merriman (1975)
97 in personal conversation (1986)
98 Jones p.433
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kids sake. That's one of the reasons why I let go for the kid's sake. I can't bear fortiiemto
see theU father abuse me in front of them.

Because wives separate from men during imprisonment this does not necessarily
mean tiiat those men are doing their time with no caring support from women.

Firstiy, one universal finding of the many reports of prison visiting is that ti is tiie
prisoner's mother who is the consistent carer. Mothering is the most powerful
manifestation of femininity as uninterested love. Whereas both men who are caught
up the recidivist cycle of artest and re-artest and men doing long term sentences are
likely to lose their original partner, it is the prisoner son/mother relationship which is
'the most durable'.99

Secondly, Ungerson describes the commitment to caring that femininity exposes
women to, as then outiasting the love that originally sustained it.^^o gj^e was talking
about the tending work of caring for aged or invalid adults but this commitment is
evidenced too in the work of caring for men in gaol. The 1982 Children of
Prisoners Report records that women separated from men before imprisonment are
among those who do the work of visiting and maintaining his contact with his
chtidren whilst he is in prison. ^^^

Thtidly, some men are able to establish new family relationships with other partners.

Katherine
its hard to let go (after deciding to separate from her husband in jail for domestic
violence) Everyone said, you know, for the kid's sake. That's one of die reasons why I let
go for the kid's sake. I can't bear for them to seetiieirfather abuse me in front oftiiem....
It's hard though. It's difficult. No matter what you saytiieirfatiierstiiebest.... he's
already got (another) girl friend... his girifriendlives at Badiurst in die same house witii me
Oaughing)

99 Frances Lovejoy and Eve Barboza (1987) in their review of die 'famUies of prisoners' literature.
^00 Ungerson (1987) pp 144-146 & ch. 5.
101 Hounslow et al. p. 26-27
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Whilst imprisonment can reverse some aspects of the caring-dependent relationship,
Jones found that the several injustices that men suffered, especially in the early
period of arrest, sentencing and segregation, served to shake women's initial belief in
the legal penal system and in doing this reinforced the women's support for the man.
They redefined their husbands as victims of an inhumane and over harsh
punishment. 102 This process emphasized theimportanceof the women's
commitment to the work of caring. 1^3 Several of the women in N.S.W. said that they
had experienced this same reappraisal. They had usually condoned the general
principle that their son or partner should be punished by the State.

Olive Son in prison for second time
I thinktiieyshould have to pay for what they do wrong. Eventiioughit might hurttiiefamUy
. If they didn't you wouldn t be safe to walk anywhere. They should go to prison but they
should be segregated the 18 and 19 year olds from the otiiers He went through a morbid
stagetiiatthe world was all against nim and I said 'Well you make the world. You've got to
Uve by the rules and the world doesn't owe you a living so you've got to get out of that, and
starttiiinkingabout it'
Beth Office supervisor, met her partner - a prison activist - after his
imprisonment
I used to think that the way crims react to screws was wrong
I'm still a square head
too

M a r g e r y Son arrested for a drugs charge
....I'm glad he's caught. I'd ratiier he was was caught tiian dead....

Cheryl Partner arrested for a murder of which he was innocent
I beUeved in die law for such a longtime,and it was taken awayfromme in just one night (of
die arrest)

However the implementation of that punishment especially through the eartier
moments of artest, sentencing, early imprisonment and classification, and in the later
semi judicial processes of applying for early release was so manifestly unjust in theti
eyes that they reassessed their own position vis a vis the State

102 Jones (1983) pp. 285-297
103 Jones (1983) p. 300
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Margery
Going to the court you've got to go down the step with the poUce man and his baU conditions
have got to be reaci out to you and he was looking over, looking over Thomas's figures. He
(the poUceman) was going liketiiis,liketiiis..witii that look on his face astiioughto say 'o
what a lad, o fancy him getting away' I said 'do you know addiction's a disease'/ he said
'the only good junkies a dead one, the only one who won't use again is a dead one
... yes, and he was a lovely handsome young policeman and Itiiought'O, isn't it sad' and I
said 'have you ever been to a Narcotics Anonymous meeting?' and he said 'aagh, I've got
better things to do' I said 'why are you a policeman' he said'lady, I'm in it for the money'
O, it was just his whole attitude. He was like .... he didn'tfreatme as vermin, but as if
Terry was"

Femininity then has a double potential. It can commit women to greater labours of
nurturing work but it does not necessarily mean that women do not act as agents
making some attempts for control in their own tives. The work of caring for the
prisoner involves women in contesting, at an individual level, the class inequalities
that are mediated through the control of the State. However even though theti
experience meant that they re-identified the penal situation as one of unequal power,
the sense of injustice that this evoked usuaUy meant that women became more
committed to the individual work of caring for, or acting as advocates for, the man
in gaol. However some women specifically identified collectivity as a possible basis
for change. It was Cheryl Matthews experience of the injustices meted out to Bemie
Matthews that led to her commitment to the Prisoners Action Group.

Similarly

Betii's contact with Bemie Matthews and her own experience of her partners unjust
treatment drew her into greater contact with prisoner activism and the need to defend
the rights for greater prisoner-family contact tiiat had been fought for in the 1970s

Beth

Box visits ..tiiey'redreadful. That's a regular visit. They don't have to give you a contact
visit. People have fought to get that. Andtiiat'sonly recent. Intiielast five years, I'd say

Cheryl Matthews experience of tiie injustices of policing in the period of arrest was
shared by other women and in Tricia's experience the concem for her partner was so
strong as to provoke a class response:

Tricia
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the police at Penrith ... what I'd like to do is to get a whole lot of women who are in the
same position as me, gettiiemaltogetiier and picket Penrith poUce station, just to bring it out
into the open what goes on there
there are a lot of... women who know, who've been
through what I've been through. Penrith station, is bad, Sergeant X ... there are a lot of
women who know ....

However there are both pushes and puUs for collectivity and co-operation between
women in the same situation. Having a partner inside gaol means people are
especially likely to want to preserve a sense of being different to other wives:

Dulcie
But you have to be careful who you talk to - our husbands are white coUar criminals - some of
those women you wouldn't want to associate with

Other women deUberately resist this initial feeling of being different and emphasize
the bond that the situation creates:

Beth
When you visit the same jail for a long period oftimeand you seetiiesame faces, its quite
easy to strike up a friendship, and part of me backs off, saying I don't want to, because
something inside me keeps saying 'Leonard and 1 are different' and the other part of me - I've
given lifts to people going to jail and going back...I think women intiiatsituauon do have a
bond, its an unspoken bond, tiiey understand the situation where a normal square head
(wouldn't) and Im still a square head too ..

Maintaining support for the man inside can also mean isolation. The especial
emotional pressures on imprisoned men can mean that he demands an exclusive
loyalty that excludes contact with other women:

Audrey

My husband doesn't want me to get too friendly witii the other men's wives, but if I didn't
come here to die Family Support Centre I wouldn't be able to manage. He doesn't realise .,
it's only by talking to ElisaDetii and the otiier women here tiiat I get to know .. its
information that's important...

Imprisonment intensifies the potential for emotional blackmati between carer and
dependent that other carers of dependent relatives experience. 104 The extraordinary
material and emotional pressures on women as well as the social isolation tiiherent

104 Finch (1989) p.209
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til being a prisoner's partner can undermine attempts to act collectively. Betty
Hounslow et al in describing the pressures on the five women who started the
Families Of Prisoners Association in the late 1970s
(in all) self help groups
individuals wear themselves out, sacrificing personal needs to
die group cause, "bum out' rates are high. The usual problems of nonftndedcommunity
organisations were compounded in FOPA by die contmual emotional and material strain
which, of necessity, characterised die lives of its members. As well, 'prison-wives' have
more than the normal demand on theirtimeand energy. Maintaining a relationship with a man
inside is atimeconsuming business. Energy levels are quickly depleted.lO^

The material and econontic burdens however can became the basis for the coUective
action. Esther was one of the women who had met her partner during his
tinprisonment. That is to say she was one of the women who had made a rational
decision to provide the labour of caring for an imprisoned man. Her commitment to
femininity in terms of a commitment to providing uninterested nmturing and care for a
prisoner was clearly also associated with a sense of control and agency not
comptiance:

Esther
Up at Cessnock I knew people that were going up there, I'd organise to meet them and we'd
aU jump in a cab and pay a certain amount each which cuts down die cost a lot Then we'd aU
share a caravan which as pretty good. Then when I bought a house up theretiieymoved in
some of them with me so It was pretty good. Everybody always got somewhere to stay there
even if they have to camp on the lounge room floor. At one stage we had 15 people there.
We had air mattresses all over the kitchenfloorall in the lounge room. The kids would come,
mn round, wake us up early in the moming ...and I had blokes at Cessnock write to me and
say 'can you put my lady up and we made a lot offriends,that way, we had a good time....I
love those people and they reel the same about metiiey'relike my own sisters and if I've got a
problem I want to talk about all I've got to do is go to them.

Ten per cent of the long term prisoners in the Aitkin and Gartrell study had
estabUshed theti relationship with theti partners whilst they were in prison. 106 Six
of the women in these interviews had met the prisoner after he had gone to gaol. This
comrrtitment to take on the work of caring for someone even without any earlier nonimprisonment experience of being together and establishing a loving relationship
indicates the strength of the force of femininity and domesticity on women. It is

105 Hounslow et al. (1982) p.l49
106 Aitidn and GartreU (1983) p.6
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tinportant to emphasize here that it was these six women who were among the most
articulate and forceful in their work of supporting the man inside by mediating,
negotiating and contesting the inequalities of penality. Feminiitity then is not
necessarily constituted as compliance. The ambivalence of family life, that it can act
as a source of control yet also be the basis for resistance is clearly demonstrated in the
work of women like Beth and SaUy and Esther who took on the labour of loving
after their partner had been imprisoned. Theti especiaUy determined commitment to
femininity then locked them into the conttadictory roles of being moral controUers
but also their partners' primary advocates in contesting the injustices ofpenal life.

Feminist analysis has been described as confronting the false ordering of reality that
is based on the dualisms of modemist social science: for example of
individual/society, of agency/structure. 107 These dichotomies rest on the principle of
a unitary standpoint of individual agency, whereas women's experiences, as are
those of other minority groups, are embedded in more manifestly multiple and self
contradictory identities. Agency in orthodox social science has been associated with
the heroics of bourgeois individuatism.

However the moral hierarchies of Rawls,

Maslow, and Kohlberg have little explanatory value in tiiterpreting the contradictions
of the complex moralities which women such as Esther, Katherine, SaUy, Cheryl or
Beth experience in theti day to day lives as individuals with family obUgations to
imprisoned men.

Conclusion: the complexity of control
Foucault's description of the prison as a configuration of the four elements: the
punitive, the disciptinary, the network of knowledge and the reproduction of
crimtiiaUty is clearly appUcable to the penal system as it operates in N.S.W. The
complexity of the contradictions of control that develop out of this configuration
107 Yeatman (1990) p.l5
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becomes even more condensed in that social space in which domesticity and penatity
intersect.

Prisons are sites of institutionalised violence. They constitute the social space where
ascendancy of one group of menios over the other is expticitiy and legitimately based
on bmte power. Moreover in countties that are not at war the legal penal sphere is
the only site in which rational morality can be legitimately expressed as the physical
coercion of one group of men over another. In Genevieve Lloyd's examination of the
connections between the masculinity of war and the mascuUnity of the ideals of
citizenship in the Western philosophical tradition she describes 'the state's capacity
to wage war as the ultimate source of the self conscious individuality of its citizen...
...' because to be ready to die in war is to achieve the final victory of rationality as
domination over nature.

It is not surprising then that the era of Australian history following the withdrawal of
troops from Vietnam was also the era of an increasing militarization of potice and
prison Ufe. This reconfiguration of power, morality and rationatity coincided too
with the reshaping of the famitial political economy both in Australia and in the U.K.
when the restructuring of the labour market increased the proportion of workers
marginal to productive life. Moreover this period was also the era of an increasing
commodification of daily life with its parallel emphases upon the values of
consumerism and impetuous destie. In chapter two the argument was made from the
review of the literatures on domesticity and penality, that tiiis restmcturing of the
wider familial politic economy was associated with the reshaping of penaUty as a
complex combination of 'soft' community controls, and 'hard' militarised
imprisonment.

108 Although the domestication of N.S.W. prisons has led to the employment of some women in
custodial, corrective and administrative positions, mascuUnity is die continuing dominant
characteristic of prison life in N.S.W.
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Witii the militarization of the legal penal sphere, the deaths of prison officers and
policemen on duty, however rare, take on a major symbotic importance.

In tiieti

deaths they achieve a public significance far beyond that accorded to pubtic figures of
higher pubtic status, meriting funeral attendances of exu-aordinary pomp and
splendour. They symbolise the willingness of all policemen and prison officers to
face death in theti day to day interactions with the 'enemy within'. Their deaths
U-ansform aU prisoners however mild into potential killers. The prison is constituted
as the site, not only of the denial of citizenship to the prisoner but the achievement of
the highest form of citizenship to prison officers as representatives of the State.
Inversely prisoners who have killed prison officers, for example, Darcy Dugan or
Peter Schneider, take on major symboUc power invoking instant poUtical activity by
the police and prison officer unions over any minor shifts in theti categorisation as
anything other than dangerously threatening killers. Brown and Zdenkowsky indicate
that this process of myth making extends out into the wider social world. They detail
the way that Darcy Dugan became 'open slather for the yellow press' which
transformed him into the icon, 'the enemy within'. The point they emphasize is that
when Dugan attempted to sue for defamation over some of the grosser false press
reports, the full High Court, (with only the one dissension. Justice Murphy)
deprived him of his legal status to sue. 'He ceased to be a legal subject'109

Lloyd emphasizes the way that domesticity, in the intertwining themes of ethical selfconsciousness, death and gender, in Westem tiberal thought becomes both 'what is
left behind' and 'what is drawn in'.

These contradictory processes are very evident

in the way that domesticity is incorporated into the penal sphere. The discourse of
prison life as the sphere of courage and physicality coexists, and very uneastiy, with
the altemative interpretation of penality as the site of the scientific management of
reformation. Nevertheless the post Nagle confrontations between the representatives
of the two schools in the N.S.W. penal system indicate that the inttoduction of a
109 Brown & Zdenkowski p.294
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separate set of specialist experts in the field of human management has paradoxicaUy
reinforced rather than undermined the relationship between prisoners and prison
officers as that of soldiers and enemies.

In this increasingly condensed contradiction between the two moratities (domestic
and legal-penal) that underpins the reproduction of the social relationships of
corporate consumer capitalism, the experiences of women who do the work of
reproducing the 'self of men degraded by the punishment of imprisonment becomes
an extraordinarily condensed version of the duality of social control that impinges on
the day to day lives of all women: that they are socially controlled to be the
controllers.

The prison, as the site of the contradictory discourses of segregation, cortection
and normalisation, is part of the wider network ofpenal control comprising a range
of forms of surveillance and 'care' operating out in the community. In the
experiences of women caught between the two moralities, the famitial obligation to
care and control imposes further contradictions on theti daily tives as partners or
parents of men on bail, parole, probation, day release or home imprisonment. The
way that the contradictory experiences of penality and domesticity are reworked
when punishment is extended to men outside of the institutional prison is examined in
the following chapter.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

LABOURING, LOVING, CONTROLLING: domesticity

and

'community

control'

Marriage and famUy are tiie most effective correctional institutions we have.l

Introduction
Chapters five to seven indicate that Foucault's version of the prison, as a configuration
of the four elements: the punitive, the disciplinary, the network of knowledge and the
reproduction of criminatity, is applicable to the penal system as it operates in N.S.W.not
only in the day to day lives of men in prison but also in the extension of the
contradictions of punishment to the parents and partners of imprisoned men. These
fotu- elements of penality also interweave but in an even denser configuration in the
experiences of women who have the obligation to care for prisoners doing time outside
of the walls of the gaol.

Increasingly, over the period from 1960 to the late 1980s the moral sphere of
domesticity was becoming incorporated into the moral sphere of penality in N.S.W. in
more manifest forms. This chapter reviews the literaturetiiatdemonsttates that the site of
social conu-ol in N.S.W. was more and more likely to be the home in terms of both the
numbers andtiierelative rates of people under some form of penal control and
survetilance.

John Braithwaite(1989) p.91.
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There are two models of the relationship between the prison and the home that form the
differentframeworksfor describing the dynarrtics of this new partnership between the
two incompatible spheres of moratity - penality and domesticity. The difference
between the two perspectives can be graphicaUy presented as a contrast between a
untiinear and a feedback model of social control.

Models of social control
The relationship between the Home and the Prison

I. The techno-reformist Unear model

HOME

PRISON

->

Segregative

->

^

Corrective Normalising
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n
The radical critique of penality posits the relationship between the two
spheres as having a cyclical component: an 'iatrogenic feedback loop' between prison
and home^

PRISON

HOME

Chapter two referted to Cohen's introduction of the term 'feedback loop' to describe the
relationship between control in the community and imprisonment. He describes the
increase in the use of community based cond-ols through afishingnet analogy.
However a more useful metaphor in the case of families of men on parole, probation or
other forms of home based surveillance in N.S.W. might be to describe the home as a
'fishing pond', with homes and local neighbourhoods of ex-prisoners making
particularly useful catchment areas for thefishingexpeditions of policemen. The relative
merits of the two models are examined through the accounts of the twenty seven women
who have had some experience oftivingwith men on conditional liberty. However prior
to investigating the impact of the expansion of penaUty into the home as it affected the
day to day lives of women as partners or parents of sentenced men this chapter outtines
the various forms of extensions ofpenal control as they have occurted in N.S.W. in the
past three decades.

2 S. Cohen (1985) pp. 55-56
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The extension of penal control outside of prison walls in N.S.W. 1950s
to 1980s
General
The untiinear model is the dominant paradigm framing the official discourses of penal
control in N.S.W. The'modem'form of penal control as a finely graded series of
punishment based upon detailed distinctions of times and hours that can be spent either
inside or outside of prison walls has been a feature of penal change from the 1950s. It is
common for liberalist histories of penality to locate parole as part of the continuing
history of community based controls since the ticket of leave days of the Ftist Fleet.^
The description of the constitution of the two spheres of social control outiined in
chapter two however indicates that the extension of punishment and control into the
streets and homes of everyday life took on a specific form in the period of consumer
capitaUsm and the retreat from welfare that characterised the famiUal poUtical economy of
the 1950s to the 1980s.

There were several ways in which penality extended outside of prison waUs in N.S.W.
by the early 1980s. These included:

Back End programmes:

Day Leave
Work Release I
Work Release H (Home Release)
Parole
Release on License
After care Probation

3 Loma Bradwell (1972) Ivan Vodanovich (1988)
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Front end programmes or alternatives to imprisonment:

Probation
Community Service Orders
Day Attendance Centres
Periodic Detention
Bati

The various programmes were introduced with varying degrees of contestation. Theti
introduction or remodification represent a series of victories or failures in the several
battles between the liberal reformists of the rational scientific management school ofpenal
control and the less cohesive group of potiticians, judiciary, penal administrators, or
energetic pressure groups who loosely comprise the 'law and order' school tii the State."^
Very often the key decisions about theti introduction or modification were made not on
the basis of clearly spelt out ideological positions but as a result of ad hoc decision
making as responses to specific political crises.
It is in the debates over the introduction or modifications of these programmes that the
assumptions about the contradictoriness or the complementarity of domestic and penal
life as the two spheres of social conu-ol can be disentangled. The ways that these official
discourses then coincide or conflict with the experiences of women caught in the social
space where the two spheres intersect is examined through the accounts of the twenty
three women whose partners or sons have undergone some form of 'community
control'.

^ there was a third more radical group of protagonists in this era comprising prisoner action groups and
their outside supporters. However their impact was felt mairtiy in terms of the way the more powerful
scientific or legaustic audiorities responded to them rather than mtiieUdirect control over penal
poUcies and practices. Janet Chan cites Zimring's commenttiiat'penal reform was dramaUcally
demonstrated by prisoners, inteUectually strengthened by Uberal academics, and opportunistically
exploited by law and order politicians' Chan (1986. p 446)
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General
There were two key eras in the constmction of the new partnership between prison and
home as the two sites of punitive survetilance in N.S.W.

The first from the 1950s to

the mid 1960s reflected the optintistic positivism and the importance of the scientific
rationatists. The significant term characterising the ideology underpiiming this era was
'rehabilitation'. Through the promise of a reduction in recidivism by a focus on the
individual psychological characteristics of the offender the 'human scientists' made a
major influence on penal poticies that increasingly Uiticed the prison and tiie home, firstiy
through the corrective and especially the normatising moments within prison and then
through the extension of penal surveillance out in 'the community' which in the majority
of cases meant the prisoner's day to day life at work and in the home. 'Rehabilitative'
principles of the normalising processes within prison, and the extension of conttol after
prison, were linked explicitly by the Superintendent of Berrima Training Centre in 1949:
'To release these prisoners without some form of further guidance is tike pmning and
cultivating a tree until it prontises to bear ftuit and then neglecting if .^

The network of knowledges and psychologically oriented practices comprising the
'rehabilitative' discourses were designed to extend from pre-sentence, through
imprisonment and into the 'after-care' of people defined as offenders. Initially in this
period it was assumed tiiat there would be perfect accord between the legal rational
authority of the judiciary and the scientific rational control of the executive :
...judges feel deeply the responsibiUty of sentencing men and women without adequate
information as to die background, die upbringing, tne education and die mental condition of such
persons. All these data will be available to judges before die sentencing of convicted persons,
but more than that, the scheme will embrace after-care and supervision of persons on probation
for any period^

1950/1951 was a key year in the estabtishment of this orientation. In that year prisoner
after-care, adult probation and the Parole Board were all estabtished.^ Frank Hayes^
^ Frank Hayes (1987) p.l9 citing tiie Report of the Comptroller-General of Prisons 1949-50 p.6
^ response made by the current Attorney General, 27th September, 1950 cited in Hayes (1987) pp.20-21
'' Hayes (1987) p. 18
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sensitive reflections on the initial introduction of parole in 1951 convey the atmosphere
of the discourses surrounding the beginnings of the scheme: a betief that Austratia was
lagging behind the more 'progressive' penal systems of America,^ a commitment to
case work based on a cloudily defined professionalism, lo a betief in rehabiUtation
through individual effort, n the justification for building up dossiers of information on
the positivistic basis of the promise of the potential moral redemption of the offender,!^
the constitution of the main stmcture of the service as the mobiUsation of voluntary
community based resources, i^ an acute sense of the practical limitations of working
within a penal authority oriented to segregation in which, for example, the function of
the ftist two parole officers was at ftist believed to be that of PayroU Officers, i"* Hayes
indicates too that parole was constituted as an inferior form of profession in that the first
two parole officers (he and one other) had previously failed in their application to join
the probation service. On their appoindnent in 1950/51 they had:
had no experience in dealing with criminal offenders. They knew notiiuig of instiUitional
life, nor of working within a public service bureaucracy, especiaUy one where authority and
control were imperatives ... (they) held a belief that most individual offenders .. in the long run
could make good if encouragement, and relevant practical help backed by community support was
available
1^

His autobiographical account emphasizes the liberal individuaUsm in this remedial
approach and from this period on there was a sense of parole as representing a
UberaUsm embattied within an antagonistic conservative and punitive organisation, tiiat
continued into the 1970s naming of the welfare space in Long Bay as Camelot.

By the late 1960s and early 1970s however the promise but not the authority of the
scientific managers was being undermined as the academic and administrative debates

^ Frank Hayes was one of the first two parole officers in N.S.W.
9 Hayes (1987) p. 21 (Parole was estabUshed in the U.S.A. in 1910)
10 Hayes (1987) p.20 & p. 23
11 Hayes (1987) p.22
12 Hayes (1987) p.21
13 Hayes (1987) p.23
14 Hayes(1987) p. 23
15 Hayes (1987) p.22
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about penal control in N.S.W. reflected the impact of the American and Eiu-opean
discourses exemplified by the powerful two words of Martinson's critique ofpenal
positivism: 'nothing works'. The N.S.W. experience also paralleled the dynamics of
the overseas prison experiences as the prisoner struggles within tiie gaols 'blew tiie
cover on the 'rehabititative ideal'i^

However in the second era, from the late 1960s on, the scientific managers were able to
retain their claims to authority within the legal penal sphere by reworking the debates
about recividism and rehabilitation awayfromcontrol over the individual in terms of his
earlier psychological predisposition to criminatity to the revised claim that they were able
to provide programmes of control over the offender that would ameliorate the
criminogenic effect of prison itself. It is notable that the major expansion ofpenal
control in N.S.W. occurted after this redefinition of scientific rationality. Thus the
N.S.W. experience neatiy reinforced Foucault's account of the way that knowledge and
power intersect in penal Ufe with the very failure of imprisonment reproducing the
conditions through which the experts are able to reassert their claims to authority.

Work release,

day leave, weekend leave

The work release programme introduced in N.S.W. in 1969 was heavilytiifluencedby
the schemes introduced twenty ortiiirtyyears eartier in the United States and Northem
Europe. 1^

By the late sixties however home leave and work release programmes were specificaUy
introduced as 'normalising' programmes to counteract the criminogenic and the
infanttiising aspects of imprisonment. In theti report on tife sentence prisoners two

1^ Zimring (1983) 'Sentencing Reform in the States: Lessons from die 1970s' m M Tonry & F. Zunnng
(eds.) Reform and Punishment University of Chicago Press. Chicage. p.l05 cited m Chan (1986)
p.446
1'^ M. Dewdney, K. Swaris & M, Miner (1981) p.2
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members of the Indeterminate Sentence Committeei^ cite the views of one gaol
superintendent that to manage to exist in prison these prisoners have to
learn to manipulate botii fellow inmates and die gaol system. In short tiiey have to leam a fair
amount of criminal behaviour - manipulating people, cheating, lying, standing over otiiers, etc. 1^

The same issue of the tension between segregation and reintegration is represented but
from a slightiy different perspective by one prisoner talking to Hounslow et al in the
1982 study of children of imprisoned parents: They belt you for nine years and
rehabiUtate you for the tenth^o

The normalising process is presented as a calculated and scientificaUy produced
programme necessitating two years of gradual and measured re-entty into 'the
community'.
From trials and past experience it has been found that gradual re-entry into the community should
be spread over approximately two years (that is from the fu-st day leave until fuU time work
release). If u is any shorter inmates suffer too much shock at die sudden changes in their Uves. If
it is any longer than two years then the pressure of being neither free nor imprisoned becomes too
great. ^1

Although the graduated releases through day leave and weekend leave were inu-oduced
within the treatment paradigm promoting 'reintegration', they were also quite explicitiy
legitimated within the discourses of punitive control. In the 1976 interstate conference on
penal philosophies and practices that had been organised in response to the prison crises
of the early 1970s, the 'home leave' schemes in New Zealand were recommended to
Australian penal administrators because '... home leave has tumed out, as we
expected, to have a strong controlling effect on the institutional conduct of inmates.22

1^
19
20
21
22

botii were former members at the time of tiie report
Jan Aitidn & Glenda GartreU (1983)
p.65
Aidrin & GartreU p. 136
W. Garrett. (1976) p.60.
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The work release programme expticitiy links the spheres of domesticity and penatity.
It is specificaUy domesticity in terms of the man's role as income earner providing for
his dependents that is central to the discourse here
(the) advantages (of the scheme) are best realized when men on work release are placed in jobs
carefully suited totiieirabilities and interests, when provision is made for home visits, when die
offender contributes towards his board at the institution and sends money to his dependents
thereby defraying some of die costs of prison administration, of social services to his famUy and
contributing to revenue in the form of income.23

The first three prisoners on whom the programme was initially based were aU 'married
with dependents'2^ and even after the selection criteria were widened and the number of
prisoners in the programme had grown to over 20, the prisoner described as being the
ideal candidate for entry into the work release programme was still defined as: 'a stable
family man with dependents

25

Domesticity, penality and moratity neatiy intersect as well in a 1980 change in the
programme when the previous 'unsupervised involvement of the inmates in community
groups' was compared unfavourably to this revised form of family involvement:
now church services are held at the old Church of St. Augustine witiiin the complex grounds by
chaplains from Long Bay on Saturday and Sunday afternoons, friends and relatives are permitted
to attend the services with inmates2^

It seems appropriate tiiat in this scheme which locates tiie reintegration of the prisoner
through waged work and a recommitment to the role of fantily breadwinner it is
Protestantism that legitimates the famtiy's entry into the prison.

What is prohibited in this 'normalising' programme however is access to the altemative,
more usual site for the celebration of family reunion, the 'pub'. As in all other forms of
works release programmes re entering the community in the N.S.W. scheme specifically
23 M Dewdney, K Swaris & M Miner p. 19, citingtiieinitial objectives of the scheme set out in the 1966
legislation.(my emphasis)
24 Dewdney etal.
25 Dewdney et al, p. 25
26 Dewdney et al. p. 25
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excludes re entering one of the most normal sites of communal tife. Jimmy Boyle
describes the risks of humitiation for the prisoner and his fantily when prisoners
celebrate theti conditional release back into the community by behaving normally in this
'normalising' phase of penality. On his entry to the Edinburgh work release prison one
of his fellow prisoners
... describestiiisparticular part of tiie sentence as 'mnningtiiegauntlet' He expands on this
saying that if a few minutes late on returning, or smelling of drink, you gettiirownin the
punishment cells. He described one occasion when it happened to him. He arrived back after a
couple of pints but took some mints to cover die smell tiiey took him totiiepunishment ceUs
and Kept him there overnight. ... on occasions they've been in a pub and a prison officer has
walked in and they've all ducked under die table. .. if any of them are witii their girlfriends. It is
embarrassing. 2"^

What seems clear then is that the 'normal' domestic life as it is constituted within the
programme does not mean 'normal' life as the prisoner and the woman who is the
partner or parent of the prisoner might interpret it. In the N.S.W. scheme in 1981
church going was allowed but 'community' otherwise extended only to the home, the
work place or these specifically defined forms of recreation and leisure that reflect a very
specific moraUty disguised as 'normality':
extensive community involvement was encouraged through provision of weekend leave to be
earned by participating in community service projects, organisation of sporting teams,
encouragement of evening education, attendance at local technical colleges, local church services or
district meetings of Alcoholics Anonymous.

Unsurprisingly then ti is a shift to ntiddle class values that is used as the criteria for
success in one of the evaluative studies that tiie N.S.W. report on work release
approvingly cites
two weU controlled research studies provide some preliminary data on the effectiveness of
particular work release schemes in cnanging inmate attitudes and behaviour. ..in Rorida in 1973
Waldo, Chiricos and Dobring concludeothat work release participants do not have significant^
better attitudes .. the attitudes that were studied comprised ... achievement motivation .. self
esteem and a shift from 'lower class' to 'middle class' orientations. 28

27 Boyle p.273
28 Dewdney et al. p 13.
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The nartOw interpretation of 'normality' as the change of prisoners' attitudes to a set of
values fitting to a 'middle class' Ufe style means tiiat tiie focus of the evaluation of work
release glosses over the extensive practical problems that partners or parents of prisoners
can face in this manifest intersection between penal and domestic tife. Whtist tiie report
on the N.S.W. Work Release Scheme, emphasized tiiat half of the prisoners 'were
favourably disposed' towards making payments to dependents, in the appendices of the
report (but included without any further comment or analysis) is the concem expressed
in a comment by the Superintendent of the scheme, that the income of tiie partner of the
prisoner can be in jeopardy as a result of the complex intersection between prison, social
security and domestic life brought about by this normalising moment of penaltiy.
Penality comprising segregation, correction then normalisation draws the prisoner into a
cycle of restriction from, access to, tiien resuiction from, waged work. The income
of the fantily outside then fotiows a parallel cycle but in this case the cycle is one of
dependence on social security, restriction on access to that form of material support
when the man's income from the work release scheme is supposed once again to become
the family's support, then once the period of imprisonment is at an end, and his wage
from the work release scheme is lost,29 the partner outside has to re apply once more for
fuU support from social security. In some cases this led to a lengthy period without
resources: 'Superintendent's evaluation of the (past) scheme - problems for prisoner:
on removal, the wife waits for six weeks for social security payments.'^o

Parole and after care probation
Release on license under the control of parole supervision constituted as professional
care was introduced in 1951 in N.S.W. but it was with the Parole of Prisoners Act in
1966 that prisoners were released as parolees.

The concomitant statutory obligation

29 prisoners were often not able to keep the jobs after release 'for geographic reasons'. N.S.W. D.C.S.
Annual Report (1985')p 38.
^0 Dewdney et al. p. 127 There was no indication in the subsequent reports ontiiescheme whether this
problem was resolved or whetiier it continued into the later stages of the programme. Joy TumbuU,
Don Porritt & George Cooney (1982)
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that was placed on parole officers to maintatii supervision of parolees and to prepare
pre release reports entrenched parole as an inninsic element in the disciptinary and
knowledge network of the penal sphere. The departments annual reportstiu-oughouttiie
1970s and 1980s detati the contradictions experienced by the new professionals because
of the competing claims of record keeping and 'caring'.

The claims to scientific rationatist authority that underptiined the ind-oduction of the
parole service meant that there was a su-ong emphasis on tertiary qualifications and
professionalism. From the beginning this reworking of penal conttol as early release in
'the community' under penal surveillance, was closely associated with the growth of
social welfare as a form of less obviously overt control in the community.
The growtii oftiieparole service as an integral part oftiiePrison Department and later die
Department of Corrective Services has facilitated die growtii of insututional social work (in tiie
state).^l

The development of the schools of social work in the two universities closely paralleled
the growth of professionalism through parole officers claims to control rehabiUtation
within the penal sphere. By the late 1960s however the major ideology of rehabtiitation
upon which the introduction of the system of parole had been legitimated, had been
undermined.32 In addition in 1978 the Nagle Report condemned several aspects of tiie
way that Parole was operating in the State.33

Parole in the late 1970s
Although the positivistic promise of 'rehabititation' was diminished by this time, back
end forms of community control became increasingly popular tii N.S.W., as in aU
Westem penal systems, as politicians faced the common problem of prison
overcrowding in an era characterised by the socially explosive mixture of a consumerist
31 BradweU (1972) p. 78.
•^2 Rinaldi (1978) p.154. Chan (1986) Nevertheless 'rehabiUtation'was stUl a centraltiiemein the
description of Parole by its senior officer intiieprofessional joumals.( BradweU (1972)
33 Findlay (1982) ch.8.
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culture, a restructured labour market that dispossessed signficant sections of tiie paid
work force and a familial potitical economy in which increasing claims were being made
on the welfare and penal budgets of the state. The 1970s saw an escalation tii
imprisonment costs per prisoner. Between 1970 to 1979 the increase in costs of
tiicarceration per prisoner was 500% over the increase in the precedtiig decade.34
Moreover tiiis increase was occuring during a period of fiscal crisis.35 The concem
about the exponential increase in the costs of imprisonment led to an interstate meettiig of
Cortectional Ministers in 1987 at which it was predicted that there was tikely to be a 50%
increase in the national prison population in the period 1987-1997 which would result in
'at least a $750 mtilion capital expenditure programme with a subsequent increase of
$300 miUion in recurtent expenditure'.36

Weatiierbum details the several N.S.W. legislative attempts to reduce prison
overcrowding by various forms of back end schemes, from the Parole of Prisoners Act
in 1966 to the Probation and Parole Act in 1983.37

In 1973 there were 11,190 people under penal control in N.S.W. who comprised
prisoners in gaols, on periodic detention, on probation and on parole. By 1987 after an
initial decline in prison numbers in the early 1970s, the total had increased to 16,734 and
the range of forms of control had extended to include Community Service Orders and
After Care Probation.38 Most significantly however, the prison population increased in
spite of the legislative attempts to reduce prison numbers.39

In N.S.W., as in other States, the penal debates in this period were over the relative
ideological merits of rehabiUtation and reintegration, the clash between the legal rational

34 Weatiierburn (1986) p. 124
35
\ \ / A o f 1 ^ < a > f l M i « - r x ^^QQ^\
n
lO/l
35 Weatiierbum
(1986) p.
124
36 The Law Reform Commission (1987) Discussion Paper 30. Appendix A. p.202
37 Weatiierbum (1986) pp. 122-125
38 N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report n987^ p.85
39 Weadierbum (1986)
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power of the judiciary and the scientific rationality of prison administrators, and the
pragmatic concems about imprisonment costs. However added to these contestations
was the specific cticumstance of bribery and cormption over prison releases.

The Jackson Release on License Scheme was introduced in 1982. Under this
programme over 1,000 prisoners were released on license in tiie fifteen months of the
scheme's mn. The corruption surtounding the programme severely affected the
implementation of parole. In the media scandals and hyperbole about 'dangerous
prisoners' that followed the scheme, the Parole Board reduced the rate of prisoners
granted release on parole from 90% to 30% and this reduction was largely unrelated to
either the seriousness of the offence or the prior criminal record of the offender.^o

The relative benefits of parole over the Jackson release programme, in terms of the
recidivism rates^i of the two forms of conditional liberty, were the subject of a
Department of Cortective Services study in the mid 1980s.42

The research showed

that parole supervision was itself criminogenic. In the contrast between the data for
prisoners released without and with parole supervision, the recidivism figure for the
former was 30.5% and for the latter, 46%.43 Moreover the figure for return to prison
because of further crimes committed after release, for both groups, was the same: 30%.
The difference between the two was mainly attributable to the 10.4% of parolees who
were reimprisoned for violations of the conditions of their parole. Interestingly the
Department reports this study as indicating the success of theti parole programme.44
This is in marked contrast to Weatherbum's description of the Jackson Release on
License Scheme as comparatively 'spectacularly successful in reducing prison
populations.45

40
41
42
43
44
45

N..S.W. Bureau of Crime Statistics. March 1984 cited in Brown D. (1986) p.344
defined as reimprisonment two years after release
N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report n987 ) p. 33
N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report (imi) p. 33
N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report d 987 ) p. 34
Weatiierbum (1986) p.lO
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If the release on license scheme was measurably more successful than release on parole
why did the parole system regain its place as the major form of release from prison?
One answer lies in the level of corraption surtounding the Jackson Early Release on
Licence Scheme that eventuated in the imprisonment of the Minister responsible for its
introduction and administration and made botii the penal legislative and executive bodies
wary of future accusations of 'leniency' a term that by then was conflated in the media
discourse with 'scandal'.

However Weatherbum and Janet Chan, in separate papers,

indicate that there were other reasons associated more with the tensions inherent in any
penal system comprising contradictory sets of discourses.46 In this then the battles
within the N.S.W. system closely parallel the tensions between the judiciary and the
executive branches of the penal sphere outiined in chapter two. O'Malley described
how, in the corporate era of capitalism in the late nineteenth century, the moral
authority of legal rationatity was reinforced by the scientific rationality of the human
managers. However, the two coexisted in uneasy coatition throughout the twentieth
century. There was bitter resentment amongst the N.S.W. judiciary over the
encroaching power of the executive especially as it was manifested in its power to usurp
the legal rational authority of the courts through both the remissions and tiie release on
ticense scheme.47 This bitterness was manifested in closely calculated potitical attacks
on remission provisions by tiie judiciary in the courts to what Brown describes as 'a prealerted press'.48

Chan points out that in this battie over indeterminacy or determinacy in sentencing, as it
was played out in tiie 1970s and 1980s, there were three major groups of contestants.49
The prison administrators in tiieti control over release dates sought in part to balance
biases injudicial sentencing as well as to implement tiieir scientific rational autiiority as

46
47
48
49

Chan (1986) pp.464-466 Weatherbum (1986)
Chan (1986) Weatiierbum (1986) Brown (1986)
Brown (1986) p. 344
Chan (1986) pp.460-475
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human managers. The judiciary were opposed to this executive control over theti power
to punish. Parole could be reconstituted as it had been in Victoria to retum power back to
the bench. The thtid group of power holders in these decisions about the legitimate
basis of the power to punish were the politicians. The pressures on politicians are
complex. Theti own power is mitigated by the broader political economic climate in
which they operate, the bureaucratic systems they inherit in which various factions have
an atieady estabtished authority, as well as the specific exigencies of media
sensationalism. The major force behind the media presentation ofpenal issues was the
drive for high viewer or readership ratings which meant that prison stories emphasized
the frightening or the lurid aspect of crime and imprisonment^o In N.S.W. in the ntid
1980s politicians responded in an ad hoc fashion to these various and contradictory
pressures by taking 'a strong line on law and order' at the same time as they attempted to
keep control over the resulting increase in the costs of penal control. Politicians then
interpreted parole in quite a different light than did either the liberal rationalists of the
judiciary or the scientific rationalists, the managers of human behavioiu- within the
prison administration. Releasing prisoners out into the community at the relatively
invisible back end of imprisonment enabled politicians to emphasize theti commitment
to controlling crime in the streets whilst having the short term effect of keeping prison
population rates down to manageable levels. The possibility that the longer term
consequences of these back end solutions was an increase in imprisonment rates was
put to one side in the pragmatic push to be seen to be able to control tiie law and order
portfolio. (The party in opposition, as it was not having to face the contradictions of
being in power, was able to afford the luxury of an almost wholesale condemnation of
the 'soft' option of early release)

By the early 1980s, N.S.W. was facing the dilemma outiined by Joan Petersitia tii her
influential^i paper on the contradictions of community cortections in the United States.52
50 Brown & Zdenkowski (1975) ch. 13
51 Joan PetersUia recommendation for "a spectmm of punishments to match the spectmm of crimes' has
become a current penological shibboleth.
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The dilemma resulted from the volatile combination of three factors: tiicreasing numbers
of people coming before the courts, increasing pressures on state budgets which
reduced the comparative rate of spending on both prison and 'community' forms of
control, and public concem, fed and politicised by the media, about the perceived
ineffectiveness of non imprisonment penalties. In addition, tiie prison administrators
were interpreting the de-institutionalisation of psychiatric control through the Richmond
Report as adding to the problems of prison overcrowding.53

The solution was the design and implementation of penal programmes that promised to
reduce prison populations without serious hazards to the general public.'54

These schemes were the Intensive Surveillance Programmes (I.S.P.) that were designed
to ...'fulfill the public's expectations for harsh and punitive sentencing, but do so less
expensively, and without jeopardizing the public's safety.'55

The 1983 Probation and Parole Act was an attempt to relieve the crisis of prison
overcrowding in N.S.W. after the rise and fall of the notorious release on license
scheme.

However the judiciary readjusted theti sentencing practices in resistance to

what they saw as an attempt to reduce the length of effective sentences.56 This objuracy
of the sentencers exacerbated the growth in prison numbers in the 1980s. The other
elements adding to the pressures on imprisonment were the increased investments in
policing and the creation of new offences.57

So by 1986, prisoners were sleeping three

to a cell in the one man cells at the Central Industrial Prison., and overcrowding was
becoming the basis for increasing tensions witiiin the prisons with for example the
principal grievance of the prisoner 'disturbance' in the C.I.P in September that year listed

52 PetersUia (1985)
53 Grant (1987)p.85
54 Petersilia p.345
55 PetersUia p.341
56 Weatiierbum (1986) p. 121
57 Weatiierbum (1986) p. 127
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as overcrowding.58

Moreover the parole professionals were arguing that the ad hoc

nature of the Act and its implementation were creating greater confusions for them. In
addition, they were having to face increased prisoner hostitity as a result of tiie
tiicreased uncertainties that the Act created.59 In the face of these increastiig tensions by
the late 1980s both the N.S.W. Minister, senior members of the parole service and the
prison administration, and some members of the judiciary were indicating that an
intensive surveillance scheme, home imprisonment, would shortly be added to the
forms of penal control available to the sentencing authorities.^

The universality of the attraction of intensive surveillance and home detention for the
three otherwise contending authorities lay in its many sided appeal. For the legal rational
authorities, the magistrates. Home Detention controUed not only the prisoner but also
the parole officers who were being defined as too oriented to being 'advocates' ratiier that
controllers of prisoners on conditional liberty .^i The probation and parole authorities
saw in home detention a chance to revive theti case work skills through a revival of the
promise of rehabititation and reintegration,^2 as well as the possibtiity that the
surveillance and care aspects of community control could be separated with private
security firms taking on the 'punitive' aspects of conQ-ol as surveiUance of specific
groups of home detainees such as fine defaulters, thus leaving the professionals free to
focus on the human management aspects of those needing more personal care.^3 for the
poUtical and economic rationalists within the prison bureaucracy intensive surveiUance
offered the chance to extend early release to increasingly 'hard' line prisoners, taking
the pressure off the increasing crisis of prison overcrowding without having to choose
between what Weatherbum describes as the Scylla and Charybidis of the two poUtical

58
59
60
61
62
63

Weatiierbum p.l 19
Nigel Stoneman (1986)
Grant (1987) p.86 Clarrie Briese(1987)p65 Mark Robertson (1986)
Briese(1987)
Ross Lay (1988) Terry Dorey (1986) pp. 12-15
Robertson (1986) pp. 2-3
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risky choices of increasing legislative control over sentencing or of butiding new
prisons.

In fact a form of home detention had already been in operation in N.S.W. in the form of
one of the 'releases under community control' schemes at the back end of
imprisonment. This was the work release II (home release) Programme.

Home Imprisonment
The Work Release II (home release) programme operated from 1976 untti its decline as
a result of the notorious 1982 Early Release Scheme. Prisoners controlled in this
programme worked at the Paramatta Linen Service during the day but were allowed to
retum to theti own homes under conditions that virtuaUy constituted the home as a place
of detention in the evening and at night.64 The intersection of penality and domesticity as
sites of morality and control was carefully constracted in this programme with very
specific criteria being laid down restricting access to the programme to those prisoners
who were 'serving a first prison sentence for a non violent offence and had a viable
family unit with dependent children or parents.'65

The singular conditions under which the programme was introduced are worth detatiing
here as they indicate the way that the boundaries between the two spheres of morality
were explicitly renegotiated as a response to the specific potitical economy of the locality
in which the programme was set. Fiori Rinaldi has pointed out that this first
reintroduction (since the early forms of home based control under colonisation) of
constituting the home as the site of control occurted without any clatins by the
govemment that the programme was an "enlightened penological advance.66 It was
ratiier tiie result of a very pragmatic compromise between the Govemment tiiat had spent
$10 million dollars on a new prison laundry at Paramatta and a union movement that was
64 N.S.W.D.C.S.Annual.ReEort(s) (1979) p.23 & (1985) p 38
65 N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report (1978) p. 25
66 Rinaldi (1977) p. 182
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Strongly resisting the introduction of cheap prison labour in an area particularly hard hti
by unemployment. One alternative was to employ aU prisoners at award wages but tiiis
costiy move was avoided by aUowing twenty prisoners release from prison to Uve with
their families during the day whilst working for award wages during the 'peak crime
period' shift of 3p.m. to 11p.m. The new home release prisoners were a trade off in
the agreement between the unions and the prison autiiorities that then allowed most of
the work to be done by conventional prison labour at rates of $14 a week.67

It was this programme that fell into decline as a result of the inu-oduction tiien collapse of
the early release scheme in 1982/3.

By the late 1980s however, the ground was set for its reintroduction. The penal
administrators under the Labour administration had plans to reintroduce Home Detention
as a back end programme to reduce prison overcrowding whilst assuaging judicial and
public fears about 'leniency'.

However before the programme could be implemented

the Labour govemment lost office.

In summary, in N.S.W. the period 1986 to 1988 was one in which: the numbers of
people under penal surveillance was increasing, whilst there was increasing tension
between the various actors within the legal penal sphere, that refiected and amptified the
stresses deriving from the stractural crises of the wider familial potitical economy. As a
consequence, the number of people in prison was accelerating but prison was
increasingly becoming the site for the 'hard cases' as a range of non institutional forms
of control in the form of both back and front end altematives to imprisonment were
impinging on the lives of a wider range of 'offenders'. Moreover these non institutional
controls were feeding back into the prison a significant proportion of people fiuther
criminatised by the very processes that were nominally aimed at 'normalisation'.

67 Rinaldi pp.181-183
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Markedly omitted from the several discourses constituting this expansion of penality was
the extent to which these programmes further exploited the labour of women who were
providing the infrastracture of domesticity on which this widening network ofpenal
surveillance was based. This omission is despite the extensive Uterature on the range of
'community controls' and their effectiveness.

The 'fantily' is included as a factor in

the vast array of evaluations of recidivism.68 However the 'cognitive passion' of the
professional programme evaluators fits neatly into Yeattnan's description of the social
sciences as blinded by a dual conflation with 'familism' masking the work of
individual women within the family through the constitution of the home as the site of a
division of labour centred on the 'natural' dispositions of women to love and care and
'community control' masking significance of the home as the social space witiiin
which prisoners come to be reconstituted as citizens. Chapter three detatis the way that
the reformist technologists conflate the terms community, family and women in theti
investigations of families of prisoners as community resources for the prison service.
One of the most recent Australian texts on punishment and control reflects this process of
invisibilising through conflation. John Braithwaite's 1989 sociological discussion of the
possibility of reducing crime rates by refocusing punishment away from imprisonment
through programmes of 'reintegrative shaming' describes the relationship between the
home and the legal penal sphere as complementary sites of moral control because
the most compelling reason for going straight istiiatyoung men fall in love and want to marry
and have children. Marriage andthe family are die most effective correctional instiuitions we
have.""

However he gives no details about the import of this relationship for the women who are
part of this useful compact between penal and domestic control in the community.

68 S. Cohen (1985) ch.2
69 Braidiwaite (1989) p.91 citing Bayley (1985) Social Control and Political Change Research Monograph
no. 49 Woodrow Wilson School of Public and Intemational Affairs. Princeton University, p.l 13,
citing Silberman (1978)Criminal Violence Criminal Justice Random House. New Yoric. This
layering of citations indicates die density of diis discourse and thus die continuing power of the tiieory
of the mmUy, constituted astiiesite of arationality and romantic love, as the basic building block of
morality. It is significant that this argument is part of a wider argument for controltiiroughgreater
state intervention in, and greater administrative and technical rationalisation of, control of everyday
Ufe (but through particulanstic relations).
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Nevertheless the women who taUced about theti experiences of being caught up tiito the
system of'community controls' tii N.S.W. in the early and ntid 1980s indicate tiiat tiie
unpaid work of tiie labour of loving in this intersection of prison and home is extensive.

Twenty three of the women visiting men in gaol in these interviews had had some eartier
experience of theti partner or son being conti-olled under one or more forms of these non
institutionally based punishments. The work of caring in each of its three aspects, as
material, emotional and potitical labour, was in several ways amptified for these women
when the prisoner was under these altemative forms of surveillance.

Labouring, loving and controlling under conditions of community based
penality
Both the malleability and invisibiUty of domestic laboiu becomes even more evident
when punishment by institutionalised imprisonment merges through the normalising
processes of penality into punishment in the 'community'.

The interweaving of the material, emotional and political aspects of the work of caring
becomes even more dense when prisoners are controlled from home. Moreover there
are significant stresses of caring and controlling when partners or parents and prisoners
experience the tensions of the contradictions between domestic and penal control in the
minute to minute tife of famtiy interaction., Although it is the density of this singular
form of caring work that must be emphasized the different aspects of the work of caring
that women do under these cticumstances is separated out here as:

1. Culpability as a cental aspect of the work of caring for prisoners on conditional
tiberty.
2. Intellectual skills of empathy involved in managing the day to day contradictions of
domestic and penal moraUties.
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3. Emotional skills of reconstituting the personality of a prisoner reacting to release
from the bratalising experience of imprisonment.
4. Home as a fishing pond: mediating and negotiattiig work.
5. Contradictions of moral responsibilities when prisoners breach the conditions of
their conditional liberty: mediating and negotiating work.
6. The material costs to women when home is the site of reintegrative 'resource and
resolve'

1. Culpability as a central aspect of caring work of partners or parents
in community based control

The Chairman of the N.S.W. Corrective Services argued in 1984 that the prisoners
released under some form of conditional liberty were always controlled in the end
because, '(there are) powerful sanctions under existing legislation for people who are on
conditional liberty to be easily returned to gaol.'70

The release into the care of the partner or parent is always underwritten by this fear of
retiun to prison. This form ofpenal control then incorporates the exploitation of that
aspect of caring labour identified by Hilary Graham as being a significant part of coping
work: culpability. The element of culpability that distinguishes caring work means that
parents and partners of prisoners on parole are exposed to special stresses:
Olive
Son now in prison after previous period of imprisonment followed by
parole
what is it like for you when he is on parole? I think its worse than in jaU why? If he
goes out he might forget, go to the pictures or something, he might forget,tiienthey can puU his
parole His life isn't his own. Thelastparoleofficer was really good, buttiierewere a couple if
he was ten minutes late they were willing to pull his parole. I worry U he doesn't gettiiereon
time. There's more tension at hometiianwhen he's m here. It's really not my responsibiUty but
he's stiU my child. I've still got to stick witii him. I want to see him come good. I say to him he's got to do it.
This experience exemplifies not only the intensification of the hidden punishment that is
extended to families of men on parole but the particular skill of sensitivity demanded of
the controlting work of parents and parmers. Penatity is constituted as a sequence of
70 Vem Dalton (1984) p.34
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different moments parallel to the stages of family life. Both are constituted as a series of
different stages in the development of the personaltiy of the tiidividual. In this paradigm
of penality as a progression to 'maturity', parole parallels the period described by
Donzelot as being the time when parenthood becomes the difficult balancing act of
control - the period of adolescence in which the parents have to weigh the contradictory
demands of 'freedom' and 'containment' to secure the individuality of tiie maturing
child. The prisoner has to be contained but at the same time has to be aUowed to make
his own decisions. Moreover the penalties for getting the balance wrong are severe: the
prisoner can be returned back to the bratal and infantiUsing moment of penaUty as
segregation.

This specific form of tension was evident in most of the repUes about control outside of
prison. Day leaves and weekend leaves, for example impose particular responsibilities
on women.
Audrey Husband in day leave period of pre release
..you're responsible for them, you've got to sign papers (but)tiiemen havetiieirown ideas, as far
as they're concerned they've got (free) time. Fd be worried if John wanted to drive but I'm lucky
John doesn't drink or smoke
These periods of 'freedom' are strictiy poticed and to make the most of the short periods
aUowed it is useful to be able to ferty the prisoner by car rather than public transport.
As men are not allowed to drive when they are on this form of release it is specifically
the woman's responsibtitiy to ensure that he conforms to the rales about getting back in
time. This sense of responsibility is reinforced by the several stories women teU about
other prisoners' families who have fatied to beat the deadline.
Claire Husband about to be given day leave
GUIs don't realise the seriousness of it, but the men are released into our custody, we are
responsible for them. If we don't gettiiemback on time we can be arrested for aidUig an escape.
One lady with four children and a car accident blockedtiietraffic,,tiieyphonedtiiegate house,
'we will be late' they said 'that's OK' When he got in he was confined to his cell: day leave for
die next montii was canceled.
Audrey Three children, husband in day leave period of pre-release
programme
But it isn't day leave,tiiey'renot to do this,tiiey'renot aUowed to dotiiat,they're not aUowed to
go here, they re not allowed to go there. Not allowed to drive, so vutuaUy you've got to get
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yourself around and back again on the dot offiveand you're responsible fortiiemIftiieygo down
and get in trouble. You're responsible. You've got to sign papers
The pre-release period comprising the finely graded programmes of day and weekend
leave prior to parole is one of the high points of the survetilance procedures ofpenal
control when minute details of the individuals' tives are processed and subjected to
judgement. Time as lateness, driving as a proscribed activity are made tiie object of
penal surveillance. Success or failure in conforming to the finely defined regulations
becomes the responsibility of both the prisoner and his sponsor

2.

M a n a g i n g the contradictions of domestic and penal moralities

An acute understanding of the delicacy of the situation of being the person nominaUy
responsible for an adult partner who has just been released from prison was a common
feature of the descriptions of people who had previously experienced that situation as
well as of the women who were about to undergo it:
Ray Partner has been in and out of prison twice before
do you feel as though you have any responsibility when he is on parole? yes,
there's a feeling that you're die prison warder now but yet not necessarily, you can't teU them what
to do - when they come out they want total control. It messes up your own Ufe

Beth Partner about to be paroled after several years in maximum, medium and
minimum security gaols
(anticipating the prisoner coming out on parole shortiy) Q. Will that mean you will be the
controller? I don't think the guy would let them (die wife, conffol him) because he's done
time ... the moretimehe does die more he thinks die world owes him sometiiing. You'retiieone
he'U probably take it out on. Becausetiieydon't work 9-5 in jail die guy doesn t want to work 9-5
,
he's got to do what he wants to do. No one is going to be happy if you make him go and
work in D.J.s from 9-5 so what's the point For the relationship to survive you make the
sacrifices and hopetiiathe just doesn't get involved in anytiiing else. Because tiiat must be tiie
problem for all women - whentiieycome out aretiieygoing to come back again. In 'Stir' the
character says to his girl friend 'that's the thing I do, robbing banks, that's what I do' How do
you break tiiat? ... she has to compromise an awful lot I think ... He says I'm going to be straight,
that doesn't stop her wondering wnere he is if he's ten minutes late and what ne's doing?...I don't
think it's possible (to tell a man how he should behave) maybe if you've got a reasonably
intelUgent tolerant sympatiietic sensitive man - ha, ha - those sort of men don't exist, iftiieydo
they don't end up in jail. Oaughing)
Teresa Partner about to be released on parole after several years in gaol
He'll be facing an extra 15 years if he breaks parole It wouldn't take much for anytiiuig to go
wrong then -WANG he' got 15 years to worry about. How are you going to manage that?
It's his responsibility and its my responsibility to keep him clear. What womes me is the time
he's spent in there and the extent he's going to break loose. That's what worries me ... I just
wishtiierewas something I could do
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Esther Partner in day release programme after several years of gaol
He applied for day leave got accepted and I had to sign hun out I was responsible for everything he
did. If he drunk mcohol, got tested I could get into trouble for it. I could getfiredfor it if he
didn't retum. I'd get into so much trouble it wasn't funny ..I just tumed round and said 'I tmst
you' and he was fabulous ..
The amount of work involved in balancing encouragement and support on one hand and
containment and control on the other and the consequent stresses of this tension are
clearly evidenced in this next account by a woman who had been in prison herself.

The

moral obligations of famtiy life mean demonstrating tiiat you are 'on the side' of the
prisoner but ...
Sally Partner recently released from prison after several years, now on bail facing
three other charges
He's got to report otherwise they put him in jail if he doesn't Do you feel you have to make
sure that he does go? No, No, I trust him. I only go with him for the simple reason that they
can't touch him any more, so they can't dy and say 'Look we seen you do this last night I'm a
witness to sort of (protect him) that's the only reason I go with him. I never teU him to report. He
knows he has to report. So there's no trouble there....I don't feel like a warder at all. I tmst him.
If he doesn't want to go I'm not going to make him If he looks like going to jail that's up to him.
If he wants to mn, well,.. I don t care about the bail. I hate the coppers, I hatetiiescrews..rve
had plenty oftimetotiiinkabout it and whatever he decides on I'm with him all the way,tiiat'sall
there is to it. but as I've said to him 'there's only one thing I'd say to him - if you mn, you're
mnning for the rest of your life - what if I get pregnant? Tney're always going to get you. They
might not get him for twelve montiis, they miglit not get him for two years, buttiieywiU get hun
eventually and he's going to be taken awayfromme again, and that decision wUlbe his. What he
wants to do, but he's done therightthing so far, I can t see him not doing, because he knows
himself if he ever gets into trouble again and he does do die right thing he'll always get bail. But if
he does die wrong thing and doesn't go to court he'U never get bail, so if he does go to iail he'U
have to stay there anodier seven or eight mondis on remand again if he does the wrong thing ...
any decision is his, you know?

Caring for men on condition liberty however can also mean resisting exhausting
emotional pressures
Kay Nephew on weekend detention
He is always asking for money to pay for his metiiadone treatment, or his rent, and then coming
home and teUing me he has been robbed so he needs more money.... the other day in the car, he
was screaming at me 'you don't understand, you don't understand' and saying U you don't give
me the money I'll go and do a robbery' I said 'go ahead, go ahead then, and rob somebody,
look there's a little old lady over there, she looks astiioughshe could be knocked over easdy,
why don't you go and rob her and knock her out. I'm not going to give you any more money.

3. Emotional skills of reconstituting the personality of a prisoner reacting
to the brutalising effects of imprisonment

Graham argues that the caring work of women looking after aged or invatid adults is
negated by the language of normalisation. The constitution of famtiy life as natural
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means that the work of caring can be marginaUsed by defining it as normal and
unproblematic even when care is for aged ortiivatidadults andtiieusual dependent
relationships of family life are inverted. These processes of negation are especially
relevant to the work of women whose husbands are either about to enter gaol or who
have just been released from gaol. In both cases there are major stresses deriving from
the injustices and uncertainties ofpenal tife. There is major emotional work for women
who have to attempt to manage the households when men are living through tiiese
stressful periods of penality. The next accounts indicate that in bothtiieperiod prior to
imprisonment as well as thetimeimmediately following release on parole can make
major demands on the emotional skills involved in the work of caring:

Julie Two children and a husband who had been out on baU
He was on $2,(X)0 bail because it was hisfirstoffence and I had to scrape togedier $2,000 I did it
andtiienwhen he was out and it got adjoumed it was just die pressure of the court case. Just
what was going to happen what type of judge we were going to get. All thosetilings...hewas
working slowly trying to pull us out of debt and I was mainly more or less sort of keeping him
stable That was die most important tiling... and the last week was the worst He was very tense
and It was just like waiting for somebody to... and die kids suffered once again because at tiiat
stage it was very irrational, and he was the most important then so the kids sort of got side tracked
for diat time
Cheryl
Husband had been released on parole, arrested, wrongly accused,
imprisoned for sixteen months and acquitted of murder. He is7^ serving an extra
penality of control under conditional liberty as a consequence of the false
imprisonment which had forced him to breach the conditions of his previous parole
Bemie had just totally cut off (whilst he was in prison) It really scared me because Ihadtiiisguy
when he went to gaol who was really soft and gentie and considerate to me and all of a sudden he
just wasn't there. I couldn't understand it I visited him 16 months and we used to talk about
everytiiing andtiien.. he came out of gaol and he was justfiltiiyon the world. Here he was - he'd
just spent sixteen months in gaol for a crime he didn't commit and everything he'd worked hard
for when he fUst came out of gaol in 1980.. he was dirty on the govemment (because his lawn
mowing business had mn down) He was incarcerated for the revoking of his parole, and adding
an extra three and a half years to his parole because histimedidn't count, and in that anger, we got
lost, the kids and I just didn't exist. He lost his cool. He's never hit me I must admit And hed
go really, really cranky and just screamed and crashed things, but he came back The guy I knew
came back. It was a montii period we went through. I wanted him to go. I wanted tofinishwith
him. It was over because I couldn't take the person he'd become, because I'd never been
through it. I didn't understand. In this crack up of his he let all his anger and fmstrations out.
So I think it's important that families of prisoners realise thattiieguy comes out of gaol they have
to give them a littie bit of, not breatiiing space, but a Uttie bit of letung them have their selfish
ways and being angry with everyone, and just cope with it because eventually you'U get that guy
back.. their emotions do eventually get turned back on. It just depends on how much they had
(frustration) when they went to gaol. How much emotion tney had inside them

Although the injustices of Bemie Matthews' imprisonment exacerbated the stress of
parole, the tensions that Cheryl Matthews had to counter were also due to the dynantics
71 at thetimeof tills account
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of prison life. The pressures on men to contain theti emotions when they are doing time
in prison have repercussions that go beyond imprisonment. A N.S.W. investigation
into the health of people released from prison into some form of community based
control, found that the death rate of people under community supervision is six times
that of people in a comparable age group.72 The most common cause of death is
suicide, and the most common period in which deaths occurs is in the first few weeks
after release from prison. One of the few, if not the only, account of this particular
intersection between the home and the prison in which the people in the prisoners famtiy
are allotted any substance as individuals is the research by WiUiam Wardell.73 His
overtly phenomenological account accords with Cheryl Matthew's experience that, in
this period, there are strong emotional reactions that all the people in the famtiy work
through.74 Cheryl Matthew's own experience of working with other families when men
had been freed, had been that most prisoners were at risk of needing to 'be selfish' and
that they imposed major demands on the supportive labour of caring of tiieti partners or
parents, in the period immediately after release. Her account is supported by other
people's experiences of the early weeks after release on parole.

Hilary
I've just adjusted to not having him back home with me, so now I've got to adjust back to having
someone there, (when he came out last time) die first few weeks was the hardest because there
wastimesto do thistimesto dotiiatand it was hard intiioseweeks. The fu-st day he gets out we
don't ever go out where its crowded until he's adjusted ... andtiienwhen he's adjusted to that he
can do whatever he wants to. We sort of take it slowly and not rush intotilings.That sort of
helps him

Ray Partner in prison after earlier period of imprisonment and parole
when they come outtiieyexpect you to betiieprison system almost Theres always a transition of
about four weeks - a pattern of quietness, the hostility and its towards you, for having.... you're
the person who's been the closest and you're the person who's beenfreewhUst they've been
inside.

72 R. Haege (1989) "A Review of die Deatiis of Persons under Community Supervision by die N.S.W.
Probation and Parole Service. July 1982-Decmber 1983' (unpub.) cited in D Brown (1989 b) p 150.
73 WardeU(1983)
74 Warden's work however is apolitical in both feminist and materialist terms. He does not indicate
whether tiiere are any problems associated with inequalities of power within die famUy nor does set up
as tiieoretically problematic tiie work that women do in tiiis period .
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Jtinmy Boyle described the difficulties that weekend leaves tinposed on htin as a long
term prisoner in Scotiand:
Weekend leaves are atrocious tiiat after such a long period of confinement die sunple example of
getting used to sharing a bed witii someone is in itself a traumatic experience. That once every
three weeks is disruptive ...7^

An almost paraUel account of the impact of release as an experience of physical
readjustment was made about weekend release in N.S.W.:

Esther Partner a long term prisoner on weekend release
The first weekend release, he could stay ovemight and all next day until 5 o'clock, tiiey were the
hardest. At night time, tiie first time, he woke up and hetiioughtsomeone was sd-angling him.

Particular tensions derive too from the normalising moment of imprisonment constituted
as a cycle of freedom and imprisonment. These occasional releases into conditional
tiberty were described by one partner as:

Ray
... its (day leave) like dangling a carrot they all gotiiroughffauma- botii the prisoner and the
terson on the outside. For a week after they're severely depressed. It takes a week to get over it
{t's
like dangling a carrot

To these tensions there can be an added stress from the seemingly arbitrary changes to
the programme of normalisation:
Audrey.
One teenage son who believes his father is in New Zealand. Partner in
day leave programme
even day leave's an uncertainty I was supposed to have it (day leave) last week. But it was
canceled because the.. um ... or sometiiing I only know it was canceled, that week. I had a lot of
mucking around sort of organizing, sending Troy (son) off for die day, roller skating. Its
supposed to be tomorrow but the way I feel I coiild tell him to stay in there (in jail) (laughing) its
horrible, but, you know, its too much organizing at home just for a few hours for him to go out
and come back in again. I don'ttiiinkI could stand putting him back in again,tiiat'stiieworst
thing you know, and he's got to understand that...

These were accounts of release on day or weekend leave and parole but It is important to
set these experiences against the proposals for home detention. The tensions that are

75 Boyle (1984) p. 298
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clearly outtined in these accounts of release into conditional tiberty could be expected to
be far more volatile when the prisoner is literally imprisoned tii the emotional sphere of
the home.76 Moreover the tensions of living in close confinement would be exacerbated
by the stress engendered by the uncertainty inherent in the new panopticism of conttol.
Survetilance by random telephone calls in the home as 'the tiny theatte of punishment'
is the electronic replacement for the moral architecture of Bentham's panopticon
penitentiary. It is the randomness of the telephone caU from the prison officer tiiat
endows it with panopticonism. If the prisoner does not know when tiie call wiU come he
has to expect it at any time. One American designer of home detention schemes said
that the stress of waiting for such a call is so difficult that prisoners reverse the
surveiUance relationship and initiate the contact with the monitoring officer if there is no
call for 24 hours.77 Although this new panopticism parallels the eartier architecturally
based surveillance in that it directly depends upon the stress of uncertainty, it has the
added refinement of potentially extending that stress to everyone in the home. The
partner or parents of the prisoner come under the control of the penal 'gaze' of the
tantatising telephone call in this new technology of control. This intensification of
surveillance then is a qualitatively different form of control than those experienced at
present in N.S.W. None of the women in these accounts spoke about the parole
officers' stuvetilance as a punitive invasion of their privacy. Most women regarded
theti contact with the parole officer as either insignificant or as a benefit.

Beth
You get home visits when they come out and check on you but it doesn't worry me .. they're only
here for 10 minutes or so, Its all just mbbish

Rebecca

I end up talking to her (parole officer) about things I can't cope with - money problems, work
problems. I go to work just to get out of the house because the tension of, flie insecurity of it.

76 The evaluation oftiieNew Jersey scheme indicatestiiattiiesetensions are crimmogenic - of tiie 29
'faUures 'intiiatprogramme 28 (95%)were due to breaches of die conditions of the scheme. (Joan
Petersilia. 1985) p.344
77 Ted Nissan in private conversation (1988)
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Hilary
Its more easier (tiian gaol). His parole officer if he couldn't make it out to die office he used to
come out to die house and taUc to us in the house with us and talk to us in die house He asked
us how dotiieylook on life and how arefinancesgouig .... sometunes its helpful because tilings
he doesn't talk to you about it comes out in that conversation. Sotiiatsort of helps you too
because you know what he's goingtiiroughthat he just doesn't want to talk to a woman ....
Sometimes it feels like when they cometiiey'reinvading your privacy but if its going to help hun
in the long run its better.

(jraham has made the point that professional workers in health and education do not take
away the work of caring from families or from women. Rather the 'professionals tisten
and advise: it is left to mothers to put theti advice into practice'.78 Altiiough the enforced
partnership between women carers and penal professionals has more manifest conttolting
characteristics for some carers of men on parole the same division of labour occiurs:
Gwen Partner now in prison again after an earlier period of imprisonment and
parole
... they all (parole system) used to say to me 'well you're there , you can help him' but I used to
say 'How can 1 help him, you know, 1 don't know anything about it' I know of it and know aU
the after effects of it because I'm die one that sits there and cops it all' I said, "but, I don't know
anything about what its like to be on drugs or anything' I said 'how can 1 help him?' he's saymg
'help me, help me' and I try but it's always more sd-onger than what I was. It was just hopeless.
It is really.

Although the arbitrary power of parole officers over revocation decisions was
experienced as potentially sd-essful, it related to decisions about determinate times and
conditions. The controlling gaze upon which the proposed intensive surveiUance of
home detention depends is based on indetemtinacy. The control of home detention
would then be an experience of an especially severe 'micro physics of power', a minute
by minute invasion of the home.

Although parole officers visits were not regarded as punitive, surveiUance by the potice
was stressful for women caring for men on conditional liberty:

4. The home as a 'fishing pond': mediating and negotiating work

78 Graham(1984) p.7. Pascal (1986) p.72.
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A major factor increasing the stress on women caring for men on conditional release is
the fear that they will be falsely artested. The way that police work is constituted
tiicreases the chances that men released from gaol will be prime suspects for crimes
committed in theti neigbourhoods. Moreover the poverty induced by tinprisonment as it
is presentiy constituted means that the conditionally released prisoner is more likely to
live in an area of high crime rates.79 Three women gave accounts of the punishment and
work of women and children in families of men on restricted freedom, when the home is
the 'fishing pond for police needing to improve theti arrest rates. The account by
Cheryl Matthews of her partner's artest when he was on parole for a murder he had not
comntitted is outiined in chapter five. This was the most exft-eme example of the
constitution of the home as a 'fishing pond' but it was not the only one:

Laurel
he was in Redfem - they got him - two other fellows did it but they picked him up for - he'd just
got out - on parole

Olive
Anytiiing tiiat happens in our area tiiey're fu-st to our place, tiie police. The garage just up tiie
street from us got robbed. It was lucky we seen them sQ-aight from die garage to our place,
fortunately he was up at his , my, sisters .. .. We saw them, they came straight from the garage
to our place. Once he had a gun put to his head when he was on parole ... I asked him to mn
down to the bank for me ... as he was mnning past the back doors of the bank (and his sister was
there with a little baby) two detectives jumped out of a car, threw him up against the wall put a
gun to his head and said 'go on run, we'd like nothing better than to do you' but his sister, was
there witii a littie baby , saw them go over and pick up a bit of silver cigarette paper say "look
what I found in your pocket' and he didn't have it on nim. She seen the detecUves pick it up
when they threw him up against tiie wall.. to try to get him for doping, heroin. They arrested him
My daughter ran back to me terrified. I dropped everything and ran to the police station ... they
told me tiiey'd let him go As I was walked out, I glanced up .There was my son ttymg to atttact
my attention up the stau^s .. I went back in, I said 'I ve seen him. I want to see him ana I want
to see what he s been charged with' So they brought me down this sheet and say he's been
charged with heroin I said'tiiat's a lie. He didn't have nothing . He went to the bank for me My
daughter's seen you pick up something on the street and put it on him' He had to go to court. He
went to court and there wasn't even a writ
he got let free but I had to go through aU this for
nothing . That's what really gets me . That no kid can go sd-aight if they're gouig to hound hun.

Rebecca
a complete helplessness, an absolute sinking for me. You can't really explain what's going on.
You haven't reported you're going back to jail. Once you're in that cycle you're picked as an
easy target. One time they came we'd just finished dinner. I kept saying look, what's
happening' (because he had done tiie right thing tiiat time) In a week he was out, but they just say
'0 well, he would have done something anyway'. It made me feel die absolute unfaimess of it
We didn't get any compensation.

79 Minnery (1986)

Kinsey et al. (1986)
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Tricia
When he was out, (the last time) die poUce would puttiieirsirens on whentiieywent by hun on
the road..

The anticipation of this extta risk of home based conu-ol can add too to the tension
women experience before the man is released:

Esther
how do you feel about him coming out on parole? Scared. I'm petrified that if he's
going to do sometiiing .... I'm not frightened of nim (but tiiat) he is going to get set up or if he's
going to do it himself.

The constant cycle of artest, release, revocation and re-artest can be particularly
punitive for the children of prisoners and their outside carers:
Dorothy
One son. Partner now in Bathurst after a series of periods of
imprisonment and release
He's been in and out. Fourteen years
sometimes he's been out a week, sometimes a
month, sometimes just a day
I've got a boy of seven, my son was terrified of the police.

The experience of being at constant risk of police harassment both when the man is on
conditional liberty and during his imprisonment has been documented by the South
London Wives Group in England in the 1970s.^o
Because of Mr Y's criminal record, die family have suffered much from the attentions of the
police. After her husband had been sent down on one occasion, the home was regularly visited by
the CID, sometimes as often as twice a week, and everything in it tumed over.

As was the case with the women in Sydney this harassment led to tough negotiations
with tiie police:
Mrs. Y's protestations that she was honest,tiiatthere were no stolen goods there, tiiat she would
not allow these in the house anyway, went unheeded. This persecution, as she considered it,
became too much for her, and when her patience was finally exhausted, she went to the nearest
public phone box, telephoned the Home Office, and demanded to be puttiiroughtotiie'head
man'. She seems to have managed to gettiiroughto a senior official, who listened courteously to
her tale. She was successful; from tiiat time on, she was left in peace and her possessions
undisturbed.^^

80 Crosthwaite (1975) p.281
81 Crosthwaite (1975) p.281
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6. Contradictions of domestic and penal moralities: breaches of
conditional liberty and mediating and negotiating work of carers

Possibly the most condensed contradiction between domestic and penal moratities occurs
for women whose partners or sons have breached the conditions of theti early release.
Somewhere between 30% and 46% of prisoners on conditional release end up back in
prison either for committing new crimes or for breaching the conditions of theti release.^^
Whether prisoners are returned to gaol or not is decided by the arbitrary judgement of the
police or parole officer depending on the form of conditional release the prisoner is
undergoing. The work of managing the contradictions of domestic and penal obligations
in this situation is perhaps one of the stressful and at the same time most skilful forms of
the domestic labour of caring that women have to provide. The work can comprise
having to balance the contradictory demands of the two moralities as well as mediating
and negotiating to keep the man out of gaol.

Pauline son had been on a bond prior to imprisonment
He had to report tiiree times a week between tiie April and September. One night it was raining
and his bike had broken down He rang, 'can you pick me up'I rang the police station and they
said O.K. as long as he's here before midnight. Tne next time tiiey were not so helpful -1 had to
plead with them.

Fay

My son was had several warrants out for him. He took off to anodier State and I was involved,
caught up because I knew where he was and I didn't want to put my son in, but also I didn't want
to tell lies about him because that was wrong too, so I just answered the phone and said just
don't tell me where you are' but the police caught up with him.

Sally

He's got to report between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. If he's not there by nine o'clock diey'U put him back
in iaif One night it was pounng witii rain and he had to get over to Mascot (from Glebe).. He had
a dfoctors certificate too. ... I pnoned them and tiiey said 'Bad luck, if you don't come there's
going to be an instant warrant on him tonight' so I rang up called them all die bitches under die sun
and hung up on her, then rang back and said 'Look I'm coming in now.' I rang my Mum' up
and they said 'come around and we'll give you $20 to get a taxi, so I rang her back and said'T
hope you're happy, I've been able to get some money I'm on my way in' and she said 'O, I've
been a bit harsh. Make sure he reports tomorrow' ...they've got the power to do anytiimg them
bastards, I hate them.

82 Dewdney M. & Miner M.(1976) p.68
Frank Morgan (1988) pp. 94-97

N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report (1987) pp. 33-34
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G w e n One daughter and a partner now in Long Bay for a drug related crime
after being on parole
I had anodier one, a woman one (parole officer) He didn't used to say anytiiing, he used to go
m there say anytiiing, he used to go intiiere,he was half asleep. I used to tiiink when is she
gomg to notice?' (but) he'd sittiieresaying' How have you been today? Good. Ra,ra,ra,' and
that would be it and I'd sit theretiiinking'when are you going to notice what's gomg on' I can't
give him in for it, but ..what would you have liked her to do? I would have Uked her to
have put him in a WHOS or sometiiuig. Or she could even have helped him witii metiiadone. I
mean tiiis was the second time, (he'd been on heroin) why couldn't you have told her?
Well, because, I don't know , it was Uke, how we grew up, was when we was young kids, it
wasn't, I know its sort of silly, but you never give anybody up for anytiung, and for me to give
him up lUcetiiatwould have been unportant to him because he d havetiioughtI'd betrayed hun and
so I couldn't.

Rebecca
I do a lot of explaining to die parole officer to get Owen out of it. Emotionally and physically its
just exhausting. I mediate between die welfare worker and priest and police sometimes when he's
had to sign on report every day to the police and sometimes he's been too dmnk, I've had to go to
tiiem and taUc totiiemor get a medical certificate Sometimes witiitiieparole officer, he just
doesn't want to talk to her. He says you'll just have to talk to her for me

One of the major criticisms of parole is that for the 40% or so prisoners whose parole is
revoked, their time under punitive control outside of prison walls, or tiieir 'clean street
time' is not counted. ^^ Parole then for a significant proportion of prisoners extends
theti total period of imprisonment. This is one of the most keenly felt injustices of the
parole system.^^ However if men are falsely arrested the injustice of this extension of
control is compounded and the stress of experiencing that injustice is keenly felt by the
partner of the prisoner:

C h e r y l Partner arrested on a false charge whilst on parole
.... when he was released I was fuming. I wanted to go back and physically strangle every
member of the Parole Board. Because dietiireeand a naif years he done on die outside (between
the two periods of imprisonment)tiieysaid they didn't count. He's back doing five and a half,
six years(on parole) he still owes them now.

Other forms of back end release can also extend the period of punishment. Day leave at
the normatising end of imprisonment can impose major stresses on men who are faced in
an immediate way with the responsibilities of family but who are nevertheless sttil
constituted as 'adolescents' needing to be confined to inside the walls of the prison:

83 M. Findlay (1982) p.l46. The Law Reform Commission(1987) p.l33
84 M. Findlay(1982) ch 8.
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Esther
He got in a bit of trouble at Silverwater. He was on a works release for three weeks. He was on
day leave, about 8 day leaves over about six mondis. I got pregnanttiienI miscarried while he
was stiU ontiieday release programme. That's why he did what he done (escape whUe on day
leave). He got three months for tiiat

One of the most common reasons for escapes from penal conttol tii N.S.W. is concem
about family problems.85 The normalising moment of penaUty constituted as a
reintegrative programme of control imposes major tension on both the prisoner and tiie
outside carer.

In Esther's situation it was her partner who was caught in the double

btiid imposed by the contradictory moratities of home and prison. It seems tikely tiiat
this tension is an inherent aspect of day leave as, in the period 1971 -1983, 5.5% of
all prison escapes occmred during day or weekend leave. However this masks the
increasing pressiue on prisoners on this form of conditional liberty, as there was a
steady increase in the rate from 2.2% in 1975 to 10.1% in 1982.86

One further basis of tension for women in this situation is the complexity of the
reponsibtiities they carry for different dependents in the family. Although the prisoner
makes major demands on the labour of the outside carers, there may be other family
demands that have priority. The hidden punishment of being an outside carer in this
more complicated famtiy pattem can be severe:

Kay Nephew in C.I.P. after breaching the conditions of a warrant
When he was out on a warrant he escaped to Adelaide. His motiier told die police his address ui
Adelaide, now he won't talk to her. He is very angry witii her. But she only told them because
the poUce were coming around to our home to my motiier fhis grandmotiier) who is 82 and not
weU, She only told them to stop my mother being harassed ana botiiered by it aU.

The re-artest of the man when he breaches tiie conditions of parole can result tii gross
tilegal physical punishment that then comntits women to stressful fmstrating
contestations:

85 Porritt (1986) Gorta & Nguyen (1988)
86 N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Report (1983) App. II table 6.
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June
when he got into afight(outside die pub) and die coppers held him down and when diey got hun
back to the police station, tiiey give him an hiding. His head, cut open twice He had 37 baton
marks on his body. Then I went in and I wanted to,, I went off me head and I said 'I want to put a
charge against police officers' and I said '0, he done it by himself in die back oftiievan, did he,
really cut his head open did he?' and the sergeant turned around and he said 'look, I've go a lot
coming up around this area soon' he said and 'I don't want any more trouble, see you later' what
did he mean' a lot coming up'? Well it was over at Glebe so he said, he's got enough on
his plate and he needs all die men he's got, witiiout me charging any and gettingtiiemsuspended.
So m other words he wasn't going to do a bloody thing.

7. Material costs to women of 'community control': the home constituted
as the site of 'resource and resolve'
The most visible cost is related to the women's responsibility, outiined above, to collect
and deliver the prisoner in the day and weekend leave programmes of release in the
normalising phase of imprisonment. In the early 1980s day leave was extended to
prisoners in some country goals and the geographical limits for prisoners from these
gaols extend to over 100 kms. These liberal extensions of the programmes of controlled
release then increase the demands on women's resources.

Release on parole however, can also involve women in major losses of income. The
loss of income of the families of prisoners that is an inherent part of imprisonment as
segregation is not inevitably reversed in the later stages of penal control. The works
release programme is extended to only a minority of prisoners and not all prisoners on
that programme are able to keep their jobs once they are on parole.8'7 Braidiwaite found
that in 1979 only 26.9% of prisoners released from gaol in N.S.W. found jobs in the
four to six months subsequent to their release.88 Indeed it is because the family is
constituted as a resource providing material support/or the prisoner that parole can be
incorporated into the penal programme. Releasing prisoners without fantily support can
involve the state in tiie additional costs of halfway houses.89 About 10% of long term
prisoners, and an unknown proportion of other prisoners marry, or begin new de facto

87 Dewdney et al. (1977) p. 146
88 Braidiwaite (1980) p.203
89 The long term programmes of using halfway houses for men on parole were specificaUy mtroduced as
'family surrogate schemes to compensate for'deficient nuclear famiUes'(Ellen Handler (1974)) By
die late 1980s die N.S.W. Department of Corrective Services was contributing $500,000 per annum to
the costs of their half way houses.
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relationships, whilst they are in prison.^^ Aitkin and Gartner suggest that this is because
single prisoners' in N.S.W. interpret penal adntinistrators perceptions of the home as
the most promising site of 'resource and resolve'.

In these cross curtents of prison

speculation it is specifically the home defined as the site of 'normal' heterosexual
relationships that prisoners aim for in their bid to influence parole decisions.^i

The impact on women of this incorporation of the home as a material resource is rarely
investigated.

In one of the few studies examining the impact of release on the

economies of the prisoners' families, Jeffrey Liker found that for 175 famiUes of
released men, in Atlanta and Houston in the U.S.A., the man's freedom placed severe
financial burdens on scarce household resources. In these families it was mothers who
were most adversely affected although 40% of wives reported that theti husbands were
contributing no money toward household expenses.^^

In these N.S.W. accounts of the intersection of prison and home it was especially die
partners and parents of men locked into a cycle of recidivism who described the material
costs imposed on them through theti family obligations to men on conditional liberty.

K a t h e r i n e Four children. Partner imprisoned 'several times'
(we were better off)financiallywhUe he was in jail, because (for example) one Christmas aU he
wanted to do was buy die grog for a Christmas party and I had toys for die kids on lay by. He
couldn't understandtiieyhad to come out first.
R a y Partner to be released in nine days after his third period of imprisonment
If he doesn't get a job straight away I have to feed him, pay his fares everywhere and so on. You
know when they come outtiieyshould have some money maybetiieyshould save up through the
year or work for it.
Sally Met partner when he was in prison. He is now on parole but waiting for
some in-prison charges to be brought.
We're bringing in $340 a formight which is not a lot of money when youtiiinkyou are payuig
$160 rent out of it without buying food
Phillip finds it hard to get work
we ve got
notiiing.. I've got a sister who'll help. I could go and live with her (at Albury) but we can't do
nothing because Phillip's got to report here (seven days a week)..
90 Aitidn & Gartrell(1982) p. 9. Houslow et. al(1982) p.62
91 Aiticin & GartreU (1982)
92 Liker (1981) p.l6
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til this situation it was the conditions of parole that were imposing costs ontiiepartner of
tiie parolee. Aitidn and GartreU pointed out in 1983tiiatdie conditions of early release
could impose costly restraints on both the parolee and his family citing the example of
one elderly man whose retum to the home of his older sisters had meanttiiataU tiu-ee
were prevented from entering a home fortiieelderly because of the licencees's reporting
obligations.93

The altemative of imposingfinesrather than imprisonment can make a dtiect impact on
the economic resources of women in the family of the prisoner. Two of the women
spoke about paying fines for their sons or nephews to make sure he was not imprisoned
for fine default.

Kay One nephew on weekend detention, one nephew in C.I.P.
He Nephew on weekend detention) is always asking for money to pay for his metiiadone
treatment, or his rent, and then coming home and telling me he has been robbed so he needs more
money
They come to me to pay theirfinesand their warrants because I'm the single aunt
whose got a good job and no family of my own - I'm supposed to be the wealthy one. But I tell
them they can't rely on me any more, now I've retired and Uving on my annuity. But I stUl paid
$200, 4 weeks ago to pay on Edward's warrant. He still ended up in Long Bay though over
another incident so 1 didn't get my money backtiiistimeeither
Pauline
Son, a truck driver, had a series of fines for traffic offences, was
initially held for fine default, later imprisoned
He was to go to Silverwater buttiieywere short of staff Sotiieykept him at Castie Hall police
station. I rang and rang Silverwater. They didn't know anytiiing. I said if I pay the rest of the
fine can I get nim out? Ipaid $80 . He had had next to nothing to eat. He was there 8 p.m.
Wednesday to midnight Thursday.

One study of fine defaulters in Britain in 1978 found that the majority of individuals who
do not pay fines are people who have no family support.9'* The curtent discourse on
how to keep fine defaulters out of prison draws directiy on the help that relatives and
friends can give.95 It would not be far-fetched then to suppose that the classical tiberal
image of a penal economic contract being negotiated between the individual and the state,
in fact masks a redistribution of resources within households and that that redistribution
93 Aiticin and Gartrell (1983) p.26
94 p. Sinclair (1974)
95 Howe Committee (1981) Fine Default NACRO. London, cited in Challenger (1985)p. 102
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for at least some, if not most, families involves a shift of resources from women to
men. The Softiey study found that fine payers reduced theti spending on food, clothing
or shoes to pay the fine but did not indicate who in the fantily went without food,
clothes or shoes in this renegotiation of the household budget.96 This then is also Iticely
to mean that it is a redistribution of resources from the pockets of individual women to
the state as long as the constitution of penatity as a career of increasing penatity means
that a fine default ends in other, more costly, forms of penal conu-ol.

All of these examples indicate that tiie sources of the exQ-a costs to women lay in either
the individual responses of the released prisoner or in the legitimate but penatising
sttucture of penal control as it is presentiy constituted. The final example tiidicates that
the illegal activities of the legal-penal controllers might be a factor in putting women at
risk of material losses in this moment of penality:
Sally and Phillip Phillip had been imprisoned a number of times before he
and Sallv met. He had been sentenced both in prison and outside of prison for a
series or small scale acts of aggression.
He got picked up the otiier night, just look at his face. They (the police) bashed him up and took
all our money. $210 of our money. Bashed him up again. Igotlntemal Affairs ontotiiemagaui.
Now he has to go to court. All he was doing was standing outside a shop and theyreckonedhe
was trying to break into it, and they've charged him with a Breaking and Enter, tney give him a
hiding, took all his money Now I' ve got to go through it all again now.They just took it, pocketed
it, kept it for themselves. Phillip: 1 know how they go and I hid the money down me sock, I've
had it taken before. They stripped me down. I had a pair of socks on. I didn't even get me socks
back.

Summary
The femininist materiaUst analyses interpret the domestic labour of caring as the work
of reproduction. The work of caring for men on conditional liberty is doubly caught up
tiito the relationship between productive and reproductive life. Penality has been
constituted in a variety of forms, from segregative imprisonment as the dominant form,
to imprisonment as an end point in an increasingly wide smorgasbord of controls to 'fit
the punishment'.

This multipticity of forms of punishment and control is intrinsic to

96 Softiey (1983) 'The Imprisonment of Fine Defaulters' in Justice of die Peace 147, pp. 470-472. cited
in Challenger (1985) p. 106
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tiie reproduction of the social relations of industrial then welfare then corporate consumer
capitaUsm. The extension of penality, however hidden, to the carers of men under
punitive control is part of this broader aspect of reproductive life. The home as the site
of 'resource and resolve' provides: the material infrastructure upon which contemporary
penalty rests, the potential psychological control upon the prisoner about to be
reintegrated into the 'normal' family relationships of care and dependency and,
according to the penological theory of detertence, the sufficient threat to the man who
does not commit the offence for fear of sacrificing this relationship. In this the home is a
significant element of the reproduction of the conditions of social life.

Secondly, the work of caring is constituted within present penal discourses as being
about the reproduction of the individual personatities of each specific offender within the
'haven' of the particularistic relationships of family love. It is this double featured
aspect of domesticity that is its main characteristic in general social life. That is, it has
both material and emotional elements. However these features of domesticity are
especially significant, and create specific tensions, as the labour of loving becomes
incorporated into therealmof punishment and control.

Presentiy authority in the penal sphere comprises the three powerful and often contesting
rationalities: the judicial, the scientific and the economic. The moral powers derivtiig
from these three spheres of rationality and from the debates between theti particular
representatives are curtently constituting penality as a broad social net that wtil
increasingly exploit the powerless, arational moraUty of the home as a source of control.

The home is botii a physical space providing material resources and a set of relationships
specifically constituted as a nexus of caring and dependence.
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The two models of the relationship between prison and home posited at the beginning of
this chapter are both relevant to the experiences of women caught in the singitiar social
space where penatity and domesticity intersect.

In tiie curtent reconstitution of penal life those men who are able to demonstrate theti
attachment to social life through their ability to fit the category of provident wage earner
and/or through the evidence of having access to a home comprising sufficient material
resources to enable him to cross the 'bridge' back into normal life, are likely to
experience punishment as a one way process through the 'progressive' moments of
penaUty. However having a 'home' is not always a sufficient safeguard against entering
and reentering the reprocessing cycle of punitive segregation and cortection and
conditional liberty.

The contt-adictions of the current dynamic of a familial political economy characterised
by the contradictory dynamics of consumerism and neo classical deregulation is likely to
place further stresses on the tensions between destie and control. These historically
specific stresses are increasingly leading to an exploitation of the powerless arational
moratity of domestic tife operating through the extensive and intensive labour of women
in the home. The central characteristic of this labour, and of the material costs and
extension of control to the women in the home of men under community surveiUance, is
its invisibility. It is the hidden labour, hidden costs and hidden control of women tiiat
underpins this moment of penality.

Penal and 'family' policies are jointly constructing the dilemmas of 'care as conurol' for
larger numbers of women in tiie particular tensions of this curtent famitial potitical
economy. The actual character of this curtent complex form of exploitation of caring
work is not immutable. Within Australia there are significant differences in
imprisonment rates reflecting both differences in sentencing practices as weU as
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differences in the ways that laws are interpreted.9'^ Moreover within O.E.C.D. countries
'family' policies are currently constmcting the nexus between care and dependency in
significantiy different forms.98 N.S.W. in the period 1986-1988 was moving to the
more punitive combination of increasing prison populations, widening 'community'
networks ofpenal control, and restricting public provision ofresources for famiUes
witiiout male breadwinners.99

The final chapter comprises an overview of the theorerical and empirical material
presented so far in the thesis by reviewing the propositions set out in chapter one against
the evidence from the analysis of the several official penal discourses and from the
accounts of the 38 people who spoke of their experience of being the 'family' through
whom those policies and practices were effected. Finally, the concluding chapter also
includes an epilogue in which this overview is set against the changes in penal and
family policies and practices that have developed since the election of the Liberal
govemment in N.S.W. in 1989.

97 John WaUcer (1989)
98 Robin Bradley, Catiiy Walters, Shelley Cooper, Joe Kisch, Paul Yeoman and Bob Dapre (1986) Carol
Oxley (1987)
99 Department of Social Security Annual Report (1988/9) p. 10. This latter aspect of die
welfare/punishment package is a complex one. Whilst die Child Support Scheme places greater
emphasis on die economic responsibility of tiie non custodial parent, die Family AUowance element of
tiie Social Security programme has helped to increase die level of income of sole parents. These
programmes are discussed in greater detail in tiie epilogue in tiie final chapter.
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CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSION:

the home and the prison.

The central prentise of this thesis is that an analysis of the relationship between 'the
home' and 'the prison' makes an important contribution to the broader feminist
materiaUst programme/agenda/challenge to sociology, and thereby extends sociological
understanding.

That challenge is based on the basic tenet that the investigation of the

relationship between the domestic and the various 'un' domestic spheres that comprise
social life, is one of the major tasks facing sociologists in theti interpretation of the
nature of power and inequatity.

This argument, that the analysis of the construction of domesticity is essential to an
understanding of power and inequality, centres on the basic contradiction of
universalism. That is, that universalism is like being pregnant: it is not possible to be a
tittle bit non-universal. If universalism does not hold for all citizens then, logicaUy, ti
cannot hold for any citizen. IndividuaUsm can then not be the entitiement of only a
section of the citizenry. Because of this basic character of the principle of universatism
upon which liberal democratic capitalism is based, domesticity is far more centt-al to our
understanding of tiie embeddedness of inequality in social relationships than are race,
etiinicity or gender. It is this proposition which is the major feminist chaUenge to
sociology. Although inequatities centred upon race, ethnicity and gender remain as
conti-adictory aspects of tiie supposed universalism of Uberal democratic capitaUst
relations, it is possible, even if it is not probable, to envisage that each of the
tiiequalities based on these three social categories could eventually be dissolved through
appeals to universaUsm. People whose inequality is centt-ed upon domesticity however
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can not make use of this appeal because, within the form of Uberal capitaUsm as it is
presentiy constmcted, famtiism is the term upon which individuatism/universalism
depends.

A key aspect of the embeddedness of tiiis form of inequality is the relative invisibiUty of
this interdpendence between these apparently incompatible values of social life. It is in
the Uves of people in the population 'families of prisoners' that this central sociological
problem is manifested in one of its most condensed forms. The thesis has argued that
'why' and 'how' we persuade ourselves that the interdependence of domestic and public
life does not exist, are especially significant questions when we pose them in the
intersection of the two domains as it occurs in the legal-penal sphere. This is because it
is in this area of public life that the powerful signifiers 'power',' morality' and
'rationality', (around which the contradiction between fantiUsm and individualism
revolve) are most clearly articulated. This potential for clarity, that is an especial
characteristic of the legal penal sphere, then makes more urgent, for tiie defence of tiie
principle of universatism, the necessity to mask or marginalise the contradiction of the
tiiterdependence and incompatibitity between domestic and public Ufe. The several ways
til which this obfuscation of the importance of domesticity has occurted in the various
transformations ofpenal tife has been outiined in chapters four to eight.

In this delineation, tiie thesis has presented a framework for tiie investigation of 'tiie
home and the prison' that has drawn on three literatures: the socialist feminist critique of
tiie relationship between state, economy and family, the fentinist critique of
crtintiiology, and the radical critique of penaUty, which itself draws on materiatism as
weU as the more idealist analysis of Foucauti.
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In Foucaultian terms, tiie investigation into tiiis centt-al contradiction of social tife has
involved the deconstraction of tiie tiiree terms:
a) 'the home'
b) 'and' 1
c) 'the prison'.

Altiiough the thesis uses analytic tools derived from Foucault's work on prison life, the
analysis of these tiiree terms has been grounded too in an emphasis upon materiatism,
and on tiie centratity of the domestic-poUtical-economic relations withtii which tiie
discursive practices have been moulded, modified and renegotiated.

Foucault's analysis of the penal sphere is a description of tiie transformation in the
relationship between the state and the individual in which the prison represents the most
intense and powerful form of a series of 'normalising' social discipUnary apparatuses.
However, where Foucault makes '...the technology of power the very principle both of
the humanization of the penal system and of the knowledge of man. ?•, the central
theme of this thesis is that this technology of power is also about the alternating
masculinisation/ domestication of penal life and the knowledge and exploitation of both
women and men as carers.

The review of the literature in the field of radical penology, in chapters two and four,
indicates that that discipline draws on, but is also critical of, the Foucaultian analysis.
The materialist critique of Foucault comprises the 'historians objection' and the 'agency
objection'. Ftistiy, there are several specific concrete historical exceptions to the notion
of the universal imposition of disciptinary mechanisms to reform and control. Secondly,
1 m terms oftiiecontradictory interdependence between 'the home' and 'die prison'
2 Foucault (1977) p.23. (my emphasis)
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tiie history of tiie actual social tinplementation oftiiistt-ansformationof the penal sphere
is also the history of tiie resistances to that power. Prisoners in tiie Foucaultian picmre
are shadowy passive objects upon whom that power is imposed without opposition.^
This tiiesis, whtist drawing on the Foucaultian interpretation of penatity, tiidicates a
tiitid problem witii that perspective tiiat is at the same time a critique of tiie standard
Marxian position. Chapters two and four of tiie thesis indicated tiiat tiiere are tiu-ee
levels of the interpretation of tiie wtil to power:
(i) the description of the transformation of penatity as a morphology of the wiU to
power, focusing only on the imposition of that will on the passive recipients upon
whom the new 'discipinary discourse' is imposed;
(ti) the parallel accounts of the history of the inti-oduction of tiie social disciptinary
apparatuses and of the history of the revolts against them. This second, more
complex, interpretation of the transformation of penal life then becomes a
description of the opposition of wills between the controllers and the concoUed
whilst recognising tiiat that opposition is itself constructed within tiie forms
imposed on it in the new disciptinary discourses; and
(tii) a fentinist materiatist account that argues that neither of these two approaches is
sufficientiy complex as they are not able to encapsulate in full the contradictions of
the way that the will to power in modem life is constracted out of the relationship
between will and 'unobligated wtil'.

Chapter two included a summary of the radical critique of social control and punishment
which investigates the specific problem of social order and control engendered in a
famtiial political economy - liberal capitalism and its successive forms - that is centred
upon the contradictory duality of the principle of the freedom of the individual in the
3 This criticism of FoucauU's text holds even though in his own day to day life he was himseU part of the
prisoner resistances of the 1960s.
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pubtic sphere, the state, but inequatity of market position in the private sphere, the
economy."^

This thesis has investigated the way that this potitical economic problem,

of the delicate balance between nominal freedom and actual inequality in capitalism, is
associated with particular pattems of tiitersection between, on one hand, tiie formal
systems of punishment and control and, on the other, the fantily . Penatity and
domesticity are defined as two of the major spheres of social control in a potitical
economy in which the contradictions of freedom and inequatity are played out. A basic
argument has been presented that, as liberal capitaUsm becomes overlaid by its
successive forms - industrial capitatism, welfare capitalism, and advanced corporate
consumer capitatism, different rationalities have been brought into play so tiiat the
intersection of home and prison has become a maze of contradictory
interdependencies.

Underlying the actual social practices in the constraction of the domestic and the legalpenal spheres as especially important sites of morality, is a complex and often
contradictory mass of ideas, philosophies, moraUties, religious edicts and economic
'laws'.

Sometimes aspects of this confusion of abstract but powerful ideas are

explicitiy stated.

Sometimes they are presented as a seemingly coherent, consciously

worked out, statement of social order. However, more often than not, the
contradictions and complexities of the dual moratities surtounding the constraction of
penality and domesticity in liberal capitalism remain a tangled, largely unspoken, yet
influential set of social rales.

Chapter five of the thesis outtined in some detail the impUcations of tiie recent feminist
materialist analyses of the specific ways that domesticity has been, and continues to be.
4 as it is constituted in its asociological form by Uberal fenunism as a social category apartfromdomesticity
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consmicted and modified withtii captiatism. It is from this perspective that the
contradictions and complexities of these often tiivisible social laws have been most
elegantiy dissected. Several studies within tiie femtiiist materiaUst perspective, of tiie
occupational sphere, and of tiie relationship between famtiy and state, have comptied
evidence of the interdependence and incompatibtiity between tiidividuatism and famitism,
and the consequent exploitation and oppression of women within the domestic sphere,
that develop from that conu-adiction.

Over tiie past fifteen years this approach has delineated several aspects of the way that tiie
state, through a variety of social poticies, mediates family relations in a class society.
The key concept in these analyses, of the significance of 'caring' in the constraction of
tiiequatity in class society, has been taken as the central tool of analysis of the way tiiat
the family is incorporated into the penal sphere. Social poticy analysis tiidicates tiiat it is
the nexus between caring and dependence that is at the centre of the way that the
relations of production and reproduction in a class society intersect. The evidence from
the review of literature in chapters two and four, and from the personal experiences
recounted in chapters five to eight, indicate that this nexus, as it operates in the social
space between the home and the prison, results in particularly condensed experiences of
economic exploitation, political oppression and cultural domination. Hidden labour,
hidden costs, and the hidden incorporation into the field of punishment and control, are
the risks inherent in the caring relationships of the domestic sphere, when a partner, son
or brother is sentenced to the 'rational' punishment of imprisonment.^

Moreover, when the 'outside carer' of the prisoner also has tiie fantily obligation to care
for the prisoner's child, the experience of living day to day between the two spheres of
5 the thesis has not recorded the paraUel accounts of the people in N.S.W. who care for women m prison.
However the overview of the literature by Koban (1983), cited in chapterfive,Uidicatestiiattiiese
hidden costs are especiaUy compounded in the case of carers of women prisoners.
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moratity becomes particularly exploitative. Chapter six outiines the several
contradictions, and the consequent burdens of caring, that occur when 'the prison'
reflects in a condensed form the gendered division of labour of parenting as it occurs in
the wider society. The evidence from this thesis^ indicates tiiat, in N.S.W, in tiie late
1980s, the parenthood of male prisoners is concurtentiy cracial to the sense of self of
prisoner parents, yet vtituaUy invisible in the official penal discourses. It is the work
of the outside carers of prisoners' chtidren that provides the infrastractiu-e of unpaid,
yet costiy, domestic labour that bridges the gap between these two incompatible aspects
of punishment and control - the significance yet the negation of prisoner parenthood.
The work of caring that is involved in this particularly condensed conu-adiction of social
tife also includes the extensive skiUs of managing the tensions and stresses experienced
by the children. The principle of the innocence of children, which is one of the basic
values of civil society in this moment of the fantilial-political-economy, is at odds with
the punishment that the children of prisoners experience. This punishment is manifested
in several ways: in poverty,

in the separation from the parent, in the especially painful

experience of separation because of the imprisonent of the parent, in the knowledge that
one's father is being punished and the risk of stigma that that experience brings, as well
as in the specific tensions that can be part of the experience of visiting prison. The work
then, of caring for children of prisoners, ameliorating as it does some of the hidden
punishments that the children experience, plays an particularly significant part tii
maintaining the 'civtiity' of civil society. However, although this is an especially
onerous form of domestic labour that draws on especially skilful aspects of the abiUty
to care, there is littie acknowledgement of its significance, either in the official
discourses of penality or in the several govemment, orthodox academic, or even
feminist analyses, of family life. Without that skilled labour however, the punishment
of imprisonment would impose costs on both the prisoner and the child that would
6 and fromtiieseveral texts cited m chapter sixtiiatreferboth to N.S.W. and to otiier states and countries.
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seriously undermine the legittinacy of the state as a body that has the right to tinpose
just and universatistic punishment. The concept of tiie deprivation of tiberty of
prisoners does not extend to the notion that tiiey should be forced too, to lose for all
ttine, theti civti status as parents. Given the cturent constitution of parenthood tiiat
emphasises 'quality time', and bonding for both men and women as parents, the lack
of aU contact with their children would effectively cut prisoners off from their status as
parents in contemporary society. Without tiie domestic labour of matiitatiitiig family
contact, that consequence of imprisonment would became a more manifest aspect of
penatity. The material in the thesis, both from the review of the history of penality in
the state, and from the accounts of the carers, indicates that the costs to the state, were
that particularly significant form of domestic labour to be withheld, could be expected
to be high. This is because that specific form of the work of caring has tinptications for
the costs of the health of the chtidren, of the weU being of the prisoners, and of the
costs of imprisonment, as it is the loss of visits that plays such a large part in the preconditions of prison revolts and even in the destraction of prisons. The carers work
provides a bridge between domesticity and penality in this specific case, of the
parenthood of prisoners, that is then extraordinarily theoreticaUy problematic in its
invisibility.

The extent to which the parallel punishment, and work, of the population constituted as
'famtiies of prisoners' is hidden varies witii the different forms that rationatity takes in
tiie different moments of penality. The shifts in the discursive practices of penatity have
a dual significance for those people who comprise the population 'famtiies of prisoners'.
The prison crises of tfie 1970s, coinciding with the 'retreat from welfare' discourses in
tiie social policy sphere, framed tiie immediate historical setting tiiat constracted tiie
complex and conffadictory social space of thetiiti-tyeight people whose experiences, of
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having a family obligation to care for prisoners in N.S.W. gaols, form the basis of
chapters five to eight.

The 'prison crisis' has been interpreted in this thesis as, in part, a crisis of masculinity.
The false universalism that disguised the masculinity of prison life became tiicreasingly
exposed throughout the 1960s and 1970s. The thesis interprets the tiberal responses to
tiiat crisis as an attempt to reinsert domesticity back into the penal sphere and outiines
the forms of domesticities that were reinserted, and the role played by the social
sciences in this intersection of penal and domestic life. It also indicated that certain
domesticities were bracketed out in tiiis attempt to balance the stresses between
segregation, cortection and normalisation.

The material in chapters five to eight indicates that the inU-oduction of these tiberal
reforms, that were layered onto the more conservative, mascutinist segregative and
punitive penal policies, have brought some benefits to the people in the popitiation
'famtiies of prisoners'. The increased recognition of the importance of the intersection of
domesticity and penality in the liberal reformist phases have ameliorated some of the
economic and the personal costs of the work of maintaining family contact for some
partners and parents of prisoners. However the accounts of the thirty eight 'carers'
indicate, too, that the shift, from die relative 'invisibitity' of family life in the classical
Uberal period to a greater recognition of the importance of 'the family' in penal control
in the reformist eras, has also resulted in increased costs as theti labour, and theti
family commitment to provide, is more manifestly incorporated into penal tife.
Moreover, during the 1980s, as domesticity was more openly inserted into penal life,
the tensions that occurted between the co-existing sets of discursive practices - the
segregative, cortectional and normatising moments of imprisonment - also had punitive
consequences for the people who were members of the population 'famtiies outside'.
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It is especiaUy the concept of 'coping' as it has been deconstracted within the femtiiist
materialist analyses of social poticy that provides a framework for interprettiig the
extensive skiUs and labour and costs to tiie outside carers of prisoners in their response
to the complexities of curtent penal discourses.

In this part of the thesis, the evidence from the 'carers of prisoners' supports the
arguments, from the feminist analyses of domesticity, that rationality is not exclusive to
non-domestic areas of social life. The Uberal discourses, that constract the segregation of
domestic and non-domestic tife around the distinction between rationatity and
emotionatity, depend upon a very narrow definition of rationatity, one that
countenances only its abstract, inteUectual components. The sociaUst critique of this
'abstracted' rationality deplores the false segregation of the senses and abstt-act thought in
this liberal capitalist version of 'intelligence'. This differentiation, growing out of the
productive system of industrial capitatism and compounded in the increasingly capital
intensive forms of production in the early twentieth century, between inteUectual and
manual skills, legitimated the devaluation of manual labour. The feminist materialist
criticism goes further and focuses on the social constraction of the segregation of the
inteUectual, the sensual and the emotional components of intellectual life, and the way
in which the constraction of false boundaries between those three components retiiforces
tiie devaluation of domesticity.

The evidence from chapters five to eight add substantial

weight to the feminist argument for a broader definition of rationality, one that reaffirms
the holistic character of intellectual abitity. This understanding of inteUectual abtiity goes
beyond the nartow definitions of either economic, legal-penal or scientific rationality that
authorise our day to day experiences tii the non-domestic spheres of contemporary
social Ufe, The evidence from the thesis indicates that it is tii the condensed experiences
of people in the population 'families of prisoners' that the compound skills of 'caring'
are set in clearest relief against the nartower rationalities of the public sphere.
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Nevertheless, although the sets of 'knowledges' that are based on caring-for-theprisoner are used and exploited in several ways throughout the experience of
imprisonment, and of release on parole, it is through the nartower 'rationalities' of the
economic, scientific or legal-penal worlds that the power to prescribe and proscribe
behaviours continues to be authorised. In this particularly unequal imbalance between
power, morality and rationality, caring skiUs are translated into 'coping behaviours' in
an especially intensive way in the social space between prison and home. As in the
several other examples of the constraction of family life as the long-time care of
dependents, tiie state is able to draw on and exploit the complex skills of 'coping' in tiie
chronic crisis of imprisonment. However, although, the thesis points up the potential
for potitical quietism in the way that penal discourses exploit the malleabiUtity, negation,
and accountabitity inherent in 'coping', caring for prisoners can also involve the people
who are the 'outside carers' in both individual and coUective poUtical action against tiie
several ways in which the contradictions of penality result in manifest injustices for the
men inside.

In chapter four, thetiiesisoutUnestiievarious forms of the intersection between
domestic and penal tife. It plots four major waystiiwhich tiie boundaries are
constracted between prison and home as the two moral sites of the reproduction of tiie
social relations of capitatism: the home within the prison,tiiehome clearly separated
fromtiieprison, the boundaries between home and prison becoming more permeable
and fourthly, tiie prison witiiin the home. Botiitiithis general deltiieationtiichapter
four, and in the more specific description oftiieseforms as they apply to N.S.W.tiithe
1980s, the thesis indicatestiiatthere is Iticely to be an increastiig exploitation of tiie
domestic labour of the people who comprise the population 'families of prisoners'. The
various 'rationalities' tiiat legittinatetiiepowerful morality ofpenal life seem to be
reconstracting the boundaries between home and prison in the form of tiicreasingly
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complex and contradictory methods of social control that altematively constitute the
family as the site of 'resource and resolve' but also as the site of a range of new
crintinalities. The 'home' seems to be increasingly likely to become both criminogertic
and exploitative as it is presently betiig constituted witiitii the technical, economic and
legal rationatities of the penal sphere. In chapter eight the accounts of tiie women who
have tived within the complex social space 'the home of the man on parole' indicate very
clearly that there are extensive forms of hidden labour, economic costs and punishments
involved in that experience. What is not yet clear is to what extent tiiese forms of
exploitation, domination and oppression wiU be intensified with tiie introduction of tiie
new forms of intensive surveiUance that are being introduced as potential solutions to the
cturent tensions of control in advanced corporate consumer capitatism.

til the eighteen months between collecting tiie information from the interviews and
writing up the thesis there have been two major changes in policies that constitute
domesticity and penality in N.S.W. The thesis, therefore, ends with an eptiogue in the
form of a summary of these recent changes in the domestic and tiie penal spheres that
places an especial emphasis upon:

(i) the basic assumptions about domesticity that underpin the new 'law and order'
discourses and tiie Iticely effect of these changes upon those people who live in that
complex and contradictory social space between domesticity and penality, the
individual women, men and children who comprise the population 'families of
prisoners', and

(ti) the implications for penality of the new family poticies
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Epilogue:

(!) the decline of 'domestication'

in N.S.W. prisons 1988-1990

In 1988 the Liberal party was elected to power in N.S.W. following a campaign
expUctly articulattiig the potitical philosophy of the New Right,'^ This comprised tiie
contradictory mixture of neo-tiberal poticies in the economic sphere and neoconservatism in those areas of life concerning law and morality. This contradictory, yet
complementary, combination of laissez fatie philosophies and social authoritarianism
was most evident in the promises and the actual poUcies and practices that have been
enforced in the administration of the Cortective Services department.

Several femtiiist writers have deltiieated the consequences for the constitution of
domesticity in the volatile mixture of neo-liberalism and neo-conservatism in the political
phtiosophy of the New Right.^ Briefiy these are: women become invisible in the 'free'
market relationships of the economic sphere, with the principles of universalism and
individuality being extended only to those people witii no family obligations to provide
the domestic work of caring, whilst women's interests are subsumed into the 'natural'
sphere of the family. At the same time, the patriarchal famtiy, constracted within the
classicaUy unequal relations of the economic dependence of the caring wife and mother
on the bread-winning fatiier, is constituted as the 'natural' site for the u-ansntission of
values essential to 'law and order'. In tiie language of the contemporary New Right
phtiosopher John Rawls, the home, as the site of the inferior moratity of association,
and the state, as the site of tiie superior morality of principles, are reconstituted as junior
and seitior members in a partnership of control to impose the sense of justice and balance

^ Outlined in chapter two
8 Fiona WUliams (1989) pp. 118-122 Marian Sawer (1982)
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Upon the behaviour of men working in the economic sphere, the domain of self interest.
Although the unequal relationships within the family are legitimated by theti
'naturalness', because 'the family' is so crucial to the New Right's model of disciptine
and moraUty, they also become the legitimate object of state intervention.

The several tensions that accrue from these conQ-adictions between tiie invisibtiity, yet
the significance, of the domestic sphere have been most clearly iUustrated in the poUcies
and practices of the Liberal administration of the Cortective Services department The
penal sphere is, at the same time, the area of social life in which economic rationatism is
sanctioned through the constitution of law breakers as rational individuals who have
chosen to break the rales, and the sphere in which the strong state and the family coexist as senior and junior purveyors of law and moratity.

It is tinportant to emphasise that this Liberal New Right management of prison life is not
always clearly distinguishable from the adminisQ-ative practices and pubtic statements of
the previous Labor govemment.

The prison population was increasing to the point of

overcrowding before 1988, Both parties foregrounded 'Law and Order' as an election
issue and promised to build new prisons, to crack down on street crimes and drug
offenders, and to review sentencing policies,^ Both parties were planning to tiitroduce
more intensive forms of community controls and 'home detention' programmes.
Nevertheless, the Liberal administration of the legal-penal sphere is based on a set of
discourses that explictly articulate the combination of economic rationalism and social
authoritariansim characteristic of the New Right potitical phtiosophy. Whereas the social
authoritarianism of the Labor administration was always in tension witii their continutiig
support for the normalising moment of penaUty, the curtent, most visible, penal

9 Hogg (1988) pp. 2-4
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discourses under the Liberal Ministers for Potice and the Cortective Services
underemphasise this domestically oriented aspect of penatity.

Although there are contradictions between policies based altematively upon economic
rationalism or social authoritarianism, there have also been claims that the two principles
are complementary. 10 This istiieargument that, by increasing prison capacity, the state
saves money, because the costs of crime are greater than tiie costs of imprisonment.'...
incapacitating prison-eUgible offenders now crowded out by today's space consu-aints
would likely cost communities less than they now pay in social damages and
prevention,'! 1

Zedlewski's article is based on the asociological assumption that criminality is the result
of the activities of afinitepool of potential criminals. However this is an unstated and
therefore an unexamined aspect of his argument. Nevertheless it is the argument that
seems to underpin the move to greater social authoritarianism in N.S.W. in the late
1980s.

In chapter eight, it was argued that the 1980s penal debates were tussles between power
groups within the legal penal sphere whose authority was based on three competing
claims to 'rationality': the legal penal, the social scientific and the economic 'experts'.
The Liberal administration has given priority to the clatins of the legal-penal and the
econontic rationalists in its management of prison life. However it has not resolved the
contradictions that derive from supporting these two competing authorities. Moreover,
several of the poUcies and practicestiiathave beentiitroducedintinsperiod have also
developed from a pragmatic response to specific exigencies developing out of this
10 EdwmZedlewski(1987)
11 Zedlewski. p.6.
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contradiction as weU as an ideological commiunent to New Right poUtical phtiosphies.
In general terms, the swing to the New Right has led to a de-domestication of prison
Ufe, at the same time as it has increased tiie stresses within prisons that have then placed
greater demands on those people who constitute the population 'famities of prisoners'.
However the contradictions inherent in the New Right mixture of laissez faire economics
and social authoritarianism are made more complex in that they are being imposed onto
the atieady existing complex network of scientific, econontic and legal rationaUties that
comprise the criminal justice system of N.S.W. in the late 1980s.

The reconfiguration of the intersection of domesticity and penatity is occurring in three
main areas: in policing, in the courts, and in imprisonment. The way that the two basic
principles, of social authoritarianism and economic rationaUty, are being applied within
these three sites is complex and contradictory. The specific changes are listed here.
However, the following discussion is not a neat sequential itemisation of each of these
points but an elaboration of their intersection with an especial emphasis on the the way
this reconfiguration of power, moratity and rationality implicates the people in the
population 'families of prisoners'.

In brief, the changes in the criminal justice system in N,S.W, that have developed from
the principles of the New Right are:

Social Authoritarianism
(i) an increase in the range and miltarisation of poticing
(ii) an increased militarisation of prison life
(iii) an increase in tiie rate of imprisonment, prison overcrowding and an expansionist
prison building programme
Economic rationality
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(iv) 'Truth in Sentencing' and 'back to justice' poUcies
(v) privatisation as the transfer of state responsibiltity for some of the unprofitable
provision of penal services to the 'private sphere' of the family and the voluntary
sector
(vi) corporatisation of several parts of the remaining state sector provision of penal
services
(vti) privatisation as the commoditisation of imprisonment

Social authoritarianism, penality

and domesticity

The ideology of the New Right, in constituting prisoners as free rational individuals who
have chosen to commit crime (in die neo-tiberalism of the economic sphere), specificaUy
endorses the swing to the neo-conservative social authoritarianism within the prison that
justifies the mititaristic and bratatising aspect of punishment and the move away from
the domestication of prison tife.

There have been several changes in penal discourses infiuenced by this social
authoritarian strand of New Right thought: an increase in policing in terms of numbers
of poticemen on the streets, an increase in the arbitrary power of the police to define
behaviour as crintinal with the reintroduction of the Summary Offences Act, and a 'get
tough' policy inside the gaols. This latter stance has led to a variety of manifestly
miUtaristic and punitive practices inside the prisons including an tiitensification of
mtiitaristic drug searches, greater restrictions on visiting rights of prisoners' legal
advisers, greater access given to the police to interview prisoners, restrictions on
prisoners' access to the Ombudsman, the suppression of prisoner produced magazines,
abotition of the right of appeal against decisions by magistrates in prison disciptinary
hearings, harsher penalites for escape, a repressive rather than a co-operative policy on
the issue of the spread of A,I.D.S. in prison, and tiie creation of a new set of in-prison
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offences. The costs of this re-mascutinisation of prison Ufe, to the people providing the
infrastracture of family care, have been largely invisible in the commentaries
surtounding their introduction.

Policing and the Summary Offences Act
One of thefirstchanges made by the Liberal govemment in the area of crime and
punishment was the reintroduction of the Summary Offences Act. This extended die
arbitrary power of the potice to define aspects of everyday behaviour in public places as
criminal. The Act brought larger numbers of people intotiiesphere of control and
punishment. It was especially those people most likely to be spending 'unorganised'
free time in pubtic spaces who came to be at increasedriskof criminatisation: the
homeless, the young from lower socio-economic areas but particularly Black people
who were most at risk of being affected by this change. 12 Describtiig the effect of a
parallel intensity of social conttol deriving from New Right poUcies in Britain four years
earlier, Bryan, Dazie and Scafe describetiieway that these 'Law and Order' poticies
intensified the work and punishment of Black women as
... mothers and as workers we came into contact with institutions that daUy compounded our
experience of racism. We were the ones who rushed to thepoUce station when members of our
families got arrested
We were the ones who had to clear up the debris when poUce entered
our homes uninvited to harass and intimidate us.l^

Although the mititarisation of policing had already begun in N.S.W. during the Labour
goverrunents period in power, i^ the continuing mititarisation of everyday life for
women in famtiies on the margins of productive tife, was extended with the widening

12 PhUlip Clark (1989) p.2. Brown (1989 b) pp.144-146 summarises die several recent studies mdicatmg tiiat
a central aspect of contemporary penality is the imprisonment of Koori people for social behaviour tiiat,
in other groups, is not penaUsed.
13 B.Bryan S.Dadzie andS.Scafe (1985;^ pp. 161 -163 The Heart of die Race: Black Women's Lives in
London. VUago. London, cited in F. WUUams (1989) p.216
14 D.Davies (1982) S. Rice (1982) G. Sturgess (1980) Chris Cunneen (1988)
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of police powers under tiie Summary Offences Act. i^ In a survey of the tinpact of the
Summary Offenses Act on artest rates intiureecountty towns, tiiere was an increase of
ahnost 300% in the rate of artests of people charged witii offensive behaviour,
foUowing the ind-oduction of tiie Act in 1988,i^

The Human Rights Commission 's National Inqutiy tii Racist Violence heard
submissions from a number of different etiinic groups that of aU forms of racist violence
'police violence based on race came through as the most serious area of concem',i'^
Three incidents in N.S.W. have particular resonance witii the experiences of the Black
women in London: the armed invasion by police of a Koori sports day and carnival,i^
the armed invasion of a number of homes by N.S.W. police, tii their search for a man
suspected of kiUing a policeman. In one home, tiiat eventuated in their ktiting a man,
David Grandy, who was unconnected with the crime they were investigating. That
shooting left a woman widowed and her son with a loss of his father, i^

In the same

para-military operation, N.S.W. detectives threw five stun grenades 'to neutralise' the
residents of another home in Queensland. The media also successfuUy 'neud-alised'
the impact of the report of that raid in using the term 'occupants' to mask the ages,
gender and family relationships of the people stunned by the grenade.^^ Thirdly, in
Febraary 1990, in a strategically planned armed invasion. Operation Sue, several
homes were broken into in one Black area of Sydney. This was an early moming raid
involving 135 police, in which doors were broken down, guns held to the heads of the
15 evidence presented to die Royal Commission mto Black Deatiis in Custody sitting in Sydney on die 6tii
February, 1990, demonstrated that both the Summary Offences Act and section 249 oftiieLocal
Govemment Act were being used by the poUce to imprison Koori people for consuming alcohol on
public streets. Moreover, a number of youths have also been charged under die Act for wearing T-shirts
with a pro-Treaty political message. Aileen Kennedy & Teresa Libesman (1989) p.2.
16 Roseanne Bonney (1989) p. 21 However Bonney points out that the Act was one of a number of factors
contributing to this increase
1"^ Pino MigUorina (1989)
18 reporte(fin the Svdnev Moming Herald 17/7/89 p. 2, 18/7/89 p.3 and 21/7/89 p.ll.
19 m April 1989
2^ reported m die Svdnev Moming Herald 29tii April 1989. p. 1
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chtidren and adult residents and belongings ransacked. In chapter four, it was argued
tiiat in the socio-biological tiiterpretion of deviance, women were especiaUy likely to be
at risk of being drawn more overtly tiito the sphere of social control and punishment,
and that it is during New Right regtines tiiat tiiis interpretation of 'criminality' is most
Iticely to 'flicker up' again.^i However incoherently articulated, it was a sociobiological theory tiiat underpinned potice actions tii the latter mititary tiicident in the
constraction of tiie specific group of Koori people as 'enemies within'. This relatively
large scale invasion was partially justified by one of the officers in command in terms of
'the breed' of the people in the stteet that suffered the raid.22

The increased mititarisation of policing, the push to 'active policing', the inu-oduction
of the Summary Offences Act were aU changes that served to increase the numbers of
people imprisoned^^ in the state. Another was the increase in the numbers of potice.
The combined effect of these factors is illustrated in the tiicrease in the overaU artest
rate for N.S.W. which rose by 17% in 1989,2^

One other major factor is the

introduction of 'Trath in Sentencing' legislation.

'Truth in Sentencing' legislation
The neo-tiberalism and neo-conservatism of the New Right come together in the legalpenal sphere in its reconstitution of punishment as 'a precise determinate quantity of pain
inflicted on the wrongdoer in exchange for the offense (of infringeing) legaUy prescribed
rales'25

21 Ch.fourpp.146-152
^2 reported m Sydney Moming Herald 9tii Febmary 1990 p.2
23 when this term covers the range of forms of unprisonment including being held in poUce cells on arrest. In
the six month period to the end of December 1988, only four people had been sentenced to imprisonment
for offensive behaviour. Roseanne Bonney (1989) p.30.
24 Weatiierbum, dkector of Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research cited in S. Harvey.(1989a)
25 Hogg (1988) p.7
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The ideological emphasis upon individualism underpins the move to 'Trath in
Sentencing'. The 'Tratii tii Sentencing' legislation which came tiito force tii 1989
aboUshed automatic remissions. The prisoner's non-parole period as it is handed down
by the courts thus becomes the sentence that tiie tiidividual acmaUy serves in prison.
The 'Trath in Sentencing' principle has the potential for increasing the level of overcrowding by extending tiie non parole period of prisoners' sentences unless the sentences
aUotted in the courts are reduced by a third. However, Brown has pointed out that the
Department for Cortective Services has refused to set out the legislative criteria that
would assist the judiciary to avoid sentence increases and, although the Minister has
argued that tiie govemment is not seeking to make sentences longer, otiier Liberal
members of partiament are acknowledging that the new system may increase the prison
population.26 The president of the Criminal Lawyers Association, esttinated that tiie
legislation would mean that sentences would 'effectively increase by 300 per cent'.^"^
Moreover there is no evidence that the current administration has attempted to evaluate
whether the courts will act to reduce sentence length as the department has refused to
publish basic information about overall projected increases, the number of new prisons
required or their estimated costs.^^ However the dtiector of the Bureau of Crime
Statistics and Research has argued that any evaluation would not be feasible until six
months after the introduction of the legislation. Moreover, he has argued, judges are
capable of adjusting to tiie new legislation. He has supported this view by pointing to
the way that judges reacted to the introduction of the Probation and Parole Act.29
Nevertheless, the changes in sentenctiig policies have been introduced with tittle visible

26
2"^
28
29

Brown (1989 a)
in a press mterview on die 19tii June 1989. McKnight (1989) p.3
Brown (1989 a) and M. Moore (1989)
Weatherbum in a press interview on lOtii November, 1989. Moore (1989)
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evidence of the government's concem about theti impact on the prison population. In
addition, by March 1990, the Minister had acknowledged that
the rapid growth in the State's prison population was a directresultof die Gremer government's
(and) die Tmtii in
tougher sentencmg poUcies as weU as a more stringent approach to poUcing
Sentencing Act
appeared to be a major contributing factor totiieincrease in prisoners.^^

and by July 1990, the Department of Cortective Services itself reported tiiat the
legislation had resulted in prisoners serving an average of an extra 50 days. This
translated into an increase of an extra 525 prisoners being in gaol at ay one time, with a
prediction that that figure would increase to 830 as the fuU effect of die legislation flowed
through.'^''

This central feature of Liberal penal poticy is a promise to allocate only a determinate,
and therefore calculable, amount of pain on individual rale breakers. However, as
Russell Hogg points out, the calculabitity extends only to the amount of time served not
to the extent of bratality experienced within that time.^2 Thus 'Trath in Sentencing', he
argues, is ideological sloganising rather than a political principle underpinning a detatied
and coherent penal poticy. Indeed, as Hogg goes in to suggest, the 'Trath in
Sentencing' principle, as it is manifested in curtent penal discourses, has resulted in
greater uncertainty witiiin prison. This increase in indeterminacy derives from the
juxtaposition of the 'Truth in Sentencing' practices with the other major ideological
principle of the cturent Liberal administration, 'economic rationality'.

^^ Michael Yabsley m a press mterview 12tii March 1990. Deborah ComwaU (1990)
31 Moore (1990) p. 3
32 Hogg (1988) p. 8
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The second ideological difference between the two potitical administrations lies in tiie
free market emphasis of the Liberal govemment tiiat has been clearly articulated tii the
Curtan Report of 1988.33

Economic rationality,

prison life

and domesticity

The Cortective Services budget is one of the few areas of State expenditure that has
expanded during the Liberal administration.

Nevertheless, the principle of economic

rationality has been applied to prison administration. There have been cut backs in
prison spending on prison officer staff, on welfare and education staff and
programmes,34

There have been other transfers of the costs of imprisonment from the state to the people
in the population 'famities of prisoners'. The cutting back of public sector spending
results in prison practices that are in manifest contradiction to the principle of
determinacy in the back to justice' and 'Trath tii Sentencing' features of Liberal ideology.
Even by 1987, the cut backs on prison resources were creating uncertainty, stress, and
increased violence in the C,I,P,35 Thus the principle of legal rationatity as it is being
introduced through the social authoritarianism of the curtent adntinistration, whtist
promising to offer greater determinancy of punishment, is operating in direct conflict
with its other central priority, economic rationatism, which constantiy undermines the
conditions on which tiiat determinacy should be based.3^

Prison overcrowding, 'getting tough' and privatisation as the transfer of
costs to the domestic sphere
33 Curran Report (1988) Report on the State's Finances New Soutii Wales Commission of Audit, cited ui
Hogg R. (1988) pp.4-5
34 Harvey (1989.c) p.9 G. WiUiams (1989) p.7
35 from evidence to die Muir Report on conditions in die CIP. A.G. MuU. (1988) pp. 416-419
36 D.Brown (1989.)
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Prison overcrowding has resulted in a roUtiig back of several of the refomtist shifts tiiat
incorporated domesticity into prison life tii tiie post-Nagle era. The unit system of
prison management at Bathurst and at Parklea prisons has been undermined by tiie
increase in the numbers of prisoners and the reduction in prisoner-prison staff ratios. In
the Central Industrial Prison, where overcrowdtiig and stress were already high prior to
1988,37 the numbers had increased to theti- highest level of 600 by October 1989, 296
more than its usual capacity. By that month, prisoners were staying up to seven weeks
in police lock-ups that were designed only for ovemight accommodation.38 The
Cortective Services recognition of tiie change tii the use of police cells from ovemight
accommodation to longer term imprisonment was acknowledged in the transfer of a
prison officer to administer the prisoners detained there, a move that prompted the
president of the N,S.W Police Association to respond. '

we would Itice to find out

whether it is the intention of this Government to use the S.P.C. as a prison and if it is
well and good but we'll get our police officers out of tiiere.'39

This ad hoc change in imprisonment has resulted from the combination of the increase in
policing, and the hold up in the court system that has resulted from the economic
rationalist Liberal poticies and the failiue to invest more public funds in the court system
to keep up with the rise in artests. Consequentiy, prisoners are now spending longer
periods of theti imprisonment in conditions that were heavily criticised in the Nagle
report over ten years eartier. Curtently imprisonment in the Sydney PoUce Centre is
described in these separate reports:
you never get enough to eat and you're in a ceU widi a heavy draught, one scratchy blanket and they
won't even give you shampoo.^^

37
38
39
40

A.G. Mmr (1988)
Simpson(1989) Harvey (1989)
Taylor cited m Harvey (1989 b)
'JuUe' cited in Harvey (1989 b)
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prisoners do not see dayUght after they have waUced from die charge room down die corridor to die
cells. Once inside the only change is a twice a day walk for 30 minutes ui the underground exercise
area which is more like another room
^^

In chapter five it was argued that it was the visits to partners or sons in detainment in
police cells that created most problems for the outside carers. The risk of death in
custody is highest in this phase of imprisonment.42 f^e work of maintaining family
contact is at the same time most essential in this iititial traumatic period of imprisonment
yet it is conducted under the most difficult conditions: 'prisoners have to wait three days
before family or friends may visit. This is not a contact visit but behind glass'."^3

The Liberal government's response to the issue of court delays and the misuse of police
cells was to fund a $300,000 study by a firm of private consultants. Coopers and
Lybrands, to report on the NSW court system. The major conclusion of the report,
published in 1989, was that too many accused people plead'not guilty' and that more
procedures to increase the guilty plea rate should be introduced into the court system,
tiicluding the abotition of legal aid for habitual offenders.''^ In taktiig this approach to
remedying the injustices created by the delays in the court system, which in tum are
created in part by the increases in poticing, the New Right is, at the same ttine,
supporttiig a shift in the criminal justice system that contradictorily, fits more witii the
scientific managerialism of corporatism than with the classic liberal principles oQustice
centred on tiidividuatism. The slogans of liberalism then are continuing to be mobiUsed,

"^1 Simpson (1989)
"^2 Suzanne Hatty & J. Walker (1986) p.29
43 Simpson (1989)
44 Coopers & Lybrand (1989)
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but in this period of N.S.W, 's penal history, to justify an increase in social
authoritarianism and repression.45

The term 'prison overcrowding' focuses attention on the issue of resuicted space withui
prison. However there are several otiier reductions ofresources to prisoners tii the
curtent rise in prison populations. There are also shortages of mattresses, of prison
clothes and shoes as weU as exdra restrictions on education, welfare and health services.
The decreased ratios of prison officers to prisoners mean that there are a range of services
within the prison which are resuicted. Two of the restrictions in particular, those on
the processing of prisoners mail, and on the supervision of visiting, make the work of
maintaining famtiy contact more difficuti and time consuming. The relative invisibtiity
of the famtiy status of prisoners in the New Right 'tough' discourses of prison tife means
that the extra demands placed on the resources necessary for visiting, of time, of space
and of supervisory labour,

have not been met by an extra supply of those resources.

Indeed the levels of prison staffing have been cut rather than increased.46

The denial of the family status of prisoners who are constituted in the 'tough' New Right
discourses as violent and threatening individuals then becomes a denial too of the extent
to which the penal administration draws on the provision, by the outside carers, of extra
material resources for men in overcrowded prisons. In addition to having to bear all the
financial expenses of visiting, with the funding cuts to the community groups which
provide free transport and family support services, women visiting the Long Bay prison
complex in the winter of 1989 reported that prisoners were needing pyjamas, shoes and
jumpers.4'^ Their reports were supported by the complaints made to and by the Inmates

45 This point made by Andrew Jakubowicz in private conversation
46 Harvey (1989b) (1989 c.)
47 m personal conversation with women visitmg imprisoned men at the Long Bay prison complex and with
prison welfare officers in the winter of 1989
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Support (jroup in the Central Industrial Prison tii their negotiations with prison
adntinistrators, in the winter of 1989, about the tiisufficent supply of u-acksuits,
jumpers and tee shirts.48 'It s bloody cold lately and I want to know what a bloke has
to do to get some warm clothing? I try to get across to Reception everyday but keep
getting told that Reception hasn't got any jumpers,'49

In response to these negotiations, the Support Group reported that 'track suits, shorts
and tee shirts can now be sent in via the post^^

The costs, to the actual people who provide these resources, is not only invisible to the
prison administrators. This report from the Inmates Support Group indicates the
difficulty that men in prison have in accepting that this provision is likely to be made by
drawing on the scarce resources of theti children, parents or partners outside, a
difficulty resolved by the use of the passive voice in this report - that these clothes 'can
now be sent'.

Nevertheless it is in the official discourses on penality that the

invisibitity of the material and emotional support provided by people witii the famtiy
obligation to care for prisoners is most marked. This negation is particularly evident in
the discourses on A,I,D,S,

Militarisation of prison life:

drugs, sex and A.I.D.s

The social authoritarianism of tiie New Right penal discourses is evident in the A,I,D.S.
til prison policies of Michael Yabsley (the curtent Minister for Cortective Services). He
has explicitiy set out these poUcies in terms of 'getting tough' with prisoners and has

48 Rogues. (1989) vol. One. No.l. Wmter 1989 pp.9 & 34
49 Letter signed 'Frigid' m Rogues, Vol One. No 1. Winter 1989
50 Rogues (1989) Vol One. No. 1. Winter 1989 p. 34
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specificaUy distanced htinself from tiie A.I.D.S poticies of botii tiie Federal Labor, and
his own N.S.W. State govemment, on the control of A.LD.S,, arguing that
I take a narrow and parochial view about these matters. I can understand from a strict healdi
perepective people beUevetiiebattie has been lost I am just sayingtiiatis quite irrelevant to die
prison system. There are dUferent auns diat we have, and I am not about to bow to die old argument
tiiat it's happening on the outside so it's happening ontiieinside.^l

The Minister, when he was in opposition, exploited the drags in prison issue to achieve
major media coverage as a man capable of 'controUing prisoners'. In this extreme
example of the congraence between economic rationatism and social authoritarianism,
prisoners are constituted as rational but hedonistic individuals, freely choosing the iUegal
pleasures of drags and sex and then being rendered more powerful and threatening to the
security of prison life as a consequence of theti indulgence: an image of prison life
enhanced by the media coverage of an attack by a dranken long term prisoner on a man
imprisoned for two days for a fine default, 'the Jamie Parttic affati'. The Muti Inqutiy
which was set up to investigate the management of the Central Industrial Prison
following this assault indicated that the issues of power relations, drag taking and
homosexuality in prison are far more complex than this simpUstic model would aUow.
That report gave legitimacy to the submission from the Cortective Services Teachers
Association by citing it in full as a 'very helpful subrrtission'. This submission reported
tiiat
aU too often violent but 'on side' prisoners are used by the system to keep order by heavymg tiieU
feUow prisoners. Regrettably this method has greater favour than making unprovements to
management practices tiie violence that occurs regularly intiieCLP is very much a product of
the pnson's function and structure. As long as the prison continues to be operated the way it is, as
long as overcrowding continues, and whilst the prison is starved ofresources, the outcome wUl
always be one of violence52

51 Michael Yabsley cited in Moore M. (1989) p. 42
52 A.G. Muir (1988) p. 437
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It is notable that one of the earliest changes made by the Liberal administration, and
justified by the corporatist sttand of economic rationatism, was to ttansfer responsibitity
for prisoner education from members of tiiis Association to Prison Superintendents, and
to cut back on education staff and education programmes in prison.

A further cut back of prison services was the reduction of tiie tibrary staff in tiie
Cortective Services library from seven to two. Although a relatively minor cut back in
terms of the numbers of staff involved, this resuiction has a major imptication for tiie
way that penality is constituted in N.S.W. The relatively free flow of information
between prison staff, Cortective Services administrators. Corrective Services researchers
and the pubtic groups concemed with protecting the civil rights and the general
conditions of prisoners depends, in part, on the material provision of salaries and
factiities for libraries and library staff. The 70% cut to tibrary staffing tiien has a
significance far beyond the saving of five salaries.

The freedom to escape the prison experience through drink and drags is being
constitituted as an especially proscribed form of behaviour. This has led to the restriction
of fruit and vegetables in the prison diet, an increased use of mtiitaristic drag searches,
a ban on the use of Milton disinfectant in prisons on the grounds that its use in steritising
needles would encourage drag taking.53 All these actions and poticies go against the
findtiigs of the Muti Report in plactiig the blame for prison violence and disorder on the
prisoners.

A particularly concrete expression of the way that people in the population 'famtiies of
prisoners' are constituted as enemies in this revival of militarism in prison life, is the
53 although this ban was subsequentiy revised after confrontations between Yabsley and die Liberal Mmister for
Healtii. Moore M. (1989) p. 42
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loss of contact visits at Paramatta prison. The individual tables and chairs tii the visiting
section of that prison have been replaced by long tables at which prisoners and visitors
face each otiier separated by a transparent plastic barrier that extends tiie length of the
table. The powerful rhetoric of drag conu-ol means that handing babies over the barrier
for a cuddle by theti fathers brings immediate reprimands even though the babies have
been stiip searched prior to the visiL54

In a reinforcement of the constititution of the domestic labour of visiting as a threat to the
state, the Minister has asserted that ti is mainly women making famtiy visits to gaols
who are responsible for drags entering prisons: 'Mr Yabsley said yesterday that most
drags entering jails were concealed in the vaginas of visitors.'55

The Special Response Unit is being given speciatised training in visitor interception and
visitor interviewing.56 There has been an increase in the numbers of visitors being
searched by this unit. 57 This search can take the form of having to strip and then, being
naked, having to perform five squats in front of two prison officers.58

By mid 1990,

the N.S.W Council for Civil Liberties reported receiving several complaints by parmers
and other relatives of men in prison, especiaUy those visiting men in Maitiand and
Bathurst prisons, about 'unjustified and undignified body searches'.59 The labour of
maintaining family contact under these conditions exemplifies the point made in chapters
five and seven that the work of caring for adults is not a normal extension of family

54 from personal accounts by women visiting Paramatta prison in February 1990. By May 1990, Parramatta
had become the site of a number of prisoner poUtical activities includmg the destmction of some sections
of the prison byfire.Restricted visiting was one of the factors cited by prison officers as creating the
tension in the prison prior to the demonstrations.
55 Aubin(1989)
56 N.S.W. D.C.S. AnnuaLReport (1987-1988) p.20
57 N.S.W. D.C.S. Annual Repoa (1987-1988) p.lOO
58 in personal conversation wifli one motiier of a prisoner in N.S.W. who had been subjected to this form of
control in 1989
59 Ken Horler Q.C. President oftiieN.S.W. Council for Civil Liberties cited by Luis Garcia (1990)
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relations but can tiivolve reversals of relationships and breaching of sexual taboos tiiat
can be especially stressful for those providtiig tiie labour, and for tiie people receivtiig ti.
In constituting partners or parents of prisoners as potential threats to prison security tii
this way, the state continues, and, in the social authoritarianism of the New Right,
increases,

the appropriation of women's energy and women's bodies. The potential

for using the threat of the demeaning snip search as a form of control between prison
officers and prisoners has to be considered as an increasingly Iticely aspect of prison tife
given the overall shift towards the constitution of penatity as the site of segregation and
bratatity. Moreover the conflicting moralities of domesticity and penaUty have placed
women at greater risk of imprisonment themselves, in the curtent militarisitic
interpretation of drags in prison. In Febraary 1989 the Minister for Cortective Services
reported that as a result of his increased monitoring of visitors several grandmothers
were amongst those arrested for smuggling drags to theti relatives inside prison.^

However, one other Liberal administration response to the Muir Report was to end
imprisonment as an option for fine defaulters. Traffic offenders, who comprise the
larger proportion of people imprisoned for fine default are now tiable to loss of theti
license, not imprisonment, as a punishment for failure to pay traffic fines - a penalty that
fits the economic rationality of 'a utititarian calculus of suffering' for this more 'tolerated
iUegality'.^i Nevertheless for those prisoners whose crimes do not fit this tolerated
category, the move to a 'just deserts' poticy of punishment has meant that there has been
a general re-mascuUnisation of prison Ufe which has three major consequences for
domesticity and for the labour of people in tiie population 'fantilies of prisoners':
parents, friends and partners of prisoners become constituted as potential accessories to
crime in the drags in prisons discourses, the work of maintaining famtiy contact
60 m a media mterview witii Tracey Aubin reported in die Sydney Moming Herald 24tii Febmary, 1989
61 Hu-st(1986)
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becomes invisible in the general swing towards the bratalising and segregative policies
that increase tiie level of stress in prisons and move away from the more domesticaUy
based normatising moments of penaUty, and tiiti-dly, the partners of prisoners become
invisible in the penal discourse on A,I,D.S,

In this latter intersection between fantily and prison tife, there are clear tensions between
the two rationatities which curtently constitute authority within tiie prisons in N,S,W.
In contrast to the Cortective Services Ministers 'get tough' stance is the therapeutically
oriented A.I,D,S. programme which is Federally based but also supported by the Liberal
government's own Health Minister, There have been public disputes between the
N,S,W, Cortective Services and Health Ministers, between the National Advisory
committee on A.I.D.S. and the Prison Officers Association, and between the Australian
Institute of Criminology and the N.S.W. Department of Corrective Services, about the
policies to control A.I.D.S. by either repression or by promoting 'safe practices' of sex
and drag taking within the gaols.^2 g y May 1990, the Minister for Corrective Services
had managed to persuade Cabinet to support his 'get tough' stance against tiie
introduction of condoms in N.S.W. prisons. Moreover, in line with the economic
rationalist stance, prisoners with A.I.D.S. have to use theti own, or their families,
money to buy vitamins even tiiough tiiese are cracial to maintaining a healtiiy immune
system. 63

Militarisation of prison life: escape penalities
As part of his campaign to present a public image as a minister who would 'show who
was in control of tiie prison',^ the Minister for Cortective Services imposed restrictions
on prisoners witii an escape record. Prisoners with a record of escape are now not able
*52 Moore (1990) Duncan ChappeU & Jennifer Norberry (1990)
63 John Stapleton (1989)
.^^
64 This is a phrasetiiattiieMinister for Corrective Services has used in several of his interviews withtiiemedia.
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to go through tiie complete cycle of tinprisonment from segregation to cortection tiien to
the normaUstiig stage of tinprisonment. They are resuicted from spending any part of
tiieti imprisonment in minimum security gaols. The hidden tinpUcation of titis poticy is
the potential it has for adding exu-a problems to tiie people who do tiie work of
maintaining fantily contact and maintatiiing men's morale during theti tinprisonment, as
it is in the minimum security prisons that prisoners are placed on day leave and work
release programmes. Moreover the inttoduction of this poticy was infused with the
symbolism of a 'tough' minister getting to grips with hardened criminals using force to
escape by 'breaking out'. Prisoners captured after an escape are to be moved to a high
security prison, hundreds of kilometres from Sydney, The Minister has declared tiiat
this new prison, which wtil house 150 prisoners, will be made as 'spartan' as
possible,65 This policy is in contrast with the Department's own research which, as the
discussion in chapter eight indicated, shows that a significant number of escapes are by
men who overstay their day or work leave, or who do not break out, but walk out, of
prisons because they have family problems they feel they can only resolve by being at
home.66

Although it is at the remand stage of the penal process that the tension of prison
overcrowding is being felt most keenly, the stress of visiting prisoners in the Long Bay
complex and at other maximum security prisons has also increased. With increased
pressure on resources resulting from prison overcrowding, visiting times are being cut
and the period of waiting at the gaols for a visit are being extended. Prisoners caught
with drags are to be refused contact visits or telephone calls for five years as a penalty
for drag taking,67 Witii the Minister sanctioning this higher priority to tiie segregative
and bratalising moment of imprisonment, it seems probable that this emphasis on prison
65 in media interviews on 14th April 1990
66 Gorta & Nguyen,(1988)
67 Aubin (1989)
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as tiie site of control wiU give greater su-ength to the factions within die prison
administration who are critical of the various forms of the insertion of domesticity into
prison life which stemmed from the reforms foUowing the Nagle report.

The greater difficulties of prison visiting are occuring at just tiie time when there are
greater pressures on parents and partners of prisoners to maintain family contact The
move to a mititarisation of prison tife produces a major point of tension in the
intersection of prison and home as tiie two major sites of moratity. The combination of
prison overcrowding, the extended use of police cells for holding remand prisoners, and
the tiicreasingly mititaristic constitution of prison life has led to reports of tiicreasingly
higher levels of negativism and stress inside gaol.68 One of the most teUtiig tiidicators of
this tension is the increase in prison suicides in the year 1989-1990. By May 1990,
although the administrative year was only three quarters of the way through, tiiere had
been fourteen deaths by suicide. Eileen Baldry points out that 'this compares with an
average of four to five over the previous 12 years'69

From the arguments outiined in chapters five to eight, it can be argued that the increased
stress, endured as part of prison tife as it is curtentiy constituted in the present penal
discourses of the New Right, means tiiat there are greater pressures on people in the
population 'famities of prisoners' to maintain famtiy contact. Chapter five showed that
concem for the material weU-being of theti partners or sons was one of the principal
reasons that people perform the arduous and sttessful labour of visiting prison. Whilst
women are at risk of being made responsible for these deaths, both by themselves and
by the judiciary,^0 the labour of matiitaining famtiy contact becomes more difficult.

68 Simpson (1989) Harvey (1989) Moore (1989.a) (1989.b)
69 Baldry (1990)
70 Chapterfivecites the case of a magistrate who laid the responsibtiity for a prison suicide partiy upon tiie
prisoner's wife, for herrefusalto taketiieprisoner's child to visit hun in prison. Terry (1990)
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more hazardous and more costly tii tiie curtent reconstitution of penatity. At tiie same
time as this form of privatisation of the costs of imprisonment are occuring, the profit
making aspects of imprisonment are betiig transferted to the private economic sector.

Privatisation and the commodification of imprisonment
Chapter two outtined the materiatist argument that one of the major transformations of the
legal penal sphere was the transfer of the power to tinpose coercive force from die
private sphere to the state. Both private policing and privately conu-oUed prisons, in
theti various mercenary forms, became redundant, even threatening, to the tinperative
to maintain widespread conu-ol of the domestic population in the new more volatile class
relations of a market society. The move, to allocate to the state monopoly control over
the power to use deadly force, was part of the rationatisation of social control that
'inserted the power to punish more deeply into social life' whtist securing the
appearance of the separation of that power from the dominant economic class. By these
last decades of the twentieth century, the extensive range of goods and services that
come under the umbrella of penal-welfare provision has meant that the economic role of
the state has expanded to such an extent that the state controls a budget equal to one
thtid or more of that of the enttie private sector. The dominance of the econontic
rationatist tinperative of the New Right gives greater priority to the poticy that economic
control in the penal sphere should be transferted away from the state back to the private
sector, over the importance of securing the appearance of the disinterested
adntinistration of moral force. This poticy tiien makes more manifest the connection
between the exploitation of labour and the control of the population. The boundaries
between the economic and the potitical spheres become even more permeable.

The New Right governments in tiie U,S,A„ in the U,K, and in N.S.W. have included
commodification of punishment as part of theti programme of economic rationatisation.
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Twelve states in the U.S.A. have implemented some form of private enterprise prisons.
In the U.K. however, the Wtison Report, which investigated the American systems of
prisons-for-profit, condemned the shift to entrepreneurial imprisonment because it had
involved the 'grossly inhuman treatment of inmates ,. „ (with prisoners being treated)
like battery hens',"^! Nevertheless in Australia the 'old right' in the form of die
Nationalist Party administration in Queensland inu-oduced a privately ran prison in 1989
and in that year in N.S.W. the Minister for Cortective Services commissioned a
merchant banking firm, Kleinwort Bensom Austratia Lintited, to report into private
sector involvement in the management of the prison system. The Minister endorsed the
eventual report by these princes of private enterprise that did indeed recommend the
introduction of privately managed prisons, in N.S.W.

The commodification and marketing of prison life has several aspects. Ftist, that the
govemment pays a firm in the private sector for the provision of management and
administrative services involved in either ranning a prison, or in providing perimeter
controls, prisoner escorts or prison catering. Second, that in the privately ran prison,
prisoners' labour is tendered out to other firms for the production of commodities. Third,
tiiat prison officers lose tiieir security of tenure and have to compete for theti jobs in the
privately ran prisons in a competitive system of regular contract renewal. The emphasis
til this set of discourses of economic rationality is on the increased cost effectiveness
and adntinistrative efficiency that market based competitiveness would endow on the
sphere of punishment and control.

The more overt fusion of capitalist interests witii social control has led to several debates
about the etiiics of mixing profitabtiity with tinprisonment. The criticisms have included
the arguments:
71 David WUson (1989)
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(i) that the cost effectiveness is based on a false accounting tiiat ignores the hidden
costs of state infrasQ-uctural support.''2
(ii) that cost effectiveness depends upon clauses in the contract guaranteetiig a
minimum bed occupancy rate. This then undermines community debate about
reducing the rate of imprisonment.
(iti) that the priority given to cost effectiveness undermines the wages, security and job
conditions of prison officers working in the private system.
(iv) that the priority given to cost effectiveness leads to greater dependence on capital
intensive forms of surveillance tiiat parallel tiie forms of containment condemned
in the Nagle Report as an 'eleco-onic zoo' and thus a crael and unusual form
punishment,
(v) that the insertion of profitabtiity into the sphere of punishment and control leads to
the development of a new and powerful lobby group whose interests are to
maintain and extend imprisonment as a form of punishment
(vi) that the transfer of responsibility for the day to day ranning of prison life enables
the state to distance itself from accountability for the crises tiiat result from the
complex contradictions of imprisonment as a form of control,
(vii) that one especially significant aspect of (vi) above is that the transfer of
responsibility for penal control also involves the delegation of the right to use
deadly force to an agency that is not dtiectiy accountable to the electorate.
Moreover, given the complex interconnectedness of corporate capital, it is
possible that the firm tiiat employs the labour of the prisoner is closely associated
with the firm that has the constitutional right to ktil the prisoner. This then not
only reconstmcts the relative power between capital and labour within the prison
72 These points have been made m a range of textstiiatinclude Kevin Krajck (1984) Zdenkowsky (1988)
George(1989) D. Wilson (1989)
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but has wider implications for the redisuibution of surplus value tii tiie
production of commodities tii the wider labour market The pressure on
productivity within the prison has the potential to undermine the bargaiiting
power of labour in the outside economy,
(viti) that the civil rights of prisoners in privately ran prisons would be at greater risk.
The curtent scratiny of state prisons by community civti rights representatives
would be replaced by the state scratiny of private prisons. Community
surveiUance then would be placed at one remove from its cturent position, being
able only to monitor the monitoring of the state. Moreover the cturent, although
relatively powerless scratiny of families of prisoners in state prisons, could
well become diffused in the duality of accountability involved in the system of
private imprisonment.

The mediating and negotiating labour of concemed

parents or partners would become even more complicated with the risk that their
complaint would be passed from one biu-eaucracy to another when the state is
responsible for long term policy, and the private sector for the day to day
administration of punishment and control.

The implications of the shift in penal poticy for the people providing the labour of family
support for prisoners has been generally invisible in the debate surtounding its
introduction. However, because the curtent form of commoditisation of the penal
sphere is focused on the medium security prison in the cortective and normalisng
moment of tinprisonment, the Queensland profit making prison has been organised
around a unit system of management, as this more domestic form of control is expected
to be more cost effective in reducing tension and thus making fewer demands on staff,''3
This prison also includes family counselling as part of its rehabtiitative programme.

73 Don Hutto(l989)

BoraUan, the Queensland profit making prison, has an especial significance in tiie
curtent negotiations between the State and tiie private sector tii Ausft-aUa. As tiie first
prison ran by a profit making enterprise whose long term poticy is to become a
widespread and intrinsic part of the penal system tii Ausu-aUa, ti has become a
showpiece. The administrators, taking account of aU tiie above criticisms, have taken
care to demonstrate the superiority of private enterprise over state ran prisons. The
prison administrators emphasise its openness to community representatives as weU as to
tiie monitoring agencies of tiie State. The curtent financial artangements are not based on
per capita payments. The public discourse of both tiie owners and the supervisors
emphasise the cortectional rather than tiie punitive aspects of privatised tinprisonment.^'^
This image however is belied by the tensions that accrae when a profit making enterprise
becomes more deeply embedded in a penal system. The question arises as to whetiier
this ftim, or any private ftim, wtil be as open as the State system, to criticisms of cost
cutting, inhumane conditions, and an emphasis on bratatity ratiier tiian reformation, if it
takes on the management of an increased number, and a wider range, ofpenal
institutions.

There have been suggestions in the U,S. that these privately ran prisons in which the
prisoner's own labour becomes a commodity should be reorganised as family labour
penal colonies. 75 There has, so far, been no suggestion in N.S.W. that the home
should be so manifestiy reinserted back into the penal sphere. It is rather in the inverse
penal form, of the prison within the home, that the boundaries between state economy
and famtiy are most likely to be dissolved in the last decades of the twentieth century in
N.S.W,

74 Greg Roberts (1990)
75 WorraU (1982) see ch. four pp.130-135
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Home Detention
The Minister, when in opposition, criticised the Labour administi-ation's plans for a
Home Detention scheme as a penal programme tiiat demonstrated that government's
'softness' on criminals. In the first two years of his administration however, he has
tiidicated a more ambivalent attitude to tiie programme. By mid 1990, he had reaffirmed
his unwiUingness to go ahead with home imprisonment, indicating that periodic
detention, that is weekend or midweek imprisonment, was the more favoured option
for 'intermediate' punishment.77 Nevertheless, tiiis stance followed an earUer
commitment that his administi-ation would inttoduce a scheme of electi-onicaUy
monitored home based detention. This was a detatied three tiered programme of home
imprisonment comprising a sentencing option, a form of early release, and a form of
post-imprisonment control for violent prisoners who would otherwise have been released
into the less intensive form of surveillance of parole. With the ind-oduction of tiiis
package of front end and back end forms of home imprisonment, he had distanced
himself from die programme designed by the Labour govemment. This version of home
imprisonment fitted the New Right framework in giving the power to reconstitute the
home as a prison to the legal juridicial authority of the magistrates rather than making it
only an early release option under the control of the scientific authorities within the
prison,78 However, even though the introduction of the scheme had been legitimated in
terms of reducing the prison population,79 it was this front end version of
homeimprisonment tiiat had the most potential for extending the control of the state both
more widely and more deeply into social life.^^

The ad hoc nature of the Ministers

comntitment to each of these opposing proposals for a 'hard' line,
intermediate, penality, indicates that the home imprisonment programme
77 in an press release on 24di AprU 1990.
78 Bernard Lagan (1989)
79 Michael Yabsley , N.S.W. Minister for Corrective Services(1989) m a press release Utii January 1989
reported in Lagan (1989)
8^ see discussion in ch. four.
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may weU become tiie preferted option yet agatii during his administration, especiaUy as
tiiere have also been several public comntiunents to tiie programme by members of tiie
judiciary and by senior members of his probation and parole poticy administrative staff.^i

PenaUty in N.S.W. is curtentiy being reconstracted astiu-eemore clearly demarcated
sites of control, with the prison, in the segregative moment of conu-ol, beconting tiie
site of more punitive and mititaristic relations in which there is a negation of the prisoner
as a man with a family life. In this moment of penality, econontic rationality takes the
form of pressures to decrease resources and staff-prisoner ratios. Second, the cortective
phase of imprisonment in the medium security prisons is becoming defined as the
province of the private sector in which economic rationality legitimates increasingly
capital intensive forms of conti-ol and survetilance mediated by a more domesticated form
of management. Labour costs are also reduced in tiiis phase by u-ansferring
responsibility for control to a non unionised and thus a cheaper labour force. Third, in
the much less visibly debated moment of penality, the New Right is implementing and
extending the scientific managerialism inherited from the earlier administration.

In chapter eight, it was argued that the tensions of prison did not end once a man had left
gaol but that the frastrations experienced in prison were likely to be manifested in major
emotional or physical tensions in the home. The negation of prisoners as men with a
family life, in the majority of the most visible curtent penal discourses in N.S.W., is in
direct contrast with the emphasis placed on the famtiy in other aspects of Liberal poticy.
It also contrasts with the emphasis placed on the family in the less visible changes in
penality in N.S.W. in which the curtent Liberal admiitistration is implementing and
reinforcing tiie changes introduced under the Labor administration in the normaUstiig
81 recorded for example in die Proceedings of die Institute of Criminology No. 77.onPunishment Outside
Gaol' Institute of Criminology. Sydney University Law School. 22/6/1988.
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moments of penality. At the same time tiiat the state govemment, through its education,
child care, home service provision, chtid sexual abuse, famtiy and community poUcies
and practices, is attempting to reconstitute famtiy tife as the site of unequal relationships
between men and women and children, it is creattiig a situation in which increastiigly
higher numbers of men wiU leave prison having had months or years of experiencing the
fiiistrations and violence of imprisonment as ti is presently being constimted in tiie gaols
of N.S.W. The shift then towards an increasing invisibtiity of the family in the present
discourses of penaUty seems Ukely to be the basis for major dangers to the people who
constitute the population 'families of prisoners'. The nexus between caring and
dependency is being realigned but at potentially major costs to the people providing that
care. 82

It is important, however, to interpret the changes in the penal sphere, and theti impact
on the population 'famities of prisoners', in a broader framework than that of penatity
alone. The changes are occurring in an era in which, in Australia, there has also been a
change in the constitution of domesticity with the restractming of the federal
government's social welfare policies,
(ii) the Federal Labor administration's Social Security Review:
increasing the visibility of the labour and the costs of domesticity

Running parallel with the State-based changes to prison tife outiine above, are the
Federal government's attempts to redistribute resources to all people performing the
caring work of looking after children. This brief includes, as a particular goal, an
attempt to improve the position of sole parents, and of children, in families on low

82 and the specific population 'families of A.C.T. offenders' seem to be especially atriskof experiencing the
condensed contradictions of home imprisonment in the recommendation, cted in chapter four, that 80%
of its present prisoners be controlled under a home imprisonment programme.
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tiicomes,83 ^ general tiieme of the Social Security Review is to tiicrease participation tii
the paid work force by those people who have also to do the work of caring for children.
This tiicludes carers in sole parent fantilies. The tinplementation of tiie recommendations
has improved the financial position of people doing the work of chtid care at the same
time as it has enabled those carers to enter the paid work force without bearing exorbitant
'tax cuts' in the form of an outright loss of their 'carer's pension'.

For people living in the complex social space 'famtiies of prisoners' the impact of these
changes varies according to whether it rebounds :

(i) on those people who are made 'sole parents' by the imprisonment of the offender
(ii) on those people who are either the partners or parents of a prisoner but who do not
have the added responsibility of caring for the prisoner's child

In the first case, the position of the outside carers of prisoners' children who opt to do
the triple work of child care, care for the prisoner and paid work would be improved by
the two aspects of the scheme that make entry in the labour force less punitive: the
proposals to increase the numbers of child care places for those at work or undergoing
some form of training, and tiie proposals not to impose a 100% 'tax' on the sole parents
pension.

That group of carers who opt to conform to the 'ideal' of total carer by not taking up paid
work, benefit, in part, from the increase in family allowances and from the schemes to
supplement tiie rental allowances for sole parents. To this extent then, imprisonment of
the father becomes less of a punishment to the famtiy outside.

83 Judy Raymond (1987) Department of Social Security (1988-89) ch. two.
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However, what is omitted from these 'family packages' is the acknowledgement tiiat one
especiaUy symbolic group of sole parent unpaid carers have a double and contradictory
burden to bear: the loss by 'civti death' of the eaming co-parent and the costs of
supporttiig that 'civilly dead' man. The penal poUcies tinplemented at state level are
making it more difficult for people in the population famtiies of prisoners' to negotiate tiie
double roles of paid workers and 'prisoner's visitors' at the same time as die fantily
poUcies, tinplemented at federal level, are encouraging sole parents and otiier categories
of working age women to re-enter the paid work force.

This particular population of people in N.S.W. then are bearing the biu-den of the way
that social life is split and divided between the various administrative levels of
govemment. The costs of caring for prisoners are the responsibtiity of state govemments
whilst the costs of caring for the chtidren of prisoners largely come under the umbrella of
Federal responsibtiity. Between these two areas of responsibitity, the specific interests
of the outside carers of prisoners and prisoners' children disappear. The benefits that
have accraed from the Federal government's redistribution of resources could be seen to
be simply contributing to the expenses created by the State policies that have transferted
part of the costs of imprisonment to the carers of imprisoned men: a hidden and
regressive transfer incorporating, as it does, a shift of costs both, from women to men.
and from the lowest income groups to the general population.

A longer term consequence of the Federally based redistribution of costs could be an
increased disillusionment with imprisonment as a punishment. If the sole parents of
prisoners' children are less likely than other sole parents to take up the options of paid
work, it is possible that they wiU become an increastiigly visible group of carers,
whose economic dependence on the state then could be at risk of becoming increasingly
defined as 'deviant', especially as children and their mothers seem no longer to be so
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obviously sharing tiiat punishment. The principle of 'less etigibtiity' becomes
tiicreasingly undemtined as a raison d'etre of instimtional tinprisonment, wititin tiie
family policies at federal level, at the same ttine as, at tiie level of state potitics, tiie
penal discourses become increasingly cenn-ed on economic rationatity, which
tiicorporates tiiat same principle.

There is a further reason to be aware of this potential shift in the definition of the
population 'famities of prisoners'. The other strand of the Federal government's
'famtiy package' that is, in part, both financing and legitimating the redistribution of
resources to famtiies with children, is the relatively successful attempt to shift the costs
of the maintenance of children to tiie non-custodial parent.^ Prisoners are one group
who are manifestiy excluded from tiiis responsibtiity. Those sole parents who are tiie
outside carers of the children of the 'civil dead then are tikely to be defined as even less
'normal' in this reconstitution of domesticity. The actual intersection between 'famtiy
policies' and penal policies could become a much more visible aspect ofpublic
discourses of punishment and control if the maintenance of families of prisoners
becomes a more obviously costiy aspect of imprisonment.

The extent to which these family policies will have an impact on penal policy in an era in
which economic and social uncertainty engenders a hard tine 'law and order' atmosphere
is unclear. Economic rationalism might well give way to social authoritarianism at just
this boundary between prison and home, however visible it becomes with the
implementation of the federal goverments 'family package'. Nevertheless there is reason
to expect a very heightened sense of volatitity in this cturent constitution of 'die home
and the prison'.

^ Department of Social Security (1988-89) p.98.
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Conclusion
The curtent restracturing of the social space between prison and famtiy life, makes more
urgent the task of clarifying the complex and contradictory ways in which 'home' and
'prison' are constituted. The simpUstic symbotisations of social relationships of New
Right administrations, that legitimatetiieti-attempt to retinpose classic tiberal pattems of
power, morality and rationaUty upon the atieady complex contradictory layers of penal
control, through constituting both family and punishment as unproblematic, seem likely
to lock the people with a family obligation to care for prisoners in even more exploitative
forms of hidden labour, hidden punishment and control. Although the cortective and
normatising moments of penality remain as important elements in the sphere of
punishment and control there is a much greater emphasis upon the more punitive and
segregative aspects of prison life. The tensions created in the contradiction between
legal and economic rationalities in the New Right programme of control seem likely to
result in an extension of the hidden costs, hidden labour and hidden punishment of
parents and partners of prisoners.

It has been argued that the feminist challenge to sociology has a singular characteristic in
being the first theoretical perspective created by tiie people who are dtiectiy exploited and
disempowered by the relationships they are analysing. ^5 -phg energy resulting from that
first hand involvement has been manifested in an exponentially increasing number of
empirical investigations of mascutinist forms of control and exploitation and an explosion
of theoretical debates about the specific pattems of class, ethnic and gender power
relations in which women (and men who resist mascutinist power relationships) are
enmeshed.

85 Yeatman (1990) p, 27 citing Mackmnon (1982)
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It has been argued throughout this thesis that one of the most significant forms of
exploitation, oppression and domination is the one experienced by the people who have a
fantily obtigation to care for prisoners. Moreover, this argument emphasises that an
tiiherent aspect of that experience is its opaqueness. The material, emotional and social
deprivation of the people who comprise that population makes the labour of theorising,
and the costs of making the theoretical imptications part of a public discourse, an
especially difficult task.

Judy Jones, a voluntary worker in the Victorian prison

system, Betty Hounslow, amemberof the Prisoners Action Group in N.S.W., Carole
Johns and Cheryl Matthews, prisoners' wives in N.S.W., Judy Pertam, a worker
with the Children of Prisoners Support Group, Heather Deane^^, a one time member of
the probation service in New Zealand, Valerie Bauhofer battting the prison authorities in
New York, Alice Crosthwaite working with the South London Wives Group in England
and especially Sue Smith, a prisoner's wife in England, are some of the people^^ who
through writing about theti own practical experience of tiving in the social space
between family and prison have made more d-ansparent the exploitation, and tiie reason
for that exploitation, of this singular form of caring labour.

In these writings they have also contributed to the feminist chaUenge to tiie social
sciences. Any theoretical discipline that attempts botii to understand and to change the
inuicate pattem of power, moraUty and rationality that cticumscribes the lives of aU
people caught up in tiie exploitative relationships of class, etiinicity and gender has also
to grasp the especial significance of tiie experience of people tiving the the complex and
contradictory social space in which 'prison' and 'home' intersect, Theti experience is
not marginal to, but centraUy impticated in, the ways in which productive and
reproductive life have been, and are being, renegotiated. The curtent opaque but
86 Deane (1988)
,.
.,
87 in all of these cases, apart from Deanes work, these texts have akeady been cited earUer m die thesis, and
are Usted in the bibUography
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powerful reinterpretation of social tife being tinposed by New Right govemments tii
famiUal potitical economies characterised by a global restracturing of capital/labour
relations and the particular tensions of an advanced corporate consumer economy,
makes the task of exposing that complex and contradictory relationship the more urgent.
From the review of the penal discourses outtined in chapters two to eight, it is argued
that more people are Iticely to be caught up tiie networks of conu-ol. There are likely to
be an increasing number of bifurcatory systems of classification that end in more people
being sent to prisons in the 'hard' end of the penal system and of those prisons beconting
the site of more and more bratal and exploitative forms of containment. The home,
constituted as the site of unequal relationships between men and women is also likely,
for people still attached to productive relations in the economic sphere, to become the site
of more criminogenic forms of community based controls in the normatising moment of
penal control. Meanwhile, in the increasing tensions at the 'hard end of imprisonment,
the 'home', for the people made marginal to productive life, is likely to play an
increasingly significant, but officially invisible part, in providing an infrastracture of
financial support and source of unpaid physical and emotional labour, legitimated by,
but going far beyond, the appeal of the 'natural work of fantily caring'.

There are three forms of restracturing of govemment provision of services in the New
Right agenda of 'neo-liberalism': firstly corporatisation, that is applying the criteria of
economic efficiency and accountabitity to the provision of the services that the
govemment department provides; secondly, privatisation in terms of shifting
responsibiUty for the profit making sectors of governmental provision of goods or
services to the private sector; and thirdly, privatisation in terms of shifting the
unprofitable aspects of government provision onto the unpaid labour of people who
work in the voluntary and domestic sectors. The consequences of these three processes
have been outlined in several of the socialist feminist analyses of the care of people made
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unproductive in tiie curtent form of capital labour relations.^^ It seems Iticely tiiat it is in
tiie condensed relations of power, moratity and rationaUty as tiiey are played out in the
tiitersection between home and prison tiiat tiiis resQiicturing of social Ufe is Ukely to
tiivolve tiie most complex and conttadictory forms of exploitation and domination. It is
tinportant tiiat tiie tinptications of tiiese changes for the people in the population 'famtiies
of prisoners' should be made a continuaUy visible part of the discoiuses of punishment
and control.

It has been Yeatman's three questions about the relationship between domestic and non
domestic life that have formed one of the the major frameworks of the thesis. These
questions concem: the specific social constractions of the interdependence of domestic
and pubtic Ufe; the incompatibilities between the two areas; the false assumption about
the self-sustaining nature of pubtic sphere, with the consequent marginalisation of the
domestic and privileging of the public spheres of social Ufe. She argues that this
feminist 'promise' to sociology should included the agenda of 'disestablishing the
"other" as a permissable term' ^^ If 'the disestablishment of this status requties the
participation of all individuals subsumed as 'other' in constituting theti identity, theti
sense of self, needs ..', ^^ the particularly condensed constitution of people in the
population 'famities of prisoner as 'otiiers' should be the privtieged not the marginalised
problematic of the discipline. It is because these 'carers' live and work in one of the
most densely layered of all the spheres of social life that the accounts of their experience
bear the greatest promise for an understanding of the complexity of tiie social
constraction of inequality.

88 detaUed in chs. two & five
89 Yeatman (1990) p.20
90 Yeatman (1990) p. 21
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The thesis also supports tiie parallel claim in Yeattnan's 'chaUenge to acadentia': tiiat a
sociology, freed of mascutinism, holds out great promise to feminism. In the terms tii
which that argument has been traced out in this thesis, ti is not so much in die duatistic
concem about men and women in penal tife, but in the analysis of the interdependence
of penality and domesticity, that the several adminisu-ative, judicial and academic
discourses that consGiict both areas of social life, can be most usefuUy investigated. In
a famtiial political economy characterised by the conuradictory combination of an
tiicreasingly deregulated financial and employment market, an emphasis upon the
constitution of the individuality of the citizen as a consumer, and a 'retreat from welfare'
in the field of social poticy, social control is increasingly comprising a more punitive
state at the 'hard end' of prison life, together with an expansion of the state in the fusion
of punishment and welfare systems at the 'normalising' end of the control continuum. It
is against this specific historical setting, that the thesis concludes with the argument that
the focus upon the constraction of domesticity should become a central aspect of both
feminist and sociological investigations, and, with the argument that is the corollary of
that position, that these analyses should cut across the so far relatively rigid boundaries
between the disciplines of feminist crintinology, social policy analysis, and the radical
critique of penality.
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APPENDIX
List of topics discussed with Carers in the interviews
(n.b. these topics formed die basis for tiie conversation witii the carers. They are not tiie actual questions tiiat
were asked nor were they raised in any set sequence)

Basic
1.Relationship with prisoner
2.Caring for child of prisoner
3.Experience of visiting which prisons
4, Visiting one or more prisoners
5, Any experience of livtiig with prisoner when he has been on some form of community
based control
Travelling
1, Distance
2, Time
3, Preparation
4, Cost: economic/other
Visiting general
1,'Would you take me through your day when you visit: your experiences of getting here ,
then having the visit and so on'
Reasons
1,Why visit?
2,Why bring chtidren to visit?
Impact of imprisonment on you and other people in the family
1, at artest
2, on bati/waiting for sentence
3, early imprisonment
4„classification
5,day leave/parole
Work involved in being 'outside carer' in addition to visiting?
1 ,mediating/negotiating
2.caring for children
General impact
1.Economic costs to you of imprisonment
2,Housing changes as a result of imprisonment
3,Personal (health/otiier) costs to you/children: paraUel punishments?
Managing
LAny help from relatives/fiiends/govemment departments/other
2,Any benefits/ from whole experience?/ What you would Itice to see changed
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